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ABSTRACT 

The study critically examines the role played by the news media in a modern African 
democracy. The issues of democracy and the theories that drive them are mostly 
either Euro-centric or Anglo-American. The perspective offered by this thesis showed 
that Africa has a unique system which calls for a hybridised approach to the study of 
media and democracy. The functioning of a state-owned media, insulated from 
governmental control by the 1992 Ghana Constitution alongside privately-owned 
media is a phenomenon worth the undertaking. 

What the study has done was an engagement with normative theories of media and 
democracy to determine whether or not the news media and more particularly, the 
newspaper media contribute to democratic development of Ghana. In this context, a 
comparative analytical study of the Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian Chronicle, state 
and private entities respectively, underpinned the enquiry into the possible influences 
on elections, checks on democratic accountability and promotion of multiparty 
politics. Crucially, Ghana's return to the path of multiparty constitutional democracy 
since 1992, has potentially equipped the news media with muscles to engage the state- 
managers inways that may significantly reduce the incidence of power abuse. 

With some degree of democratic consolidation, the focus of the news media, and even 
political activists, has significantly shifted towards the ensuring of democratic 
accountability and responsibility, and administrative transparency. Undoubtedly, the 
newspaper media as the `Fourth Estate' has a constitutional mandate in Ghana, for 
ensuring that political power-wielders operate within the standards required for `good 
governance'. An insight into how the exploits of the newspaper press acts as a catalyst 
for debate, deliberation and argumentation leading to opinion formation, in the 
political and democratic sphere in Ghana has been undertaken. This arguably has had 
an influence more widely in the continent of Africa. 

Within the framework of unearthing the dynamics of the newspaper press role in the 
democratic process for the period 1992.2000, a combination of methods were 
employed to analyse the research data. Importantly, the findings arising from the 
investigation, informed by the methodological strategy of triangulation, has assisted in 
addressing most of the research questions using the critical comparative framework. 

The effectiveness of the Ghanaian media in the democratic process is circumscribed 
by deep partisanships that wash over the political landscape. However, the bifurcation 
in the newspaper press offered by private/state ownership and control has arguably 
been a major contribution to the development of democracy as it allows for pluralism 
and diversity. This therefore defies the Western-held view that state-owned 
newspapers are an anathema to democratic development and progress. A major 
finding emerging from this study has been the combination of two different models of 
news media ownership contributing to the building of democracy in an African 
country. The emergence of findings in relation to the role of the state/private 
dichotomy in newspapers all promoting multiparty democracy in Ghana in particular 
constituted modest contributions to this field of study and may open the door into 
wider channels of enquiry into the news media and democracy paradox. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This study investigates how the practice of the newspaper media has assisted in 

advancing multiparty constitutional democracy embarked upon by Ghana since 1992. 

In the main, it sets out to explain how two of the country's most influential 

newspapers have aided the nascent democracy, erected in the post 1992 multiparty 

era, after a long spell of military rule. The newspapers coverage of electoral processes 

and general political coverage before, during and after elections were essential in 

deepening the democratic order. However, was their coverage fair and balanced, or 

driven by unalloyed partisanship? Their activism in contributing to democratic 

development in Ghana was arguably anchored to their critical independence as a 

`Fourth Power' through pluralism and diversity (Ansah, 1991). Theories of the media 

are important cogs in the wheel of any meaningful democratic development. Models 

of democracy show that the news media are the bedrock on which any meaningful 
democratic practice could be deemed viable or irrelevant in a given society. 

The study used a multi-strand methodology which involved triangulating data, 

particularly quantitative and qualitative comparative content analysis, observation and 

in-depth interviews (thematic analysis). It is important to state that content analyses 

assisted with measurement of statistical data, while its textual component addresses 

the contexts within the text for the sake of depth and for establishing a comparative 
framework. Findings arising from the emerging themes have justified the use of this 

multi-strand method as a complementary tool. Primarily, the comparative analytic 

study addresses the following questions: 

" To what extent have newspapers helped establish democratic accountability? 

Has political news coverage in-between elections undermined or helped 
deepen the democratic process in Ghana? 

" What has been the relationship between newspaper ownership and party- 

politics in Ghana? Does ownership of newspapers affect political coverage? 
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" What has been the role of the specific Ghanaian newspapers before, during 

and after elections? And have individual newspapers influenced the 
democratic process in the post-1992 constitutional era? 

" What does a comparative analysis of the state-owned Daily Graphic and 

privately-owned Ghanaian Chronicle tell us about the Ghanaian press during 

the period under review? 

" What is the implication of future press coverage of the electoral process for 

Ghana's emerging multiparty democracy? 

Crucially, the study addresses issues of how private/state-owned newspapers can 
contribute to multiparty democracy. In this way, it is significant to note how 

newspapers from different ownership and control structures have assisted in 

enhancing the political and democratic public sphere. Within this context, the 

constitutional spine given to the Daily Graphic has been a positive development in 

insulating it from governmental control. Issues of democratic accountability, 

ownership and how the Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian Chronicle has influenced 

electoral processes since 1992 have been unearthed in this study. Clearly, the 

newspaper media's support for democratic growth and its promotion of pluralism and 
diversity within the political and democratic public sphere was at the heart of this 

study. The normative theories of the media and democracy provide a theoretical 

grounding from traditional Western liberal perspectives, which are at times at odds 

with the variants in the African context and particularly Ghana. 

It must be stated that the relative success of the `third wave' democracy in Ghana, 

after the one-party governments, followed by the military dictatorship (Carothers, 

2002) since its inauguration in 1993 has significantly changed the political discourse 

of the prior demands for political participation and contestation, to those of 

crystallizing democracy through `good governance'. The gladiator-fashion of the 

newspaper media's engagement with perceived political opponents has been identified 

as mainly a manifestation of the feud-mentality that is characteristic of Ghana politics 
(Maxwell Owusu 1986). The media has been the vehicle for the political combatants 
to fulfil their objectives over the years. 
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The Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian Chronicle are the largest circulating daily 

newspapers in the country with the former selling around 150,000 copies and the 

latter currently between 50,000-60,000 copies. The operative term `currently' is used 
because the Chronicle was formerly a weekly, then a bi-weekly, becoming thrice 

weekly editions and finally a daily. Though Ghana's population is estimated to be 

21.6 million (World Bank, 2006) the readership of newspapers is hampered by the 

relatively low rate of literacy of 74.8% (CIA, 2006, Cited AMDI, 2007: 5) and low 

circulation capacity on the part of the newspaper establishments, particularly the 

private press. Whilst it is believed that more people read the newspapers than the 

figure circulated, it is done through the system of sharing which 1 termed `recycling'. 

An opinion leader in a village setting in Ghana who buys a newspaper generally ends 

up sharing it among six or more people. Economic factors and other considerations 

are arguably responsible for this state of affairs plaguing the newspaper press in 

Ghana. 

The two newspapers were chosen because they were, and continue to be among the 

most influential newspapers in Ghana in terms of political journalism coverage. They 

have also played very important roles in Ghana by way of their engagement in 

political coverage, which provided useful support for Ghana's recent democratisation 

process. This contribution is worth investigating especially from the perspective of 
how their coverage of specific political stories provided an underlying energy for 

democratic development. The Daily Graphic, founded in 1950 by Cecil King, is one 

of the oldest daily newspapers in Ghana today. It was then owned by the British 

Mirror Group Company, also known as the Overseas Newspapers Incorporated, 

headed by Cecil King (Mytton, 1983: 40). Originally a private newspaper, it was sold 
to the Ghana Government under the leadership of Kwame Nkrumah, shortly after the 

country attained self-rule. 

The Ghanaian Chronicle was established in 1991 by the company General Portfolio 

Limited owned by Nana Kofi Coomson and Nana Antwi Darkwa. Its rise to 
importance was very quick. A major catalyst to the Ghanaian Chronicle's meteoric 

rise to rival traditional media giants like the Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian Times 

has been its focus on investigative journalism. It also benefited immensely from funds 

made available to it by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
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Organisation (UNESCO), which sought to support private initiatives aimed at 

promoting education and providing information to the citizenry at the emergence of 

constitutional rule. 

The Daily Graphic stated its mission to be a liberal, non-partisan, objective, 
development-oriented newspaper and to serve the national and the public interest. The 

Ghanaian Chronicle claims that its goal is to serve society by being a true watchdog 

through its commitment to investigative journalism, a defender of human rights, and 

non-partisan promoter of issues of national interest (Gadzekpo, 1996: 16). 

Rationale for the Study 

I settled on this topic with the aim of adding an intellectual discourse to media 
development and its attendant democratic evolution in Ghana since the return to 

multiparty constitutional rule in 1992. At no point in the history of Ghana has the 

news media enjoyed such freedom of the press and the atmosphere which enabled it to 

play an important role as a watchdog of the society than the post 1992 era. It is on this 

basis that 1 was persuaded to seek a deeper understanding of how the news media 

assisted the democratic process by way of informing and educating the citizenry and 

becoming the watchdog over those holding political office in particular and political 

parties in general. I considered it also essential to research the ideological praxis of 

the two newspapers to see if it revealed influences in their political coverage or any 
biases in political thinking in Ghana's multiparty constitutional setting. 

The choice of the two newspapers, state-owned and privately-owned, is new in 

comparative media study in Ghana. An understanding of the workings of the two 

papers in a constitutional democracy such as Ghana will help stimulate debate not 

only about questions of ownership and control, but more importantly about how these 

differences were transformed into an underlying energy for the sustenance, growth 

and development of an electoral multiparty constitutional democracy in Ghana since 
1992. 

A comparative analysis of the two newspapers with different editorial orientation and 

control will help unravel the ideological dimensions of their contribution to 
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democratic development. Partisan considerations and manipulation of the newspaper 
media as well as delving into whether or not journalists are encumbered in their 

reportage on the basis of where they work will be part of to this inquiry. In brief, the 

thesis is an attempt to explore how the news media, particularly the newspaper media 

contribute to the democratic and political public sphere in Ghana from 1992-2000. 

Between 1992-1996 most of the opposition parties in Ghana boycotted parliament, 
leaving only the ruling National Democratic Congress (NDC), and its partners in the 

Progressive Alliance (PA) to control the legislature. The major opposition parties did 

not participate in the 28 December 1992 parliamentary elections after losing the 3 

November 1992 presidential elections. They accused the governing party, which 

transformed itself from the military government of the Provisional National Defence 

Council (PNDC) into a political party of vote rigging. In this boycott, almost ninety- 
five percent of the Members of Parliament (MPs) were representatives of the ruling 
NDC, which was the major partner in the progressive alliance. The remaining five 

percent of the Members of Parliament came from the minority partners in the alliance, 

namely the National Convention Party (NCP) and the Egle Party (Every Ghanaian 

Living Everywhere Party). 

It has to be noted that since the 1992 parliamentary boycott which was ended after the 

first term of the constitutional government in 1996, a landmark event in Ghana's post 
independence history, the private media eventually assumed the label `opposition 

media' as against the State-owned pro-government media. Therefore the contribution 

of both the state and private news media to the emerging democratic evolution needs 

to be explored. What makes it even more compelling to focus on the newspaper 

media, is the absence of private radio and television in the period 1992-1996, leaving 

the private newspaper media as the alternative to the state-owned media. 

Ghana has held four successive democratic elections since 1992, the last one being 

December 2004 with one to be held three months after the submission of this thesis.. 
The expansion of the frontiers of freedom of expression and the re-establishment of 

constitutional democracy, have thrown up some useful dynamics worth researching in 

a nascent democracy. The dynamics of changes being experienced have also spawned 

a large numbers of actors in both the newspaper media and in politics. 
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Given that the news media in Ghana is either state-owned or private, the control of the 

state-owned media by successive ruling governments therefore places a heavy 

responsibility on the private media to hold the government to account not only as the 

`Fourth Power" but also as a force of opposition outside parliament. In order to fill 

the political void created by the opposition parties' boycott in the first four years, the 

privately-owned newspaper press assumed the role of an opposition group. 

The boycott ended after the first four years of the first term of constitutional rule in 

1996, a landmark event in Ghana's post independence history when the opposition 

parties contested for political power and duly took their seats in parliament. It is in the 

above contexts that 1 propose to analyse these two major newspapers of Ghana, for an 

in-depth enquiry covering the years 1992-1996 and 1997-2000. 

I chose the particular years of chronological focus for this project because of the 

important historical events that unfolded during these periods of time. Importantly, 

after the 2000 elections there was a leadership change in Ghana, the first time in its 

history when a constitutionally elected government was replaced by another one 

through the ballot box. How the newspapers in question helped in the political 

communication process, resulting in the electorate replacing one constitutional 

government with another is one of the research questions I shall seek some answers to. 

The watchdog function of political communication on the part of the newspaper press 

between elections is also part of this study's enquiry. Furthermore, any intellectual 

discourse involving media and democracy, 1 deem, can provide the synergy for 

explicating the various notions, theories and models of these two concepts. Media and 

democracy are expected to complement each other. Even though politicians `hate' 

newspapers which do not support them, there is a nexus relationship which makes 

them highly intertwined. It is difficult discussing the media without reference to 

democracy and vice versa. 

1 That is the media are regarded as the fourth power under the separation of powers and outside the three organs of 
the executive, legislature and the judiciary because of its watchdog role. 
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The Structure of the Thesis 
Chapter one deals with the theoretical framework. A critique of various theories of 

communication and democracy relevant to the study has been explored. In this light, 

issues of normative theory of the. media, public sphere as engendered by the private- 

state dichotomy, democratic models and theories and related issues of democratic 

governance all formed the basis of argumentation and analysis. The researcher's own 

professional experience and first hand knowledge adds an impetus to the critique. 

The second chapter is a discussion of the dialectics offered by African media and 
democracy perspectives. It is a critique of Western concepts as juxtapose against those 

articulated and argued as being unique to Africa. It deals with the concept and practice 

of the African liberal idea as it relates to the debates of media and democracy in 

Africa. A useful ingredient of this chapter is the debate surrounding modernity, 
developmental concepts and African civil society. 

In chapter three, the study explores the historical framework of politics and the press 
in Ghana. The chapter discusses the role of the newspaper media in the evolution of 
democracy from the colonial to the post independence era. The role of state-owned 

and privately-owned newspapers shall be explored. The various media and 

democratic theories that form the basis of Ghana's constitutional and unconstitutional 
development are also examined. 

Media ethos is captured in chapter four. It discusses the newspaper media and practice 

as a whole. A critique of radio, television and to some extent the internet in national 
life has been done and used as appendix. Ethical issues and professional training in 

the media has been discussed. A critique of why this study has privileged the 

newspaper media over other news media resonates clearly in this chapter alongside 
the background information in respect of the two newspapers at the heart of this study, 
the Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian Chronicle. 

The fifth chapter addresses the research questions and the methodology for the thesis. 
The research questions have been contextualised to serve as a signpost for offering a 
critique of the methodological approaches necessary for understanding phenomena. 
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The main thrust of this chapter, is the various methods used by both scholars and 

academics to collect, collate and analyse data. This involves a critique of the various 

methodological tools such as comparative content analysis, in-depth interviews and 

the sampling techniques deployed in the field to gather data. The practical hands-on 

approach in explicating data is articulated. The greatest asset of the methodology has 

been the ability top triangulate data, a useful tool which ensures that most of the 

research questions have been addressed. 

Chapter six is devoted to qualitative analysis of the in-depth interviews as shown by 

the thematic method deployed. The depth of this analysis throws up very important 

findings, offering us a unique complementary dimension and relational features as 

critiqued in the theoretical framework. It represents a significant step towards 

addressing the study's research questions. 

Chapter seven deal with quantitative and qualitative (textual) analyses framework. 

Analyses of the two newspapers at both the quantitative and qualitative level have 

been offered. The chapter engages with interpretation and description of statistical 
data generated from the coding process. In this case, statistical tables, graphs and pie 

charts have been constructed to assist with interpretation, description and analysis. 

The quantitative content analysis arguably generated very interesting findings 

necessary to support others produced by the qualitative methods applied. The 

partisanship, bias, fair/balance reportage, non-partisanship as well as placement of the 

stories about politics, elections and accountability as they relate to political news, 

general news, editorials, feature articles and letters-to-the-editor were clearly 
discovered. Their influence on the three main categories resonating through all 

aspects of the analysis has been identified and articulated. 

Under the qualitative analysis, the deployment of analytical semantics and aspects of 

socio-linguistic analysis also produced interesting findings. In analysing texts, the 

position of the newspapers as it relates to their commitment to democratic 

accountability and the deepening of multiparty politics, has been uncovered either 
implicitly or explicitly. The textual or contextual analysis under this chapter further 

provides us with clear directions on whether their ownership structure influences their 

reportage in order to influence or direct the outcome of elections or the political 
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process in general. Furthermore, the textual analysis reveals the implications that the 

news media/newspaper coverage has on the democratic process as gleaned from their 

reportage and general coverage of issues bordering on politics, elections and 

accountability. 

The findings emerging from the analysis have been discussed and theoretical 

arguments in the thesis has also be revisited to confirm or otherwise the theoretical 

arguments and their relation to the research questions. The findings have shown that 

the comparative analytic approach in exploring the newspaper press' contribution to 

the democratic and political public sphere, their promotion of electoral constitutional 

democracy, democratic accountability, ownership persuasions on the multiparty 

democracy have emerged. 

The last chapter is the conclusion. A comprehensive summary of the dialectical 

positions presented in the theoretical- arguments, the discussions, the methodological 

strengths and weaknesses and the value of the project as evidenced from the findings 

has been presented. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Theoretical Framework 

1.0 Introduction 

The central role of the news media in nurturing democracy has been subjected to 

various interpretations. This study's focus on the news media's contribution to 

democratic evolution in Ghana examines the newspaper press' influence in shaping 

the thoughts of the electorate. It is argued that the media enable voters to exercise 

their democratic right in helping them decide between competing interests. The 

criticality of information and education it provides to the electorate in making 

political choices available to them, are some of the fundamental principles that serve 

to underpin the representation of public opinion. 

An independent news media is a sine qua non in a democratic society since it helps 

keep the governors of the governed in check. The government is arguably only a 

trustee of the collective will of the people. Its actions should, therefore, be regulated 
by the force of public opinion. The media is arguably the most potent organ to 

mobilise, shape, assess and represent public opinion. The media and democracy are 

generally upheld as being inextricably linked (Curran, 1995). The purpose of this 

study is to research into the news media and precisely the newspapers role in assisting 

democracy to flourish or otherwise. In this way, the critique is centred on how the two 

complement each other in order to bring about a qualitative output in the much 

vaunted sphere of democratic politics. 

The theoretical arguments which will underpin this chapter are more inclined to the 

normative theories of the newspaper press and democracy. The normative theory 

around which the thesis is built focuses on the Four Theories of the Press by Siebert 

et al (1956). This is then enlarged to include the variant developmental and 
democratic participant theories (McQuail, 1983,2005; Hachten, 1981,1992). Within 

the broader framework of the critique, 1 also engaged with other traditional liberal 

theories within the libertarian normative tradition. The chapter examines the news 

media's public sphere role in relation to various centres of power in the context of 
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deepening their democratic contribution. Theories and models governing democracy 

such as the direct, representative or pluralist democracy have also been engaged with. 

1.1 The Democracy Debate 

My research is interested in media and democracy. American scholar Fukuyama 

(1992) posited that of all the forms of government that has straddled human existence, 
from theocracies, monarchies to aristocracies, and from fascism to communism in the 

twentieth century, "the only government that has survived to the end of the century 
has been liberal democracy" (1992: 45). Liberal democracy, according to Fukuyama, 

is representative democracy and this is also referred to as constitutional and pluralist 
democracy. He adds, 

What is emerging victorious ..... is not so much liberal practice, as the liberal 
idea. For a very large part of the world, there is now no ideology with 
pretensions to challenge liberal democracy (1992: 45). 

Offering a definition of liberal democracy, he argues that it is a form of rule in which 

the citizens are free to "choose their own governments through periodic, free and fair, 

secret-ballot, multiparty elections, on the basis of universal and equal adult suffrage" 
(Ibid: 43). He pointed out however, that liberal democracy alone does not guarantee 

equal participation and rights. In this way, the fulcrum of liberalism is its emphasis on 

pluralism which not only allows individual freedoms but also is most restricted to the 

organisation of the market as the main elixir for addressing the needs of society 
(Hallin and Mancini, 2004). But this cannot be taken to be wholly ideal or essential 
for democracy in that pluralism or representation has been reduced to holding periodic 

elections, emphasising rights and freedoms and allowing for freer market of goods 
both tangible and intangible as McChesney (2000) describes them and for holding 

aloft the banner of profit. 

In as much as Fukuyama established a theoretical basis for liberal democracy as the 

only feasible model to have successfully survived ideological battles and practices, 
African scholars such as Nyamnjoh, disagrees with his assertion of using periodic 

elections as a means to arrive at the democratic paradise as preached by liberal 

theorists. He views this kind of democracy as `face-powder democracy' (Nyamnjoh, 

2005: 24). A real democratic culture, he insists, must be seen beyond the electorate 
just exercising their franchise. Democracy, Nyamnjoh argues "means more than the 
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occasional election of leaders who excel in callous indifference to the predicaments of 

their people" (Ibid: 24). 

Liberal democracy, which Fukuyama also contends to be reflective of modern 

representative government, has been criticised by others as inferior to the 

participatory democracy (Direct Democracy) of the Athenian ideal. For example, 

according to Dunn (1993), democracy is the 

old but vigorous idea that in human political communities, it ought to be 
ordinary people (the adult citizens), and not the extra-ordinary people who 
rule. The power and appeal of the idea come from its promise to render the life 
of a community something willed and chosen to turn the social and political 
existences that human beings share into a texture of consciously intended 

communication. In a democracy, the people (the demos), its human members 
decide what is to be done, and in so deciding they take their destiny' into their 
own hands (1993: v-vi). 

In providing a further insight into the democratic ideal, Dunn insists that modern 

liberal democracy does not offer its citizens the right to decide what is to be done and 

therefore they do not have their destiny in their own hands, adding: "they do not 

because they cannot" (Ibid). It is evident that under the traditional participatory 

democracy, the citizens using the majoritarian principle are part of decision-making 

process2. 

However, major weaknesses identified in its practice were arguably responsible for 

democratic improvements that propelled the human race to the modem liberal and 

other democratic systems (cited Drah, 1996: 53). If indeed it was so, then the modern 

liberal representative democracy in which the majority arc passive actors cannot be 

said to satisfy the criteria of opinions, freedoms and rights of expression and assembly 

2 By implication, Dunn is of the view that the participatory democracy of the early Greek States could not be 
attained in contemporary democracy due to certain inhibiting factors. It therefore strengthened the point that there 
is no utopian situation in reference to the type of democracy best suited for mankind. Dunn fails to note that 
Athenian democracy is fundamentally flawed because women, the low-born and slaves had no part in it. A slave- 
owning democracy is a contradiction per se. But he sees the Athenian democracy as an 'extraordinary invention' 
because it allowed for freedom for the citizens insisting on the definition of the citizen which excludes women and 
slaves (Ibid: 424). It is also imperative for us to understand how it was suitable at the time for such an ideal to 
work. What Dunn fails to see in 'Direct Democracy' is the obviously small populations and settlements around 
which the system was interwoven. But as noted by Rousseau, with increases in population and huge settlements 
springing up, the Athenian system is close to impossibility in any modern democratic environment. "Direct 
democracy, the participation in the agora, is suited only to small states and organisations in which the people find 
it easy to meet and in which every citizen can easily get to know all others" (cited in Keane, 1994: 169). As noted 
by Plato, the participatory ideal amounted to imposing "mediocrity over excellence, amateurism over 
professionalism, anarchy over order, in short, ignorance over true knowledge" (cited in Drah, 1996: 53). 
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in anyway. How representative are the elite who are free from ignorance and are 
knowledgeable compared with the illiterate and uninformed citizen? 

Of note is the major shift in democratic development between the sixteenth and mid- 

eighteenth centuries which rendered the Athenian prescription nugatory. It was 

considered the most inimical form of government, in for example England and other 

parts of Europe by the aristocratic and propertied classes. The Lockean maxim of `no 

taxation without representation' finally shut the door on the Aristotelian prescription 

of a "form of government which is conducted for the benefit of the poor" (Moore 

Junior cited Drah, 1996: 53). In its place a representative government was born. 

Modem representative democracy was seized by the aristocracy and the middle class. 

The revolutions that swept across the world in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 

the American and the French versions being reference points in modem history, are 

noted for their attempt to reorder a system that was now appropriated by the middle 

class (Mill, 1962: 193). 

While the wheel of representative democracy rolled on to include the ordinary people, 

courtesy revolutionary upheavals, critics like John Stuart Mill (1962) and Alexis dc 

Tocqueville (1945) were, with hindsight, quick to point to the dangers of the 

exclusion of the minority affluent class. Mill's philosophical arguments for 

democratic practice are two sets of ideas which he claims have been misguidedly 

conflated. He refers to the `pure idea of democracy' which he defines as "the 

government of the whole people equally represented" and "democracy as commonly 

conceived and hitherto practised" which is "the government of the whole people, 

exclusively represented. " According to Mill, the first is "synonymous with the 

equality of all citizens", while the second strangely confounded with the first "is a 

government of privilege, in favour of the numerical majority, who alone possess 

practically any voice in the state" resulting in the "complete disfranchisement of 

minorities" (Mill, 256-257). The articulation of the concerns of the privileged and 

educated classes about the `tyranny of the majority' was seen as an attempt to restore 

some credibility to a discredited privileged class (Ibid). Imperatively, their contention 

was that individual talents and excellence could flourish best under enlightened, 

aristocratic monarchy. But both were quick to admit that a society's average 
intelligence was a function of the active'participation of its members in public affairs. 
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In the absence of such participation, people would become selfish and even anomic. It 

needs to be pointed out that while to deTocqueville (1945) and other French liberals, 

liberty was the condition of intellectual and cultural progress, for Mill, the condition 

was active participation. Mill states: 

... the ideally best form of government is that in which.... Every citizen [is], at 
least occasionally, called on to take an actual part in the government, by the 
personal discharge of some public function, local or general (Ibid: 195). 

Mill's argument if put in the context of the time was an attempt to distinguish `false' 

from `true' democracy. The former constituted an imposition of majority rule; while 

the latter was institutionalised through representative government which in turn 

accommodated minority sentiments and opinions. 

But as Keane (1994: 168) explains, the concept of democracy cannot be taken to 

explain whatever is thought to be. Keane argues that democracy is normative in that it 

follows a clear set of rules and has elemental implications. He elaborated on the 

normative implications and procedural processes to mean "who is authorised to make 

collective decisions and through which procedures such decisions are to be made, 

regardless of the areas of life in which democracy is practised" (Ibid). Unlike Plato's 

argument of mediocrity and ignorance ruling over knowledge and excellence, Keane 

sees the concept of democracy as a combination of clear procedures which leads to 

consensus building. In effect, the ultimate in democratic participation is capacity 

building that ensures qualitative and quantitative involvement of all segments of 

society in the process. 

McNair (2003), writing on democratic participation also recognises the normative 

principle of equal participation through universal adult suffrage irrespective of status 
in the society. Constitutional provisions and guarantees, he notes, provide some 

clarity in the 'performance and discharge of functions in a democracy and ensures 

alternatives. He argues that democracy's main vitality is an "agreed set of procedures 

and rules governing the conduct of elections, the behaviour of those who win them 

and the legitimate activities of dissenters" (2003: 18). He also argues for a sizeable 

percentage of the population being engaged in the democratic process in order to give 
it that broad appeal, acceptance and participation. McNair adds that democracy ought 
to provide the necessary political choices for the electorate among the competing 
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political parties, and the election of the candidates only through rational and informed 

decisions of the electorate (Ibid). Garnharn (1992) also affirmed this position 

articulated by McNair when he argued that democracy not only deals with freedom 

but the knowledge necessary to activate choices through political judgement of the 

various alternatives opened to them. He asserts: 

... the rights and duties of a citizen are in large part defined in terms of 
freedom of assembly and freedom to impart and receive information. Without 
such freedoms it would be impossible for citizens to possess knowledge of the 
views of others necessary to reach agreements between themselves, whether 
consensual or majoritarian, as to either social means or ends; to posses 
knowledge of the actions of those to whom executive responsibilities are 
delegated so as to make them accountable; to posses knowledge of the external 
environment necessary to arrive at appropriate judgement of both personal and 
social interests (Garnham, 1992: 364). 

The rationality and informed choices argument was clearly -activated by Mill. His 

contention is that society's average intelligence and active participation in the 
democratic process is: 

The first element of good government... being the virtue and intelligence of 
the human beings composing the community, the most important point of 
excellence which any form of government can possess is to promote the virtue 
and intelligence of the people themselves (1962: 195). 

As we debate the essential features of a democracy model, it is only prudent to touch 

on the livewire of modern liberal ideas as represented by the political party system. 
We must recall McNair's references to the liberal idea as it provides for the necessary 

political choices among the electorate through competing political parties (2003: 18). 

This idea of political parties or divisions has been fully accounted for by Maier (1993) 
(in Dunn, 1993: 135). He traced it to eighteenth century England where political 
friends in parliament ensured the acceptance of common policies and secured the 

offices they wanted. Thus, the political party gradually "made politics into a 

predictable living and an instrument of governance" (Ibid: 135). Maier argues that the 
institutionalisation of political parties in a democracy has helped "transformed 

opposition from conspiracy into acceptable dissent" and therefore provided a vital 

channel for an otherwise virulent and potentially lethal rivalry into a workaday and 
tolerable antagonism of "ins and outs" (Ibid). 
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A further boost to the liberal idea has been captured by Keane (1994) when he calls 
for institutionalised divisions of state and civil society. He contends: 

... self organising (international) -civil society which is coordinated and 
generated by multilayered (supra-national) state institutions, which are in turn 
held permanently accountable to civil society by mechanisms - political 
parties, legislatures, communications media - which keep open the channels 
between state and social institutions (1994: 169). 

Sociologists like Auguste Comte and Emile Durkheim, according to Maier (1993), 

also argued very forcefully for a strong civil society to shape the structure of 
democratic politics. They proposed the "organisation of civil society to stabilise the 
fast advancing democratic politics" (Maier in Dunn, 1993: 132). This view is shared 
by Holmes when he states the position of theorists in Europe and America on the 

power of the state which has to be curtailed. He argues: 
If they viewed the state as an agent of coercion that must be restricted, they 
saw civil society as a sphere of freedom that must be enlarged (in Lichtenberg, 
1990: 21). 

Comaroff and Comaroff (1999) also applaud the organisation of civil society in a 
democracy arguing that its presence has been to assist checks on any capricious use of 

political power. However, they view its place in modem western liberal societies as 

part of the free market capitalist order designed to curtail the power of society by 

"trumpeting instead the uncompromising autonomy of the individual, rights-bearing, 

physically discrete, monied, market driven, materially inviolate human subject" (cited 

Nyamnjoh, 2005: 29). Therefore, a major drawback on what Durkheim and Comte 

perceived to serve as a democratic bulwark against the unrestrained use of political 

power by the rulers, has in modem times been transformed into another realm of 

power concentration within the social polity and in the hands of the powerful 

minority, who claim to represent and speak on behalf of civil society (Comaroff and 
Comaroff, cited Nyamnjoh, 2005: 29). 

Despite the plausible arguments and claims 
, 
to the utopian formulations by liberal 

democratic thought and practice, Keane warns of the dangers in celebrating the liberal 
idea or the representative parliamentary democracy as the `alpha and omega' of 

political forms (1994: 169). He attacks modern democratic practices and the loud 

claims in the western world to democratic idealism, as a semblance of "a homeless 
drunk staggering uncertainly in search of a lamp-post for support if not illumination" 
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(Ibid: 170-171). What Keane tries to argue is located within the philosophical basis of 

the substantive grounding principle of Tom Paine, Mill and Locke's natural rights 

maxim, and the Marxian ideology of the triumph of authentic democracy as derived 

from the class struggle. The ongoing struggle and debates as to the imperfections of 
the liberal idea, and the cries and echoes of the world's majority population still 

smarting under the shackles of poverty and deprivation, even after the collapse of 

communism in Eastern Europe and other parts of the world, remains a blot on the 

conscience of the purists of the flawless liberal idea and practice (1994: 171). 

Fukuyama's argument which projects the liberal idea as the unchallenged ideology 

into the new millennium is in need of examination. According to McChesney (2000), 

modern-day democracy as a term has been widely used to the extent that "it has lost 

much of its specificity and meaning" (McChesney, 2000: 4). He laments the abuse of 

the concept of democracy which now even applies to tangible and intangible products. 
Products consumed by many in modern times are referred to as `democratic' while 

those by a tiny minority are considered ̀ undemocratic'. As if this was not enough, 
McChesney also points out the constant reference to anything good being 

`democratic' while offensive behaviour is described in unpalatable terms. Words like 

`Fascist' or `Hitler-like' are used to describe "negative behaviour regardless of any 

actual relationship to the Third Reich or fascist politics or politics at all" (Ibid). Using 

the United States as a classic example, he questions its characterisation as a 
democracy. It is his view that this description of the United States as being democratic 

has to be properly evaluated based on the "assumptions and values of the person 

making the claim" (Ibid). 

McChesney is quick to add that the reference to the United States as a democracy is 

premised on the enjoyment of individual rights and freedoms, the freedom to exercise 
the vote in an organised election and "when abuse of power is held in check by a 

constitution and laws and a legal system". He disagrees with this. He does not 

see this as providing the necessary succour needed for democratic idealism and 

practice. He thinks the concept of democracy as practised in the United States for 

example, is devalued by the inability of the majority to have a direct say in the 
decision-making process, and as he puts it: 
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Many key decisions are the province of the corporate sector and most 
decisions made by the government are influenced by the powerful special 
interests with little public awareness or input (Ibid). 

McChesney, however, concedes that in as much as citizens in the democratic western 

world do not have control over how political decisions, which affect their lives, are 

made they do "retain the right to vote in elections and thereby remove politicians from 

office" (Ibid: 5). What McChesney fails to address is that American democracy in the 

main is manifest in only its superb local government system and not in neo-imperial 

citadels of Congress and the White House. This is based on the fact that the citizens 
have the power to elect officials directly and by simple majority they take their seats 
in the councils and municipalities. This is not encumbered by the discriminatory 

Electoral College arrangement for the occupant of the White House. The case of 

majoritarian democracy is undermined by this arrangement in which the President is 

elected by a few representatives and the winner of the popular vote could be denied 

power. The case of the controversial 2000 American presidential electoral contest 
between George Bush and Al Gore are important reference points. 

Importantly, Nordenstreng identifies a simple thread that cuts through most 

democratic theory and practice. This position is likened to the one articulated earlier 

on in this chapter by Rousseau related to individual rights and liberty and those of the 

equality, collectivism and the recognition of the community (2006: 42). 

The democratic debate as articulated by the sources reviewed here has thrown up the 

necessary linkages and symbiotic relationships that are in need of connectivity to the 

news media argument as an intertwined concept. McChesney in his critique of 
democracy, which he prefers to call `liberalism' or even neo-libcralism, believes in 

democratisation that ultimately will ensure "reducing social inequality and 

establishing a media system that serves the entire population and promote democratic 

rule" (McChesney, 2000: 5). 

In this case, deliberate misinformation and distortion are a concern because they have 

the potential of shortchanging the democratic process. Political information is "a 

central resource for democratic participation" (Carpini and Keeter, 1997: 5). Citizens 

cannot make meaningful political decisions without accurate information provided by 
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the press-media about the choices before them and the likely consequences of those 

choices. 

This reference to the media takes us to the next phase of our debate. And this has to 
do with fleshing out the various arguments for and against media's role in a 
democratic process. 

1.2 Media Theory and Philosophical Argument 
The press-media which is variously regarded as the Fourth Estate and later assumed 

the term watchdog of society has a unique history and origin. Its central role in society 

and later in democratic governance as key player compelled Edmund Burke (1729- 

97) to refer to it as the Fourth Estate (Cited McQuail, 2005). This description came 

about as Burke sought to explain the power relations of the press vis-A-vis those of the 

other powers in Britain, the Lords, Church and Commons. In equating the political 

power wielded by the press to others referred to now as the three pillars of the state 
(Executive, Legislature and Judiciary), Burke based his assessment on the power and 

oxygen of publicity enabled by the press. According to McQuail "the power of the 

press arose from its ability to give or withhold publicity and from its informative 

capacity (2005: 169). 

This informative capacity has influence on the way and manner the press-media 

operate. Wilbur Schramm (1964) describes the mass media as an instrument for taking 

the social temperature. However, its function is more than taking the social 

temperature. The political and economic imperatives are determined by the level of 

media influence in the given society. It provides the fulcrum for gauging the 

accountability of political leaders and other influential elements in society. In the 

contention of Kunckzik, the level of temperature being high or low is determined by 

the various activities which characterise the full or partial participation of the people 
(Kunczik, 1988: 87). 

The history of the press is linked to press freedom. This is evidenced by the 

restrictions imposed on the early press through censorship following the `Gutenberg 

miracle' in mid-fifteenth century Europe (McQuail, 2005: 25). For a clearer 
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understanding of the media debate, we need to briefly explain the relevant ̀ Four 

Theories' of the press. 

1.2.1 Authoritarian Theory 
Authoritarianism as a press theory, as elucidated by Siebert in the introduction to the 
`Four Theories of the Press', emerged during the Renaissance. According to Siebert 

`truth' was considered the preserve of a few wise men instead of the aggregate 
intelligence of society as a whole. "Thus truth was thought to be centred near the 

centre of power. The press therefore functioned from the top down" (1963: 2). In this 

context, the political authority represented by the English monarchy in the 

Renaissance period had absolute control of the press and decided which information 

was suitable for consumption by the readers and "policies the rulers thought they 

should support" (Ibid). Private ownership was strictly at the discretion of the English 

royalty and was conferred on a few privileged individuals by the granting of special 

permission for the purposes of eloquently espousing the policies supportive of the 

established monarchy. Any publication which was considered critical, or what was 

termed `dishonourable', could be revoked without notice (1963: 2-3). This practice 

was rooted in the notion of a press-media that was completely government-controlled 

and regulated. It was justified by those who applied it as necessary to protect and 

preserve a divinely ordained social order. Violators risked jail sentences or revocation 

of licenses. This allowed for all manner of censorship and repressive laws. 

1.2.2 Libertarian Theory 

It has been stated by Siebert et al that agitation for more political and religious rights 

under the emerging democratic ideal of the late seventeenth century, and through the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, acted as a catalyst in pushing for a truly 

libertarian model for the press. They have argued that: 

the libertarian theory reverses the relative position of man and the state as we 
saw in the authoritarian theory. Man is no longer conceived of as a dependent 
being to be led and directed, but rather as a rational being able to discern 
between truth and falsehood, between a better and worse alternative, when 
faced with conflicting evidence and alternative choices (1963: 3) 
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The philosophical basis of the libertarian theory is the independence of the press from 

governmental control. Its guiding principle is its ability to present all sides of the 

issue, and to act as an effective check to any encroaching autocratic tendencies of the 

rulers on the governed. All contending ideas must be subject to fair scrutiny in the 
`free market place' of ideas by all irrespective of status, influence, majority or 

minority (Ibid: 4). 

In deepening the basis of this theory its proponents argue that libertarianism is 

predicated on the proviso that if individuals could be rescued from the arbitrary 

restrictions imposed on the press-media by Church and State "they would "naturally" 

follow the dictates of their conscience, seek truth, engage in public debate and 

ultimately create a better life for themselves and others" (Baran and Davis, 2003: 96). 

Curran (2005) sees the liberal media theory as a check on the state (2005) and the 

watchdog role of the media. This function, he argues, is meant to surpass all other 
functions irrespective of their vital role in society. Curran states that "only by 

anchoring the media to the free market in this view is it possible to ensure the media's 

complete independence from government" (2005: 122). 

1.2.3 Social Responsibility Theory 

Modifications to the libertarian theory, and concerns of its drift into the hands of a 
few powerful elite who now control all the channels of communication, necessitated 

the call for the `Social Responsibility Theory'. The power of media owners and 

managers who decide what media product is fit for public consumption is thought to 

have eroded the original spirit behind Mill's `free market place' of ideas principle 
(Baran and Davis, 2003). The right of the individual to free expression is linked to his 

or her ability to reason and be guided by thoughts which are believed to be a moral 

right and necessary to uphold and not hand over to external control (Peterson, 1963: 

96). 

The social responsibility theory of the press was born out of the 1947 United States 
Hutchins Commission report on the role of the press in the society. However, while 

some members of the commission held fast to the libertarian ideals of a totally 

unregulated press, others favoured some measure of regulation, fearing that the 
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marketplace of ideas was "too vulnerable to subversion by anti-democratic forces" 

(Baran and Davis, 2003: 108). This position was that an "unregulated mass media 

inevitably served the interests and tastes of large socially-dominant groups", warning 

that "small, weak, pluralistic groups would be either neglected or denigrated" (Baran 

and Davis, 2003: 109). While recognising that the libertarian marketplace of ideas 

was not self-regulating, the commission was nonetheless apprehensive that any form 

of regulation might trigger official control, thus, social responsibility arose as a 

compromise theory. It challenged media practitioners to devise new strategies of 

serving their communities, while seeing themselves at the vanguard of the struggle to 

preserve democracy in a world that was drifting inexorably toward dictatorship. By 

fostering pluralistic groups, the media would be erecting a wall of protection for 

democracy. A summary of the principles behind the social responsibility theory as 

elucidated by McQuail (1983,2005) and Machten (1981,1992) are: 

" Media should accept and fulfil certain obligations to society 

" These obligations are mainly to be met by setting high or professional 

standards of being informative, truthful, accurate, objective and balanced 

0 In accepting and applying these obligations, media should be self 

regulating within the framework of law and established institutions 

" The media should avoid whatever might lead to crime, violence, or civil 
disorder or give offence to minority groups. 

" The media as a whole should be pluralist and reflect the diversity of their 

society, giving access to various points of view and rights of reply 

0 Society and the public have a right to expect high standards of 

performance and intervention can be justified to secure the public good 

" Journalism and media professionals should be accountable to society as 

well as to employers and the market (McQuail, 1983,2005: 171-172; 

Hachten, 1992: 22). 

1.2.4 The Soviet-Communist Theory 

The Soviet-Communist theory which is premised on Marxist thought and determinism 

has some resemblance to the authoritarian model. The state is the absolute owner of 

the press (Siebert et al., 1963: 5). Offering an insight into the Soviet-Communist 
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theory, Schramm stated the media's subordination to the state. As part of the state 

machinery, the media exist to support, promote and further the advancement of the 

socialist system and its organs of power and control. Its thrust is the `cost-covering' 

principle and to assist in social construction by supporting the leaders to mobilise the 

population for the attainment of efficiency in production (Schramm: 140-14 1). 

A vivid summary of the theory provided by McQuail and Kunczik explains its main 

trajectory as follows: 

" Removal of the profit motive (respectively the cost-covering principle) of the 

media. 

" Secondariness of topicality in news presentation. 

" Whereas the authoritarian press theory was strictly status quo-oriented, the 

press in Soviet theory is develöpment and change of society (attainment of the 

communist stage) (1983: 93-94; 1988: 48). 

As noted by Nordenstreng (2006), the Four Theories filled an intellectual gap in 

establishing the relationship between the media-press and the different levels of 

governance. However, the classic `Four Theories' came under heavy criticism for 

oversimplification in framing history and for "its analytical inadequacy" (2006: 36) 

As noted by other scholars including Hallin and Mancini (2004), the era of the Four 

Theories is passed and that there is the need to move on to "the development of more 

sophisticated models based on real comparative analysis" (2004: 10). McQuail (1983, 

2005) and Hachten (1992) have earlier recognised the intellectual defects within the 

classic and offered variant models such the development and democratic participant. 

However, it can be argued that within the scope of this thesis, the Four Theories and 

the Habermasian arguments in respect of the media and democratic public sphere are 

very useful in relation to Ghana just as the variants which I now move on to discuss. 

1.2.5 Development Model/Concept 

The Development model/concept has its origins in the theoretical postulations of 

Wilbur Schramm (1964) and Daniel Lerner (1963). According to McQuail (2005), it 

arose out of the need to articulate a specific paradigm for countries emerging out of 

colonialism and under-development. It is the contention that the normative `four 

theories' were purely Western concepts with no historical and cultural connection to 
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the problems confronting the press in Africa, Asia and South America (2005: 1.78). 

These under-developed countries are constrained by finance, the required 
infrastructure and manpower capacity to adopt the free-market models mostly driven 

by private-sector led press as practised in the Western world. In the view of McQuail 

these countries in transition to independence believe that they owe a duty to their 

citizens to fulfil certain obligations instead of leaving the market to the force of price 

mechanism, which is lubricated by demand and supply imperatives. It is their 

contention that "social responsibility comes before media rights and freedoms" 

(McQuail, 2005: 178). This viewpoint is seen as a simple relapse into 

authoritarianism as articulated by Siebert (1963). Viewed as an amalgam of the 

authoritarian and Soviet-Communist press praxis, this de-westernised model was 

originally thought to fill the gap between the developed and the developing countries 

in all spheres of life. This is corroborated by Nachten, who argues that the 

developmental concept is an "amorphous and curious mixture of ideas, rhetoric, 
influences, and grievances" (1992: 34). In the words of Rosemary Righter (1978), the 

central component of the concept is its rejection of the Western model as encapsulated 
in the normative theory. The four theories are believed to be stripped of the necessary 

oxygen to address the concerns of the unequal world. In order to fill the void created 

by this theoretical lacuna, the media "instead of backing diversity and free 

ilow.... must adopt a didactic, even ideological, role of explaining to the people their 

part in forging a new social order" (Righter, 1978: 14-5). The thrust of the 

development concept or model as articulated by McQuail is its normative synergy to 

promote positive development, ensure autonomy and cultural identity of these 

developing countries caught in the quagmire of the West and East ideological battle 

which greatly informed the basis of the `Four Theories'. Some of the basic 

ingredients of the concept as explained by Nachten (1981,1992) and McQuail (1983, 

2005) are: 

" The media therefore should support authority, not challenge it. Dissent or 
criticism has no place, in part because the alternative to the ruling government 

would be chaos, it is argued. Freedom of the press, then, can be restricted 

according to the development needs of the society. 

" Information (or truth) thus becomes the property of the state; the flow of 
power (and truth) between the governors and the governed works from top 
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down as in traditional authoritarianism. Information or news is a scarce 

national resource; it must be utilized to further the national goals. 

" Implied but not often articulated is the view that individual rights of 

expression and other civil liberties are somewhat irrelevant in the face of the 

overwhelming problems of poverty, disease, illiteracy, and ethnicity that face a 

majority of these nations (Hachten, 1981,1992: 36; McQuail, 1983,2005: 

178). 

1.2.6 Democratic-Participant Theory 

The fear element of control of the news media under the developmental concept is 

grounded on the belief that it promotes authoritarianism and lack of accountability on 

the part of the rulers. For the Western normative theory, the elemental deficiencies of 

control and ownership of the media by the few corporate behemoths necessitated the 

need for a variant model (flachten, 1992: 22). The democratic participant theory was 

advocated as the logical option to satisfy and address the inadequacies raised. Its 

essential features are to help democratise communication. Its main thrust is to 

revolutionise news media practice by democratising an industry considered too over- 

centralised, too closely tied to big business in the capitalist world and overly driven by 

commercial interests in favour of a horizontal and rural-based communication. In 

effect, the principle underlying this theory is to reverse the perception of the news 

media as a distributive agency to one of communicative machinery of not passive 
listeners but as active suppliers in the market (McQuail 1983: 96). It is imperative to 

recognise that the main argument located within this theory is to seek a solution to the 

needs, interests and aspirations of the recipients of information in a political setting. It 

is meant to provide a theoretical space, with direct control of the news media by 

members of the community in which it operates. Democratic participant theory will, 

therefore, offer the community localised forms of communication and social 
interaction through the use of the news media to establish relations with the state. 
Such an arrangement, its proponents believe, creates space for non-coercive human 

association through obligatory state provision of support for community news media 
devoid of control and agenda-setting. 
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The basis of democratic-participant theory is the argument that the news media, being 

a powerful social institution, is too awesome, too sensitive and too critically important 

to be entrusted to a handful of owners and operators, the fear being that such a 

monopoly may serve to marginalise a critical segment of the populace. The theory 

reasons that the populace has an inalienable right to information, the right to answer 
back and the right of the majority and the less privileged to be actively involved and 

participate in political communication. Folarin (2002: 35) has likened the news media 

option of the democratic-participant theorists to the equivalent of "grassroots 

democracy". 

1.3 The Theories and Their Explanatory Power 

McQuail (2005: 27) explains how in 1644 Milton the English poet spoke out for a 

libertarian press, resulting in the abandonment of censorship measures. Siebert (1956) 

documents this intellectual proposition when he recalls the struggle for freedom of the 

press from the shackles of authoritarianism of the late eighteenth and mid-nineteenth 

century Europe and the United States in general. Ile mentions Milton, Mill, Locke, 

and Paine among the early corps that provided the resistance to licensing (1963: 45). 

Britain is credited with the fight for press freedom from state control. Kunczik (1988) 

records how English parliamentarians in 1649 introduced ä bill in parliament to argue 

against the state's continued control of the press. The bill states: 
if a government wants to act justly and in accordance with the constitutional 
principles then it will have to be necessary for it to hear all voices and all 
opinions. But that is possible only if it grants freedom of the press (cited 
Kunczik, 1988: 16) 

Milton for example, criticised press restrictions as not only stifling the right of the 

individual's infinite capacity to think but also to exercise his inalienable right to 

dissention and the use of his own discretion in judgement of what is good from bad 

(Ibid). Kunczik also cites Milton as having attacked censorship, arguing that if 

allowed to be used by the subaltern intellects could result in submerging the `truth'. 

Censorship, Milton stated: 

would make it impossible to find the truth by public argumentation because, 
free public debate at the end of the day served the common good. Truth could 
be found only if one considered the possibility that others could also be right. 
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In argument and counter argument, one could arrive at the truth (cited 
Kunczik, 1988: 16). 

Milton's idea of the `self-righting process' and the `free market place of ideas' is an 
important ingredient in shaping the liberal theory of the press (cited Siebert, 1963: 

45). The libertarian theory according to Siebert, functions to inform, entertain and 

educate and above all to help discover the `truth' in order to act as an effective 

watchdog of the society over the rulers (Ibid: 51). 

Mill on the other hand argued for free ventilation of opinions in a free and democratic 

press. He, however, warned that the power and ability of one to express one's 

opinions should not be held up as enough safeguard for the promotion of free 

expression but one that seeks the truth by allowing for conflicting opinions to freely 

circulate which ultimately spring up the truth (cited Siebert, 1963: 46). However, 

Hallin (1994) is of the view that free circulation of ideas alone is not a guarantee of 

critical rational debate and the uncovering of the truth. He thinks it is subject to 

manipulation and therefore argues: 
it is neither realistic nor necessary nor even desirable, for public debate to be 
strictly `rational'... Political dialogue has always involved passion and 
spectacle; just like `reason, ' they have been used sometimes to manipulate and 
pacify, and sometimes to push consciousness to a higher level" (1994: 9). 

The contention here is that adulterated debate easily pushes political debate to the 

point that economists call "diminishing returns". At that point, public debate ceases to 
inform, to engage, and to stimulate the power of thought and seek the truth. 

Kunczik, commenting on the early press salutes Friedrich Engels (1839) as one of the 

many credited with the courage of resisting the censorship noose being tightened 

around their necks. Engels in a rebellious mood argued: 
I will not be prevented from writing freely by censorship; let them strike out as 
much as they like from what 1 have written, 1 shall not become a child- 
murderer of my own thoughts... (cited Kunczik, 1988: 17). 

The resistance to authoritarianism in the early press is wide and varied. Thomas 

Erskine (1793) using the liberty of the press as enshrined in the British uncodified 

constitution reiterated the natural rights of the individual to freely express himself on 
issues of importance for the society as a whole. At the trial of Tom Paine in England 
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who was charged with seditious libel, Erskine stated "every individual citizen has the 

right to the oxygen of publicity" and as Keane captured it: 

the government of citizens' tongues, brains and eyes is inadmissible. Liberty 
of the press is an imprescriptible natural right, given by God. It cannot be 
infringed by any earthly power, and certainly not by individuals against 
government... Every man may analyse the principles of its constitution, point 
out its errors and defects, examine and publish its corruptions, warn his fellow 
citizens against their ruinous consequences (Thomas Erskine 1793, cited 
Keane, 1994: 4). 

What this tells us is the right of the press-media to scrutinise the actions and inactions 

of the rulers to the ruled. The press-media in the contention of Erskine has the power 

to demand democratic and political accountability by exposing corruption and other 

abuses in the system. This development was an important part of the entrenchment of 

a democratic culture in which citizens openly demand accountability from their 

leaders. It contributes to politics being "cut down to size" (Blumler & Gurevitch, 

2000: 163) so that citizens can begin to look at their leaders as public servants whom 

they can (and do) hold accountable. 

The contention is that the watchdog role of the news media is one of the most solid 

arguments advanced by the liberal pluralist theory. Its main thrust has been to mount 

surveillance on the state and its agents as to guard the public purse and the resources 

of the people. For Curran, it is one critical aspect of democratic underpinnings of the 

news media (2005). 

The argument about accountability has been explained by Upset as the "ability to 

determine who in government is responsible for a decision or action and the ability to 

ensure that officials are answerable for their actions" (1995: 9). Press-media 

accountability is also premised on the understanding that it scrutinises those holding 

responsible, elected or appointed, offices in trust for the citizens. This is mostly 
tenable in democracies where there are institutional and legal safeguards to ensure 
those in public and state organisations charged with public mandate to account for 

specific actions, activities or decisions to the public from which they derive their 

authority (Ibid). 
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Whatever the enormous importance and vital role of the watchdog function for 

example, Curran calls for sobriety not to view this theory as an end in itself arguing 

that "it is perhaps quixotic to argue that it is so paramount that it should dictate media 

policy" (2005: 124). However, in the context of Ghana and most African countries 

undergoing democratic transitions, the canker of corruption and the mentality of 

politicians entry into politics being influenced by a possible short-cut to riches, the 

watchdog role of the news media is still very relevant. The traditional liberal theory, 

which is lubricated by pluralism, is best served by watchdog journalism as a central 

component for democratic development and survival if poverty is to be eliminated. 

Despite the efforts of the early liberal theorists to fight for a freer press in order to 

check the creeping abuse of state power, human rights and corruption, the threats 

posed to the news media and democracy represented by the private-state dichotomy is 

today more exacerbated by both internal and external factors than could not have been 

envisaged in the past. While the libertarian and social responsibility theories are based 

on the `free market place' of ideas and the `self-righting' process, and eloquently 

espoused private ownership of the press, there are those who still believe that the state 

ought to own newspapers of its own. This debate is further fuelled by the position of 

Curran, who believes that both have inadequacies which arc not likely to serve the 

ultimate points in society's quest to enjoy the best ( Curran, 2005). 

However, the case study of the private-state dichotomy as it relates to Ghana has 

shown that both can co-exist and help promote healthy debate and informed opinions 

within the public sphere. In the case of the Daily Graphic for example, though a state- 

owned newspaper, it has a constitutional backing under article 162 of the Ghana 

Constitution to be independent (1992). Its main vitality has been the constitutional 
framework which empowers the National Media Commission (NMC) in article 167 

(a) "to promote and ensure the freedom and independence of the media for mass 

communication or information" and subsequently in 167 (c) "to insulate the state- 

owned media from governmental control (1992: 114). This safeguard, it can be 

argued, appears to have provided space to the state-owned newspaper alongside 

privately-owned entities such as the Ghanaian Chronicle to render valuable 
democratic service and promote multiparty development and growth. 
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The power and recognition given to a constitutional body such as the NMC to ensure 
the independence of the news media is an essential tool for building a free and just 

society. An independent newspaper press in a democracy, according to Keane, are 
"justified by their ability to maximise freedom in the sense of individual or group 

autonomy" in that a free press remains the only bulwark or antidote against the 
incipient abuse of power by those who wield and exercise it (1994: 175). Clearly, 

Keane argues that democracy depends on an informed citizenry. The capacity to 

arrive at rational and intelligent decisions is influenced by the quality of information 

available, and that they are allowed to have access to various sources of opinion 
(Ibid). The newspaper press' role in a democracy is to enhance "information equality" 
by allowing more citizens access to political information. What this means is that the 

news media has the onerous responsibility as an "agency of information and debate 

that facilitates the functioning of democracy" (Curran, 2005: 129) beyond the scope of 

surveilling the state and its agents. 

According to democratic theory, the very survival of democracy depends on 
information and communication (Barber, 1999). The informed "consent of the 

governed" is a cherished principle of representative democracy (1999: 582). Perhaps 

this is even more crucial in societies undergoing democratic transitions. Without 

sufficient information, citizens, may not adequately evaluate the alternatives before 

them and the consequences of their actions. This view is further deepened by Barnett 

and Gaber (2001) in their contribution to the press debate. Commenting on political 
journalism, Barnett and Gaber identified three useful contributions that the news 

media in a democracy ought to do to enrich the process. They identify the conveyor 

status of the news media as a vital cog in the wheel, in that they report important 

concerns and problems that need attention of the rulers from: 

the ground to policy-making elites, governments and elected representatives; 
acting in other words, as tribunes of the people who can convey through the 
mass communication process the distilled consensus of the multitude to its 
representative law-makers" (2001: 11). 

The duo also stressed the provision of. 

accurate, intelligible and comprehensive knowledge about contemporary 
political issues to the electorate, allowing citizens to formulate their own 
informed responses and if they choose - to participate accordingly (Ibid). 
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Barnett and Gaber applaud political journalism for promoting debate and reporting 

the outcome, which ultimately contributes to the process of opinion formation. In 

effect, they view political journalism as providing the platform for citizens to freely 

ventilate their views through debate which is invariably geared towards arriving at a 

collective position (2001: 12). 

Importantly, the market mechanisms driven by the forces of demand and supply are at 

the root of the libertarian doctrine of a privately-owned press. The co-ordination of 

the market mechanism by the forces of demand and supply inevitably promotes 

alternative choices, products of quality and diversified information, from which the 

public have the propensity to sift and select (Siebert, 1963: 52). An encroachment 

through state intervention in the market has been considered an intrusion into an area 

viewed as the preserve of the private sector. Libertarian purists, as explained by 

Siebert, are convinced that: 

out of a multiplicity of voices of the press, some information reaching the 
public would be false and some opinions unsound. Nevertheless, the state did 
not have the right to restrict that which it considered false and unsound. If it 
did, it would inevitably tend to suppress that which was critical of the state or 
which was contrary to the opinions of government officials (1963: 51). 

The capacity of the citizens to digest information, discard what they consider inimical 

for public edification and accept what serves their needs and aspirations as well as the 

community represent an endorsement of Mill's `self-righting' process. Clearly, the 

libertarian theorists' view resisting government involvement in the ownership of the 

press seeks to prevent the sliding back into the shackles of mundane authoritarian 

practice. Instead, a privately-led press could bring out the individual genius in private 

capital mobilisation for diversity and press pluralism. Siebert, articulating further the 

libertarian position writes: 

... anyone, citizen or alien, who had the inclination should have the 
unrestricted opportunity to own and operate a unit of mass of 
communication... it was also assumed that the mass media would operate in a 
capitalistic society in which free enterprise was a guiding principle. This 
meant that the instruments of communication would be privately owned and 
would compete in an open market (1963: 52). 

The dominant liberal position which emphasises the free market press being privately 
driven, according to McQuail (2005), does not indicate an absolute freedom; but this 

power, he argues, ought to be used with sobriety and to respect the "wishes and 
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interests of the state ... even if the right to criticise is preserved" (2005: 162-163). 

From the standpoint of Curran, the independence of the press in a democratic 

environment is meant to deepen the democratic culture and prevent subversion of free 

opinion of the citizens, and to allow the press in the liberal representative democratic 

arrangement achieved, to "facilitate this intricate system of representation, and 
democratise it* by exposing intra-organisational decision-making to public disclosure 

and debate" (Curran in Dahlgren and Sparks, 1995: 31). 

Developing the argument to explain the use of the space for debate and the power 

relations within the free press market of the liberal political public sphere, Curran 

draws on classical liberal theory which allows the press, as an independent organ, to 

facilitate debate in the public sphere which he describes as: 

the space between government and society in which private individuals 
exercise formal and informal control over the state: formal control through the 
election of governments and informal control through the pressure of public 
opinion (Curran in Dahlgren and Sparks, 1995: 29). 

Crucially, the basis of a freer media operating in the free market place of ideas is 

diversity and its perceived advantage of offering plural voices to the voiceless. 

Curran has also argued that "the assumption is that, if there is a significant level of 

competition, there is no lack of diversity" (2005: 137). 

1.4 Ownership, Control and State versus Private Debate 

The libertarian's postulations on the free market place and private ownership of the 

press have failed to take into consideration the point that the practise of the press is 

not limited to the enclaves of western democracies. Their basic arguments are hinged 

on a capitalist economic model as the only fulcrum on which the press and democracy 

can thrive. Hence, capital mobilisation within the private sector is mostly tenable in 

societies with an averagely modest income base and solid economic infrastructure. 

This, therefore, makes the private ownership argument of the newspaper press, within 

a framework of liberalism a little suspect, as large areas of the modem world live in 

abject poverty. In such a situation, the argument in support of private ownership 

cannot wholly be feasible if the people are to be part of information production and 
dissemination and for the multiplicity of opinions to be of value in a democracy. And 

as Ansah (1991) argues, if the `free market' determines who should establish and 
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operate a newspaper for example, then those who have the financial clout and the 

requisite capital will control the press and the democratic process could be 

undermined by self interest (1991: 18). 

Ansah expressed his disdain for this kind of arrangement which obviously will keep 

the state or the government out of the operation of any means of communication. This 

arrangement cannot be said-to be representative of the wishes of the population they 

are supposed to serve. In terms of control, then, there is only a shift in the locus of 

power from the political leadership, as in the authoritarian and Soviet-Communist 

system, to the financial elite in the commercial arena. Ansah's position on this form of 
development is that the libertarian postulations allow for control of the press by 

minorities in the democratic process. It is in their discretion to decide on the interests 

they wish to promote in the society, as it suits their political and financial agenda 

(1991: 18). The argument against a wholly private media being the key to a freer 

society in a free market place of ideas truly begs the question. For the private media, 

the licence to pursue a narrow agenda other than commercial interests is also an 
important factor which should not be lost sight of. For example as Hasty reveals of the 

private press in Ghana, the claim to fight for human rights and serve as watchdog of 

society has seen the Editor of the Free Press newspaper, Eben Quarcoo justifying 

"guerrilla journalism based on rumours and provocative accusations" (2005: 113). 

Therefore, it is not only the profit motive which is an issue but arguably the pursuit of 

a narrow agenda, to settle personal scores, is also of value when dealing with the 

private ownership argument. On the other hand, while Hasty has expressed concern 

about the naYve attempt to justify rumours by some journalists, we must be guided by 

the lucid points made by Baran and Davis in their articulation of the libertarians view 

of the media/press that plural voices help distil the ̀ wheat from the chaff (2003: 96). 

However, McChesney (2000) recognised this theoretical lacuna when he called for a 
more socially oriented media system capable of serving the interests of all. His call is 

a rearguard argument in support of a non-profit and non-commercial media 

environment to promote the well-being of the people, other than those with sectarian 

and purely financial motives (McChesney, 2000: 6). Under the free market doctrine, 

McChesney disputes that "society works best when business runs things and there is 

as little possibility of government interference with business as possible" (Ibid). He 
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argues that the non-involvement of the state in the running of the press is an indirect 

marginalisation of a majority of the population. It is within this context that he 

considers the attempt to keep the people away from the operation of the press as 
decreasing the value of rational debate and argumentation (McChesney, 2000: 6). 

According to Curran, the free market could undermine a more critical and rational 
debate in that "Market-oriented media tend to generate information that is simplified, 

personalised, decontextualised, with an emphasis on action rather than process ... " 

(2005: 130). 

While Ansah (1991) laments the locus shift of power from*the political realm to that 

of the financial elite in its control of the organs of communication (Ansah, 1991: 18), 

McChesney provides an added impetus with the press generating products that suit 

and perpetuate the dominant class' hold on the poor and hapless majority (2000: 3). 

According to McChesney, commodification of the press by powerful media 
behemoths poses a threat to the participatory principle which underlines the liberal 

democratic ideal (Ibid). 

In a narrow sense, the issue of accountability focuses on the ability to account for the 

allocation, use, and control of public assets in accordance with legally accepted 

standards and has been shifted into the realm of commercial interest news media, 

thereby defeating the very tenets of press-media independence. In a broader sense, the 

accountability of power which the newspaper press is expected to enforce to give true 

meaning to democracy has become an ally of the corporate sector and the powerful in 

the society through huge capital accumulation. McChesney's position is that the news 

media is expected to enforce or be concerned with the establishment and enforcement 

of rules of corporate governance, avoidance of conflict of interest, and prudent as well 

as competent discharge of public trust. He proposed a radical overhaul of the private 

control and profit (commercial) imperative when he stated: 
if we value democracy, it is imperative that we restructure the media system so 
that it reconnects with the mass of citizens who in fact comprise democracy 
(2000: 3). 

The thrust of the debate is hinged on the private versus state press dichotomy and the 

group which best serves the national interest. Who, then, defines the national interest? 

Is it the democratically elected government or is it the media mogul or the editor of a 
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newspaper? If the private media proprietors in Milton and Mill's `market place of 
ideas' and `self-righting' process have the right to inform and shape public opinion, 

what about the government mandated by the citizens to protect and seek their welfare? 
Ansah (1991) succinctly elaborated on this grey area when he recognised that while 

government control of the press can be very debilitating and even crowd out dissent, 

the private-led press enterprise is neither free from manipulation nor absolved from 

dictatorial practices. The power of advertisers, for example, has affected the 

normative role of the press (1991: 17). But for Hasty, the state-owned media, the 

Daily Graphic, encourages suppression of dissent and of oppositional voices under 

the guise of what the newspaper has termed the `house style' (Hasty, 2005: 47). What 

this really means is that there is lack of criticality in the state-owned press. 

As Hasty (2005) has argued, political legitimacy is conferred on the ruling officials by 

the Daily Graphic by virtue of its being state-owned, using "state accumulation, 

populist morality and benevolent patronage" (Ibid). What Hasty failed to do is to 

contextualise the editorial position of the Daily Graphic in the post-colonial era so as 

to present a more balanced and informed position of its being a tool in the hands of 

the ruling class to attain political legitimacy. In advancing her argument against state- 

ownership, she places much emphasis on "personality centred coverage and 

benevolent patronage", a direct reference to how the former President, Jerry John 

Rawlings, was covered in the Daily Graphic. This cannot be wholly a Ghanaian 

situation or that of the newspaper simply because it is owned by the state. In Western 

democracies, the `who-leads' is also commonly used in media narratives. The focus 

on the coverage of celebrities and the Presidents of these countries assume pre- 

eminence status above all other things on the scale. 

Writing about the normative ideal of the news media, McQuail refers to the "ideas of 

right and responsibility that underlie these expectations of benefit from the media to 

individuals and society" (2005: 162). Expatiating further on this theme, he explains 
how difficult it is to attempt to detach an `objective' relationship between media and 

society from its normative or ideological leanings. Normative media theory, he 

argues, is based on the value judgement principle which explains how the "media 

ought or are expected to be organised and to behave in the wider public interest ... " 

(Ibid). It is this normative idea, as McQuail explained, which has further fuelled the 
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debate as to who truly promotes the public interest3. In the case of the Daily Graphic 

and the Ghanaian Chronicle for example there is an atmosphere of mistrust, suspicion 

and sometimes hostility. Polarisation of politics in the state/privately owned 

dichotomy of news coverage has been demarcated by what Hasty identified as 

professional rhetoric of balance, objectivity and national interest as claimed by the 

Daily Graphic and for the Ghanaian Chronicle, while these values are not lost on the 

journalist, it is antithetical to exposing corruption and extraversion in the political 

system (Hasty, 2005). 

Nevertheless, there is a thesis in favour of state participation in the press. Ansah posits 

that the government has equal right in establishing communication channels for 

information dissemination to its citizens and not just as a facilitator as argued by 

market-led theorists (1991: 20). Ile advocates a system whereby governments like 

other groups will enjoy the same rights and privileges to establish their own media 

systems alongside the provision of facilities for private sector media to operate 

without let or hindrance (Ibid). The problematic aspect of Ansah's proposition is that 

the safeguards that have been provided for in liberal democracies for the press to fulfil 

a plural role by offering variety have been found to have fallen short of expectation. 

3 In the most advanced democracies of the West, where privately-owned press traditions arc held up as the most 
unique practice in liberal democracy, the debate as to who confers the power wielded by the press and its 
legitimacy as a whole remains a burning issue. Alcksandr Solzhcnitsyn has encapsulated the power and influence 
of the press in a few lines: 

the press has become the greatest power within western countries, more powerful than the legislature, the 
executive and the judiciary. One would then like to ask: by what law has it been elected and to whom Is 
it responsible? (cited Rivers et al., 1980: 1). 

Another critic who has on numerous occasions taken a swipe at the press influence and its power base as the 
'Fourth Estate' in a democracy is the former United States Vice-President Spiro Agnew. Agnew consistently 
derided the press for their unelected power. Ile asked: 

what do Americans know of the men who wield this power?.... Of the commentators, most Americans 
know nothing, other than that they reflect on urbane and assured presence, seemingly well-informed on 
every important matter.. . The American people would rightly not tolerate this concentration of power in 
government. Is it not fair and relevant to question its concentration in the hands of a tiny and closed 
fraternity of privileged men elected by no one and enjoying a monopoly sanctioned and licensed by 
government?... We would never trust such power over public opinion in the hands of an elected 
government- it is time we questioned it in the hands of a small unelected elite (cited Keogh, 1972: 194- 
198). 

A striking feature of the criticisms levelled against the press, in even the most liberal environments of the West 
where the libertarian theory is firmly embraced and safeguarded, is the liberal idea itself allowing the press to give 
coverage to these concerns and be amenable to criticisms of its own inadequacies. Keane explains the undercurrent 
of this tolerance when he makes reference to Montesquieu's De ! 'esprit de lois (1784) which states: "The liberty to 
grumble and to complain through a free press helped to liberate England from the heavy, silent fear of despotism" 
(1994: 27). The contention is that but for the free press, made possible through the libertarian principle no matter 
its inherent contradictions as a manipulative instrument, modern Britain would not have known political stability 
(lbid). 
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Pluralism, in his opinion, does not necessarily promote diversity. There is every 
indication that various sources intended to reflect plurality of opinion could be 

advocating the same viewpoint. When this happens it will lead to the utter neglect of 

other interested groups within the nation. This position is further identified by 

Chomsky (1989), when he questions the debates on media and democracy. He asked 
if they truly addressed the critical questions of fact and value. What Chomsky argues 
for is very fundamental to the whole debate of the state/private ownership 

imperatives. It appears evident that the whole argument of the market being the 

fulcrum for diversity and pluralism is as flawed as liberal democracy itself. And as 

Chomsky has further stated "while westerners usually equate the marketplace with 

freedom of opinion, the hidden hand of the market can be almost as potent an 

instrument of control as the iron fist of the state" (1989: 7). 

It needs to be situated, the arguments in this dissertation within the parameters of the 

development concept of Africa and Ghana side by side the Western world's universal 

theorem. In the case of the private-led newspaper media performance, there are 

protagonists of this model who insist that the Western media theory is imposed on the 

rest without due regard for the cultural and historical realities underpinning these 

under-developed countries. Proponents of the latter viewpoint think the Western 

media, represented by large media conglomerates and controlled by few wealthy elite 

in the name of capitalism or the free-market, are nothing but part of the international 

conspiracy to dominate the other regions of the world economically and politically 

(Ilachten, 1992: 36). 

The underlying synergy of this argument draws on the ideological considerations 

which underpin not only the private/state press dichotomy but also the broad 

framework of their organisation, ownership and control within a democratic setting. 
Ansah claims that while the free market place theory allows individuals and groups to 

set up the press as a commercial profit-making venture, there are also latent 

considerations behind such establishments (Ansah, 1991: 20). One of these, the public 
interest principle, as espoused by McQuail (2005) could arguably be undermined as 

private ownership is also influenced by certain social and political philosophies which 

are likely to advocate such positions in the opinion and editorial columns. To believe 

absolutely in a realistic provision of a general forum for the expression of various 
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shades of opinion is to fall under the spell of utopianism. Even if the free market place 

private press attempts to achieve fairness, accuracy and a certain objectivity, "one 

cannot rule out the taking of categorical positions on specific issues reflecting 

particular ideological options" (Ibid: 20). Hall supports this assertion when he argues 

that "journalists operate within a framework of power because they are a part of a 

political and social system" (1973: 15). 

Blumler and Gurevitch (1995) also expressed contending views on the independence 

of the press and explain why the power of the press, as it cants towards the powerful 

elite, has compelled society to draw guidelines for the purpose of containing its 

excesses and for the benefit of the particular societies where it is practised. Regulating 

mechanisms and processes are used by the news media and political institutions to 

streamline their activities as "all political systems generate principles derived from the 

tenets of their political cultures, for regulating the political role of the mass media" 

(1995: 19). It is their contention that such regulating mechanisms are essential 

because of the immense contribution or the role the news media play in the political 

process and should therefore not be left on its own like a loose canon (Ibid). The 

news media, they further explain, play a key role in enabling individuals to be 

informed, taught to seek information, and, if effectively educated, to critically assess 

and appraise information, to transform information into knowledge and 

understanding, and thus to make citizens capable of participating in democratic 

discussion and deliberation (Blumler and Gurevitch 1995: 19). 

Mytton (1983), in analysing the role of the media also adds to the debate about how 

the media ought to be organised. He states: 

some see the media as part of the ideological apparatus of societies dominated 
by ruling classes; others, as providing for the expression of competing 
ideologies within a relatively free competitive or pluralist society (1983: 5). 

In his contention, and judging from the intrusiveness and persuasive character of the 

news media, its role in shaping political and social attitudes, he says it will be suicidal 

to think of democracy without the news media or information as a whole. Mytton 

(1983) also faults those critics who think that there is no symbiotic relationship 
between the media and democracy. He avers: 
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It is not possible to think of politics in isolation from communication, yet 
much has been written about politics both from an analytical and historical 
perspective, without explicit consideration of the communication processes 
which pervade political life (Ibid: 6). 

While the role of news media in the promotion of democracy has been acknowledged 
by Mytton (1983), there are others who are concerned with the tilt of power of the 

news media in serving the rich and the powerful in the society. Barnett and Gaber 

expressed their discomfort about how the news media has canted towards the 

powerful in society thereby taking from it its purported independence. They argue that 

"the vital function of independent and critical political reporting is being 

progressively undermined to the benefit of those in power" (2001: 1). They, however, 

contend that in spite of the concerns raised against the news media gravitating towards 

the powerful, it has not wholly neglected its normative functions of providing 
information which the "citizens require in order to make informed judgements about 

their political leaders and participate effectively in the proper functioning of the state" 

(Ibid). They cite Walter Lippmann's metaphor of the news media being the "beam of 

a searchlight that moves restlessly about, bringing one episode and then another out of 
darkness into vision" (2001: 2). 

However, Ansah (1991) cites Dean Rusk, a former United States Secretary of State as 

one of those who questioned the very basis of the authority of the news media or 
journalists to inform and shape public opinion. He also attacked the media's 
legitimacy as the `Fourth Estate' when he remarked: 

let's get rid of this genial myth of the fourth estate... That this should be so 
would seem to be elementary, because the American people have nothing to 
say about who are the publishers and editors and reporters and columnists. We 
cannot admit in our constitutional system room for something called a `fourth 
estate' which has no democratic base (1991: 19). 

Dean Rusk's criticism directed at the media cannot be wholly true because the news 
media has an audience to whom they are answerable by virtue of patronising media 
products or by rejecting them. 

The role of the news media in political coverage could arguably influence citizens' 
decision as to their assessment of the government and the minority political parties. 
This may result in the way they vote in elections. Thus, news media contents might 
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influence their opinions, attitudes and behaviour. Barnett and Gaber succinctly 

capture these concerns when they ask: "Does the content of political journalism 

matter? " (2001: 11). They intimated that if one analysed the way "politics is reported 
in the press", there is ample evidence to conclude that political journalism has "a 

material effect both on the individuals exposed to it and on society as a whole" (Ibid). 

It is their contention that "there is an implicit thesis that `good' political reporting 

(however defined) must be beneficial for democracy and that `bad' political reporting 

must somehow be damaging" (2001: 11). 

Curran (1995) has also argued that the news media are capable of helping to realise 

the objectives of society through agreement or compromise between conflicting 

interests. This is done by providing a platform for conflicting interests to argue their 

points of view and present all sides of the issue at stake (1995: 38). The essentialism 

of divergent views, as engendered by the media, reflect the dominant liberal ideology 

of freedom of expression as espoused by liberal thinkers such as Milton, Mill, and 

Locke (Siebert et al., 1963: 6). This also reflects in the argument advanced by 

Habermas (1989) when he states: 

... a legitimate decision does not represent the will of all, but is one that 
results from the deliberation of all. It is the process by which everyone's will 
is formed that confers legitimacy on the outcome, rather than the sum of 
already formed wills (1989: 42). 

Jurgen Habermas (1989), in his normative ideal of the public sphere as a forum where 

citizens are free to discuss matters affecting their individual and general societal 

concerns advocated a rational critical discussion based on the equal participatory ideal 

and skilful communication as the power of argumentation. 

Curran (1995) has criticised the media for abandoning its traditional function of 

providing accurate, balanced and objective information to help the citizens to make 
informed choices. He laments over the problems afflicting modern liberal democracy 

and the political process in general, and traced the malaise to the manipulative power 
by the news media in the sphere of political communication by the powerful elite to 

satisfy their agenda, resulting in what he termed re-feudalization of society. He writes, 

the media were an accessory to this `refeudalisation' of society. They 
functioned as manipulative agencies controlling mass opinion, in contrast to 
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the early press which had facilitated the formation and expression of organic 
public opinion (1995: 38-39). 

Blumler and Gurevitch (1995) have argued that party-tied news media systems tend to 

produce a high degree of partisan content, which in itself provides "dissensual rather 

than consensual issue agendas, giving rise to in turn to a higher degree of conflict over 
issue priorities among electors dependent on the media outlets" (1995: 23). On the 

other hand, they have observed how a more independent news media system is more 
disposed towards generating fair and balanced information content for the 

consumption of the electorate. This autonomous position "will consequently perform 

primarily `moderator' and `watchdog' functions which will tend to activate `liberal 

citizens'... "(Ibid). 

However, this has not always been the case as the news media have the tendency to 

enter into the political arena and play the role of active participants instead of being 

vehicles for carrying opinions from and to the citizens on the part of the political 

establishment and vice versa. It is in this context that Dahlgren and Sparks (1995), 

commenting on the coverage of issues by the media, note: 
instead of reporting politics, the media are active participants in the political 
process ... events are manipulated to provide the maximum impact. Debates 
are structured so that extreme points of view can clash to maximum effect, 
increasing ratings but doing little to contribute to the formation of discursive 
public will or opinion (1995: 66). 

It flows from this that instead of reporting on political processes which is one of the 

fundamental roles of the press, journalists, have become active participants in the 

political manipulation process thereby doing little to generate debate and in the end do 

not help the people to express their opinions on issues. It is only when discursive 

public will or opinion is formed that the media can be said to give equal opportunity 

to all shades of opinion. Democracy and the public sphere in modern times need a 

more refined communication strategy in order to understand a complex phenomenon. 
Dahigren (1991) sees the level of efficiency of the public sphere as an index of 
democratic performance. He states: 

... how well the public sphere functions becomes a concrete manifestation of 
society's democratic character and thus in a sense the most visible indicator of 
our admittedly imperfect democracies (Dahlgren in Dahlgren and Sparks, 
1991 : 2). 
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The press-media in a democracy fulfils this need of providing information, and in turn 

facilitates the construction of the public sphere for debate in order to make critical 

rational decisions. The debate within the sphere through the information provided by 

the press-media could be enriching for democracy and participation in the democratic 

process. 

Debate could become a concrete manifestation`-of the deliberative and dialogic 

functions of the public sphere, which are popular participation and rational-critical 
discussion. The question of who takes part in public debate is as important as that of 

the quality of the discourse (Schudson, 1995: 192). Habermas' concept of the public 

sphere pays special attention to the centrality of rational-critical discussion. It is not 

enough to participate in public affairs. Political discussion should be rational. That is, 

special attention must be paid to the presentation of claims, evidence, arguments and 

counterarguments. For these reasons, newspapers ought to be truthful, balanced and 

ensure objective presentation of facts to assist the democratic process of diversity and 

pluralism in order to enrich multiparty democracy. 

Lasch (1990) proposes that the public debate function of the news media is more 
important for democracy than their information role. Of course the public needs 
information, too, but he adds: 

the kind of information it needs can be generated only by vigorous debate in 
the public sphere which ultimately assist in quality opinion formation and 
informed decisions resulting from the press/media's role as active agents in the 
public sphere (1990: 1). 

Lasch also argues that information, "usually seen as the precondition of debate is 

better understood as its by-product" (Ibid). Although he seems to overstate this 

position, it is essential to assume that information and debate, are more 

complementary. Lasch's views about the civic virtue of the ideal public debate are 

appealing: 
It is only by subjecting our preferences and projects to the test of debate that 
we come to understand what we know and what we still need to learn. Until 
we have to defend our opinions in public, they remain opinions in Lippman's 
pejorative sense - half formed convictions based on random impressions and 
unexamined assumptions (Lasch, 1990: 7). 
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The newspapers' information role, in which it holds the governors accountable to the 

citizenry and ensures and facilitates debate and informed choices through quality of 
debate, has the tendency to influence and contribute to the building of the political and 
democratic public sphere. Popular participation in public debate, where opposing 

arguments are given "a respectful hearing" and countered by persuasion, or accepted 

on their merits, is educational; it cultivates the "virtues of eloquence, clarity of 

thought and expression, and sound judgment" (Lasch, 1990: 8). 

The degeneration of modern news media of political communication and the creation 

of cleavages within the news media as an information conveyor belt to and from the 

rulers and the ruled has led Curran to refer to this development as a disturbing and 

emerging social structure based on power and influence. The news media's tag as a 

manipulative agent remains a source of worry to many experts. Barnett and Gaber 

emphasised this concern when they reiterated what they believe ought to be the role of 

the political journalist in a liberal democracy. Journalists, they note "should be able to 

act as reflectors of the public mood, that is relaying to government concerns of the 

citizens and use their media to trumpet those concerns and campaign on their behalf' 

(2001: 12). 

By being true watchdogs, the press-media has a democratic responsibility to hold the 

rulers accountable to the governed and in check. This normative role has a bearing on 

the overall performance of the media in a liberal multiparty setting. It is the ability to 

play this role fairly which will confer legitimacy and authority on it as they try to 

assert their libertarian and social responsibility functions. 

While various arguments has been put forward to explain the merits and demerits of 

the press' role in a democracy be it under the free market or state/government 

ownership and control, it needs to be emphasised that despite the concerns raised 

against the creeping undemocratic tendencies of the libertarian principles as regards 

the private or commercialisation of news media products, McNair provides us with 

the last gasp relief when he contends that: 

the democratic process is now less encumbered because of wider 
consciousness brought about by the exercise of the vote and the influence of 
public opinion (2003: xiii). 
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The contention is whether the exercise of the vote and public opinion formation under 

the modern arrangement in which the media is very dominant could be said to 

transform democracy. This is more debatable from the standpoint of the manipulative 

character of the media to set agenda and skew debate in a way as to benefit sectarian 
interests. 

1.5 Conclusion 

In the construction of the fundamental building blocks for the sustenance of a truly 

liberal democracy debate, the sources reviewed indicate that while the news media 

arguably still function as a dominant power in the public sphere in a liberal 

democracy, its manipulative power through ownership, control and ideological 

imperatives and the shift towards the preservation of the interests of the more 

powerful could arguably debilitate its perceived role in society as a watchdog. I have 

also sought to point out, using the positions presented by various writers, that the 

news media liberally promotes the normative ideals postulated by mostly the 

traditional liberal theory. This appears to affirm its place as the `Fourth Estate', even 

though there are strong views regarding its manipulative character in a more 

demanding commercial environment controlled by media oligopolies and behemoths. 

Crucially, the normative theories of media and democracy have been useful tools in 

critiquing the trajectory of this study. Arguably, while the Four Theories have lost 

their efficacy in modern pluralist societies, it is equally important to acknowledge its 

continuous role in democratic transitional systems such as Africa. Writers such as 

Hallin and Mancini share this view by advocating for a more "sophisticated theories" 

(2004: 10). However, their "sophisticated theories" alluded to in my view had not 
impacted on the intellectual and academic debates as the traditional normative ideal 

even if as Nordenstreng puts it "the problem of the classic was that it collapsed into 

one level of consideration at least three levels of analysis: philosophical doctrines, 

political systems, and press systems" (2006: 37). 

The next chapter will provide an insight into the various processes that promote and 

undermine the media and democratic development from the standpoint of the Africa 
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liberal idea in order to build a regional framework within which to situate the thesis 

focusing upon the news media's contribution to democracy in Ghana. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

The African Perspective of Media and Democracy 

2.0 Introduction 
A deeper understanding of the media and democracy debate in Africa has to be 

situated within the socio-cultural and political realities, practices and traditions which 

shaped them before and after the European advent. Discussing media and democracy 

in Africa with fifty-four independent countries is an impracticable proposition. What, 

1 intend to do therefore, is to attempt some factual generalisations. This is to be done 

from the geographic perspective of Sub-Saharan Africa as the main reference point 

This chapter seeks to offer a debate on media and democracy from the position of how 

Africans view, operate and practice these laudable concepts using different models 

and theories. The search for an alternative democratic and media system has been on- 

going since African countries begun attaining self-rule after centuries of European 

colonialism. African countries have been experimenting with new concepts and 

institutions in their attempt to adapt to the global environment and serve the needs of 

their people. In the political sphere, most African countries since independence have 

been swinging from one model to another. They have experimented with multiparty 

liberal democracy, either the parliamentary or the presidential system. They have also 

tried other systems considered to be authoritarian or dictatorial, be it the one-party 

system or military regimes with their attendant economic prescriptions to boot. 

Political ideology, according to Paul Ansah (1991) "has been characterised by certain 

eclecticism with borrowings from various sources, including local traditional sources" 

(1991: 1). Crucially this eclecticism Ansah alludes to played an influential role in 

shaping African press-media systems. As noted by Siebert et al "the press always 

takes on the form and coloration of the social and political structures within which it 

operates" (1963: 1). African countries have experimented with all the world's political 

and economic ideologies, with their media systems to match, but continue to wallow 
in poverty and under-development. With the collapse of the Communist Soviet Union 

with its alternative political and economic ideology to draw on, Africa was left with a 

very narrow choice in the global ideological warfare and has been compelled to 

embrace liberal democracy. The choice of one-party, and in some cases Socialist 
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models were a direct result of the neglect and refusal of the Western world's 

preparedness to either support or grant them self-rule. 

Democratisation, as it is now referred to (Nyamnjoh, 2005), has been seized by 

African nations since the late 1990s and is still in vogue. It must be made clear that 

the triumph of capitalism over the Marxist ideological paradigm suggests that this is 

the only game left to play, specifically against the prescriptive imperatives of the 

International Monetary Fund and the World Bank agenda to which most developing 

countries were forced to succumb. How the process is oiled by media theory and 

practice needs to be explored. 

Africa cannot pretend to be an `island' unto itself when it comes to discussing issues 

of media and democracy within the global geo-political context. Their specificities 

cannot therefore, hold them hostage from progress in the fast and advancing global 

world driven by technology and scientific sophistication for the betterment of 

mankind. However, ignorant of the African liberal idea, the western scholars and 

theorists of the news media and democracy debate misguidedly placed Africa within 

their characterisation as it relates to the traditional Four Theories of the press 

discussed in chapter one. In generalising western philosophical thought and idealism 

in news media and democracy, Colin Sparks (2000) provides a vivid example of this 

theoretical confusion when he explains the general trend of the focus of the normative 

traditional Four Theories espoused by Siebert et al (in Curran and Myung-Jin Park 

2000: 36). According to Sparks, while the theories possess enormous "explanatory 

power, both at the pedagogic and at the investigative levels", and lay bare the 

normative philosophy behind them, the "authors had no qualms in making it clear to 

their readers that the American way was better" (2000: 36). 

What this dissertation has sought to do thus far is to point out how the western idea 

has been imposed on Africa without cognisance of its peculiar history, culture and 

time-tested traditions which nurtured it over the centuries before the European advent. 
Sparks further dissected the differentiated ideological basis of the Four Theories when 
he argued that this seminal work is primarily set out for understanding the media 

systems in the United States and the former Soviet Union. Their central theme, he 

avers, is the organisation of the market and the state as they relate to the media, 
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the opposition of free market and state direction has an elegance, a symmetry, 
a lack of redundancy, and a completeness that gives it paradigmatic status. 
What is more, this polarity tells us something true and important about the 
mass media: there really is a difference between the ways in which the market 
shapes the media and the ways in which the state shape the media (Ibid: 37). 

This seminal work by Siebert et al. provides us with a demarcation of the political 

systems that lubricate the ' western world's democratic paradigms as set out in 

capitalism/liberal democracy and communism/socialism. Curran and Myung-Jin Park 

(2000) corroborate this assertion when they argue that geo-political imperatives of the 

world's media system influenced the division of the world into three major camps: 

the free world of liberal democracy (competing libertarian and social 
responsibility models), the Soviet-totalitarian sphere; and authoritarian 
societies, a rag-bag category that included most of the developing world, the 
fascist experience, and the West in its pre-democratic phase (2000: 3-4). 

This categorisation has been maintained even in later modernisation theories about the 

world systems as represented by both democracy and the media. According to Curran 

and Myung-Jin Park, theorists on modernity argue that the western model is unique 

and has to be embraced by all (Ibid). In this context, African countries were made to 

believe that all they need to do is transform their cultural and socio-political 

institutions from their perceived primitive traditional origins into the western world's 

model of modernity. Modernists therefore posit that when these societies are driven 

by good communication, the problems of poverty, disease and squalor will be a thing 

of the past (Lerner 1963: 350). According to Lerner (1963), the magic of modern 

communication acts as a catalyst in the transformation of "traditional societies into 

modernity as it helps to broaden their horizons" (Ibid: 348). Indeed, not only is the 

power of communication basically performed by the modern news media a healthy 

diffusion tool for modern practices for the transition from `tradition' to `modernity' in 

Africa, but also seen as a positive agent in the political process. The media, Lerner 

argues, wields a transformative power as it informs and moulds opinions about the 

political process and converts citizens into active participants in the political process. 
He contends that "the connection between mass media and political democracy is 

especially close" (1963: 342). 
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The tradition and modernity argument are very vital in understanding the media and 
democracy debate. As Curran and Myung-Jin Park explain, tradition as discussed in 

modernisation theory is looked on as backward, defeatist and conservative and 

therefore has no locus as a legitimate feature of civil -society. A significant feature of 

communication as held by modernisation theorists and as opposed to tradition, is that 

communication is a "trust-building exercise between leaders and the led, rather than 

as an open-ended system of collective dialogue" (2000: 5). 

This characterisation is not only problematic but exposes the blatant ignorance of 

some early theorists in the West as to the real democratic and communication 

imperative of what the African diversity entails. Wilbur Schramm (1963) makes a 

bold attempt to see into this cloudy mirror as advanced by both modernisation 

theorists and the inherent weaknesses in the philosophical foundations of the 

normative press theory. He writes: 
it is probably wrong for us to expect a country which is trying to gather its 
resources and mobilise its population for a greater transitional effort to permit 
the same kind of free, competitive and sometimes confusing communication to 
which we have become accustomed in this country (1963: 55) 

2.1 The African Colonial Legacy 

Turning to the origins of Africa's media development within the context of its 

political development, a clear understanding and critique of the African media and 

political evolution and practice will have to look to the past, present and future. 

Graham Mytton (1983) has acknowledged how "Africa's modern print and electronic 

media developed as the direct and indirect result of contact with Europe" (1983: 37). 

Mytton documents how some African societies developed written language but lacked 

the technology of printing. This literacy and technological gap was filled through the 

European advent, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa. Mytton explains how printing 

and literacy was achieved in various European languages mostly English, French, 

Portuguese and German (Ibid). William Nachten had earlier pointed out this when he 

stated: 

mass communications are not indigenous to Africa. A crucial element in the 
development of mass communications in Africa, both past and present, is the 
nature and extent of European influences. Differences in colonial experiences 
help explain differences in media systems (1971: xv). 
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Hachten's assertion of mass communication being alien to Africa, even though he 

noted that other forms of communication existed seems a sweeping generalisation 

without any empirical evidence or the often misguided viewpoint of looking at the 

topic through the Western world's prism. This sidesteps the point that Africans had a 
developed mass communication system within the context of their original societies - 

use of runners, talking drums and direct assembly. An explanation of the implications 

of the European entry into the continent as offered by Mytton is similar to Hachten's 

position. Mytton, although acknowledging the existence of other forms of 

communication added that with the intrusion of European communication technology: 

traditional oral forms of communication, which played a central role in the 
maintenance of social and political order- ensuring continuity and reinforcing 
values and norms of behaviour - was gradually confronted by quite different 
form based on the new technology of print and generally, on a foreign 
language (1983: 37). 

Additionally, by the new communication demands of colonial geography, desperate of 

lumping areas together into so-called state boundaries, this new arrangement of 

partition not only violated but also vitiated the original states and affected their mass 

communication systems and development. 

Africa's first newspapers produced for the colonisers, according to Mytton were likely 

to be those which appeared during the Napoleonic occupation of Egypt in 1797 (Ibid: 

38). Other newspapers, according to his account, were the Cape Town Gazette of 

South Africa established in 1800 and the Freetown Royal Gazette of 1801 (Ibid). 

Crucially, there were other press initiatives within this period. Jones-Quartey recalls 

how the establishment of the press in the Gold Coast (now Ghana) acted as an elixir in 

quickening newspaper revolution in most British colonies of Africa. The Royal Gold 

Coast Gazette and the Commercial Intelligencer were founded in Accra on April 21 

1822 by the British colonial Governor, Sir Charles McCarthy. As Jones-Quartey 

explained, 

... the founders were themselves the rulers and could have wanted only mostly 
to publish a newspaper to keep them and others informed about their own 
actions, not to criticise these (1975: 2). 
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Mytton also documents the establishment of the Liberian Herald by Charles Force in 

1826. The newspaper, he recalls, was the product of freed slaves from the Americas 

with its motto: "Freedom is the brilliant gift of Heaven" (1983: 38). Not to be 

outdone, indigenous Africans began to venture into the newspaper business. Frank 

Barton (1979) reveals that Africa's first native editor and publisher of a newspaper 

was Charles Bannerman of the Gold Coast (Ghana). Barton explains how Bannerman 

started the Accra Herald in 1857 and later the West African Herald in a "hand-written 

form which for years was recognised by the authorities as a semi-official organ of the 

area" (1979: 17). 

Francis Nyamnjoh (2005) also reveals the colonial beginnings in the print media in 

Africa and presents an account of how missionaries started Nigeria's first newspaper 
11we Thorin' in the Yoruba language and later in the English language (2005: 40). He 

also claims that before independence, only a handful of countries had the privilege of 

newspapers. Nyamnjoh perceives Nigeria as a hub of newspapers and attributes this to 

its attractive and developed commercial sector (Ibid). The entry of native Africans 

into the publishing business, Nyamnjoh avers, acted as a catalyst for their agitation for 

self-rule, particularly in British administered colonies. However, the situation is 

different in Francophone colonies on the continent. According to Nyamnjoh, unlike 

the British colonies where the British tradition of a free press was tolerated even if 

reluctantly, the French colonial power did everything to frustrate a critical press in its 

colonies. Where they existed at all, they were mostly to serve the white settlers in 

these societies and not the generality of the public (Ibid). 

While they discouraged the indigenes to establish newspapers, Mytton records that the 

early newspapers to appear in French-speaking Africa, south of the Sahara were Le 

Revell du Senegalais (1886) and L'Union Africaine (1896) all published and edited by 

Frenchmen. Significantly, during this period, there were no African-owned 

newspapers in the French colonies until the twentieth century when the "first 

newspaper to be owned and edited by an African appeared in 1935" in Abidjan, Ivory 

Coast. (1983: 41). Mytton further establishes that the different objectives of the 
French concerning the press in the colonies were two fold: 
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the policy of the French was to form small native elite, known as evolues, who 
learned their language and culture. It was also French colonial policy for there 
to be larger concentrations of Europeans in their territories (Ibid: 41). 

This meant that newspapers established in French primarily served the Frenchmen and 

a small coterie of Africans who identified more closely with French culture. This was 

to the detriment of their own native cultural values, a direct opposite of what pertained 
in Nigeria and the Gold Coast (Ghana) where the relationship was historically more of 
fruitful engagement and not assimilation (Ibid). 

Commenting on newspaper birth and growth in Southern, Central and Eastern Africa, 

Nyamnjoh states that it was basically a European creation aimed at providing 

information, education and entertainment for the large white settlements "leaving the 

black readership at the mercy of an irrelevant content and in search of alternative 

channels of communication" (2005: 40). For Mytton the press in this region "had a 

somewhat patchy beginning". He mentions the Germans as the first to establish a 

newspaper in Tanganyika in 1885 known as Deutsch-Ostafrikanische Zeitung to be 

followed by Msimulizi ('The Reporter') which was the brain-child of the Universities 

Mission to Central Africa (UMCA) (1983: 44). Jomo Kenyatta, a stalwart of the 

African liberation struggle was on record as having established Mwigwithania in the 

Kikuyu language in1928 (using the Kikuyu Central Association as a cover), a 

language the British colonialist could not understand or read unlike Swahili (Ibid). In 

the view of Mytton, the establishment of these networks provided a "critical factor in 

African nationalism" (Ibid). 

In Southern Africa, Mytton mentions the existence of a small but important African 

press in South Africa as at 1884. John Tengu Jabavu, a Xhosa, Mytton recalls 
launched the Imvo Zaba Ntsundu ('Native Opinion'), a crusading newspaper, which 

spearheaded the agitation for African political rights. Those which followed in its 

footsteps were Awl la Bantu, established by Reverend Walter Rubusana, a founder 

member of the African National Congress (ANC); llanga Lase Natal (1906) by John 

Dube, later the ANC's first president, among others (Ibid: 50). The growing influence 

of the African press to mobilise African opinion against the white settler policies, 

compelled the Native Recruiting Corporation of the Chamber of Mines in South 

Africa, to establish the Umteteli wa Bantu ('Voice of the People') in 1921. 
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"Nominally, it opposed the colour bar, but it also opposed any action against it as well 

as the formation of African trade unions (Ibid). Mytton adds that the Bantu press 

newspaper group was a similar venture, a partnership with the Argus Group. Their 

main goal was to try in a paternalistic way to help mould African opinions in a certain 
direction, so as to retain the sphere of influence and domination over Africans (Ibid). 

The African press in the early struggle against European colonialism, according to 

Nyamnjoh, could be said to be "technically and economically inferior to the press in 

the West" (2005: 41). However, it provided inspiration to the Africans who cherished 

the crucial role it had played in asserting their dignity. On the other hand, the African 

press was one of despair for the colonialists as it gradually eroded their hold on power 

and authority (Ibid). The stiff resistance faced by the early press in West Africa and 

the effort by the colonial authorities to maintain a firm hold on power culminated in 

the promulgation of all sorts of inimical laws. Clement Asante cites the Criminal 

Code Amendment Ordinance 1934, which spelt out how the Gold Coast (Ghana) press 

were to be prosecuted for raising discontent, printing, selling, or distributing seditious 

matter (1996: 4). Most of the newspaper content emanating from the African press 

was considered subversive. In this light, Nyamnjoh captures the deep-seated aversion 

the colonialists had for the African press. He likened Nnamdi Azikiwe's newspapers 

to a plague that was afflicting the whole country and disapproved of his radical 

assertion of independence for and pride in Africa and African values (Nyamnjoh 

2005: 41). 

2.2 Post-colonial Press in Africa 

Mytton (1983) has posed some crucial questions as to what kind of press would the 

new Africa have? Which of the various legacies would influence the post- 
independence press? Was it to be the relatively independent tradition of free 

expression of political argument, criticism and competition that characterised some of 
the English language press of pre-independence West Africa? Or would African 

governments control the press and so prevent the ventilation of alternative views and 

stifle opposition voices? 
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With Europe's general reluctance to grant independence to the colonies, most African 

countries had to resort to unorthodox methods. The various skirmishes between the 

nationalist forces and the colonial powers accumulated a bitter colonial past which 
had an influence on the post-independence era. The colonial governments were 

totalitarian, using authoritarian methods to keep their hold on power in the colonies. It 

was no surprise that though the colonialists left a legacy of constitutional multiparty 

arrangements at the eve of independence and thereafter, most newly independent 

countries tended to slide back into the authoritarian patterns of governance which they 

had been subjected to for centuries. Freedom of the press, which was used to fight for 

self-rule, was quickly replaced by inimical press laws which ultimately gagged free 

expression on important national issues. As Hachten reveals, while the colonial press 

was repressive in many ways and served sectarian white settler interests, the post- 

colonial press was no different either. They were either the mouthpiece of the 

government or bore the brunt of draconian laws heavily laced with censorship 

measures (1993: 3-13). This was so only within the context of the competition for 

power as it shifted from the colonialists to the African political class. 

Nachten (1993) argues that the main justification to have their own press paradigm 

was for African countries to seek refuge in the demands of nation-building, issues of 

under-development and their traditions and cultures, in order to control the press. The 

notion that emerging nations, coming out of centuries of colonialism, need the press 
for national construction and development was identified because of its potency as 

multipliers in education and information dissemination (1993: 51-54). 

Africa and the rest of the developing world, unable to compete in the global media 

environment and due to its own peculiarities after emerging from colonialism, sought 

refuge in the `Development Journalism' paradigm. This model or theory which is 

outside the traditional `Four Theories', according to Michael Kunczik, emerged in 

media discourse sometime around 1967. It was to differentiate journalists of 
developing countries and their communication needs, from those of the advanced 

western democracies (1988: 83). This concept of journalism places emphasis on 

constructive reporting of events which are of internal and external importance. Its 

thrust is the positive portrayal of national development. And as explained by Kunczik, 
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its main focus should not be on day-to-day news but on long-term 
development processes. Western models of journalism are seen as not 
transferable to developing countries (Ibid). 

Kunczik's assertion for an alternative model to the western-inspired theories and 

models is premised on the little understanding of the traditional media theories or 

models in most developing countries (Ibid). Other proponents of development 

journalism such as Vilanilam, encapsulates it as "journalism relating to the projects 

and programmes launched in an economically backward country to provide certain 

minimum living standards to its people" (1979: 33). This definition according to 

Rajasundaran, tends to characterise all journalists working in Africa and other 
developing countries as engaging in the "discipline and practice of communication in 

the context of developing countries" (1981: 17). But Quebral has criticised the 

attempted labelling of journalists working in the developing countries as development 

journalists. She condemns the characterisation, without cognisance of their news 

reports and their professional ethics, as an intellectual fallacy (1973: 25). To this end, 
Quebral set out to contextualise development journalism when she describes it as the 

art science of human communication applied to the speedy transformation of a 
country from poverty to a dynamic state of economic growth that makes 
possible greater economic and social equality and the larger fulfilment of the 
human potential (Ibid). 

From such a broad framework of views emerged the question as to what constitutes 
`development journalism', and `developmental journalism'? Sussman provides an 
intellectual distinction, when he argues that development journalism's main role is 

"spreading government views"4 while developmental journalism could be regarded as 
"government-say-so journalisms5 (1978: 77). Kunczik offers a more lucid 

explanation, which cites Aggarwala (1978) as having deepened the understanding of 
development journalism when he describes it as: 

a new form of investigative reporting whereby the journalist's job on a 
development news beat is critically to examine, evaluate and report the 
relevance of a development project to national and local needs, the difference 
between a planned scheme and its actual implementation, and the difference 
between its impact on people as claimed by government officials and as it 
actually is (Aggarwala 1978, cited Kunczik, 1988: 84). 

This in my context is journalism that repeats government propaganda 
5 In this case, journalism that does not challenge government views and policy 
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This explanation provides some semblance of the fundamental watchdog function of 

the press as pertains in western libertarian theory and practice. However, whether 

journalists operating within these countries in Africa apply development journalism to 

ensure political accountability of those in power and to mould public opinion 

independent of the state has to be explored and empirical evidence provided. The 

questions which need asking and to which answers are required are whether 

development journalism is a socio-cultural and political phenomenon synonymous 

with Africa and other third world countries? Why has the fusion of western and third 

world models not helped Africa to attain economic and political progress experienced 

in the western world? 

Nyamnjoh expands this debate by asserting that African leaders, under the guise of 

development journalism, persuaded the critical private press to subordinate "its 

watchdog role against the excesses of the powerful and the privileged" (2005: 43). He 

adds that when the call for support for development and the nation-building paradigm 

proved illusive and became rhetoric rather than reality, the bubble begun to burst. 

African governments co-opted the press. In place of articulating the development 

paradigm, they rather drew inspiration from and added to the rich repertoire of 

repressive colonial laws to keep the probing press and civil society in check (Ibid). 

However, as Ansah (1991) argues, at independence African countries, particularly 

those previously under the British colonial yoke, inherited a press system which was 

relatively free. He explains that under colonial rule, the British administrators 

provided an atmosphere of liberty even if reluctantly and to a limited extent. This 

freedom or liberty, Ansah notes, "allowed nationalist leaders to establish their own 

newspapers and distribute them; these newspapers became important tools in the fight 

against colonial oppression" (1991: 6). 

Ansah forcefully argues for the retention of private ownership of the press as inherited 

from the British tradition. He claims it has an essential role to play for the survival 

and sustenance of democracy in any country, be it in the developing or the developed 

world ((Ibid: 7). The persuasive and communicative power of the press for education, 
information and for inspiring the citizens, he states, are not the only essential features 

a country needs. A democratic government which is accountable to the people who 

put it in power is a useful corollary for all the organs within the state to strive towards 
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achieving the goals and objectives of the nation. The press in his contention constitute 
a vital institutional framework of policing the democratic system, monitoring it and 

scrutinising government policy, to ensure that performance matches promise (Ibid). 

Political pluralism, therefore, encourages the establishment of private (independent) 

newspapers by interest groups to advocate various causes as a healthy reflection of 
diversity of opinions, ideological imperatives and cultural solidarities. In this context, 
Mytton acknowledges how in Nigeria, the British tradition of an independent press 
has been sustained despite suffering a setback due to military interventions in national 

politics (1983: 57-58). He laments the systematic and gradual decline of the private 

press in many post-independence African countries including Ghana, Ivory Coast, 

Zambia, Cameroon and Malawi (Ibid: 58). The decline or gradual take-over of most 

of the private press initiatives after independence was accelerated by restrictive laws 

which were used to stifle the press. These laws which were applied by the colonialists 
have been modified and tightened by African governments in their over-zealousness 

to clamp down on the political opposition and others who held contrary views to that 

of the state. Nyamnjoh, commenting on the legal frameworks regulating the press, 

notes how even in Nigeria, considered to have the most robust and vibrant press in 

Africa, journalists have to: 

struggle with a battery of laws which the Nigerian Union of Journalists (NUJ) 
considers inimical to journalism or media practice in general and a 
disincentive to the development of the profession (2005: 71). 

Nyamnjoh reveals that these repressive laws regulating the press are being relaxed in 

some countries as a result of what he termed the `second liberation' which became 

necessary chiefly due to the collapse of communism in the former Soviet Union and 
Eastern Europe. This development, he emphasised, is reflected in some form of 
toleration of opposition views and criticisms (Ibid: 72). While he lauds the 

transformation going on, he is quick to add that these provisions are selectively 

applied through resort to extra-legal measures, thereby taking from the private press 

purported total independence it needs to function fully as the `Fourth Estate' (2005: 

72). Bernadette Cole (1995) cites Sierra Leone as one of the African countries where 
the laws of libel, sedition, treason and preventive detention are on the statutes. These 
laws she bemoans are surreptitiously applied to control, cow or silence the critical 
press (1995: 60). In order to insulate them from being caught in the legal noose, most 
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journalists operating under these legal frameworks have resorted to self-censorship 
(Ibid). This phenomenon is not unknown in the media in advanced countries given the 

demands of national security needs. Helge Ronning views this development as 
"internalised assumptions of what is expected of the media" and concludes that it is 

more "restrictive to critical journalism than any pressure by political powers in many 
African countries" (1994: 8). 

Despite the arguments in favour of the private press offering a panacea for Africa's 

myriad of problems, after the apparent failure of the development journalism 

paradigm to bail it out of under-development, there is still a strong resistant force with 

abundant faith in state participation in the press. According to Ansah, the state- 

ownership theorists contend that the press has to assist in forging national cohesion 

and unity, ensure a sense of identity and help in integration and development (1901: 

16). Most African leaders, he argues, are of the view that it does not make political 

sense for them to provide services such as education, health and shelter for their 

people while they are denied the right to own newspapers and dissemination of 
information which they consider part of their mandate (Ibid). Invariably, using 
development as a bargaining chip, the proponents of state-ownership contend that 

they need their own press to disseminate information about their programmes, 

priorities and other major policy initiatives rather than to rely on organs over which 

they have no control. David Edeani justifies government ownership of newspapers 

when he reiterates that governments' failure to participate in the newspaper industry, 

would mean handing over the thinking of the people, formation of public 
opinion and direction of public rule to a few people who may have the means 
and leisure to print newspapers (1985: 48). 

He has a point here. It is arguable that in a multi-party democracy, a party which 

emerges victorious in a fair contest must retain the right through its own press to 

present and defend its programmes and views. What is revealed is the virtual failure 

of the post-independence experiment to build on a particular model of democratic and 

press institutions bequeathed to them at the dawn of independence. 

Drah (1996) notes how most African governments oscillated between civilian and 

military rule from the late 1960s to the early 1980s (1996: 64). Military rule, he 

explains, became the norm rather than the rule. According to him, efforts at 
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democratisation within the period in countries like Ghana (1969-1972,1979-1981) 

Benin (1970-1972) and Nigeria (1979-1983) were jettisoned by the military (Ibid). 

While forms of democratic institutions were not firmly in place on the eve of 
independence in most African countries, their own inability to nurture them and 

adhere to their principles could be partially blamed on the colonial factor. The 

totalitarian culture of colonialism had left Africans with a legacy they considered 

worth pursuing in the midst of intractable problems and to keep opposition at bay, 

something they were not used to. In place of multiparty democracy, there 

mushroomed ̀ one-party democracies' (Drah, 1996: 64). 

Presenting a further insight into the resort to `one-party' system of government, Drah 

reveals how political ideology and philosophical arguments have been put forward to 

deride multiparty democracy and justify `one-party' rule. Extolling its uniqueness to 

the African condition, former president of Sierra Leone, Siaka Stevens described 

multiparty democracy as "a system ... of institutionalised tribal and ethnic 

quinquennial warfare euphemistically known as elections which contributes an open 
invitation to anarchy and disunity" (1996: 65). 

In Malawi, former president Kamuzu Banda was considered president for life using 

the mythology of religion as a cover. The Malawi News derided those who called for 

multiparty democracy and tolerable opposition. This organ of the state sought refuge 
in quasi-theological arguments to dismiss the call for a role for the opposition to 

check abuse of power as an aberration. It claimed: 

there is no opposition in Heaven. God Himself does not want opposition - that 
is why He chased Satan away. Why should Kamuzu have opposition on earth? 
(Drah, 1996: 65). 

While some of the arguments justifying a `one-party' system of government could be 

said to be self-serving and amount to turning logic on its head, some are so 

convincing as to convert even the most ardent apostle of liberal democracy. As a 

proponent of `one party', Julius Nyerere, former president of Tanzania posits: 

where there is one-party, and that party is identified with the nation as a 
whole, the foundations of democracy are firmer than they can ever be where 
you have two or more parties, each representing a section of the community 
(Drah, 1996: 65). 
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The philosophical grounding of this argument is suspect. Nyerere did not refer to any 

empirical research, which findings point to an aggregation of all segments of the 

population of Tanzania having identified or embraced single-partyism. This simplistic 

reductionist view on conformism compelled Arthur Lewis to describe unipartyism as 

a subterfuge by the new post-independence African leaders. In his estimation, it was a 

deliberate ploy "to purchase a perpetual lease on power and to privatise the state for 

far less altruistic reasons" (Lewis 1965 cited Drah 1996: 65-6). The `one-party' 

system, Drah maintains, is not only obnoxious but intolerable as it allows the leaders 

to enact laws which are inimical to free assembly, expression and association. Such 

laws as preventive detention, criminalisation of free speech and assembly were 

wittingly or unwittingly meant to suppress and cow opposition elements into mindless 

subservience. According to Drah, this only helps to spawn underground violent 

opposition groups. These groups, diverse as they might be, became united in the 

common purpose of destabilising the government (Drah, 1996: 65). Within this 

context, armed revolts by these underground groups become the only option to replace 

governments which were entrenched in power through the manipulation and 

appropriation of the state machinery. In Africa, military interventions in the political 

arena have been lauded and condemned depending on the beneficiaries. Liberal 

theorists justify the overthrow of `one-party' dictators as the only alternative for 

allowing multipartyism to flourish. The overthrow of military or civilian 

constitutional despots who used extra-constitutional methods to stifle opposition and 

remain in power for many years, under the guise of democratic elections, also needs 

to be addressed. According to Awoonor: 

the side of the debate that condemns all African military interventions as 
undemocratic is palpably naive, self-serving or downright uninformed. The 
history of armies in the creation of and consolidation of western European 
nation-states confirms that these armies too were part of the political 
formations that gave expression to democratic movements across imperial 
Europe (1997: 7). 

Both the `one-party' system and multiparty democracy encouraged political patronage 

in Africa. Employment and appointment to key positions depended on loyalty to the 

party or government. Qualification and competence was sacrificed on the altar of 

political patronage. The end result, according to Drah (1996), was over-bloated, 
inefficient government bureaucracy whose only destination is economic doom and 

total collapse of government machinery (1996: 67). Drah argues that the economic 
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malaise cannot be wholly placed at the doorstep of autocrats and `arm-chair' 

democrats. He reveals that between the late 1960s and early 1980s, Africa's turbulent 

political environment has been exacerbated by the harsh economic palliatives imposed 

on it by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank. Under the guise 

of Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAP) and Economic Recovery Programme 

(ERP), most African governments, be they democratic or one-party, and constrained 
by financial resources, had to apply these prescriptions. Most insurrections and 
internal conflicts arose from the harsh economic realities which worsened the poverty 

situation and resulted in armed revolts in many places (Drah, 1996: 67). The political 

and policy failures notwithstanding, a new wave of change swept across Africa in the 

late 1980s and early 1990s referred severally as the ̀ second-liberation'. 

2.3 The Press in the `Second-Liberation' 

The collapse of communism in the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe had an 

impact on the African situation. According to Drah (1996), at the time the Berlin Wall 

came down in 1989, at least thirty-eight countries in Sub-Saharan Africa "were 

reeling under autocratic civilian single party and military regimes" (Ibid: 69). The 

collapse of communism in the former Soviet Union meant there was no ideological 

`god-father' on whom to lean for survival and support in the new geo-political 

arrangement. This confirms Francis Fukuyama's assertion that "there. is now no 
ideology with pretensions to challenge liberal democracy" (1992: 45). 

Democratic transitions were hurriedly put in place in Africa with most countries 

drawing elaborate constitutions willingly and unwillingly. The press, which had been 

muzzled and emasculated and virtually became the ventriloquist of most African 

regimes, were accorded a new lease on life to operate in a plural setting. How did the 

press fare in the light of the `second-liberation'? A critical prognosis of these 

institutions and how they affect the new wave of democratisation will help deepen an 

understanding of news media and democracy in Africa. 

All the old arguments for private ownership as against state control of the press were 

revived. The added impetus in the 'second-liberation' was focused on openness 

through the adoption of western models of press ownership and democratic 
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governance. This is better appreciated if we critique press performance within this 

period and look at the adoption of new forms of operation and practice. 

Philip Lee (1995) recognises the central role of communication in a democracy when 
he contends that "constant interaction with all the people, accessibility at all levels, a 

public ethos which allows conflicting ideas to contend" is a vital element only when 

the media provide enormous knowledge and education (1995: 2-7). Lee adds that 

while the press act as the central nervous system in forging participation of all 

segments of the society in the democratic process, it could also be a vehicle for 

"uncritical assumptions, beliefs, stereotypes, ideologies and orthodoxies that blunt 

critical awareness and make participatory democratisation difficult" (Ibid). Nyamnjoh 

(2005) believes that for the press to function effectively and play its normative role in 

the `second-liberation', it needs a political and legal democratic culture. The absence 

of these, he argues, will make the press not only undemocratic but incapable of 

prosecuting the democratic agenda. His concerns are well grounded due to the 

lawlessness which accompanied the new wave of democratisation in most African 

countries with the press arrogating unto itself the power to publish anything without 

recourse to decency and an ethical standard. He emphasises the importance of 

observing professional standards defined by ethical norms if the press is to 

legitimately make any claim to being the `Fourth Power' (2005: 20). Karikari also 

bemoans low professional standards and amateurism in the press with the advent of 

the `second-liberation'. He acknowledges the systematic improvements in the quality 

of content compared to the opening of the floodgates for media pluralism at the 

beginning of the democratisation process in the 1990s (cited Blay-Amihere and Alabi 

1996: 17). According to him, there has been the misguided notion of press freedom 

without cognisance of its attendant responsibilities. This development, Karikari 

explains, affects press performance and leads to a "widespread tendency towards 

propaganda, partisanship, speculation and sometimes mystical or fatalistic explanation 

of reality" (Ibid). Despite these concerns, he derides those critics who see nothing 

good in the newly emerging press of the `second-liberation'. To these critics he 

responds: 
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to suggest that the press make no impact on raising public awareness of reality 
is to be blind to the enormous effects the new press is having on the political 
landscape (Ibid). 

Karikari lauds the new private press for its role in Africa's democratisation and for 

their courage and bravery in holding governments accountable to the people. He also 

commended them for compelling the state-owned press everywhere in Africa to 

modify their perspectives in order to survive in the emerging market, which is being 

driven by a private-led competitive press. On the transformation in the state-owned 

press brought about by the vigorous plural and libertarian environment, he stated: "the 

old wholesale, crude and unabashed sycophancy has given way to varying levels of 

refinement or even to levels of independence or insulation" (Ibid). For Nyamnjoh, the 

democratisation of the 1990s has not only strengthened multiparty democracy and 

media pluralism but also ensured a substantial increase in private newspaper 

ownership (2005: 53). 

However, the praises heaped on the private press in the 'second-liberation' has been 

described by others as cosmetic and unrealistic. Lush (1998) is saddened by the 

indifference of the press to the needs of making the education of voters and the voting 

process a vital part of their arsenal in deepening awareness and for the promotion 

democracy. He thinks their inadequate coverage of political campaigns - prerequisites 
for the people to have the benefit of alternative choices have taken much from their 

purported positive engagement (1998: 47-50). He views this as abdication of their 

responsibility and function and identifies their obsession with extraneous and 
irrelevant accounts which exposes their bias and professional myopia. Nyamnjoh 

(2005) also chastises the private press for their penchant for promoting sectarian 
interests. His main concern has been their uncritical posturing when dealing with the 

political opposition. He accused them of stoking fanaticism and extremism instead of 
being vanguards in curtailing such dangerous traits within the political and social 

system in the continent (2005: 56). 

For Charo and Makali (1998), the performance of the press both the private and the 

state-owned, in the `second-liberation' passed for nothing more than scandal 

mongering. The professional competence of the press aside, they have been criticised 
for practising `hate journalism' through deliberate "exaggeration and politicisation of 
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ethnic tensions and not accurate and responsible journalism" (1998: 1-2). They cite 

the classic example of ethnic disturbances in two of Kenya's settlements, Laikipia and 

Njoro, in January and February 1998 to buttress their position. In a typical `chicken 

and egg' scenario, the private press with the penchant to see nothing good in 

government portray the Kalenjin ethnic group of former president Daniel Arap Moi as 

the villains in the clashes and the Kikuyu ethnic group as the victims. The opposite 

was the case in the pro-government state-owned press, which concluded that the 

Kalenjin were the victims (Ibid). 

The above blanket criticisms have been rejected by Nyamnjoh. According to him, the 

African press' coverage and emotional attachment to ethnicity is a tendency informed 

by the journalists and the news media predicaments as professionals and institutions 

for which much is expected in the fulfilment of liberal democratic functions. It is also 

within the context of the pressures from the people as they clamour for "recognition 

and representation as cultural, religious and regional communities" (2005: 57). 

Providing further insights into the ethnic, religious, and other sectarian cleavages as 

reflected in the Africa press, Dare reveals how the overriding simplistic sense of 

belonging polarised the Nigerian press in the aftermath of the annulment of the 1993 

presidential elections won by the late Chief Moshood Abiola (1998: 15). The Nigerian 

press, he writes, chose to align itself with ethnic and religious sentiments and 

solidarities instead of uniting and using their combined energy to challenge legislation 

designed to license the media - and emasculate them in other ways - and to speak 

with one voice against the annulment (Ibid). 

The reality in the `second-liberation' press in Africa is one of a mixed bag. The press 
has been accused of turning itself into a hostage to self-righteousness to the detriment 

of other equally important democratic institutions of state. Its fundamental function 

has been mortgaged on the altar of political, economic, ethnic and religious 

expediency. Sesay sums it up thus: 

cheap propaganda, rather than reporting issues as they affect the common man, 
has become the preoccupation of most of our journalists. Most of them are 
today partisan and as such, have fixed ideas that hardly accommodate the 
views of others (1998: 267-268). 
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Awoonor addresses himself to this problem afflicting the African press when he calls 
for a sense of introspection, which will ensure the toleration of dissenting views. The 

essence of democracy and free press doctrines are the acceptance of criticism and 

divergent views. He states: 
journalism, which derives its inspiration from personal slight, sense of hurt or 
unsubstantiated self-importance, cannot help those who indulge in it or the 
community they claim to serve (in Blay-Amihere and Alabi 1996: 22). 

Crucially, the `second liberation' has affirmed the essence of plural media and its 

pivotal role in democracy. Their inadequacies notwithstanding, freedom of the press 

referred to as the `first freedom' can only flourish when all the organisms of the state 

are seen to be working independently of the other but toward the fulfilment of the 

individual and collective goals of the society, that is deepening the democratic culture 

of free press, free assembly, association and the right to hold contrary views. 

Given the various media theories and models that have been applied to the African 

situation from the colonial to the post-independence era, and the arguments for and 

against some of these, one may ask: why has Africa continued to lag behind in news 

media and democratic development? Answers to this question lie in a critical 

discussion of the African's understanding of democracy to help in the building of a 

more refined position in the ̀ second-liberation'. 

2.4 African Concept of Democracy 

Africa's `second-liberation' dubbed the democratisation of the 1990s has been 

afflicted by all kinds of ailments as the loud claims to the `new wave' of democracy 

has been touted as the majestic arrival to the kingdom of political and economic bliss. 

Nyamnjoh (2005) cites Claude Ake and Good for lamenting the blind praises and 
hallelujahs to the so-called `second-liberation'. In their view, the new phase of 

multiparty democracy being projected as the solution to Africa's woes is rather a re- 

ordering of chairs on the deck of a ship which confines "competition among political 

elites to the exclusion of the disaffected masses" (cited Nyamnjoh 2005: 28). They 

argue that the people who represent the lifeblood of democracy have been reduced to 

`voter-banks' and occasionally called upon to defend the ambitions of those in 

political authority. In as much as the dominant western democratic model is held up as 
the ideal, the case of Africa, as it serves the politician in his socio-cultural and 
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political aspirations, remains a thorny and intractable issue. Nyamnjoh explains some 

of the factors that compel scholars in the West to argue that liberal democracy could 

not work in Africa. He refutes the claims and the descriptions given to African 

governance systems, in which it is claimed that liberal democracy is totally alien to its 

needs. Rather, he observes that the liberal idea of the West being forced down the 

throat of the African is alien and not in conformity with its own time-tested belief 

systems of democratic participation and governance. As he points out: 
implementing liberal democracy in Africa has been like trying to force onto 
the body of a full-figured person, rich in all cultural indicators of health with 
which Africans are familiar, a dress made to fit the slim, de-fleshed 
Hollywood consumer model of a Barbie-doll entertainment icon. But instead 
of blaming the tiny dress or its designer, the tradition has been to fault the 
popular body or the popular ideal of beauty, for emphasising too much bulk, 
for parading the wrong sizes, for just not being the right thing. Not often is the 
experience and expertise of the designer or dressmaker questioned, nor his/her 
audacity in assuming that the parochial cultural palates that inform his/her 
peculiar sense of beauty should play God in the lives of regions and cultures 
where different criteria of beauty and the good life obtain ((2005: 25-6). 

The thrust of Nyamnjoh's argument is that forcing an alien system on Africans will 

not achieve the desired democratic results. The instability and other conflicts in most 

parts of Africa since its emergence from colonialism is partially attributable to the 

systematic efforts to coerce most African countries to imitate the West in the practice 

of liberal democracy using western traditions, history, culture and ideology as the 

main signpost for economic and political betterment (Ibid). 

This view of implanting western liberal ideology, without cognisance of the time- 

tested in-built African traditions and cultures that have served them over the centuries, 

is in his opinion the reason for the resultant despair and the notion that Africa and 
liberal democracy are not bedfellows. Nyamnjoh (2005) considers the attempt to force 

the Western liberal pill down the throat of Africans as insensitive, and compares it to 

the behaviour of: 

a Lilliputian undertaker, who would rather trim a corpse than expand his/her 
coffin to accommodate a man-mountain or a carpenter, whose only tool is a 
huge hammer and to whom every problem is a nail (Ibid: 25-6). 

It is Nyamnjoh's position that the difficulty in implementing liberal democracy in 

Africa is compounded by the clash of values, and the deliberate or ignorant refusal of 
Western liberal theorists to recognise the dominant African cultural imperatives, that 
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could as well assist in domesticating liberal thought and make it more relevant to the 

need and aspirations of the people. Nyamnjoh (2005), however, is quick to caution 

that arguments for domestication of liberal democracy in Africa, taking cognisance of 

cultural realities, should not be confused with the elaborate ploys by "opportunistic 

dictatorships that have often hidden behind nebulous claims of African specificities 

to orchestrate high-handedness and intolerance" (Ibid). 

Delving into the African concept of democracy, Awoonor (1990) stresses the features 

of Ghana's various original democratic institutions which he argues are based on 

"clan and priestly, age-set or chiefships - designed around a selection system" (1990: 

9). He states that the original nations of Ghana structured democratic ideas that 

interwove rights with obligations and responsibilities, based ultimately on a survival 

welfare concept that promoted the well-being of all from childhood to the grave 

(Ibid). 

Awoonor reminds us of the effort by the liberal theorists under colonialism to attempt 

to blend the Western concept with the traditional African democratic concept when he 

reveals: 
though colonialism, through the Lugardian prescription, sought to use some of 
these traditional political forms, its objective remained purely that of pressing 
these (including a select number of chiefs) into an imperial regime whose 
grand design was economic exploitation (1990: 10) 

While communism and socialism are seen as the dominant alternative models to the 

liberal idea in the West, pitifully, the African system of governance has been lumped 

into this matrix. In Marxism-Leninism, the difference between these and liberal 

democracy has been identified on the basis of the economic and political organisation 

of the state. It is the promotion of capitalism (free market), private ownership of the 

media, individual rights and freedoms as against state control of the factors of 

production, state-ownership of the means of communication, and group welfare that 

basically separate the two concepts. 

The African concept of democracy goes beyond the emphasis on individual rights and 
freedoms. Nyamnjoh (2005) avers: "Discussing democracy in Africa calls for scrutiny 

of the importance of cultural identity in the lives of individuals and groups" (2005: 
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38). He emphasises that implanting of democratic values and cultures using the 

western model yardstick is a misnomer in relating to the African condition and 

concept of democracy and practice. Nyamnjoh argues "the interconnectedness of 

peoples, cultures and societies through individuals as products, melting pots and 

creative manipulators or jugglers of multiple identities" is a narrow view of what the 

African democratic dynamics entail (Ibid). 

Nyamnjoh's idea of the African concept of democracy is a bold attempt to reject what 

he refers to as ̀ reductionist views of democracy'. The contention that democracy may 

take different forms with reference to history, culture and evolving traditions of a 

given people is very central to his critique. In this connection he states: 

the way forward is recognising the creative ways in which Africans merge 
their traditions with exogenous influences to create realities that are not 
reducible to either but are enriched by both (2005: 38). 

While shared ideology and other factors are the foundation on which the West based 

its democratic thought of representative or constitutional politics, African democracy 

appears to be a more complex phenomenon. Africa's imitation of liberal democracy 

tends to promote ethnic and tribal cleavages and solidarities. Elections in modem 

times under the Western democratic prescription, forced down the throat of most 

African nations by the most powerful capitalist countries of the world, have only 

helped revive the incipient ethnic animosities in the choice of national leaders. Claude 

Ake (2000) captures this viewpoint when he states: 

political parties tend to appeal to ethnic loyalties rather than seek a shared 
ideology and if their partisans, have consistently tended to vote along regional 
and ethnic lines, it is perhaps time to look beyond political parties and liberal 
democracy as the exclusive way of organising modem politics and 
government in Africa (2000: 31). 

Ake further argues that the impracticability of Western liberal democracy is the 

inability to domesticate the liberal idea. He calls for a hybrid of the finest socio- 

cultural and political specificities of both the African idea and those of Western 

democracy (Ibid). He claims that in Africa's search for a more practicable democracy, 

"there is very little in the experience of the established democracies to guide and a 

great deal to mislead it" (Ibid). Western liberal democracy, in his view, concentrates 

on areas which, compared to the African socio-cultural and political realities, tend to 

contradict the other forms of organisation both in Europe and Africa. Nyamnjoh adds 
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to this proposition when he affirms how liberal democratic rhetoric of rights, with 

emphasis on a narrow neo-liberal focus on the individual falls short of the African 

understanding of personhood (2005: 36). Ake illuminates his argument of how the 

liberal democracy model can work in Africa. This, he argues, is only feasible if 

Africans' are allowed to re-create it to take cognisance of the "notions of participation 

traditionally associated with the communal political culture of African societies" 
(2000: 184). This communal political culture is deeply rooted in the African's 

attachment to ethnicity and a shared sense, of belonging. Clearly, there is the need for 

a new theoretical space, which would blend the Western liberal idea of individual 

rights and freedoms with the African worldview of cultural solidarities and 

individuals' interconnectedness with his community (Ibid). 

Awoonor (1990) criticises the often held liberal argument which insists that all 

African countries need to do is to pick democratic seeds from the capitalist gardens of 

Washington, Paris and London, and to plant and water them, in order that they will 

blossom as a single misguided policy of promoting international stability and 
development (1990: xi). This refers specifically to the lack of organic connections 

between the liberal democratic idea of the West and the history and culture of the 

Africa reality. Awoonor's assertion here is that liberal democracy was nurtured in a 

different historical and cultural soil and cannot endure transplantation except when it 

goes through genetic engineering of sorts. Wiredu (1997), offering an intellectual 

discourse, reacts to the description of Africa governance systems as being 

authoritarian in the main and expressly notes that there "is nothing inherently 

authoritarian about monopartyism and nothing inherently democratic about 

multipartyism" (cited Nyamnjoh 2005: 35). He argues that since most of Africa has 

been unable to rise above ethnicity, and construct a public sphere which will have a 

universal acceptance, there lies the need to test other models of political organisation 

with emphasis on Africa traditions, culture, historical experiences and communal 

shared values of economic dependence (Ibid). 

In the search for the missing link in African democratic thought and idealism, as 
juxtaposed against the Western liberal principle, Ramose, advises a cautious African 

debate and approach which encourages flexibility, negotiation and tolerance. He 

states: 
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it requires a concept of democracy that emphasises co-existence and 
interdependence between the individual and the community, between 
communities, and between the state and the various cultural communities, its 
citizens are the subjects of (cited Nyamnjoh 2005: 35). 

As a result, he advocates a more productive and creative intellectual enquiry that is 

not propelled into the Western model pigeon hole mentality, but which deviates from 

the narrow view of `African ethnicity as an atavism' and opens into the wider channel 

of democracy (cited Nyamnjoh, 2005). 

This viewpoint has been supported by Wiredu (1997) when he proposes Africa's route 

out of the murky democratic debate by falling back on the idea of `consensual 

democracy'. This he argues will help negotiate a convincing path out of the `stalling 

majoritarian democracy' not as an alternative but as a complimentary model. Drawing 

on the traditional Ashanti `consensual' model of democracy, Wiredu explains: 

this was a democracy because government was by the consent, and subject to 
the control, of the people as expressed through their representatives. Thus 
while majoritarian democracy might be based on consent without consensus, 
the Ashanti system ensured that consent was negotiated on the principle of 
consensus (cited 2005: 35). 

Awoonor (1990) affirms this position when he uses the example of the traditional 

family council as a microcosm of modem parliament, explaining that: 
the family council operates in the most democratic way. Each member has the 
right to express an opinion, challenge what he considers a wrong decision or a 
wrong action. Members are free to bring before it grievances on behalf of 
themselves and their immediate family members. Decisions of the family 
council are arrived at by consensus (1990: 9). 

He identifies discourse as a reflection of the `first principle in African democratic 

practice' (Ibid). While proposing the recreation of the African democratic principle, 
Awoonor conflates the participatory principle of communal political culture of 
African societies. His emphasis on the common good and participation, he asserts, is 

not based merely on individual interests but as part of an interconnected whole. He 

insists that this process is more than taking part to choose or dissent, but is also tied to 

sharing the burdens and the rewards of community membership in decision-making 

and community life as a whole (1990: 9). 
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Furthermore, Wiredu (1997) deepens this brand of African democracy by arguing that 

majority decisions as they pertain in the liberal Western democratic ideal does not 

necessary accommodate minority interests and views. In Western liberalism, the 

ruling party and the majority vote in Parliament becomes binding on the rest (1997: 

307). But as noted by Awoonor (1990) and corroborated by Wiredu there is the 

principle of inclusiveness which leaves no party out of the decision-making process 
(1990: 9). This position of consensual democracy as prescribed as the African ideal, a 

typical Ashanti and Ewe forms of participatory democracy, in the traditional 

Ghanaian system of shared communitarian democracy has been rejected by others as 
impracticable in modem times. Despite this, democracy can only be said to satisfy a 

certain criterion, and democracy in any form must be seen to engage with pluralism, 

diversity of opinion, debate and competing interests. In this context majority views 

must be accorded the respect of representing the will of the majority (McNair, 2003; 

Keane, 1994). 

Having discussed the African concept of democracy as juxtaposed against the 

Western liberal idea it is possible now to turn to an integral component of democracy 

that is, civil society. An in-depth discussion of media and democracy in Africa will 

also have to explore the organisation of civil society. As an important institutional 

safeguard in the West, civil society in Africa, as a vital element for democratic 

development remains a problematic issue. 

2.5 The case of African civil society 
Comaroff and Comaroff (1993) provide a general understanding of civil society in 

the West, and those of Africa. According to them, in the Western liberal setting, civil 

society, which is a voluntary association of interest groups and of "uncoerced 

membership", exerts pressure on political authority. The idea has been to minimise 

the power of society and social structure by "trumpeting instead the uncompromising 

autonomy of the individual" (1993: 3). This characteristic they insist is difficult to 

apply to the African situation due to the underdevelopment of the market and the 
African individual's inability to attain full economic empowerment due to 

excruciating poverty and limited institutional structures. Civil society in their view is 

either weak or non-existent in most of Africa (Ibid). Commenting on civil society in 
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Africa, Diamond (1994) points out that any idea of its essential features resembling 
Western patterns and their "standard democratic functions", will be a misnomer 
(1994: 4-7). In furtherance of this observation by Diamond, Berman (1998) has 

dismissed the argument of civil society as being always physically present or existent 
for its benefits to be realised in a democracy as valueless. He lauds the undying 

energy of the African even in the midst of co-optation and repression to fight for his 

or her rights. (1998: 339-40). The notion that, due to weak or non-existent civil 

society in Africa, people will shut up misses the point. Real life circumstances, he 

argues: 

point to the contrary, that people normally seek alternative channels, 
sometimes in subtle and masked ways, for fulfilling their aspirations and 
protecting their interests in such situations (Ibid). 

Chabal and Daloz (1999) also add to the debate when they explain what they think of 

civil society in Africa compared with the conventional Western ideal. For them, 

economic improvement and the survival instinct of the African in the midst of 

political manipulation and high-handedness are not offered by membership of 

political parties or the existence of trade unions. They attribute African resilience to 

what they recognise as the: 

informal networks, ethnic, regional or cultural lobbies including the critical 
alternative media, within which collective concerns, anxieties, and dreams are 
discussed and played out (1999: 21). 

What this trend of discussion has unearthed has been the difficulty of defining civil 

society as applicable to non-Western societies using Western democratic indicators. 

The arguments suggest that there can be no clear definition. A convenient route out of 

the murk would be to consider Chabal's proposition of the creation of theoretical 

spaces which will identify civil society in Africa as mutative and assuming other 
forms (1992: 87-89). He states: 

limiting ourselves to a simplistic opposition between `modern' and 
`traditional' forms of social organisation and human association might only 
idealise, exclude or obsfucate the social reality (Ibid). 

Other scholars like Young (1994), Monga (1996) and Chabal and Daloz (1999) have 

called for an end to simplistic assumptions which affords the West the opportunity to 

use, its own subjectivities, self-imagination and perversions to ascribe to Africa's own 
democratic institutions (Mbembe 2001: 3-9). Comaroff and Comaroff (1999) also 
caution against using western models and value systems as universal standards for 
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Africa and for which any deviation is viewed as a failure. They explain how this 

negates the positive values likely to be explored in African traditions and cultures, to 

the extent that civil society is taken to mean "a Eurocentric index of accomplishment 

to which Africa's indifference becomes a deviation or a deficit" (1999: 17). The 

common thread which runs through the various positions on African civil society has 

been to see it as an organic movement which comprise all groups and individuals 

whose activities will ensure that civil society voices out the affirmation of social 

identity and the rights of citizenship. But these are not always in "opposition to those 

in power whose natural tendency is to repress such identities and rights" (Monga 

1995: 364; 1996: 149). 

2.6 Conclusion 

This chapter has provided various arguments that take away or add to the media and 

democracy debate in Africa. The trajectory and thrust of the discussion focussed on 

the origins of the newspaper press from the colonial origins to the post colonial era. 

The period of Africa's colonial press offers a historical narrative and provides the 

patterns of ownership and control structures as the private-state dichotomy unfolded. 

It emerged from the discourse that the colonialists established the press to ensure one- 

way information dissemination. The resistance which followed and the subsequent 

entry of Africans into the press industry, in what was mostly private initiative have 

been clearly articulated. 

On another level, a critique of the liberal democratic model inherited at independence 

and its inability to facilitate a truly African public sphere, due to socio-cultural and 

political difficulties, has been made. In short, the idea of democracy with reference to 

history, culture and other vital ingredients which identify Africa's condition has been 

articulated as not enjoying much consideration in the global discourse on democracy. 

This explains the failure of most democratic experiments put in place at independence 

since most of it was externally driven. 

Arguments advanced by the protagonists indicate that the press can play a more vital 

role in democratisation in Africa when it shifts from the liberal concept's emphasis on 

, the individual as an autonomous subject to those of shared values of individuals being 
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an organic part of the community. The next chapter will deal with the media and 

democracy debate within the more critically focused context of Ghana. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Politics and Press in Ghana: A Historical Framework 

3.0 Introduction 
This chapter will engage with the Ghana press and its role in democracy. In the case 

of Ghana, the debate will weave the various strands from the viewpoint of multi-party 
democracy to one-party and the eventual incursions into political administration by 

the military. The problem of democratic politics and governance in a developing 

country could best be explained by a number of factors. In this chapter, l argue that 

the problem, as it has existed in Ghana since the 1960s, reaching its apogee in the 

regime of the Provisional National Defence Council (PNDC), could be encapsulated 

in terms of the country's experiences of the one-party system and those of military 
dictatorship interlaced with brief periods of multi-party constitutional democracy. 

According to Ninsin, in all societies, the struggle between the prevailing social forces 

of opposing interests is anchored on the intent of securing control over the state or 
influencing it and getting their respective interests embodied in public policy. This to 

him is the engine of politics (1991: 21). 

Since this study is a comparative one involving two major newspapers - one state 

owned and the other private, a detailed account of press history in Ghana would help 

map the shift from the pre-independence era to the post-independence period. In this 

appraisal, 1 intend to examine democracy from the standpoint of how Kwame 

Nkrumah and Kofi Abrefa Busia, (the two main protagonists in the early years of 
Ghana's political evolution) understood it, and how they used their democratic ideas 

in relation to the press during their rule, as will other administrations which straddled 

the Ghanaian political spectrum during the period. 

3.1 The Early Press and Nationalism 

Ghana was the first black African country south of the Sahara to achieve political 
independence (in 1957), and is an early beneficiary of press freedom. The history of 
the evolution of the press in Ghana (then called the Gold Coast) has been well 
documented by scholars such as William Hachten (1971), Jones-Quartey (1974), 

1ý 
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Frank Barton (1979), Asante (1996) and Ainsle (1966) among others. It is important 

to state that the liberal regime of the press in Britain, the former colonial power, led to 
its introduction in Ghana. In the view of William Hachten: 

mass communications are not indigenous to Africa. A crucial element in the 
development of mass communications in Africa, both past and present, is the 
nature and extent of European influences. Differences in colonial experiences 
help explain differences in media systems (1971: xv). 

Ghana is reputed to be the place where the early press in West Africa took a firm root, 
from where it extended to other colonies even though the first newspapers appeared in 

Sierra Leone. The Royal Gold Coast Gazette and Commercial Intelligencer began on 

April 21,1822 (Frank Barton, 1979: 17). It was the British colonial Governor, Sir 

Charles McCarthy, who had established a similar newspaper in Sierra Leone, who 

mooted the idea when he was transferred to the then Gold Coast. 

Records show that this newspaper lasted for three years. The Accra Herald which 

took inspiration from the colonisers' need for a newspaper was established by Charles 

and Edmund Bannerman, in 1857. It was edited by Charles Bannerman, who was 

acknowledged to be the first African editor of a newspaper. The paper was later 

renamed The West African Herald in 1858 (Ibid). It must be stressed that the 

Bannerman brothers suffered persistent persecution at the hands of the British colonial 

authority for publishing stories which were at variance with the dictates of the 

imperial power. 

The success of the Herald galvanised others to move into the newspaper industry. 

Jones-Quartey provides a useful historical account of these developments, for 

example James Hutton Brew's launching on 24 March 1874 of the Gold Coast Times 

(1974: 6). He noted that this newspaper was the first to be wholly owned by an 
African. It had the distinction of being critical of the colonial government. According 

to Omu, this adversarial position of the paper compelled the colonial authority to 

suspend its publication for some time (cited Asante, 1996: 1). Though Jones-Quartey 

was very critical of colonialism for dividing the world, he pointed out that: 
it was the colonisers that in their wisdom and for their own purposes 
established the newspaper press in each place where they did so, and in that 
way laid the foundations for the building up of a history of journalism at all in 
those various territories (1974: 2). 
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Hachten (1971) had earlier made a similar observation claiming that initially press 
facilities were largely established for the convenience and use of the colonial 

authority and the few European settlers. Most Africans were excluded, or were at best 

an eavesdropping audience. Hence professional journalism was also a European 

importation and that news media crisis was the result of attempts to expand and 

readapt the news media to the needs and purposes of independent Africa (Hachten, 

1971: xvi. ). 

Arguably the initiative to establish the early African newspapers came from the 

Africans themselves, who published newspapers for fellow Africans (Hacthen, 

1971: 4). According to Jones-Quartey, the Accra Herald folded in 1873 but brought 

with it another phase in the history of journalism in the Gold Coast - the 

establishment of the Gold Coast's first African-owned fully printed newspaper known 

as the Gold Coast Times which lasted from March 1874 to November 1885 (1974: 9). 

There were a few other newspapers and other publications, such as the Gold Coast 

Independent, 1885; the Gold Coast Chronicle, 1890; the Gold Coast People, 1891; 

and the Gold Coast Express which was the first attempt at establishing a daily 

newspaper in the colony (Ibid). 

These newspapers deviated from the traditional role of informing, educating, and 

entertaining to becoming nationalist mouthpieces, which prompted the colonial 

government to pass the first press law - the Newspaper Registration Ordinance of 
1893 (Asante, 1996: 3). This bill, as Omu explains, sought to establish a register of 

newspaper proprietors to help the authorities identify offending publishers (cited 

Asante, 1996: 3). Nachten (1971) offers an insight into why the colonisers were 

reticent to open the gates of freedom, explaining that though the British tradition of 

press freedom was generally sustained in colonial West Africa, there were moments 

of suppression when the colonial government was under pressure (1971: 148). In 

general, however, the colonial administrators showed remarkable tolerance for the 

African-run papers. As a result many newspapers appeared in the West African 

colonies. 

Others newspapers which helped in the independence struggle were the Gold Coast 

Nation, the Eastern Star and Akuapem Chronicle, the Voice of the People and the 
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Gold Coast Spectator as well as the Gold Coast Leader, which played an outstanding . 
role in the struggle for self-determination as well as changes in socio-political and 

economic issues in the Gold Coast (Asante 1996: 3). 

The British colonial government, who could not sit idly by as its so-called authority 

was flagrantly questioned and attacked by these nationalist newspapers also set up its 

own newspaper, the Gold Coast Pioneer in February 1921 (Ibid). According to 

Asante the period between 1930 and 1937 was the most turbulent and most exciting in 

the history of the press in pre-independence Ghana. 

An essential feature of the early press in the Gold Coast was that it was resolutely 

allied to the nationalist struggle for independence. The nationalistic feelings that were 

articulated in the pages of these newspapers were later to light the flames of self rule. 

The African nationalist tradition that pervaded the press in the early 1880s was 

rekindled by other firebrands such as Casely Hayford, Nnamdi Azikiwe, Kwame 

Nkrumah, J. B. Danquah and I. T. A. Wallace Johnson Asante (1996), among other 

stalwarts. According to Hachten: 

by the twentieth century, British West Africa had assumed its present political 
boundaries. At the same time there was a continuous series of newspaper- 
supported anti-colonial protests. The growth of nationalism, though was most 
evident in the Gold Coast during the first two decades, reaching its apogee in 
the activities in 1920 of the Congress of British West Africa; a high point in 
the Pan-West African movement (1971: 146). 

In the words of Kofi Awoonor: 

the National Congress of West Africa (NCWA) can be described as the legitimate 
successor to the Aborigines Rights Protection Society (APRS). Its thrust was for a 
West African Union, through an appeal to African nationalism and racial pride 
(1990: 120). 

In British West Africa (Nigeria, Ghana, Sierra Leone and the Gambia) the whole 

nationalist political movement was ignited and nurtured by small political papers in 

English, and the vernaculars which played a major role in wrestling political control 
from the colonial governments (Hachten 1971: 26). 

In the context of the NCWA and its leader Casely Hayford also editor of the 

movement's newspaper Gold Coast Leader, Awoonor (1990) writes: 
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his vision of an African journalist was summed in these words: I would [as a 
journalist] strive to make it [a newspaper] as perfect as it could be as to literary 
matter, set-up and finish. I would adopt a firm, bold unwavering policy, 
courteous in tone and fearless in criticism (1990: 131). 

Hayford's sense of fairness to criticise while remaining courteous* is evident. This 

mantle of not caring as to whose ox is gored was to be taken up years later by those 

who followed, not only in the anti-colonial struggle but also against repression, be it 

in a constitutional democracy or military oligarchy. Significantly, it was J. B. Danquah 

(referred to as the doyen of Gold Coast politics) who provided West Africa with a 

daily newspaper that carried international news supplied by Reuters. As Barton (1979) 

explains: "This was the West African Times founded by J. B. Danquah in 1931, though 

Accra's first daily was the Gold Coast Spectator founded in 1927" (1979: 23). 

After the exploits of Casely Hayford, there appeared to be a lull in radical journalism 

until Nnamdi Azikiwe appeared on the scene. Together with I. T. A. Wallace Johnson 

(Nachten 1971), they produced the African Morning Post, which helped revive West 

African journalism both in the Gold Coast and later in his home country, Nigeria. A 

stinging piece in the Morning Post titled `Has the African a God? ' in the 15 May 1936 

issue was said to have landed both men in court, They were charged with criminal 

libel by the colonial authority. They were convicted for sedition, jailed for six months 

and fined £50 each. Their appeal against the sentence was successful. But this victory 

was not without a price. The colonial government ordered that they leave the Gold 

Coast. ̀ Zik', as Azikiwe was popularly called, left for Nigeria and Wallace-Johnson 

departed to his native Sierra Leone (Nachten 1971: 146). 

The tightening of anti-freedom laws against the press by the colonial authority during 

the period was a result of the irritation caused by. the scurrilous materials being 

published by the nationalist press. The Criminal Code (Amendment) Ordinance, or the 

Sedition Ordinance, was passed in 1934. 

The departure of `Zik' and Wallace-Johnson did not diminish the resolve of others to 

continue with the nationalist struggle and the fight for press freedom to enlighten, 
inform and educate the masses. The Ashanti Pioneer was established in 1939 in 
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Kumasi to fill the void. This paper, according to Hachten, was an independent paper 
(1971: 169). Ainsle (1966) notes that the political struggle against colonialism 

heightened with the formation of the Ashanti Pioneer by John and Nancy Tsiboe in 

1939, the Ashanti Times in 1947 as an in-house publication of the Ashanti Goldfields 

Corporation, as well the Accra Evening News in 1947 by Kwame Nkrumah, all acting 

as critical factors in the battle for self-rule (Ainslie 1966: 58). 

With the success of the Evening News, Nkrumah again established the Morning 

Telegraph in 1949 under the editorship of Kwame Afriyie at Sekondi and the Cape 

Coast Daily Mail with Kofi Badu as the editor to press home the demands for "self- 

government now". This got him into trouble with the law (Ainsle, 1966: 58). 

According to Barton (1979), "the most potent foreign influence on the press in Africa 

was the coming of the Daily Mirror Group after the second world war", Their entry 

into the region saw the establishment of the Daily Times in Nigeria, the Daily Graphic 

in Ghana and the Daily Mail in Sierra Leone (1979: 31). All the credit, he argued, 

should go to "a rather strange, aloof Anglo-Irishman, Cecil King, who seemed an 
improbable choice as the person to take West Africa into the modern post-war 

newspaper age" (Ibid). For Barton to refer to King as someone aloof is to colour the 

pill. King to my mind was in pursuit of profit and therefore in serious mood to control 

the market. The Mirror Group launched the Daily Graphic in 1950. Barton explained 
how the Daily Graphic helped revive competition in the newspaper industry. When 

the Daily Graphic appeared, Barton recalls: 

a young political firebrand not long back from the university in the United 
States was editing the highly volatile Evening News, one of no less than 
thirteen local newspapers which eventually fell to King's competition. 
Nkrumah's paper was no match for the professionalism of King's racy Daily 
Graphic (1979: 35). 

In fairness to the other newspapers, mostly owned by Africans with very little capital 
base, it is to be expected that a new initiative with the huge capital investment which 

came with it and its superior quality would definitely attract patronage, especially 

among the elite and the educated class who read newspapers. 

With independence on the horizon, Barton (1979) reveals how CPP leaders moved 

quickly to establish the Guinea Press in 1956 as a countervailing measure to rival the 
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Daily Graphic and improve upon the professionalism of this key weapon in the fight 

against colonialism (Ibid). The Ghanaian Times emerged from this stable in 1958. 

The Daily Graphic though a private initiative outside the control of politicians, staffed 

editorially by Africans, never identified with the colonial government. Instead, the 

newspaper took an active interest in the political and social affairs of the country 
(Hachten, 1971: 147). 

According to Asante (1996) it was clear that Ghana's press industry reached its fullest 

growth in the 1950's at a time when the country was at the political threshold of 
independence. Ownership of the newspaper press at this time was therefore of two 

major categories - government and private (1996: 8). 

3.2 Towards Self-Rule 

Though there were various anti-colonial movements in the then Gold Coast, notably 

the APRS and the NCWA, these groups were not organised along a united political 
front. However, the most potent political group to emerge in the Gold Coast was the 

United Gold Coast Convention (U. G. C. C), founded in 1947. The overriding objective 

of the U. G. C. C. was: 

to ensure that by all legitimate and constitutional means the direction and 
control of government should pass into the hands of the people and their chiefs 
in the shortest possible time (Awoonor 1990: 136). 

The final thrust towards self-rule was quickened by the arrival of Kwame Nkrumah 

from the United States via Britain, to become the General-Secretary of the movement. 
Nkrumah's radicalism and revolutionary approach to organisation set him against the 

rest of the U. G. C. C. 

Kwame Nkrumah saw the need for a fighting newspaper that would help push the 

struggle into a more radical stance. The direct result of this need premised the 

establishment of the Evening News. This newspaper was to serve as the mouthpiece 
for the Convention People's Party (C. P. P) which he established when he finally broke 

away from the U. G. C. C. As Timothy claims: 

The paper carried out a relentless campaign of mudslinging against all those 
who ventured to criticise it or its publisher, Kwame Nkrumah. And the 
language employed by the paper in trouncing those who fell into its clutches 
defied all the canons of journalism (cited Asante, 1996: 108). 
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The Evening News ( and its satellite newspapers), the first official political party 

newspaper to be established in the Gold Coast, were all guns-blazing at the opposition 

National Liberation Movement (NLM). The Ashanti Pioneer and the Liberator, the 

mouthpieces of the NLM were in return spitting fire at the CPP and its leaders. Claims 

and counter-claims of who would win the elections of 1956 became not only 

cacophonous, but also showed how partisan the press had become (Flachten, 1971). 

The nationalist press was established to fight for national independence but had 

degenerated into a poisonous partisan and sometimes ̀ bloody instrument of division'. 

With Nkrumah chalking up victories in the 1954 and 1956 elections, he proceeded to 

attain independence for Ghana when he tabled his famous Motion of Destiny asking 

for self-government. The opposition parties boycotted the special session of 

parliament called to debate the motion. The CPP with its comfortable majority in 

parliament won the motion. The British took notice and independence was granted to 

the Gold Coast. Later events were to show how Nkrumah strangled freedom of the 

press through censorship to suit his own whims and caprices. 

3.3 Nkrumah and Post-Independence Press 

The sad irony of the history of the press in Ghana was that Nkrumah, who edited the 

Evening News as a private newspaper prior to independence, turned his back on the 

notion of press freedom. This was partly caused by the conduct of the opposition 

which was determined to split the country on tribal and regional lines. He would not 

tolerate dissenting views from the press. Nkrumah (1960) justified his disdain for the 

private press when he stated: 
it is part of our revolutionary credo that within the competitive system of 
capitalism, the press cannot function in accordance with a strict regard for the 
sacredness of facts and that it therefore should not remain in private hands 
(cited Hachten 1971: 168). 

There was a massive clampdown on the private press. After independence on 6 March 

1957, the Ashanti Pioneer was the only private newspaper which could not be 

controlled by the government. The Ashanti Pioneer, which provided an alternative 

source of news to the praise-singing scandal sheets of the Guinea Press, was subjected 

to harassment and eventual take-over on 19 October 1962. The newspaper's editor 
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and city editor, A. D. Appea and Kwame Kesse-Adu were arrested prior to the 

eventual take-over. Kesse-Adu spent four and a half years in detention in the 

notorious Ussher Fort prison for "destructive criticism of the government" (Hachten, 

1971: 169). This clampdown on a private newspaper has been described as one of the 

harshest by a government against a private enterprise, and was "unprecedented even 
in the 113 years of British colonial rule on the Gold Coast" (Ibid). 

Nevertheless, the opposition newspapers' open support for secession resulted in the 

drift towards civil and tribal wars. Nkrumah, in spite of his anti-capitalist posture had 

no option but to move against secessionist appeals to avert the break-up of the nation- 

state. On the other hand this high-handedness against the press ran counter to what 

Nkrumah (1960) espoused in one of his scholarly books `I Speak of Freedom', where 

he argued that: 

the imposition of any form of press censorship was an idea most repugnant to 
me, since it ran counter to everything I had always believed in, everything for 
which 1 had struggled in my life. Freedom of expression had been one of the 
essential rights for which 1 had fought. I had gone to prison for daring to say 
things the colonial administration had not liked (1960: 50). 

It must be stressed here that while the Pioneer was opposed to Nkrumah's 

government and played its proper role as a watchdog, the tribal posture of the paper in 

supporting leaders of the N. L. M, who sought to use tribalism to attain political power, 

was a big blot on the image of such a newspaper. Hachten (1971) saw the mission of 

the newspaper differently, and argued that the newspaper remained a bulwark against 

tyranny and oppression and a signpost for free speech and expression. He pointed out 

that the newspaper, 

undoubtedly had a loyal following and was a quavering but determined voice 
for freedom of expression in Ghana. The Ashanti Pioneer enjoyed an 
international reputation because it had always fought for its principles and its 
editors had gone to jail for them (1971: 177). 

Nkrumah's offensive against the private press reached its zenith when he later bought 

the Daily Graphic from the Mirror Group after the company decided to pull out of 
Ghana in 1963. The Graphic was placed under government trust. Hachten, in a 

statistical comparison of the Ghanaian Times, the Evening News and the Daily 

Graphic revealed that while the Ghanaian Times had a circulation of 12,000 in 1964 

compared to 17,000-20,000 for the Evening News edited by Eric Heyman, a political 
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intimate of Nkrumah, the Daily Graphic was far ahead with a circulation of 106,000 

(1971: 168-9). An important ingredient of the Daily Graphic's commanding 

performance in the market was the retention of its independence even after it had been 

bought by the government of Ghana (Ibid). This independence of the paper somehow 

contradicts the assertion by Hachten that Nkrumah was opposed to critical journalism 

when he became the head of State. It is clear from this debate that there remained 

some level of freedom for the paper to operate without let or hindrance. 

In spite of Nkrumah's absolute control of the press, papers like the Ghanaian Times 

and the Evening News, which identified fully with the CPP and the government, 

occasionally criticised the top brass of the party and government (Asante, 1996). This 

was seen to be in order so far as it was not coming from the opposition political 

parties. Asante documents how the Ghanaian Times' exposure of Krobo Edusci, a 

prominent cabinet minister in the Nkrumah government, for corruption led to his 

dismissal6. Though Edusei was later reinstated, the Times had caused considerable 
damage to his reputation (Asante, 1996: 108). It is arguable that if such newspapers 

could expose sleaze in Nkrumah's government, without any reprisals of the editors 
being dismissed, then the judgement that Nkrumah was totally intolerant of a free 

press is somewhat unfair. 

The development paradigm as a central component of the newspaper press function 

has been lucidly expressed by Awoonor (1996) when he advised journalists to let the 

combative spirit with which they come by their stories "inform your ultimate desire to 

be part of the construction of peace and the enhancement of the process of 
development" (in Blay-Amihere and Alabi 1996: 22). The desire of Nkrumah to see 

rapid transformation of the emerging nation by harnessing all the organs of mass 

mobilisation into action is further gleaned from Awoonor's (1996) articulation of this 
important factor as a pre-requisite of post-colonial journalism. Commenting further on 
the developmental agenda he urged African journalists to 

6 The minister's wife had bought a golden bed at the cost of £3000 in London. The newspaper raised alarm at what 
it considered a clear case of ostentatious living by a minister in a government that proclaimed to be Socialist in 
orientation and outlook. The paper even accused him of attempted bribery to silence it from exposing the scandal. 
It alleged that Edusei offered $500 for it to drop the story 
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listen to what the farmers and fishermen will tell you, how new roads have 
been built in their villages so they can send their produce to the market, or the 
new well that gives them good water (Ibid: 23). 

It is in this context that one has to evaluate Nkrumah's attempt to use the organs of 

communication and mobilisation for the eradication of poverty, disease and under- 

development, which confronted the newly-born nation called Ghana. 

3.3.1 Nkrumah and Democracy 

Nkrumah's understanding of democracy is anchored on the democratic philosophies 

of Aristotle and Abraham Lincoln. According to Nkrumah (1963), democracy, if we 

are to accept the Aristotelian description, is the law of the state that directs: 

that our poor shall be in no greater subjugation than the rich nor that the 
supreme power be lodged with neither of these, but that both shall share it. For 
if liberty and equality, as some persons suppose, are chiefly to be found in a 
democracy, it must be so by every department of government being alike open 
to all; but as the people are a majority, and what they vote is law, it follows 
that such a state must be a democracy (1963: 83). 

Nkrumah saw rabid capitalism as anti-democratic phenomenon and that true 

democracy was only re-erected and restored by Abraham Lincoln's concept of 

government. By implication, Nkrumah had endorsed the Western concept of 

democracy. However, he argued against a democratic model which imposed class 

monopoly on the state. Democracy, he insisted, ought to be exercised by all and for 

the benefit of all. Expressing his understanding of the concept in Washington D. C. in 

1951 after his release from prison in Ghana, he stated: 

we are aiming to work under democratic principles such as existed in Britain 
and in the United States. What we want is the right to govern ourselves, or 
even to misgovern ourselves (Washington Post, 1951: 4). 

An insight into Nkrumah's understanding of the concept of democracy showed that he 

had some faith in Western democracy. His admiration for it was evidently made 

clear. What he disagreed with was external interference and internal usurpation of the 

rights of the citizens to be in control of the affairs of the newly emergent nation. 
Explaining this position he stated that they (nationalist leaders) engaged in the 

liberation struggle in order to afford Ghanaians the freedom of worship, association, 

speech, expression of thought without harming their neighbour or jeopardising the 
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state (Nkrumah, 1960: 50). Nkrumah's position stems from his long-standing 

antipathy to colonialism and his subsequent mistrust of `neo-colonialism'. 

According to Ninsin (1991), at independence in 1957 Ghana enjoyed a multi-party 

system of governance. There were parties other than the Convention People's Party 

(CPP). This, he argued meant that the people had the liberty to express their views 
freely, whether or not they ran contrary to those of the ruling party and government 
(1991: 23). 

It is imperative to realise that the freedom to hold and express contrary views and 

organise meant that people could take on public officers for acts deemed to violate 

public norms and fundamental human rights. These opportunities in a multi-party 

setting with its attendant freedom of the press were firmly curtailed in the 1960s, 

1970s and the 1980s (Ibid). The road to one-party dictatorship and military 
intransigence and authoritarianism started with Kwame Nkrumah. Using its majority 
in Parliament, the CPP legislated for a one-party state after a national referendum had 

voted for a `one-party' state. This singular act meant the imposition of limits on 
freedom of speech, expression and association. This ultimately reduced social 
diversity to uniformity (Ibid). 

Nkrumah's resort to the one-party state, which he saw a means for halting lawlessness 

that was creeping into the body politic, was at variance with his stated claims to 

democracy. He had earlier on underscored his own democratic philosophy when he 

stated that "there was no sense in fighting for freedom from British authoritarianism, 

winning it, only to see it glide into another dictatorship" (1960: 50). But after 
independence, Nkrumah signalled his distaste for multi-party democracy and the 

application of authoritarianism to governance. As Manu (1991) has observed: 

even a system based on social justice and a democratic constitution may need 
backing up, during the period following independence, by emergency 
measures of a totalitarian kind. Without discipline, true freedom cannot 
survive (in Ninsin and Drah 1991: 7). 

Such inconsistency and deviation is exposed when Nkrumah's (1973) views about 
democracy and his resort to the one-party state are revealed. However, to justify his 
hold on power, through crowding out any credible opposition to his rule, he argued 
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for the one-party state by comparing the conditions in Ghana to those of Britain, 

France and the United States during the early days of building their nations and their 
democracies (1973: 388). 

In office, Nkrumah began to review the multi-party system because of its imperial 

pedigree as being an alien and a neo-colonialist system, designed to perpetuate social 

cleavages within the newly independent nation state. Manu cites Nkrumah as having 

emphasised that a state can be said to be neo-colonialist, or client state, if it is 

independent de jure and dependent de facto. Explaining this concept further, Nkrumah 

stated: 

that the main sphere in which we must strive to defeat neo-colonialist intrigues 
is within the movement for true independence; that is, with a progressive 
political party which forms the government (cited Manu 1991: 16). 

It is important to state that this is the process through which Nkrumah wanted to 

arrive at the neo-colonial concept, a process defined by a multiple set of significant 

events that confronted the newly elected government. In rationalising his one-party 

argument against multipartyism, he employed the imagery of neo-colonialism being 

gigantic, and which can only be eradicated using revolutionary confrontation with the 

imperialists by drawing on the strength of the exploited and disinherited masses. He 

said Ghana was in a state of war and through the one-party system Ghana can regain 

nationalism, Pan-Africanism and socialism (Manu, 1991). 

According to Nkrumah (1973), the Ghana main opposition party had been so virulent 

that it failed to see anything good in his government. It went to the extent of 

attempting to stall economic and social development. In this regard, he firmly 

suspected the Western democracies of supporting the opposition against his 

government. He took a swipe at the Western democracies when he reminded these 

`mature democracies' to compare Ghana's problems of national reconstruction and 

not from their advanced state of development. Ghana's difficulties, he stressed, should 
be viewed with a sympathetic eye by equating them with Europe's own problems at 

the time of the birth of their nations (Ibid). 

In one of his attacks against the West and the Ghana opposition, whom he suspected 

of being involved in a plot to undermine his government, Nkrumah claimed that his 
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enemies tried to take advantage of the illiteracy of Ghanaians, a condition left behind 

by British colonialism "to plant and water the seeds of resentment and grievance" 

including tribal politics in the country. In his words: 
they tried to demonstrate to the world that they, the opposition, had been right 
insisting that we were not ripe for independence.... No occasion, no event, 
was too small to exploit in order to discredit both Ghana and the government 
before the world and reduce the high prestige which our struggle and 
attainment of freedom had won for Ghana. Not often, surely has an opposition 
been so active in sacrificing the interests of its country to serve its own ends in 
disrupting the essential national unity (1973: 389). 

In the context of alleged external intrigues, Nkrumah explained how his overseas 

critics and adversaries were bent on destroying his regime even before he got started 

at independence. In a specific reference to the foreign press, he said "nothing was too 

small to be twisted as evidence in misrepresenting the strength and quality of my 

government" all aimed at justifying the fiction of the growing strength of the Ghana 

opposition (Ibid: 390). 

Awoonor (1997) argues that any intellectual debate which sought to provide a one- 

sided criticism of Nkrumah's declaration of the one-party state in 1964 would be 

inadequate and without balance. In his view, evaluating the very character of the 

opposition that faced Nkrumah at independence, the desire to "redesign an alternative 

political order to the British dispensation", which has no historical linkage with 

Ghana's own traditional democratic institutions, are useful ingredients necessary for 

analysing his resort to the one-party state. The concentration, Awoonor contended, 

was on a national parliament to the disregard for local political institutions, thus 

prescribing a parliamentary culture he described as having no solid traditional 

foundation (1997: 3). 

Offering further insights into the actions of Nkrumah's one-party state, Awoonor 

claims that: 

his ultimate resort to the one-party state cannot be dismissed as merely the 
product of political megalomania. It was dictated, as a result of the events of 
violence, by the, need to forge national unity and consensus for his larger 
national and Pan-African agenda (Ibid). 
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Indeed, Nkrumah was not the only initiator of this political pattern of governance. The 

Italian dictator, Mussolini (Manu, 1991) was known to have adored one monolithic 

national movement, which inhibits competition? (in Ninsin and Drah, 1991: 16-17). It 

is important to point out that Nkrumah never believed in fascism but rather his affinity 

was more with the Marxist states which also embraced the one-party paradigm as 

opposed to the multiparty model. However, Nkrumah's experiment could not hold 

back other contenders for power in post-colonial Ghana. 

3.4 The Press under Military Regimes 

Military regimes do not have any locus because they are not based on the stated 

consent of any identifiable political constituency. They can be said to derive their 

power from the barrel of the gun. As Ninsin (1991) explained, they do so by 

"appropriating genuine social discontent for their own advantage" (1991: 24). In 

contextualising Ninsin's argument, it is clear that military regimes, as evidenced in 

the governments of the National Liberation Council (NLC) from 1966-1969; the 

National Redemption Council (NRC) of 1972-1975; the Supreme Military Council 

(SMC I&II) of 1975-1979; the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC) of 1979 

and the Provisional National Defence Council (PNDC) of 1981-1992 do not concern 

themselves about their legitimacy. They therefore can decide to abolish independent 

political institutions in disregard of social reality. Their focus was to clamp down on 

the press and reduce it to mere echoes of sycophancy and docility. The undemocratic 

posture of the military dictators point to one basic weakness that is, they govern in 

total disregard of cherished democratic norms and rights (Ibid). Though Ninsin may 

be right in his argument, evidence abounds to the effect that the military on seizing 

power tried to forge alliances with the press in order to retain some credibility and 

carry out the administration of the country (1991). 

Ghana's independence (Order in Council, 1957) and first Republican (1960) 

Constitution made no explicit provision for press freedom. According to Karikari 

7 According to Manu, Mussolini once stated: Fascism has never attempted to clothe its complicated and powerful 
mental attitude with a definite programme, but has succeeded by following its ever-changing individual intuition... 
We fascists have always expressed our complete indifference towards all theories; we have had the courage to 
discard all traditional, political theories. It is sufficient to have a single viewpoint, the nation (in Ninsin and Drah, 
1991: 16-17). 
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(1998), what was considered closer to any reference to press freedom could be 

gleaned from Article 13 (i) of the 1960 Constitution. This stated that: 

subject to such restrictions as may be necessary for preserving public order, 
morality or health, no person should be deprived of freedom of religion or 
speech, of the rights to move and assembly without hindrance or the right to 
courts of law (1998: 164-5). 

Bennion (1962) enriched the discourse when with a legal interpretation of this 

constitutional provision to include the freedom of `speech' through the media of mass 

communication (cited Karikari, 1998). This constitutional ambiguity, Karikari 

explained was clarified in the subsequent 1969 document. Article 22 of the 

constitution explicitly spelt out the plural nature of the press and its place in a 

democracy. This was again improved in the 1979 constitution. In the 1979 

constitution, Article 28 makes it illegal for the government to enact laws which will 

require licensing for the publishing of newspapers as provided for in Article 93 of the 

same constitution (1998: 165). 

With the military straddling the political landscape for the greater period of Ghana's 

independence era, Karikari noted that the multi-party democratic governments of the 

Progress Party (1969-1972) and the People's National Party (1979-1981) were more 

liberal and tolerant of free speech and press freedom than the Convention People's 

party and the military governments which ruled by decrees (Ibid). 

Karikari argued that the most repressive legal instruments against press freedom had 

been the various newspaper licensing laws and decrees enacted in the period of the 

one-party and unconstitutional regimes. He states: 

the first one, the 1963 newspaper licensing law legalising state monopoly 
under the Nkrumah government was repealed by the multi-party parliament in 
1970. -It was resurrected in 1973, repealed again in 1979, and was restored by 
the PNDC in 1985 (1998: 165). 

There appears to be some confusion in Karikari's account. If his assertions of 

tolerance and liberty of the press, being pronounced under constitutional governments 

are correct, then the Nkrumah administration of 1963 was qualified to be included. By 

1963, Nkrumah and his government had not resorted to the one-party. The CPP was 

still ruling the country under the 1960 constitution. 
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Karikari posited that in times of authoritarianism, the press are the first object of 

attack. It is his contention that journalists were not only intimidated but also repressed 

and co-opted into the machinery of sycophancy, adulation and subservience (1998: 

169). This notwithstanding, it was not every journalist or the press, especially the 

privately-owned, which became submissive to the whims and caprices of military 
despotism. He explained that if journalists and the press were seen to be playing to 

the gallery, their timidity was only a reflection of the behavioural patterns of the 

larger society smarting under the barrel of the gun. He argues that: 

just as the whole of society relapses into a `culture of silence' in reaction to 
widespread state repression, so does the press often recoil into a shell of 
caution, self-censorship and acquiescence (1998: 169). 

The origins of the Ghana military, Awoonor (1997) observed were the creation of 

colonialism and as part of the imperial agenda, and "their orientation hardly changed 

after independence" (Awoonor, 1997: 6). Their existence is anchored on the 

presumption of protecting democratic institutions. The adoption of the one-party state 

by Nkrumah and those of authoritarian rule under the colonial administration share 

common characteristics. However, as he has further argued, because they were 

designed to protect the capitalist ideology of the British, they found the Nkrumah 

regime totally alien to their orientation. The Western world hailed the 1966 coup 

d'etat (Ibid). But as Ninsin (1991) pointed out, the overthrow of the Nkrumah 

administration could have been the exploitation of genuine social discontent by the 

citizenry against creeping tyranny (1991: 24). The execution of the coup and the 

overthrow of the Nkrumah government could be said to have set the stage for 

subsequent military adventurism into Ghana politics. 

Thus there was hope that there would be relief from the abolition of freedom of 

association and of the press by the military's incursion into Ghana politics on 24 

February 1966. Subsequent governments, however, were to assume same oppressive 

posture when they also muzzled the press. 

The National Liberation Council (NLC), as the military government was known, 

initially restored press freedom. The libertarian ideal espoused by the NLC was to 

fulfil the so-called new air of freedom the junta had brought to Ghanaians. The new 
junta freed detainees, amongst them political activists who had been thrown into jail 
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under the Prevention Detention Act of 1958 by the Nkrumah-led CPP (Barton, 1979). 

The Ashanti Pioneer had reappeared on the news media scene. According to Barton, 

Colonel Akwesi Afrifa, one of the leading architects of the 1966 coup who later 

became head of state, sent a goodwill message to the Pioneer on its reappearance. He 

wrote: 
those of us who carried out the coup did so in the firm belief it would create 
the needed atmosphere for freedom of expression, the bedrock of democratic 
institutions. We fought so that our newspapers should be free to begin the 
process of democratisation. Liberty is here with us. But 1 had a feeling of 
disappointment and sometimes dismay when 1 see the quality of journalism 
that still lingers. I am aware that the press is owned by government. But that is 
no excuse for mediocrity and sycophantic adulation (Barton, 1979: 46). 

This open support for freedom of expression was soon to be tested. As part of the 

divestiture of state holdings programme, the NLC proceeded to off-load the state- 

owned pharmaceutical company set-up by Nkrumah through Hungarian assistance. 

An agreement was hastily reached between the junta and an American company, 

Abbott Laboratories, to take over the company. The Legon Observer attacked the 

terms of the agreement. The Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian Times, the two main 

state newspapers, ran editorials that were very critical of the government's action. 

The first sign of danger to the press was to come from a terse statement by Afrifa 

(now a Brigadier). He declared: "journalists would not be victimised for speaking 

their minds as long as they work within the law" (Barton, 1979: 47). This contrasted 

very sharply with what Afrifa had said earlier when he attacked journalists who 

worked during the Nkrumah era of sycophancy and mediocrity. A surprise move that 

reflected the growing gulf between mere declarations of intent and actual deeds, the 

editors of the state-owned newspapers were dismissed as a result of the controversy 

generated by the Abbott affair. As Barton puts it: 

the entire press world of Ghana was rocked on its heels. The military's civilian 
Commissioner of Information, Kwabena Osei Bonsu, resigned in protest, 
saying the firing of the four men ... jeopardises the freedom of the press to 
which the NLC had irrevocably committed itself (1979: 47). 

Another journalist who seized the opportunity to put the NLC under the searchlight 

was Chris Asher, owner of the Palaver. According to Barton, Asher had earlier 

published a newspaper called the Western Tribune. It had a short life because his 

maiden issue carried two stories - `Workers Laid Off in Western Region' and `The 
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Tragedy of Tribalism'. The NLC considered this offensive, resentful and insulting to 

journalistic decency. Asher was placed in Protective Custody for sometime. Upon his 

release, he set up the Herald in 1969. As Barton further explains, the military was 

preparing to hand back power to a civilian government and the head of state, the same 

Afrifa now a Lieutenant-General, called on the electorate to support Kofi Busia's 

Progress Party in the elections. During yet another period of hope for the future 

prospects of a freer press, pent-up feelings were expressed in no uncertain terms in a 

Herald editorial. As Barton recalls: 
Chris Asher felt it was no service to the country for the final act of the military 
to give the seal of approval to any one party, and the Herald came out with a 
stinging editorial saying that it was unfortunate that the Head of State, could 
descend to the level of jungle politics and become the champion of `political 
khakistocracy' which, said the Herald would be the worst form of government 
(1979: 49). 

Clearly, the apparent danger ahead due to the partiality of the military government 

with vested interests in the return to constitutional multiparty governance had been 

sounded by Asher. 

3.5 Busia, Democracy and the Press 

Throughout his long drawn out ideological struggle with Nkrumah, he had 

consistently espoused the tenets of liberal democracy and its attendant rule of law and 

human rights. His democratic philosophy and its conceptual framework are contained 

in his book "Africa in Search of Democracy" (Busia, 1965). Busia believed that 

respect for every human being, and the promotion and recognition of racial equality 

are essential ingredients in democracy. These must go with such other things as 

freedom of speech, protection from arbitrary arrest, freedom of assembly, of 

conscience, and of religion. He further emphasised that the role of the rule of law 

should be made to limit the power of a government in a democratic country in order to 

safeguard personal freedom (1965: 100). 

Busia deepened his concept of democracy and how it should be practised in the new 

Ghana when he stressed the existence of a judiciary that should be completely 
independent of the Executive. Democracy, he argued could only flourish where 
human and moral values of the individual, such as honesty, integrity and restraint 

exist. In furtherance of his democratic philosophy, Busia noted that a major feature of 
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democracy is its accommodation and promotion of pluralistic societies as seen in 

traditional Africa (Ibid). 

The right of the press and other media of communication, political parties, an elected 

parliament and an established opposition party to freely criticise the ruling 

government without intimidation or harassment are fundamental issues that cannot be 

forfeited under any democracy. Busia declared that "every citizen has the right within 

broad limit" to participate in the government (1965: 100). 

In as much as Busia rededicated his abundant faith in multi-party politics, he failed to 

recognise the dangers inherent in the proliferation of parties as they militate against 

political stability8. In his comparison of Marxist-Leninist and Western democracies, 

Busia remarked that whereas Western democracy makes provision for more effective 

safeguards against tyranny and also expresses more concern for freedom and initiative 

of its people, there are no such safeguards in the judiciary of the former Soviet Union 

(1965: 162-4). 

This argument by Busia is diametrically opposed to what McKeen (1955) had earlier 

challenged. The latter argued, 

toleration of dissenting opinions can by no means be said to constitute the 
essence of democracy but one of its secondary aspects and one which can 
develop only under special conditions. It is a well known fact that French 
bourgeois democracy was established during the terror of the Kings and 
consolidated under the Napoleon regime, neither of which was characterised 
by the toleration of dissenting opinions. But once it was established, bourgeois 
democracy tolerated dissenting opinions only so long as it did not threaten 
capitalist domination (1955: 26). 

The failure of the independence experiment under Nkrumah, to his authoritarian 

approach, was a reminder to the Constituent Assembly that drafted the Second 

Republican Constitution. Kofi Abrefa Busia, who was opposed to Nkrumah's 

Socialist (Marxist) thought and practice, and lost consistently in popular general 

elections to his political rival, was now in his element. 

8 The classic example of France before General Charles de Gaulle, when over a dozen political parties which 
adorned the political landscape precipitated political instability until the intervention of de Gaulle through a coup 
d' etat. It is necessary to point out that all these principles espoused by Busia as intrinsic to democratic order 
seemed a mere rehash of the very features expressed and widely written about by earlier Western proponents of 
democracy as represented by Tocqueville, Milton, Mill, Locke, and Paine among others. 
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Busia won a landslide in the general elections held on 30 August 1969. He defeated 

K. A. Gbedemah of the National Alliance of Liberals (N. A. L), who had fallen out with 

Nkrumah during the CPP administration and went into exile. The original CPP was 

banned from contesting the elections. By this singular act, the very democratic 

credentials Busia espoused were negated when the citizens were denied the freedom 

of association and choice through this ban. As an exponent of liberal democracy, 

Busia's tacit support for this unconstitutional act, designed to hand him victory, 

smacked of hypocrisy and double-standards. This was an obvious lack of any 

commitment to what he had preached and eloquently expressed in his various writings 

on democracy. 

However, flashes of Busia's commitment to press freedom became evident when, as 

newly elected Prime Minister of Ghana's second democratic attempt he stated that his 

Progress Party government was "irrevocably committed to the establishment of a free 

press in Ghana" (Pioneer, 14 September 1971: 1). As proof of his commitment to 

liberal democracy and press freedom he repealed the Newspaper Licensing Law 

introduced under Nkrumah in 1963, which required publishers to obtain a licence 

before they could publish. This singular act of his faith in liberal democracy 

inaugurated the advent of independent newspapers. These included Palaver, Tribune, 

Spokesman, and The Voice of the People among others. It was indeed the first time 

that the press was given the latitude to operate without any inhibition. The question 

however was whether this situation was sustainable. 

The first test of Busia's resolve and commitment to libertarianism was to come from 

the state-owned Daily Graphic, and in particular Cameron Duodu, its editor. He 

disagreed with the Prime Minister's policy of dialogue with apartheid South Africa. In 

frank language, Duodu tore Busia's dialogue policy into shreds when he argued that: 

"the only true revolution will come from inside South Africa, and will be the result of 

the African population not to tolerate any further the inhumanities and injustices. " 

Duodu was dismissed (Asante, 1996: 53). 

Furthermore, the true independence promised to the press began to fade very quickly. 
In the same year Kofi Badu, editor of the Spokesman, was charged with libel. Badu 
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was said to have communicated a false statement likely to injure the reputation of the 

Busia government (Ibid). 

The British parliamentary system which has been the alternative pole on which Busia 

hung his political ambition and democratic pretensions, especially the fundamental 

ingredient of rule of law, was in serious danger when he held political power. Busia's 

theoretical postulations on human rights, toleration of dissenting opinions and respect 
for the judiciary as an independent arm of government were to remain mere articles 

and declarations of intent. As noted by Oquaye: 

the Busia government dismissed 568 civil servants and wrongfully rejected the 
Supreme Court's decision that the government's powers in this connection 
were limited to offices established by the N. L. C. There was also a genuine 
concern that in some cases some opponents of the Progress Party were aimed 
at and eliminated and that the occasion was also used to settle personal and 
tribal scores (1980: 186). 

These flagrant abuses of fundamental human rights, cloaked in constitutional 

democratic pretensions by Busia, was to be tested by the those affected by his 

intolerance of people holding contrary political views and being members of parties 

other than his own Progress Party. Awoonor (1990) explains that one of those 

affected, Kwaku Sallah, took his dismissal to the Supreme Court. The Court's 

judgement described the dismissal as illegal and unconstitutional. Busia who was part 

of the team which drafted the Second Republican Constitution of 1969, which made 

explicit provisions for an independent judiciary vested with the powers of protecting 

civil liberties, became furious. The judgement he said, 

was politically motivated. And if the judges wanted to play politics, he was 
ready to take them on. Above all `No Court' could compel him as to who to 
employ in his Civil Service or to reinstate any dismissed public servant (1990: 
169). 

Ocquaye (1980) also criticised this unconstitutional move of Busia. He argued that the 

`No Court', `No Court' chants impacted negatively on his government. Again, the 

Busia government did itself a disservice by this act when it was apparent that the 

government was manned by people who had criticised Nkrumah's harsh treatment of 

members of the judiciary resulting in the dismissal of Sir Arku Korsah (then the Chief 

Justice), Justice Van Lare and Justice Akuffo Addo after the Adamafio, Ako Adjei 

and Crabbe treason trial (1980: 186). 
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3.6 Acheampong and the Press 

On 13 January 1972 Colonel Ignatius Kutu Acheampong staged the second successful 

coup d'etat in Ghana's history. The second democratic experiment was therefore 

overthrown. The constitutional government of Busia was replaced by a military junta, 

the National Redemption Council (NRC), subsequently replaced by the Supreme 

Military Council one and two. 

The failure, or overthrow, of the 1969 constitutional order can be traced to several 

factors. The military's tasting of the `goodies' and perks which go with holding 

political power could be said to be one of the reasons for these interventions. 

Awoonor (1997) offers a more cogent argument - the refusal of the political class to 

address the basic issues considered quintessential to any search for true democracy. 

Some of the fundamental requirements often overlooked, in his opinion, were the 

problems of under-development, nationalism and the over-zealousness of national 

leaders in adopting colonial or Western models lock, stock and barrel (1997: 5). 

Crucially, it reconnects with Ninsin's. (1991) argument of factions exploiting social 

discontent for pursuing a narrowed political agenda. 

Though the 1969 constitutional administration allowed and tolerated opposition, 

Awoonor (1997) insists that there were inherent denials of participation to some adult 

citizens in the decision-making process. The prohibition of former office holding 

members in the Nkrumah government from participating in the democratic process of 

1969, and the subsequent ban imposed on the CPP provided the platform for people to 

question the adherents of true democracy who claimed to hold aloft its banner. This 

obvious defect and the quick return of the military into politics in 1972, Awoonor 

suggests, provides the opportunity for a serious evaluation of the constitutional 

arrangement which was made in 1969. In his view national elections to elect national 

leaders and parliamentarians merely provided: 

a hall of mirrors in which the evolving faces and antics were the reflections of 
a national malaise and social incoherence, a pantomime at which the voters 
were merely the frustrated and dissatisfied audience (1997: 5). 

The press was not left out of the change. The new `redeemers' moved quickly to 

replace the editors of the state-owned press houses. The press, as a target for both 

democrats and dictators, emphasised its important role in the chess-game of politics. 
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Those editors replaced were J. W. K. Dumoga (Daily Graphic), A. Kutin-Mensah 

(Ghanaian Times) and Anthony Ghansah (Weekly Spectator) (Asante, 1996: 60). 

The new military junta took draconian measures to ensure that the press toed the line. 

Acheampong's rear-guard move to whip the press into line resulted in the 

promulgation of the Defamation of Newspapers Decree of 1972 (Ibid: 60). 

The liberal political regime that enabled the independent press to operate under the 

Second Republic had collapsed under its own weight of myopia, democratic 

pretensions and obvious contradictions. Alternative sources of news and information 

had been muzzled and absolutely stamped out. According to Clement Asante: 

in July 1972 the government enacted the National Redemption Council 
Control of Publications Decree which banned the publication of the Pioneer, a 
national daily and the Echo, an Accra weekly. The decree made it an offence 
for anyone to publish, distribute, sell or offer for sale newspapers (1996: 60). 

Acheampong, in 1978, with the support of the state-owned press, decided to ride on 

the rough road of a kind of constitutional arrangement considered to be a novelty. 

Following calls from the Ghana Bar Association and other professional bodies for him 

to hand over power to a constitutionally elected administration, he conceived the idea 

of a Union Government. It was to be a non-party amalgam of civilians, police and 

military forming a government. In Acheampong's words "party politics in this 

country brought division, nepotism and all other evils, we do not want the party 

system at all" (Asante, 1996: 231). 

With dark clouds hanging over his so-called Union Government arrangement 
following demonstrations and strikes by civil servants and professionals including 

doctors and other groups, Acheampong was ousted in a palace coup. His Chief of 

Defence Staff, General F. W. K. Akuffo, became the head of state under what was 

known as SMC II (Asante, 1996). 

The SMC II did not spare the press either. It made changes in the editorship of the 

state-owned media, replacing those who showed blind loyalty to Acheampong. 

Having read the political temperature of the nation correctly, the SMC II proceeded to 

draw up a timetable for the return of the country to a multiparty civilian rule. A 
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Constituent Assembly was nominated to draft a new constitution. However, before the 

elections could be held, there was another revolt within the military that saw the SMC 

II also dismissed. 

3.7 The AFRC Interregnum and the Press 

The genesis of this next coup had its antecedent in an abortive mutiny on 15 May 

1979. Flt. Lt. Jerry John Rawlings, who was standing trial as the chief architect of this 

mutiny, was sprung out of prison to lead the 4 June 1979 insurrection. Awoonor 

(1984) described it as a class action by the other ranks against the military oligarchy, 

which had become mired in the miasmic murk of corruption. The Armed Forces 

Revolutionary Council (AFRO) was born. It has to be noted that at this stage in 

Ghana's political evolution, the military has become a regular feature on the political 

scene. Importantly, the history of armies in the creation and consolidation of Western 

European nation states, Awoonor (1997) argued, confirmed how armies were also part 

of the political building process that gave birth to democratic movements across 

Europe9 (1997: 7). 

The regime headed by Rawlings, Awoonor (1984) recalled, lasted for three months 

and handed over power to President Hilla Limann, the presidential candidate of the 

People's National Party (PNP), which won the free and fair 1979 elections organised 

by the AFRC (1984: 6). However, Asante (1996) has argued that the period of the 

AFRC was too short for it to make any meaningful impact on the press. Even though 

it tried to make some changes at the Graphic, it failed, as Elizabeth Ohene, who was 

pencilled in to become its editor, declined the appointment. Ohene's stand against the 

execution of three former heads of state and the top brass of the SMC was recognised 

as courageous in the face of `Let the Blood Flow' chants raised by the students in the 

universities. Her resistance to such demands was an article published in the Daily 

Graphic headed: ̀ Death Not the Answer' (1996: 73). This was one singular show of 

bravery in the face of gun-toting, dangerous soldiers whose anger was bursting at the 

seams. It exposed the cowardly men and women of the profession of journalism who 

9 The June 4 1979 action by the underprivileged class in the military was described as: the emergence of the foot- 

soldier, that much abused sub specie to the European class ridden oligarchies, as a human being with the right to 
fair and just treatment was a small step towards the attainment of the democratic idealism already given expression 
to by the rising working class all over 19h Century Europe (1997: 7). 
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played to the gallery. It was time to show that they must be left alone to practice what 

they knew best, rather than be at the behest of any group of insurgents or 

constitutional despots. 

Ohene had previously called for the scrapping of the Ministry of Information during 

the period of General Akuffo. This, she believed, would ensure press freedom and 

public accountability. Ironically, twenty-three years on, with the change of one 

constitutional government to another through multi-party elections in the year 2000, 

Ohene was to become the Minister for Media Relations in the J. A. Kufuor 

government of the New Patriotic Party (NPP) in 2001. This time around she did not 

see anything wrong with this Ministry and became its Minister until she was 

reshuffled. 

3.8 How the Press fared under PNP and PNDC 

The press under the Limann-led People's National Party (PNP) could be said to be 

liberal. However, there were some skirmishes over the appointment of editors for 

state-owned press houses. While the Press Commission, established under the Third 

Republican Constitution, was largely seen to be the body to perform such a function, 

the PNP government claimed to have that constitutional right and went ahead to do so. 

It brought it on a collision course with some editors and senior journalists on the Daily 

Graphic (Asante, 1996). The government was taken to court and it lost. This was one 

of the preludes to another coup d'etat led by Jerry Rawlings on 31 December 1981, 

when the government of the PNP was overthrown. In its place came the Provisional 

National Defence Council (PNDC). 

As the direct consequence of this coup, most of the independent press that begun 

flourishing under the civilian administration evaporated into thin air, This latest 

military regime was also not in the mood to tolerate criticism. The Ghanaian Voice, 

The Echo and The Catholic Standard were banned at different periods. Though the 

PNDC muzzled press freedom, it nevertheless allowed some independent newspapers 

to operate. It is debatable as to whether they performed critical roles as watchdogs for 

society. The Free ' Press newspaper, according to Asante, went under because of the 

authoritarian laws of the regime that did not give it the leverage to present the 
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alternative news (Asante, 1996: 108). It is necessary to explain the operation of the 

press under the PNDC under three broad categories: (i) The authoritarian political 

environment (ii) The wide discretionary or interventionist powers of the office of the 

Secretary (Minister) of Information, and (iii) The Newspaper Licensing Law 1989 

(PNDC Law 211) which provided legal backing to and systematised the arbitrariness 
inherent in the PNDC regime (Karikari, 1998). 

The PNDC's clampdown on press freedom reached its zenith when it promulgated the 

Newspaper Licensing Law (PNDCL 211), which came into effect on 6 March 1989. 

By this law journalists, and other operators in the publishing industry, were required 

to obtain authorisation from government before they could publish. The period of the 

PNDC saw the detention of some journalists who were critical of its administration. 

The ascent of the PNDC to power through force compelled some privately-owned 

newspapers to voluntarily cease publication. This, in the words of Karikari was done 

in anticipation of the regime's hostility towards the press. The Echo and the Palaver 

he recalled were either forced to close down or had their printing houses invaded by 

revolutionary militants for publishing stories considered too critical of their military 

heroes (Karikari, 1998). The Free Press newspaper for example had a taste of military 

repression during the period of the PNDC. Journalists on the newspaper including the 

publisher, the late Tommy Thompson, were regularly arrested and detained without 

trial. The repression reached its zenith when the PNDC government arrested and 
imprisoned the editor of the paper John Kugblenu. Fear gripped the entire press world 

of Ghana. Those who could not stay longer in the kitchen because of the heat being 

generated by the PNDC's intolerant posture had to run into self-imposed exile (1998). 

Indeed the PNDC's means of controlling the press had been further boosted by the 

powers given to the Secretary (Minister) for Information. His functions included 

censoring and policing the press as to ensure that materials considered critical of the 

regime did not get into print. With the PNDC Law 211, which required a publisher to 

obtain licence from the Information Secretary before publication of a newspaper, the 

government minister was invested with the powers to revoke such licences when he or 

she found it necessary. The result of this repression, according to Karikari was the 
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growth of a private press which was dominated by tabloids that specialised in 
reporting quasi-pornographic stories, mysticism, superstition, sports and 
lottery as the only publishable issues (1998: 171). 

This development cannot help a government which is interested in gauging the mood 

of the people and information dissemination for critical national action. The 

repressive laws violate the fundamental rights of the people and the media to hold 

views contrary and report same from the top to the bottom and vice versa. 

3.8.1 The Transition and Tolerance 

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the pressure on the PNDC from the international 

donor community to return the country to constitutional multi-party democracy 

became intense. Through the National Commission for Democracy (NCD), the 

ground was prepared for the country to embark on yet another experiment with multi- 

party democracy. In furtherance of the new wind of democratisation blowing across 

Africa, the PNDC repealed the newspaper licensing law in 1991 (Karikari, 1998). The 

repeal was to prepare the way for the approval of the Fourth Republican Constitution 

in a Referendum on 28 April 1992 (Source: The 1992 Constitution: i). With the doors 

now opened, the press, who like the caged bird upon release, was ready to fly. It 

celebrated its freedom by launching a spate of scurrilous abuses on the PNDC 

establishment and exhibited a show of bravado to test the tolerance level of the PNDC 

which was in its last year. As Karikari explained: 

nothing was now `sacred' and the PNDC had its back to the wall. Never in the 
history of Ghana, since the twilight of colonial rule, was a ruling regime so 
pilloried by the press. Their tone and style were so polemical, aggressive and 
controversial that sometimes they raised professional and ethical questions 
(1998: 176). 

According to Ruby Ofori, a freelance journalist who reported for major international 

networks and whom this researcher worked with on the Financial Guardian in 1993 

in Ghana, "though primitive in layout and journalistically poor, their arrival (of the 

private press) marked the end of over a decade of media silence" (cited Asante 1996: 

112). 

After the referendum, presidential elections were also held on 3 November 1992. The 

National Democratic Congress (NDC), a political party created by the military 

government of the PNDC won and went ahead to form the government after the 
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opposition parties boycotted the parliamentary elections organised in December 1992. 

The press was, therefore, left to play the role of opposition to the government. With a 

whole chapter in the Constitution devoted to the freedom and independence of the 

media, the press took its rightful place as the Fourth Estate. The private press, it must 
be noted, has been operating freely since then. The point of departure between the 

NDC and the independent press had been the controversial law of libel and sedition 

which the government kept in order to keep what it claimed to be `irresponsible 

journalism' in check. For example, as part of the legal clamp-down the National 

Media Commission established under the Constitution to regulate the work of the 

news media in 1996 documented not less than fifty law suits brought against the 

independent press (Gadzekpo, 1996). 

The editor-in-chief of the Ghanaian Chronicle, Kofi Coomson, together with Tommy 

Thompson, publisher of the Free Press and his editor Eben Quarcoo, were arraigned 

before court under section 185 (1) of the 1960 Criminal Code of Ghana. The trial of 

the three journalist-publishers was predicated on a story that alleged that the 

government of Ghana was involved in drug-trafficking. It was originally carried by 

the African Observe a U. S. based Ghanaian newspaper edited by Steve Mallory. Both 

the Ghanaian Chronicle and the Free Press newspapers culled the story from the 

African Observer, which in part imputed that the arrest of Frank Benneh, a Ghanaian 

diplomatic staff member in Geneva, Switzerland, for drug offences was a state- 

sponsored trafficking operation. It further alleged that proceeds from such illicit 

trafficking had been used to purchase arms for the 64 Infantry Regiment of the Ghana 

Army. 

Nevertheless, the NDC era provided the impetus for an unprecedented move towards 

the less fettered practice of journalism. The victory of the New Patriotic Party (NPP) 

led by Kufuor provided them with a new hope for a more liberal press. This hope was 
deepened with the repeal of the criminal libel law by the new NPP government in 

2001. Already, there are complaints from the ruling party circles lamenting the hasty 

withdrawal of the criminal libel law. 
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Crucially, the system of political repression imposed on Ghana by the PNDC was a 

violation of the fundamental human rights of the citizenry as enshrined in Article 19 

of the United Nations Charter. This intense and prolonged political repression of the 

1980s gave rise to the state of affairs aptly described by the PNDC Chairman and 

head of State as the `culture of silence' (Gyimah-Boadi 1993: 9). In another candid 

assessment of the Ghanaian press after the repeal of the newspaper licensing law and 

during the transition to multi-party democracy and thereafter, Asante notes that most 

of the newspapers published after the restrictions were lifted were very critical of the 

PNDC (1996). 

3.9 Conclusion 

The press history and democracy debate argued in this chapter reflect the experiences 

of the newspaper press during Ghana's political journey to date. The major upheavals 

of democratic political development and news media practice before, during and after 

independence have been explored. A clear articulation of the role of the private press 

in lubricating the nationalist struggle for independence has arguably been given. 

Revealed has been the crowding out of dissenting voices, the blunting of diversity, 

pluralism and the space for citizens to demand political accountability. In this chapter, 

1 have argued, that the resort to the one-party system was an aberration, but not borne 

out of political megalomania by those who indulged in it. 

The return to constitutional rule after years of oscillating between civilian and military 

dictatorship has been an opportunity for the press to play its role in contributing 

meaningfully to the democratic order. It is increasingly becoming a cliche that 

Ghana's democratic process has reasonably held on well; and with its accompanying 

rise of democratic crystallization, issues of `good governance' are now taking centre 

stage. The optimism is a reflection of the tortuous road the country has travelled. It 

experienced the one-party, military dictatorship and constitutionalism. The emerging 

liberal order is therefore seen as the `third wave'. Nevertheless, there is the realization 

that without a firm grip the new kids on the democratic block can easily slip back into 

the authoritarian old ways. This is particularly the case when democracy is conceived 

narrowly as a mere grant of franchise for participation in the electoral enterprise of 

leadership and recruitment among competing individuals and groups. 
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The tendency to be parochial in the conception of democracy is attributable to the 

closure that was associated with authoritarian exclusivity, which the infertile soil 

metaphor of Africa's democratic debacle was all about (Richard Joseph, 1997). In 

many ways, the issues that bothered political activists and the news media in the past, 

for instance the granting of liberal and libertarian guarantees, are now superfluously 

irrelevant. It is no longer an issue to demand political liberalisation. As some of the 

matters that motivated passions in the illiberal past are now taken for granted, it 

should be expected that the media warriors recognize the need for a truce. But this 

realization has not really made an impact in Ghana. Democracy thrives in an 

atmosphere of tolerance and accommodation and not in a situation of mutual distrust. 

In a democracy political power is not granted unconditionally and the exercise of 

power is premised on a sense of responsibility between the constituents and their 

leaders. The constituents' assessment of their leaders forms the basis for the renewal 

or annulment of their tenure. But the effectiveness of the constituents' role as 

assessors is very much dependent on the level of development of the political culture. 

As part of that culture, freedom of expression and its conduit - the news media - is a 

prioritylo. 

In the next chapter, 1 shall discuss the ethos of the newspaper media in Ghana. A 

careful critique and arguments for privileging the newspaper press over others news 

media, and for settling on the two newspapers crucial to the thesis project - the Daily 

Graphic and the Ghanaian Chronicle is to be offered. 

10 A patrimonial order is most likely to generate delegative democracy where the superintendent role of the 
constituents are abdicated once election is held (Guillermo O'Donnell, 1986). The media and the civic societies in 

emerging democracies are, therefore, expected to engage state-managers in ways that will enhance 'good 
governance'. Good governance is the parsimonious concept for political responsibility, accountability and 
administrative transparency that occurs within the environment of rule of law and for forging a sense of free and 
fair elections to be supported by effective newspaper engagement in election and political coverage and reportage. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

News Media Ethos and Privileging Newspapers 

4.0 Introduction 

The chapter engages with news media ethos and reasons for privileging newspapers 

over other news media. It is important to look at the ethos of newspaper journalists, 

but also bear in mind that journalists also function in other areas of news media, 

playing vital roles in the democratisation process. In adopting this approach, it is 

arguable that a clearer picture of contextualising the contribution of the newspaper 

press to democracy in Ghana can be properly situated. This approach will, arguably, 

reveal much about the bifurcation in the news media, that is, `for' and `against' 

government. A more focused critique of the Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian 

Chronicle is to be articulated. The two newspapers each have some unique features, 

characteristics and a sense of elegance in respect of content and presentation about 

them, when discussing the contemporary Ghanaian newspaper press. The two are 

classic examples of the binary legacy of state media and private media ownership 

although the news media in Ghana today appears in great measure to follow the 

Western free market doctrine while exhibiting flashes of subtle authoritarianism under 

the imperatives of development and social responsibility. However, a detailed account 

of the role of radio and television has also been undertaken and is attached as 

appendix ̀ A'. 

4.1 Overview of the News Media 

A careful critique of the media in Ghana reveals a growing spectre of the state/public 

service owned and privately owned dichotomy. This binary feature has been the main 

criterion on which the media industry in Ghana operates. On the other hand, there are 

media outlets which are purely political party mouthpieces, the state-owned, which is 

generally perceived to toe the line of government alongside the lines of the party 

which operates as the government. There is also the privately-owned partisan media, 

whose sympathies are either for or against the ruling party and government, or the 

opposition parties. In a sense, within the binary divide is a sub-structure, resembling 

something like a `trinity'. It demarcates the state-owned media from the privately- 

owned media which is again sub-divided by the partisan level of political party media 

and privately-owned media. The marked difference is seen in purely political party 
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media and those sympathetic to partisan causes. However, this arrangement did not 

take anything away from the binary depiction, as they almost always reflect `for and 

`against' coverage and reportage without any identifiable media in the middle. 

The post-1992 news media has a solid backbone upon which to flourish, whereas 

others have failed under the previous dictatorial regimes and intolerant constitutional 

governments. The Fourth Republican constitution of Ghana (1992) provides 

safeguards for the media to operate as the true `Fourth Estate'. In order to avoid past 

mistakes, the constitutional provisions explicitly mandated the establishment of a 

regulatory body, the National Media Commission (NMC), independent of government 

to promote the growth and unhindered performance of the news media. Chapter 12 of 

the constitution is devoted to the 'Freedom and Independence of the Media' (Source: 

Constitution of the Republic of Ghana, 1992: 112). For example, important provisions 

contained in Article 162 are: 

(1) Freedom and independence of the media are hereby guaranteed. 

(2) Subject to this constitution and any other law not inconsistent with this 
constitution, there shall be no censorship in Ghana. 

(3) There shall be no impediments to the establishment of private press or 
media and in particular there shall be no law requiring any person to obtain a 
licence as a prerequisite to the establishment or operation of a newspaper, 
journal or other media for mass communication or information. 

(4) Editors and publishers of newspapers and other institutions of mass media 
shall not be subject to control or interference by Government, nor shall they be 
penalised or harassed for their editorial opinions, views or the content of their 
publications. 

(5) All agencies of the mass media shall, at all times, be free to uphold the 
principles and objectives of this constitution and shall uphold the 
responsibility and accountability of Government to the people of Ghana (Ibid). 

In furtherance of this constitutional guarantee stated above, Article 167 mandates the 

NMC to appoint a board of directors to take responsibility for deciding who manages 

the state-owned media. This provision is deemed to have finally closed the door on 

governments' arbitrary and capricious abuse of the appointment and dismissal of 

editors in the state media. Other provisions, as contained in the 1992 Constitution, 

spell out the functions of the NMC as follows: - 
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(a) to promote and ensure freedom and independence of the media for mass 
communication or information; 
(b) to take all appropriate measures to ensure the establishment and 
maintenance of the highest journalistic standards in the mass media, including 
the investigation, mediation, and settlement of complaints made against or by 
the press or other mass media; 
(c) to insulate the state-owned media from governmental control (Ibid, 1992: 
114). 

Article 172 further affirms the powers of the NMC when it states: 

Except as otherwise provided by this Constitution or by any other law not 
inconsistent with this Constitution, the National Media Commission shall not 
be subject to the direction or control of any person or authority in the 
performance of its functions (Ibid: 115). 

Although the NMC is given clear guidelines as to its independence, the framers of the 

constitution also ensured that its regulatory powers were not to be used capriciously, 

hence Article 173 which provides that: 

Subject to article 167 of this Constitution, the National Media Commission 

shall not exercise any control or direction over the professional functions of a 
person' engaged in the production of newspapers or other means of 
communication (Ibid). 

These constitutional provisions were inserted into the 1992 constitution taking 

cognisance of the various defects which characterised the previous experiments aimed 

at promoting media practice in Ghana. The failure of the 1969 and 1979 constitutions 

to stand the test of time might have provided some food for thought in tightening the 

legal loopholes, which was necessary for the media to enjoy its rightful place as the 

`Fourth Estate"'. 

There is every indication that the NMC is playing its mandated role, even though 

there have been suspicions of the membership of the Commission being drawn into 

the very bifurcated media practice of pro-government or anti-government bias when 

carrying out their deliberations in deciding how to handle infractions in some of the 

media. There is suspicion because of the composition of the NMC, with certain 

II It is also essential to mention the influence of the United Nations Charter, with special attention to Article 19 of 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The letter and spirit behind this article also informed the framers of 
the Ghana constitution. For emphasis, and to establish the linkages needed to look at the UN Article 19 in the 
context of freedom of expression and to hold opinion devoid of repression and muzzling, it states: Everyone has 
the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes the freedom to hold opinions without 
interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers 
(cited Ansah 1991: 2). 
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groups represented on the Commission perceived to be working to protect the interest 

of government. However, it is important to stress that the success of the 1992 

democratic experiment to `break the ice' in recording phenomenal progress by way of 

multiparty stability is traceable to Ghanaians' resolve to reject any form of 

authoritarianism. 

4.1.1 Code of Ethics 

The NMC is somewhat limited in its functions. This is to prevent it from interfering in 

the professional functions of journalists and other media practitioners. In this regard, 

the Ghana Journalists Association (GJA), which is the umbrella organisation of 

journalists in Ghana, has been complementing the role of the NMC. The thrust of the 

GJA's functions is to promote higher journalistic standards, best practices and ethical 

conduct in the work of its members. In an interview Bright Blewu, the General 

Secretary of the Association, revealed that there are over 2000 practising journalists in 

the country but out of this number only 700 are registered members of the GJA 

(Blewu, personal interview, 2006). According to him it is not easy enforcing the code 

of ethics due to the large number of journalists who are practising but are not 

members of the GJA. For him, the association is doing its best, in conjunction with 

other bodies, to instil a greater sense of professionalism in the practice of journalism 

in the country. The GJA designed the code of ethics for journalists following an 

outcry by the public over the quality of reportage and the use of inflammatory 

language in the news media after the country returned to constitutional rule. Some of 

the salient provisions in the GJA's Code of Ethics are: 
Article 1(i) The duty of every journalist is to write and report the truth bearing 
in mind his/her duty to serve the public; 
(ii) The public have the right to unbiased, accurate, balanced and 
comprehensive information, as well as to express themselves freely through 
the media; 

(iii) A journalist should make adequate enquiries and cross-check his/her facts 
Article 5 (i) Journalists should respect the right of the individual to privacy 
and human dignity; 

(ii) Enquiries and intrusions into a person's private life can only be justified 
when done in the public interest; 

(iii) A journalist should guard against defamation, libel, slander and obscenity 
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Article 8 (i) Under no circumstance should news or a publication be 
suppressed unless breaches national security or is in the public interest to do so 

Article 17 (i) Newspaper headlines should be fully warranted by the contents 
of the articles they accompany; and 

(ii) Photographs and telecasts should give an accurate picture of an event and 
not highlight an incident out of context (1994: 2-6). 

While the impact of the code of ethics on journalistic practice is difficult to fully 

assess, there is every indication that the GJA's Ethics Committee has been able to 

enforce it to a certain degree. Its effectiveness, according to Bright Blewu, has been to 

summon journalists, or write to them to point out various violations of the code. On 

the other hand, since the GJA itself has admitted that a sizeable number of journalists 

are not members of the Association, it is obviously very difficult to enforce the code 

over all and thus exert the desired maximum effect on professional practice. 

4.1.2 Professionalism and Training 

The Ghanaian media have made great strides in the area of professionalism since the 

democratic evolution of 1992. From a sycophantic and opportunistic state-owned 

news media's blind loyalty and support for government and privately-owned one- 

sided coverage of the opposition parties, the news media of today is beginning to shed 

some of this lethargy. Even the most adversarial and anti-government news media are 

now seen to sometimes present balanced coverage of issues and also offer opinions 

and views on policy issues and decisions. 

The newspaper media is also displaying a sense of balance in talking to all the 

protagonists to an issue before going into print. This phenomenon has raised the level 

of professionalism. This has been enhanced by the continuous training embarked on 

by the Ghana Journalists Association and the National Media Commission in 

collaboration with the British Council/Thomson Foundation U. K., Friedrich Ebert 

Foundation and Ghana's School of Communication Studies at the University of 

Ghana, Legon. 

Another important progress in the area of professional training has been the upgrading 

of Ghana's pioneer journalism institute, the Ghana Institute of Journalism (GIJ) from 

a diploma to degree awarding institution. This is aimed at deeper knowledge 
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acquisition and enhancing the quality of journalists who enter the field. The other 

journalism training institutions are the African University of Communication and 
Journalism (AUJC) and the University of Ghana's School of Communication Studies, 

which are among those who assist in the professional training and retraining of 

journalists on the job. The School of Communication Studies (SCS) is the only school 

which awards Graduate Diplomas, Certificates and Masters Degrees. 

Although much has been done in raising professionalism in the news media, the 

greatest obstacle is the absence of a law establishing clear guidelines as to who might 

be considered to be a journalist and who is not12. It would be the surest way to weed 

out `quacks' parading as journalists who are deemed most often to be ignorant of the 

nuances of journalism practice, including the ethical issues arising from the 

profession. While this fits the ascription of bad journalism, when in the past anybody 

could pick-up pen and pad and claim to be a journalist, a lot has changed. Journalism 

is now seen more as a vocation with clear guidelines, supported by a degree of 

intellectual assumptions coupled with a complex practical approach, which calls for a 

well trained and educated practitioner. 

Though ethical violations in the news media, through feeding on speculation and 

rumour has been minimised, the level of ethical breaches is still a concern to all 

stakeholders in the industry. The practitioners in the private media newspapers have 

demonstrated an ethical improvement 13. It is arguable that Ghana's newspaper media 

landscape has improved in the context of its function in the `market place of ideas'. 

However, to place the operation of the newspaper press under the Fourth Republic in 

a fuller context we need to trace briefly some radical transformations that have taken 

place to shape its development. 

Revolution in the newspaper media industry began with the return to constitutional 

rule in 1993. At the time, state/public ownership held sway, as dissent or alternative 

voices were not allowed in their publications. The National Democratic Congress 

12 Legal licensing of journalists is the surest way out of the problem. It is important to point out that this has been 
mooted in the United Kingdom a couple of times in the past two-three decades, but has been forcefully by the 
National Union of Journalists. 
13 Radio and television have taken pains to improve the quality of their staff and presentation culminating in their 
attracting large audiences. 
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(NDC), the political party that metamorphosed from the military government of the 

Provisional National Defence Council (PNDC), led by Flight Lieutenant Jerry John 

Rawlings, formed the first government of the Fourth Republic after winning the 

elections in 1992. It was initially non-receptive to the private newspaper press. While 

the sense of professionalism could be said to have improved, there was debate and 

reviews, as to whether the practice of journalism is a profession or a trade. The 

difficulty in determining who is a journalist in Ghana has not helped the situation. The 

claims that journalists are regarded as wordsmiths, who through the manipulation of 

their writings and use of language can make things happen or change the opinions of 

people remains a debatable issue. However, the strict observance of ethical codes, 

educational and professional training among other factors have been argued to have 

provided a sound basis for their classification as professionals. Within these 

parameters and contexts the activities of journalists could be described as 

professional. 

4.1.3 Legal Framework of the News Media 

The legal framework that was in place in Ghana until 2001 reveals the mindset of the 

political establishment at the time. Emerging from military dictatorship, which had a 

high-handed attitude towards news media practice, the successor government of the 

NDC continued to view the newspaper media as potential trouble makers who must be 

caged. The 1992 constitution did not spell out the legal consequence of media 

infractions with regard to defamation. To date, the Criminal Code 1960 remains the 

legal statute on which to prosecute journalists for various offences in relation to 

defamation. However, the legal environment has seen an improvement with the repeal 

of the criminal libel law from the statutes (NMC 2001, cited AMDI, 2007: 7). The 

hostility towards the media and the hauling of journalists before the law courts at the 

slightest infraction of the law have abated. It is on record that at the time the previous 

government (the National Democratic Congress) was leaving power on 6 January 

2001, the government and its functionaries had a record of over 100 criminal libel 

cases against some media houses (NMC, 2001: 2-5). 

With the repeal of the Criminal Libel and Sedition Laws by Ghana's Parliament in 

2001, the media now operate without let or hindrance of the laws (NMC, 2001). 

However, subtle use of civil libel by functionaries of the New Patriotic Party (NPP) 
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and those associated with the sitting President has raised eyebrows. In most of the 

civil suits brought against the media, about 95 percent were against the media 

opposed to the ruling party. The damages imposed on these media are deemed 

excessive. While these papers continue to indulge in sensationalism spiced with 

unsubstantiated rumours, the conduct of government officials in exploiting the courts 
for huge damages has rekindled the debate as to the independence of the judiciary. It 

has been established in a few instances that the huge sums were intended to be more 

than punitive. The aim was to drive these papers out of business. We must not shy 

away from condemning reckless and bad journalism resulting in such huge damages. 

However, if on the other hand the news media perceived to be opposed to the ruling 

party are handed huge legal damages for libelling government officials, and if 

opposition politicians libelled by pro-ruling party and government news media with 

sometimes more damaging and libellous publications, receive small damages, then 

there is every cause for suspicion. As noted by the National Media Commission 

(NMC): 

in spite of the NMC's efforts at promoting standards, the print media field is 
still weak, with journalists often sensationalising issues and making 
unsubstantiated allegations. Many print journalists have been taken to court to 
face 'civil libel suits, with large damages imposed on their papers. This has 
lead some to worry that the former danger of journalist imprisonment under 
the Criminal Libel Law has been replaced by the danger of a newspaper's 
financial collapse due to a large civil libel award (NMC, 2004 cited AMDI, 
2007: 23). 

4.2 Political Economy of the Newspaper Press 

Statistics sourced from a study conducted by the African Media Development 

Initiative (AMDI), a British Department for International Development (DFID) 

collaborative project, reveals substantial increase in the growth of newspapers in 

Ghana in the five years up to 2007. Drawing on -figures accessed from Ghana's 

National Media Commission (NMC), there are now 106 newspapers made up of 11 

dailies, 67 weeklies, 23 bi-weeklies and five tri-weeklies (AMDI 2007: 21). Out of the 

11 dailies, two are state-owned and the rest privately owned newspapers. The Daily 

Graphic remains the largest in terms of circulation. The paper's circulation is now 
150,000 copies, and the newspaper is the oldest daily in the country and its 

distribution network covers all the 138 district capitals (Ibid). The Ghanaian 

Chronicle has been the leading private circulating newspaper for the period chosen for 

the study. In a personal interview with the publisher, Kofi Coomson in Accra, Ghana 
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on 10 October 2006, he gave the newspaper's circulation at the time as hovering 

around 50,000-60,000 copies. 

The influence of the two newspapers is not in doubt, as independent research carried 

out by the Research and Marketing Service Limited (RMS) in 1997 has affirmed this 

position. The survey report indicates that 91 per cent of the three strata of society 

sampled (that is, the upper, middle and lower classes) chose the Daily Graphic as the 

most widely read while the Ghanaian Chronicle, (which began as a weekly, then a bi- 

weekly, and a tri-weekly before becoming a daily) was adjudged to be the most read 

of all the private newspapers (Source: Research and Marketing Service, 1998). 

However, judging by the research interviews with people connected with journalism 

in Ghana in September-October 2006, the circulation of the two newspapers remain 

very strong in the market. 

The emergence of more newspapers and dailies in particular, contrasts sharply with 

the 1990s when the two major daily newspapers in Ghana were state-owned. They are 

The Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian Times. The dominance of the two state-owned 

daily newspapers was challenged by The Ghanaian Chronicle, a private newspaper 

when it was established a year to the 1992 multiparty elections. Through its critical 

news reporting and investigative journalism the Chronicle has managed its way into 

the hearts and minds of most Ghanaians. Other private newspapers have also broken 

into the market and are still expanding. Being funded by the state, the Daily Graphic 

and Ghanaian Times have the best state of the art technology for printing and 

distribution of their products. This is not the case for the private media. Most of them 

operate from very small offices and do not own their printing presses, electing to rely 

on commercial printers. They also battle with high production costs'as the price of 

newsprint and ink continue to fluctuate, because they are indexed against the major 

foreign currencies such as the United States dollar, the British Pound, the Euro and 

the Japanese Yen. The Ghanaian Chronicle and the Daily Guide, and the Heritage 

however, have been able to install their own printing machines, 

A few other state and privately-owned newspaper publications in Ghana are listed in 

the table 1 below. 
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State-owned newspapers Privately-owned newspapers 

Dally Graphic Ghanaian 

Chronicle 

Ghana Palaver 

Ghanaian Times Public Agenda Daily Guide 

The Mirror The Statesman Ghanaian Lens 

Evening News New National 

Democrat 

The Independent 

Graphic Showbiz Free Press The Daily Dispatch 

Weekly Spectator Crusading Guide The Enquirer 

Junior Graphic Gye Nyame 

Concord 

The Heritage 

Of interest is the thesis that the economic fortunes of the newspaper industry are 

inextricably tied to the country's general economic performance. A more vibrant 

economy is a sine qua non for a robust media in a freer constitutional multiparty 

environment. According to the AMDI report: 
The gradual liberalisation of the press sector from the 1990s onwards has 
made the setting up of newspapers easier, leading to a mushrooming of new 
titles. However, the large circulation papers are dominating advertising 
revenue, making it difficult for the smaller operations. For instance, over the 
past five years, the state-owned nationally dominant Daily Graphic has seen 
its advertising revenue base drastically improve (2007: 22). 

What this tells us is that most of the private newspapers are expanding as they 

compete for advertising revenue with the largest newspapers such as the Daily 

Graphic. The unrestrained dominance of the state-owned newspaper is a cause for 

concern, especially when it is major beneficiary of government adverts. The huge 
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advertising clientele of the Graphic could lead to advertising drought in most of the 

private newspapers with low circulation and readership capacity. 

The case of the Daily Graphic attracting most of the advertising is based on merit as 

the largest newspaper in circulation, with the largest readership and reach. Its potency 
in connecting with the whole country makes it difficult for any politician or 

government or the corporate sector to ignore. However, the concentration of 

advertising in the national daily is not the best option to promote the growth of the 

newspaper industry. The national cake must be shared among the competing interest 

groups. In the case of governments in the developing world, particularly Ghana, the 

partisan consideration is so strong that ruling parties tend to behave as if the national 

resources are their private income over which they have the prerogative of 
disbursement the way they deem fit. It is easy to find newspapers sympathetic to the 

ruling party in power, but with very little influence, inundated with adverts from 

government agencies and departments and the private corporate sector anxious to 

please those in power. The reverse is the case when the ruling party and government 

are voted out of power. 

Worth noting also is the fact that most of the private press claims to be independent in 

order to support political parties. This position of the Ghanaian private news media 
has been articulated as not being a bad practice as there are cases of precedence. 
McNair provides the classic example of the press in the United Kingdom when he 

reveals that: 

Newspapers in Britain and most capitalist societies are relatively open about 
which political parties they support though some seek to maintain the 
appearance of neutrality (2003: 13). 

The difference between the above example of the United Kingdom and Ghana is that 

in the latter, there is a middle way, something missing in the Ghanaian newspaper 

media. There is therefore the tendency to publish and disseminate purely partisan 

political propaganda material. While the AMDI study identified improvements in the 

areas of diversified content, with specialised pages on "a wide range of topics, such as 

education, economics, banking, finance and aviation", it however, documented the 

view that the newspapers continue to concentrate on politics (2007: 22). 
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The over-concentration on politics by the newspaper press as evidenced by the AMDI 

study is traceable to the ownership and control structures in place in the industry. 

Given that most of the private newspapers disseminate partisan propaganda material 

for the consumption of the readers, AMDI has been very critical in stating that "many 

papers seem to have been set up primarily to act as mouthpieces for the owners' 

political views" (Ibid). As there are papers supporting political parties then arguably 

this is indicative of the growing diversity of voices and pluralism, as the findings from 

the analyses of interviews have shown. However, the degree of growing coalescence 

in the private newspaper press with a more than proportionate number of them 

supporting a particular cause has the tendency to reduce the quality of debate in the 

political public sphere and is likely to lead to a stalling democracy. 

We cannot fault the newspaper press for this bifurcation. It is the result of Ghana's 

historical antecedents emerging from the ideological debate of the right and the left. 

This historical origin of the news media in the case of Ghana was evident in the 

ideological battle between Nkrumah's left-of-centre CPP and the right-of-centre 

represented by the Danquah-Busia tradition. Though the NDC as a political party has 

not made open claims to the Nkrumahist legacy, its ideological base is identified with 

the social pragmatism of the left-of-centre political parties. It is also identifiable in 

media theories and concepts which have influenced political thought as argued in the 

literature review above. Ideological differences are mirrored by the theoretical 

ownership structures reminiscent of the authoritarian, libertarian and social 

responsibility models. 

A critical question is: who owns the media and for what purpose? Croteau and 

Hoynes, provide a clue by relying on liberal Western doctrines of the free-market 

media being in the hands of proprietors, who are mostly media barons or moguls, and 

who are inclined and tend to manipulate it in a certain direction. They contend that 

owners of the media, 
influence the content and form of media products by their decisions to hire and 
fire certain personnel, to fund certain projects, and to give a media platform to 
certain speakers (1997: 36). 

In the view of these writers, the ownership of the media could be a weapon to be used 

by a few to determine and control the thoughts of the people. In a developing 
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economy such as Ghana, the government and not the private entrepreneur is seen as 

possessing monopolistic powers with the wherewithal to run large media empires. 

With the growing capital market and private capital mobilisation however, Ghanaian 

private newspaper owners could not be said to be different from such other 

entrepreneurs in other regions of the world. In the case of the state, it benignly exerts 

pressures on practitioners to try to control and direct them, a development which is 

akin to authoritarianism. 

This notwithstanding, the Ghanaian private newspapers, which for all intents and 

purposes, are a reflection of Mill's notion of a free market place of ideas and choice 

are not doing badly. With moderate financial turnovers, the owners of these 

newspapers, who are either politicians or their cronies in business with identical 

political orientation, attain a modest level of satisfaction. For this group of owners, the 

fact that the newspapers afford them or their target group the platform to influence the 

democratic process is an achievement. The private newspaper press has become a 

useable platform for seeking political power and not only business avenues for 

making money. This development is, however, not healthy for the long term benefit of 

the industry. It is arguable that despite their contribution to pluralism and diversity, 

their inability to attract big capital investment or corporate giants into the industry 

does not help promote the future growth of the newspaper industry if democracy in a 

more liberal environment is to lead to the empowering of the people socially, 

culturally, politically and economically. 

4.3 The Daily Graphic and Ghanaian Chronicle: Background Account 

4.3.1 The Daily Graphic: A Flagship? 

Mytton (1983) explains that the newspaper was a non-partisan entity neither 

identifying with colonial rule nor supporting the nationalist agitation for independence 

(Ibid). It is arguable that there can be only one motivation for the non-partisanship 

policy of the newspaper, that was, the desire to rise above the fray in an early days 

environment inflamed with nationalist passion for self-rule, in order to gain 

respectability and the overriding objective to make profit. 
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Cecil King, in his memoirs titled `Strictly Personal', which has been extensively 

critiqued by Frank Barton, explained the motive behind the establishment of the Daily 

Graphic and other newspapers such as the Daily Times (1947) in Nigeria and Daily 

Mail (1952) in Sierra Leone (Barton, 1979: 3 1). Barton writes of King and the Mirror 

Group's choice of West Africa: 

Cecil King says in his `Strictly Personal' that the idea for the Mirror's African 
adventure began with a visit shortly after the war from somebody in the British 
Colonial Office. He suggested it might not be a bad thing for the Mirror to 
have a look at West Africa with a view to doing business there. This seems 
improbable (1979: 31). 

According to Barton's account, King had expressed some reluctance of the Mirror 

Group to invest in the West Africa region. This followed mainly from the heightened 

tension and simmering fires of nationalism in the Gold Coast (now Ghana) and 

Nigeria fanned by such firebrands as Kwame Nkrumah and Nnamdi Azikiwe (Ibid). 

The nationalist feeling, Barton added was: 
leaving the British officials breathless, the idea that an organisation which 
produced a razzmatazz tabloid like the Daily Mirror (which had given the 
British Government so much trouble during the war that it was almost banned) 
should enter West Africa seems totally out of character with what Whitehall 
would have wanted. King says the official from Whitehall saw the chairman of 
the Mirror Group, Guy Bartholomew (1979: 31-2). 

While Barton did not doubt King's version of the entry into the West Africa 

newspaper industry, he nevertheless sought to validate or disprove aspects of King's 

account. It can be argued that any account, coming from a newspaperman whose 

adversarial relationship with the political authority over the prosecution of World War 

II was not in doubt, needs validation. Why the Gold Coast of all places? Barton made 

references to David Williams who provides a contrasting account of the emergence of 

the Mirror Group in places such as Gold Coast. According to him, Williams claimed 

that the Mirror had earned a windfall from the war and as a business entity it was 

exploring virgin but lucrative fields to invest the huge profit in some productive 

venture. In his words: 

none of these conditions seemed likely prospects for post-war Britain, so the 
Mirror looked to the Empire on which there was no reason at the time to think 
the sun would ever set (1979: 32). 

The setting up of the Daily Graphic was a huge success. This was attributed to the 

quality of content and the paper's appealing layout. Barton argued that it endeared 
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itself to the readers because it stayed clear of vulgarism and political abuse and 

published stories which the ordinary people identified with. The success, he adds, also 

stems from the ability of the Daily Graphic to forecast the outcome of sporting events 

such as soccer and horse racing' with such precision (Ibid: 36). 

Barton's account seems very patronising and lopsided. A more compelling argument 

for the high patronage of the Daily Graphic compared to other newspapers such as the 

nationalist Evening News could be traced to the financial capacity and technical 

competency that accompanied the newspaper. The Daily Graphic, apart from the 

enormous resources it could marshal, also had the superior professional and technical 

know-how, resulting in quality of content and above all, as the compelling product for 

the British residents, the middle class and the local elite who wielded the purchasing 

power to influence the price mechanism in the market place. This could be said to 

have been its target market. The Daily Graphic lost its private and independent status 

when the Mirror Group decided to pull out of Ghana in 1963. It was initially placed 

under a Trust in 1963 because the laws of the country did not permit the floating of 

shares of a limited liability company such as the Daily Graphic and for the shares to 

be sold to Ghanaians (Barton, 1979: 37). 

The Government of Ghana eventually took full control of the paper in 1965 and as 

Barton explained, "the stage was thus set for the beginning of government control of 

the press of Ghana" and of course the most potent weapon in the private press arsenal, 

the Daily Graphic. The fears expressed by Barton were well grounded based on the 

fact that Nkrumah had at the time declared Ghana a one-party-state and went ahead to 

justify it (Nkrumah, 1973: 388). The authoritarian and development theory arguments 
discussed in the literature review are closely relevant in these contexts, and became 

somehow arguably affirmed by the complete take-over of a perceived liberal-minded 

organ for information provision and communication. 

Although the Daily Graphic, as to be expected, toed the line by sycophantically 
heaping praises on the political rulers, as symptomatic of most state organs, there is 

available literature of its exploits pointing to the contrary on notable occasions. This 

courage to sometimes go against the grain is located in its historical origins and 
history, particularly being a Western world creation with emphasis on freedom of the 
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press, even if relatively constrained. As chronicled in chapter three above, the 

newspaper stood up to be counted when it opposed the questionable deal between the 

military-junta government of the National Liberation Council (NLC) and Abbot 

Laboratories, an American Company. The Graphic ran an editorial very critical of the 

government's action. The Editor John Dumoga and his assistant Oscar Tsedze were 

summarily dismissed (Barton, 1979: 47). Paradoxically, the newspaper was rabidly 

pro-government and at other instances anti-government. When it was critical of 
Government, it was labelled a `saboteur' and its editors accused of being in the pay of 
local and international opponents of the ruling government. 

A similar situation occurred in 1985 during the rule of the military government of the 

Provisional National Defence Council (PNDC). The government had clamped down 

on the private press for being critical of the regime. Most newspapers were banned 

(cf: Chapter Three). The PNDC Law 211 (which required publishers and editors of 

newspapers to obtain licences before publishing in the country, and which were 

granted only after advance copies had been vetted by the Secretary of Information) 

was then in full force. Nevertheless, at the launch of the press week in 1985 Kofi 

Totobi Quakyi, then Deputy Secretary for Information, described the press as "docile 

and domesticated" (cited Ankomah, 1986: 33). However, the then head of State, Jerry 

John Rawlings whose administration instituted the PNDC Law 211, was himself 

admonishing the press for not being fearless in pointing out wrongs in the society and 

to be the true conscience of the nation, demanding that a "culture of silence ... must 

not be permitted to return ... otherwise freedom of justice will elude us" (Maja- 

Pearce, 1990: 69). 

This was a reflection of the confusion the newspaper press, particularly the state- 

owned Daily Graphic found itself. The 1992 constitutional provision insulated the 

state-owned press from governmental interference. In such circumstances critical 

questions remained unanswered as to whether the newspaper was living up to its 

constitutional responsibilities of being independent of the state and government. 

4.3.2 The Ghanaian Chronicle: An investigative `sniffing dog'? 

Democratic accountability, good governance and socio-economic development 

arguably depend upon a free and independent media which will serve as a veritable 
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watchdog of the society. While this view reverberated across the length and breadth of 
Africa during the `second liberation' of the 1990s, in Ghana a new dawn had arrived. 
The Ghanaian Chronicle was established by Kofi Coomson and Nana Antwi Darkwa 

and is published by the company General Portfolio Limited, initially owned by Nana 

Kofi Coomson and Nana Antwi Darkwa. The ownership structure has since changed 

and is now wholly owned by Kofi Coomson. 

A private newspaper with the penchant for sniffing out wrong-doing in political life, 

corruption and abuse of office, began to surface on the Ghanaian journalism scene. 
The Ghanaian Chronicle was bom on 31 August 1991 and like a precocious giant, it 

has now leap-frog into the forefront of investigative journalism and general advocacy 
journalism (Dzisah, 2003). 

It was from this humble beginning that the Ghanaian Chronicle became a thorn in the 

flesh of politicians, who have had the knack for cutting corners to achieve undeserved 

prominence and wealth, while the ordinary people continue to suffer on the 

`dunghills' of society. The history of the Ghanaian Chronicle, unlike the Daily 

Graphic has not been properly documented. To fill this void, the research for this 

dissertation included an interview with Kofi Coomson, the Publisher, and until 2001, 

the Editor-in-Chief of the newspaper. This sub-section explores the newspaper's 

origins, and reveals how it has blossomed to become one of the giants in the Ghanaian 

newspaper industry. 

As noted by Devra Moehler, the majority of people are now very positive about the 

independent media's central role in building a meaningful democracy and democratic 

culture (2006: 3). On the other hand, there are the pessimists who argue that the 

newspaper media, instead of being watchdogs of democratic accountability, have 

rather become- an instrument for spreading falsehood, and for fanning the flames of 

sectarian and political tensions (Ibid). With the promised watchdog role policy being 

shown by the Ghanaian Chronicle, the question which continues to linger is whether 
it has been able to sustain and deepen its own brand of crusading journalism? The 

initial findings emerging from the analyses of interviews gives cause for both hope 

and despair. 
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One major propelling force of the Ghanaian Chronicle's steady growth was the funds 

made available to it by the United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural 

Organisation (UNESCO). This fund was meant to support private initiatives aimed at 

promoting education and providing information. This was made possible by the 

support of the Provisional National Defence Council (PNDC) government through 

providing access to this fund before the Fourth Republic came into existence. 

Coomson had practiced journalism in Nigeria and later gained more insights and 

experience in England. On his return to Ghana, he realised that there was a news 

vacuum as most of the newspapers were not probing enough. There was no serious 

investigative journalism. Coomson claims he felt duty bound to establish a newspaper 

which could be more inquisitorial, dig into the background of public figures, and 

ensure the accountability of politicians to the people. "I guess in those days of military 

rule, the political environment did not invite that sort of inquiry, but I guess someone 

had to engage in that. I am glad it has caught on and most newspapers have caught on 

to it" (Dzisah, 2003: 81). 

Coomson clearly articulated the motivation for the Ghanaian Chronicle's engagement 

with investigative journalism. The main thrust of the newspaper's mission was to fight 

corruption and sleaze, defend human rights and above all serve the democratic system 

by generating debate. The newspaper gained a solid foothold in the Ghanaian news 

media environment solely because of the brand of journalism it practiced. Empirical 

proof of how the Ghanaian Chronicle became a quick hit in the market was 

confirmed by the 2003 report of Media Foundation for West Africa (MFWA), a media 

research think-tank. It corroborates the stature of the newspaper as a leading exponent 
in the coverage of investigative stories in Ghana. For example MFWA conducted a 

study into the coverage of investigative stories for the period 30 December 2000 to 29 

December 2001. The study sampled five newspapers. These were the Daily Graphic, 

Ghanaian Times, Evening News (all state-owned), the Ghanaian Chronicle and the 

Crusading Guide (both privately-owned). The relevant MFWA findings were that: 
for the Graphic, the 144 issues analysed for the two years carried in total 
8,733 stories. Out of these, only 7 stories (i. e. 0.08%) in 7 issues were coded 
as investigative stories .... The Chronicle generated a total of 2,009 stories. 61 
of these stories, representing 3.04% were coded as investigative stories .... In 
relative terms, however, it is clear that the private newspapers fared far better 
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with frequency of investigative reports, than did the state-owned press. Indeed 
the Chronicle alone recorded 27.08% or 13 investigative stories more than all 
the other four papers put together (MFWA, 2003: 4). 

This reference to the privately-owned newspapers' influence and contribution to 

democracy and good governance, and above all their roles in helping build the 

political public sphere, are a valuable phenomenon worthy of analysis. A striking 
feature of the findings produced by the MFWA is the issue of the relevance of the 

state/private dichotomy as it relates to partisan politics and democratic media 

coverage in Ghana. MFWA further revealed that: 

A comparison of the two contiguous years selected for the study, 2000 and 
2001 (representing the respective media environments under the NDC and 
NPP political regimes) shows that the print media under this study carried 
quantitatively more investigative stories in 2000 under the NDC than in 2001 
under the NPP. The aggregates show that, of the 109 stories coded, more than 
half (52.29%) appeared in 2000 compared to 47.71% in 2001. For the 
independent print media (Chronicle and Crusading Guide) the aggregates 
show a decline in investigative stories. While investigative stories in the 
Chronicle reduced from 38 stories in 2000 to 23 stories in 2001, investigative 
stories in the Crusading Guide decreased from 11 stories in 2000 to 6 stories 
in 2001 (Ibid: 5) 

4.4 Privileging Newspapers over other media 

The choice of newspapers, particularly the Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian 

Chronicle, for this study over radio, television and to some extent the internet, was 

made for very convincing and compelling reasons. In the overview of the Ghanaian 

broadcasting news media (See Appendix A), it is clear that radio is the most effective, 
influential and patronised news outlet in Ghana. The choice of the two newspapers is 

because they have some uniqueness about them. They have played a more than 

significant role in Ghana's evolving democracy from 1992-2000 and since. 14 

What cannot be denied is the void filled by the newspaper press in the run-up to the 

1992 general elections, the first to be held after the 1979 Constitution was tossed aside 
by the military intervention of December 1981. The task which faced the country in 

the establishment of the new multiparty democratic order was ably aided by the press. 
This was after the opposition parties boycotted the parliamentary elections accusing 

14 The strong showing of radio, especially private FM stations, in influencing the democratic process came to be 
felt after 1996, four clear years after the Fourth Republican Constitution was established. 
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the ruling government's party of rigging the presidential polls. Ghana had to make do 

with an almost one-party parliament. 

In the absence of private radio and television between 1992-1995/6 of the period 
1992-2000 being studied, the newspaper press stood eminent and unchallenged. Most 

of the private press assumed the role of the opposition outside parliament, and duly 

kept the ruling government on its toes. Had it not been for the private press providing 

an outlet for alternative views, Ghana's democratic discourse would have been a 

monologue. 

A further reason for privileging newspapers for this thesis was that the World 

Association of Newspapers (WAN), in its audited report of world press trends for 

2006, indicates that newspaper circulation and readership is on the increase in 

developing countries. The statistical data for the developing world is not all that 

gloomy, according to the survey carried out by WAN. According to Timothy Balding, 

the Chief Executive Officer of WAN: 

Newspapers in developing markets continue to increase circulation by leaps 
and bounds, and in mature markets are showing remarkable resilience against 
the onslaught of digital media. Even in many developed nations the industry is 
maintaining or even increasing sales. At the same time, newspapers are 
exploiting to the full all the new opportunities provided by the digital 
distribution channels to increase their audiences (WAN Annual World Press 
Trends Survey, 2006) [www. wan-press. org/article. Accessed 25 July 2007] 

Balding contends that in contrast to what critics say about the newspaper industry 

being in decline, there is every indication of the strong showing of newspapers in 

terms of growth in circulation and advertising. He derides those composing the death 

hymns of newspapers, arguing that the steady increase in circulation in emerging 

economies and stability in developed countries confirms its place as a strong 

competitor and product of choice. He concludes that: 

far from being an industry in decline, as the ill-informed and short-sighted 
continue to contend, newspapers are alive and well and exhibiting enormous 
innovation and energy to maintain their place as the news media of preference 
for hundreds of millions of people daily (Timothy Balding, 2006). 

What this tells us is that the newspaper industry remains a major source of revenue 

and employment for millions of people across the world. The strong position of 

newspapers in the ever growing news media competitive field is further buoyed by the 
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faith advertisers have in their capacity to generate and influence their clients 15. The 

overall trend of paid-for newspaper titles revealed by the WAN survey showed a 

steady rise in newspaper circulation. It reveals: 
the number of paid-for newspaper titles increased everywhere but South 
America, where it was stable. The number of newspaper titles was up 7% in 
Asia, 1.3% in Europe, 0.67% in North America, 1.2% in Africa and 1.14% in 
Australia and Oceania (Balding, 2006). 

With specific reference to Africa, while the WAN trends survey provides a case for 

greater optimism and growth, it singles out for special mention South Africa, Nigeria 

and Kenya where sales have risen exponentially and modestly. The performance of 

the newspaper industry in these countries reveals a robust sale in South Africa by 

8.2% in 2006 and 43.18% over five years; and in Nigeria and Kenya by 7.89% and 

1.90% in five years (Ibid). It is clear that newspapers are still a vital cog in the wheel 

of information provision, education and for social edification. 

The trajectory of the arguments advanced above are valid enough to reassure the 

pessimists that the newspaper press is still very much alive and playing influential 

roles in contributing to democratic discourse and helping build and shape public 

opinion. In Ghana, the relevance and strong showing of the newspaper press in the 

democratic process has seen a phenomenal increase in the number of newspapers on 

the market. The steady rise in publications in the last 10 years is indicative of a surge 

in readership. Blay-Amihere, in 1996 stated that "there are six state-owned 

newspapers and forty privately-owned ones" (1996: 70). This, compared with 106 

newspapers in 2006, comprising 11 dailies, is a significant increment, and proof of 

capacity of the newspaper market in Ghana to expand. This increase is only possible 

through the significant growth in readership (NMC, 2006 Cited AMDI, 2007: 21). 

The state-owned newspaper in Ghana has played a major role in information 

dissemination and education. Even if the main thrust has been and continues to be 

development journalism, it has not failed the people in the quest for general 

15 importantly, while regional growth in newspaper circulation and revenues from advertising is uneven, the 
overall picture indicates an upward curve. Records show an increase in daily paid newspapers in Europe in 2006 
by 0.74%. However, there was an overall 4.12% decrease over five years. This could be a vital issue to be picked 
on by critics as indicating the death knell in the coffin of the newspaper media. Though the critics may have a 
point, there is every indication that if one adds the total number of free dailies circulated and read by the public, 
the industry posts a phenomenal increase of 10.19%year-on-year over live years (Balding, 2006). 
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information. For a developing country such as Ghana the pressing issues of 

eradicating poverty and disease and assisting in the construction of a meaningful life 

for the citizenry is an ennobling mission. Nevertheless, it could have been more 

proactive in holding governments to account on behalf of the people rather than 

merely echoing their policies without critical scrutiny as to their benefits to the 

people. 

On the whole, the obligations imposed on the Daily Graphic by the Constitution, and 

its own editorial policy of being "liberal, non-partisan, objective and development 

oriented and in the national interest" are enough guarantees for its operations and 

functions in the democratic arena. Further, its function, for example in informing the 

citizens of the activities of the government and development projects being initiated, 

as well as policy measures being pursued, has helped to reduce and eliminate poverty 

and red-tape. In reporting back to the political authorities through letters to the editor, 

for example, it can be stated that without its complementary role, the entire 

constitutional arrangement put in place since 1992 would have been in difficulty. But 

the Daily Graphic's contribution to the building of the political public sphere through 

coverage of elections, ensuring democratic accountability and its ownership and 

control structures in the overall scheme of things has to be empirically subjected to 

tests as this thesis project seeks to do. 

There are other compelling reasons for privileging the newspaper press other than 

those cited already. In the context of newspaper reviews on both radio and television, 

(See Appendix A), it is of value to discuss this impact of newspapers in Ghana. The 

newspaper review segments of broadcasters have virtually taken over the airtime of 

the electronic news media between the hours of 6. ooam and 10.00am each day. 

Topical political stories constitute the main source of material selected from 

newspapers. The reviews help to bridge the gap in the levels of literacy and language 

differences in some parts of Ghana. While the reviews have increased the audience of 

the electronic news media outlets, and are therefore likely to reduce the readership of 

newspapers, it is arguably the newspaper stories magnified and multiplied which feed 

these news media. Thus, the increasing usage of newspaper stories in the daily 

programming of radio and television is a reflection of the power of the newspaper to 

set the agenda for other news media. 
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Another dimension to the radio newspaper reviews, which makes the newspapers the 

centre of attraction, is the offering of a platform to those accused by the newspaper 

stories to respond to the publication. In most cases it is usually give and take as the 

editor or reporter who is by-lined is invited or telephoned to throw more light on the 

story. In this case, the newspapers are taking over the airwaves as they popularise the 

newspapers in what 1 have termed "Newspaper-tronics". Devra Moehler (2006) 

corroborates the virtual take over of the airwaves by newspapers when she asserts 

that: 
in the newspaper review programmes, lead articles from multiple newspapers 
are read verbatim on air. Often the articles are also translated into local 
languages and/or discussed in-depth. Often, the authors or subjects of the 
articles contribute to the discussion. The call-in talk shows discuss contentious 
political, economic and social issues of the day, often with specially invited 
guests as well as listener phone calls and text messages (2006: 3). 

Producers of two popular programmes ̀ Alhaji and Alhaji' and `News File' on two of 

Ghana's influential FM stations, Radio Gold and Joy FM respectively, virtually 
depend on extracts from newspaper publications from Monday to Friday for their 

politico-socio-economic discussion programmes which run from 8.00am to mid-day. 

In the Ghanaian context, the worldwide web also serves to increase the popularity of 

newspapers as influential power-houses in the media industry. As yet Ghana has no 

online newspapers; what pertains is the uploading of the contents of the hard copies 

into electronic form online. Ghanaweb. com, the most popular site visited by most 

Ghanaians, both at home and in the Diaspora, plays host to these newspapers. 

According to statistics accessed on the homepage of Ghanaweb. com on 7 April 2007, 

the site attracts an average 60,000 visits per day while it generates over 15 million 

page impressions per month. 

[Source: http: //www. Ghanaweb. com/GhanaHomepage/about us. php] 

An AMDI finding supporting these claims states: 

a more positive recent development in the print sector has been the placement 
of some of the papers on the internet, such that one can now access the papers 
simultaneously in hard copy and in electronic form. However, no paper is yet, 
providing specialised content for its internet readers (2007: 23). 
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In practical terms, therefore, the actual readership of newspapers in Ghana is rather on 

the higher side. Their impact and contribution to the democratic process by way of 

building a democratic and political public sphere is arguably unquestionable, and on 
this basis their choice for the thesis project is arguably well grounded and justified. 

4.7 Conclusion 

The foregoing chapter has explored and discussed the ethos of the news media in 

Ghana. The exploratory background and history of the Daily Graphic and the 

Ghanaian Chronicle and their pivotal roles in the building of Ghanaian democracy, 

together with their functions of being true watchdogs over the political arena have 

been explored with examples cited to buttress the arguments advanced in the cause of 

both. Ethical issues, professionalism, training and legal regimes have also been 

examined, including the ways in which these have been, and are, impacting on the 

democratic process. 

The constitutional provisions which give the news media the leverage to perform as a 

critical independent institution, has received considerable attention in the discourse. 

The difficulties they have encountered in marrying constitutional provisions with 

practice have been clearly articulated. A wide range of issues in respect of the 

political economy of the media, their informative and educational roles have also been 

examined. The news media's contributory roles to the building of the political public 

sphere have been revealed, as well as their partisan roles. Diversity and pluralism and 

the efforts at being a check on democratic infractions and ensuring greater 

accountability were underscored. Discussions in radio and television (See Appendix 

A) have revealed their over-reliance on newspaper stories. This sends strong signals 

that the newspapers are gradually taking over the airwaves. Having offered a 

comprehensive explanation about the ethos of the news media and the journalistic 

practice, and the rationale behind the privileging of newspapers, the Daily Graphic 

and the Ghanaian Chronicle, it is of value to restate the research questions central to 

the thesis project. In restating the questions, it helps in contextualising the next 

chapter which deals with the methodology employed. The research questions are as 
follows: 
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" To what extent have newspapers helped establish democratic accountability? 
Has political news coverage in-between elections undermined or helped 

deepen the democratic process in Ghana? 

" What has been the relationship between newspaper ownership and party- 

politics in Ghana? Does ownership of newspapers affect political coverage? 

" What has been the role of the specific Ghanaian newspapers before, during 

and after elections? And have individual newspapers influenced the 

democratic process in the post-1992 constitutional era? 

" What does a comparative analysis of the state-owned Daily Graphic and 

privately-owned Ghanaian Chronicle tell us about the Ghanaian press during 

the period under review? 

" What is the implication of future press coverage of the electoral process for 

Ghana's emerging multiparty democracy? 

L- 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

METHODOLOGY 

5.0 Introduction 

This thesis sets out to explore the newspaper media's contribution to democratic 

evolution in Ghana from 1992-2000. It is a comparative study involving two major 

newspapers, the state-owned Daily Graphic and the privately-owned Ghanaian 

Chronicle. I have analysed the two newspapers for the period under review and have 

also conducted in-depth interviews with journalists, political party representatives and 

some professionals (See interviewee profiles and dates of the interviews attached as 

appendix `B') whose civic engagements have direct and indirect bearing on media and 

democracy. The method also incorporates observations in the course of the interviews 

from the standpoint of the researcher being both an `insider' and `outsider'. I see 

myself as part of the research apparatus based on my own experiences of the field as it 

relates to the news media in Ghana. More significantly, the methodology is applied to 

different control structures of newspapers. 

My initial methodological assumptions, as 1 began exploring the theoretical field for 

suitable methods, were informed by the rich literature sources used to construct my 

theoretical framework. It is propelled by the arguments inherent in media and 

democracy studies and driven by the various theories and models. Therefore, the 

choice was to deal with both qualitative and quantitative analyses methods of inquiry. 

The choice of both methods, according to Wimmer and Dominick is essential in 

understanding any phenomenon (2006: 50). 

5.1 Quantitative Method 

Quantitative methods are generally perceived as providing statistical data to assist in 

measuring variables. As explained by Wimmer and Dominick (2006), the frequency 

of variables in the data generated is of concern to quantitative analysts, because it 

allows for the use of numbers for communicating the quantum of variables identified 

among others. The emphasis on quantitative method is of significance as it deals with 

statistical precision in research outcomes (2006: 50). In deploying quantitative 
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methods, content analysis was applied. However, under the same content analysis, 1 

engaged with textual analysis as a complementary tool and more a qualitative tool 

than quantitative. This is done in order to obtain the most desired conclusion as it 

allows some flexibility in interpretation and analysis and complemented the statistical 

analyses (Krippendorff, 2004: 10). 

5.1.1 Content Analysis 

According to Holsti, content analysis is "any technique for making inferences by 

objectively and systematically identifying specified characteristics of messages" 
(1969: 14). In as much as Holsti views content analysis within the purview of 
identifying specific attributes of messages, others also believe that it goes beyond just 

inferences and identification of messages in the communication process. These 

definitional gap, seem to have been plugged by Krippendorf (2004) when he defines it 

as "a research technique for making replicable and valid references from data to their 

context" (cited Wimmer and Dominick 2006: 150). In this case, the analyses of 

content and textual properties of the two newspapers have the ability to be replicated 
by other researchers using well defined methods to arrive at the same or similar 

conclusions. What Krippendorff (2004) tends to argue is the ability of content analysts 

to achieve both the measurement of reliability and validity using well thought out 

research criteria not necessarily by the adoption of quantitative properties only but 

also the qualitative dimensions of analysed text. It is important to note, however, that 

content analysis provides me with some advantages in the study, as the newspaper 

content analysed produced both statistical description and interpretation of the 

sampled publications. 

5.1.2 Textual Analysis 

In adopting textual analysis to explicate written texts in the sampled newspapers' 

stories, l had in mind its qualitative depth and the ability to unearth information which 
hitherto could be missing in the quantitative application of content analysis. The 

purpose primarily is to deepen the two other methods, that is, the thematic and 

quantitative content analysis. The textual analysis, therefore, is meant to assist with 
triangulation of the various methods so as to address any gaps and also to attain the 

objective of the study. The text concept, according to Rosengren is often restricted to 
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"linguistic means of expression and written language" (1981: 28). In settling on this 

method, I had in mind the application of analytical semantics and to some degree 

aspects of socio-linguistics inherent in discourse analysis. As for analytical semantics, 
Rosengren argues that it is very essential in dealing with analysed texts because the 
idea of "correct" interpretation of a text does not arise but rather that one could make 

some "reasonable interpretations of a text" (Ibid: 29). What this means is that the 

"reasonableness is dependent on certain contextual claims which can be linguistical, 

logical, semantical or empirical" (Ibid). In this connection, the method adopted 

systematised the argumentation by subordinating most of them through the 

application of formulation and reformulation under what Rosengren refers to as the 

construction of "chains of pro et contra arguments" (1981: 29). Explaining this 

method of analysis further, he argued that it is very unique based on semantic's 

presupposition that "language and thereby the text has an open structure, which 

always make, it possible to create new perspectives and new precisations of the text" 

(Ibid). 

In the context of discourse analysis, Dijk refers to it as "an interdisciplinary 

discipline" (1988: 2). Fairclough identifies discourse analysis as an approach to the 

study of language use and communication in their socio-cultural context, in that, its 

usage assists in representing a given social practice from a particular point of view 
(1995: 54-56). In applying socio-linguistics to texts the analyst, from the contextual 

point of view, decided to look at three concepts of genres in terms of their values in 

analysing types of texts in the media. Halliday's functional linguistics have also been 

applied (cited Fairclough, 1995). 

Justification and application 
Importantly, in using the quantitative analysis method, 1 applied empirical and 

statistical methods to the textual material. I developed a unit of measurement to assist 

with the analysis of texts in their specific context. The content analysis of statistical 
data generated in the process of coding, is the result of the quantitative content 

analysis of the two newspapers, the Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian Chronicle. 

Importantly, the study collapsed some categories in the whole process of coding. 
These categories are condensed into Politics, Accountability and Election. While the 
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process of collapsing categories can occur when dealing with any sample size, it is 

often utilized when one is undertaking a frequency analysis. This may be due to the 

fact that the expected numbers in cells are small. Collapsing them improves the 

approximation provided in the construction of analytical approximations (Altman, 

1991). It has also been done in order to assist with the generalization of the results. 

In broader terms, the three categories derived have been sub-divided into Political 

News Story on Politics, Accountability and Election; News Story on Politics, 

Accountability and Election; Feature on Politics, Accountability and Election; Letter 

to the Editor on Politics, Accountability and Election; and Editorial on Politics, 

Accountability and Election. Statistical data obtained in the use of such sub-categories 

as political news story, news story, feature article among others as stated above are 
indicative of the units of measurement in the larger framework of operationalising the 

three major categories. The data generated has been transformed into graphs, pie 

charts and tables to assist with interpretation and description within the time frame of 

the study- 1992-2000. 

In developing the units of measurement, the following were constructed, that is, tone 

of story/coverage: This is a measure of the partiality or otherwise of the sampled 

stories, a qualitative content measure applied alongside the quantitative content 

analysis. In doing this, the units of analysis are judged to be biased, partisan, 
fair/balanced and non-partisan among others. For example, in applying the measure of 

partisanship, 1 classify a story as being partisan when it deals with a political party or 

members of a political group and manifestly presents a one-sided reportage with the 

sole aim of offering an advantage to one side in a contest. Street's (2001) shares this 

view on partisanship in that: 

here a cause is explicitly and deliberately promoted. Examples of this are 
editorial comments which recommend support for one political party or take 
sides in a policy controversy. This can take the form of explicit 
recommendations to vote for one party or another, or it can be identified in the 
blatant endorsement of a cause (2001: 20) 

Partisanship, from my understanding in analysing the newspaper texts is not only in 

editorials but resonates through news stories as well. In the case of bias, as measured 

using the same criteria, 1 defined it in terms of a news story, feature article or letter-to- 

the-editor on politics or elections being reported in a partial way but not necessarily 
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openly carrying an endorsement, but is rather veiled or disguised. For Street (2001), 

partiality or bias is seen when: 

a story is reported with the deliberate intention of making the case for a 
particular party or policy or point of view, without explicitly stating this. The 
apparent purpose of the story is to report the details but disguised within it are 
thinly veiled attacks (Ibid). 

The comparative analytic approach has been applied in the process of interpretation, 

description and analysis. The Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian Chronicle are both 

represented on the same statistical tables and graphs for ease of comparison. 
However, separate graphs and tables for both the Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian 

Chronicle relating to news story on politics, accountability and election categories 

have also been included. In order to express some of the statistical data captured in the 

tables and on the graphs in percentages, pie charts were also used in some cases to 

clarify and make the quantitative analysis more flexible and easy to understand. 

For the textual analysis, a combination of analytical semantics and aspects of socio- 
linguistic discourse analysis has been applied to news stories, feature articles, letters- 

to-the-editor and editorials. The analysis categorised the stories under different sub- 

groups with the aim of identifying not only trends but also the relationships as they 

correlate with the broader categories of democratic accountability, elections, 

multiparty democracy, ownership and pluralism among others. The qualitative aspect 

of the written text probingly assesses and analysed the texts in respect of the 

headlines, paragraphs, words and phrases. It also determined if the central themes or 

the subjects were treated fairly or in a biased or partisan way, in the context of what 

position does the publication take on the issue? 

By adopting the two approaches, quantitative content analysis helped transform 

observation of found categories into statistical data while the qualitative approach deals 

with intentionality and implications of data in texts. As indicated by Fairclough, the 

analysis in part made use of genres such as schemata, which he referred to as the 

`generic structure' of the article, consisting of `Headline + Lead + Wrap-up' (1995: 

76). The other view of a genre is generic heterogeneity and means that the various 

stages of `generic structures' are differentiated on the basis of linguistic features. 

Finally, discourse analysis method engages with the theories of narrative. According to 
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Fairclough, substantial proportion of media output consists of narratives (Ibid). 
Narratives, as pre-genres, broadly utilise how language is associated with a particular 

category of purposeful social activity. 

The study also engages with Halliday's functional linguistics approach. He posits that 

language constructs reality and is, therefore, socially functional. In Halliday's view, 
language performs three principal roles or functions. Firstly, a representational 
function, enabling us to see the world in a particular way; secondly, a interpersonal 

function, which allows writers or users of language to construct issues from underlying 

personal or ideological positions; and thirdly, a textual function, involving patterns of 

vocabulary which can enable people to understand what the text is all about (cited 

Fairclough 1995: 69). 

Essentially, the content and textual analyses methods deal with the characteristics of 

content and context. For example headlines in newspapers, according to Dijk (1991), 

are arguably the most important part of a news report. It is the first point of contact 
between the newspaper and the reader. In this way they serve as a summarising title of 

the most important information of a news report, which expresses its main topic. This 

point is explained by van Dijk who observes that: 

headlines are often incomplete sentences. Articles or auxiliary verbs may be 
deleted. This may sometimes lead to vagueness or ambiguity, which may also 
have a special ideological function (1991: 50). 

The analyses of headlines indicate that they have cognitive functions as they are 

usually read first. This information is used strategically by the reader during the 

process of understanding, in order to construct the overall meaning or the main topics 

of the rest of the text before the text is even read. Furthermore, their subjective 
definition of the situation, as Dijk argued, has assisted in the interpretation and 

analysis. 

Since newspaper ownership is shrouded in ideological imperatives, critical textual and 
discourse analysis was used to investigate this factor as well. As stated by Altschull 

(1984), news stories are constructed from an underlying perspective by journalists 

whose detachment from news reports is impossible. This resonates through the 

analysis as biases, partisanship and ownership influences, which reveals that owners 
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and journalists are not a breed apart so as to be fair or objective about things around 

them. 

5.1.3 Limitations 
As explained by Wimmer and Dominick (2006: 154), time constraints are one of the 

major drawbacks of the quantitative content analysis method. They argue that due to 

its ability to generate large quantities of data, it could be laborious, exacting and 

sometimes frustrating. Because the method deals with counting, and in most instances 

statistical tabulations, does not provide a deeper analysis of the issues at stake. 

5.2 Newspaper Sampling 

A sample of seventy-two newspapers, made up of thirty-six each of the Daily Graphic 

and the Ghanaian Chronicle were selected using the random sampling method of 

selecting one each from a quarterly pool. In a year each newspaper provides four 

samples each, a total of eight for the twelve calendar months. In generating eight 

samples in a year, the total number of years for the study being a nine-year period, 

that is 1992-2000, the total sample adds up to seventy two for both newspapers. The 

sample size is considered fair and reasonable within the 'scope of the study, and more 

especially when it has been complimented by other methods such as in-depth 

interviews and qualitative textual analysis. Moreover, as Wimmer and Dominick 

(2006) argued a higher sample size does not necessarily improve the result of the 

analysis but that what is relevant is the quality of the data generated. 

In sampling the newspapers, 1 made use of both probability and non-probability 

sampling technique. I initially deployed the relevant sampling technique which allows 

for the selection of newspaper issues related to the phenomena under study. After 

excluding unrelated texts, 1 then proceeded with the adoption of the systematic 

sampling method, thereby giving chance to the units in the population/universe the 

chance of inclusion (Krippendorff, 2004). 

For the textual analysis, I adopted the purposive sampling method. However, 

according to Wimmer and Dominick, purposive sampling is the most essential for this 

study because, as they argue, "a purposive sample includes subjects or elements 
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selected for specific characteristics or qualities and eliminates those who fail to meet 

these criteria" (2006: 88). In doing this, 1 initially analysed twenty-seven stories. 

However, since the textual analysis is only meant to complement the other two major 

methods, 1 reduced the sample to fourteen stories. 

The purposive sample method has allowed me the flexibility and independence to 

select the newspaper's editions that best satisfy the research questions. However, it 

must be noted that it has its shortcomings, for example, the tendency to induce 

researcher subjectivity and sampling bias. 

5.3 Qualitative Approach 

The qualitative technique deployed is the use of the semi-structured interview (See 

Appendix C) and informal observations. As explained by Silverman, qualitative 

research designs deal with small numbers of sampling data. And they are meant to 

focus on detail instead of scope (2005: 9). In adopting the in-depth interview 

technique as a qualitative tool, l had in mind the set of procedures which are rigorous 

and can do justice to the complexity of the topic under investigation (Denzin and 

Lincoln, 2003: 46). In this case, a purposive or relevance sampling methodology was 

used to carefully select the interviewees, who were believed have the professional 

expertise, the intellectual rigour and technical knowledge to respond to the issues 

being investigated. This approach is corroborated by Denzin and Lincoln (2000) when 

they contend that: 

qualitative researchers stress the socially constructed nature of reality, the 
intimate relationship between the researcher and what is studied, and the 
situational constraints that shape the inquiry. They seek answers to questions 
that stress how social experience is created and given meaning. In contrast, 
quantitative studies emphasise the measurement and analysis of causal 
relationships between variables, not process (2000: 8). 

If it is accepted that in the view of Denzin and Lincoln qualitative research is 

concerned with `reality'as being a social construct, especially in the context of the 

meanings about the `social experience' of people in a given cultural-social 

environment, then this directly applies to research and analysis into what journalists 

report about. In launching an in-depth inquiry into the newspaper media's role in 

Ghana's democratic development, this researcher's choice of the qualitative approach 

as a complementary tool is informed by the nature of the investigation and the type of 
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information being sought. Interviews with editors, political editors, political party 

representatives and other professionals is therefore a methodological strategy intended 

to unpack the dynamics of the relational and inter-relational questions at the heart of 

the thesis. The flexibility of the qualitative approach allows me to dig deep and 

research the protean areas of interest (Wimmer and Dominick, 2006: 49). 

While the approach to elicit responses to questions was wide and varied, 1 engaged 

with semi-structured questions which not only served as a guide but also gave the 

respondents more latitude to express themselves. Despite pre-conceived assumptions 

and specific questions in mind the qualitative approach's flexibility made room for 

follow-up questions when the need arose (Wimmer and Dominick, 2006). Although 

the qualitative approach is meant to complement the quantitative method by way of 

plugging the gaps likely to emerge from the findings of both methods of analyses, its 

usage is not without lapses. It has inherent weaknesses or limitations. The difficulty in 

generalizing the data beyond the sample selected for the inquiry no doubt increases 

the compulsion for adopting the multi-methodological framework so as to make use 

of triangulation. 

In addition, a qualitative method has the problematic of presenting reliable data, due 

to the, likelihood of the researcher injecting his or her personal views into the inquiry. 

This is affirmed by Wimmer and Dominick (2006) when they explain that "because a 

person doing qualitative research must become closely involved with the respondents, 

it is possible to lose objectivity when collecting data" (2006: 49). This partially holds 

true in my case as 1 was compelled to interview colleague journalists in the field on 
issues which involved news media practices, professionalism and general news 

content in respect of political and election coverage and other essentially related 

matters. I was also mindful of the dangers of a sloppy data collection strategy, which 

could render data collected and collated valueless. In order to avoid these pitfalls, a 

qualitative interview design was formulated. This enabled me to focus on the core 
issues outlined in the methodological design while improvising for unplanned 

consequences in the field of inquiry. This greatly reduced, if not eliminated, likely 

biases as a consequence of my professional background as a journalist and my 
knowledge of the Ghanaian news media industry and how it operates. In all, l took on 
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board the various strategies necessary to maximise data collection and minimise 

practices which could mar the qualitative data collection methodology. 

5.3.1 In-Depth Interviews 

Since an interview is a purposive conversation to elicit response, information or 

answers to an issue 1 settled on its application in order to gain insights into the 

interviewees responses. I settled on the employment of intensive interviews or in- 

depth interviews (Wimmer and Dominick, 2006: 135). The choice of the interview as 

a method to complement the content analytic strategy is influenced by other 

underlying factors. For example, as noted by Bell, reactions to questions, either in 

facial expressions, the verbal responses (that is the tone of voice) and general posture 

adopted by the interviewee "can provide information that a written response could 

conceal" (Bell, 1999: 135). Put in context, interviews are considered useful data 

sources which if properly applied could help unearth unspoken information and 

provide rich research material for understanding the phenomenon being studied. Bell 

emphasised this assertion, describing interviewing as a unique technique which assists 

to "put flesh on the bones of responses" (Ibid). Elaborating further, Holstein and 

Gubrium (1997) see interviewing as an active engagement between the interviewer 

and the interviewee subject. Interviewing, they insist, is 

a form of interpretive practice involving respondent and interviewer as they 
articulate ongoing interpretive structures, resources and orientations with what 
Garfinkel (1967) calls `practical reasoning'. Linking artfulness to substantive 
contingencies implies that while reality is continually `under construction', it 
is assembled using the interpretive resources at hand (in Silverman, 1997: 
121). 

Interviews conducted in the field, directed towards the problem of media and 
democracy in Ghana, produced revealing data on the topic under investigation. It 

provided very useful insights into the research questions. While seeking answers to 

pertinent questions of democratic accountability of politicians to the citizenry; the 

issues of ownership and control structures of state-owned and privately-owned 

newspapers in Ghana; newspapers' influence in political and election coverage; and 

partisanship and ideological concerns in the news media, the relational links were not 
ignored. Importantly, a marked gulf emerged between what is churned out by the 

journalists for their respective newspapers, and more importantly for the two 
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newspapers at the centre of the inquiry, and what they considered to be their 

motivations in the democratic process. 

5.3.2 Advantages 

It is important to establish some of the merits of using the interview technique. While 

theoretical assumptions abound about the advantages to be gained in adopting the 

technique, it is imperative to relate some of these to my own experiences. The method 

offered me the ability to elicit substantial in-depth responses. What was clearly 

resonating was the freedom of my interviewee subjects to openly express their 

opinions on the news media and democratic practice, the values to be found in the two 

practices, the major weaknesses and the respondents' own experiences of the evolving 

phase of media and democracy as it relates specifically to Ghana. This was more 

evident when I interviewed the Editor of the Daily Graphic and the Publisher of the 

Ghanaian Chronicle (who was the Editor-in-Chief during the period being 

investigated). It must be stated also that the interviewing sessions were largely 

learning situations. While we engaged in purposeful conversation, this nonetheless 

compromised the focus of the interviews as primarily a platform to elicit responses to 

the research questions. I need to emphasise that the exercise afforded the researcher 

the latitude to also gauge the mood of the respondents. Clear cases of exaggeration 

and the tendency of journalists to paint a glossy picture of the issues under 
investigation were not lost on the researcher. This was confirmation that the 

interviews and responses are not value-free. Hall has pointed out that "journalists 

operate within a framework of power because they are a part of a political and social 

system" (1973: 15). 

5.3.3 Limitations of the interview method 
This researcher was particularly guided by the advice on response effect offered by 

Borg on how unforeseen factors or human weaknesses could influence responses, and 
lead to interview bias. He asserts: 

eagerness of the respondents to please the interviewer, a vague antagonism 
that sometimes arises between interviewer and respondent, or the tendency of 
the interviewer to seek out the answers that support his preconceived notions 
are but a few of the factors that may contribute to biasing of data obtained 
from the interview (cited Bell, 1999: 139). 
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Despite the resolve of the researcher to be strictly professional in conducting the 

interviews, the dangers of bias creeping into the discourse cannot be completely ruled 

out. As pointed out by Selltiz et al: 
there is always the danger of bias creeping into interviews, largely because 
interviewers are human beings and not machines, and their manner may have 
an effect on the respondents (cited Bell, 1999: 139). 

While this holds true, I tried to reduce such bias to the minimum by addressing the 

interviewees with semi-structured questions, even though a lot of off-the-cuff follow- 

up questions, resembling the snowballing technique, emerged from the responses 

obtained. 

5.4 In the field 

Ghana's national capital, Accra, was where all the interviews were conducted by this 

researcher. The interviewees selected are all based in Accra. In short, most of the 

country's news media organisations are located in the national capital. They, however, 

have regional branches which nonetheless report to their head office in Accra. In the 

hierarchy of the editorial departments, those selected for the interview could only be 

found in Accra. However, the Daily Graphic, by its structure of establishment, has 

regional editors and a team of reporters and other editorial staff making up a complete 

editorial team with sub-heads. These regional heads do not have control over the final 

product which finds its way into the newspaper. Simply put, they are not autonomous. 

The Ghanaian Chronicle, also has regional bureaux but with smaller offices and staff 

compared to the Daily Graphic. Its mode of operation follows the same pattern as the 

Daily Graphic, as the final decision as to which news stories find their way into the 

paper are taken by the men at the helm of affairs in Accra. Likewise, the top hierarchy 

of the political parties selected for the interviews are all resident in Accra where the 

partys' head offices are located. I must emphasise that I have been engaged in 

informal contacts with the interviewees long before the formal interviews, which was 

necessitated by my urge to record their official responses to the interview questions. 
The informal contacts have been through electronic mails and telephone calls. Total 

number of interview hours spent was 915 minutes or 15.25 hours or approximately an 

average of 76 minutes per interviewee. 
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5.4.1 Focus of the Interviews 

Although the main research questions around which the study revolves and what 1 had 

set out to discuss has been explained, it is worthwhile to restate some of the 

preparations which went into the interviewing. The researcher reviewed the research 
design and critically assessed the main objects of the interview in order to unearth the 

following: 

a) To gain first-hand knowledge of the changing face of the newspaper media in 
particular and their contribution to the democratic evolution in Ghana from 1992- 
2000; 

b) To make a deliberate effort to subject the dissertation's theoretical framework 
to `litmus test' in respect of the questions asked about political and democratic 
accountability, media ownership, control, political and electoral coverage; 

c) And to explore and seek answers to the differences and similarities presented 
by a comparative study of the two influential newspapers; points of 
convergence and divergence in the pursuit of their various functions and 
operations in a constitutionally multiparty setting. 

5.4.2 Adaptation and Observations 

Importantly, and notwithstanding the prepared semi-structured questions for the 

interview as explained in this chapter, the interactions which ensued in the field needs 

to be put in their proper context. A lot of adaptability took place. The most 

challenging being the ability of the researcher to vary the sequence of questions and 

explain their meanings; provide additional ones and change whole phrases or 

individual words in order to get the best from the interactions. Again, the responses 

from the interviewees and the researcher's observations confirmed the position taken 

by Silverman when he states: 
for interviews in the interactionist tradition, interview subjects construct not 
just narratives, but social worlds. For researchers in this tradition, the primary 
issue is to generate data which give an authentic insight into people's 
experiences (1993: 91). 

The researcher applied this theoretical advice offered by Silverman, and went beyond 

his proposition by not just gaining insight into the interviewees experiences but also 

adopting the active approach, in order to allow for manoeuvring of the interviewees. I 

ensured that besides their experiences there was the need to tap their depth of 
knowledge of the field, and their critique of the underlying nuances necessary to 

propel Ghana's news media and democratic institutions to strive towards the 
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attainment of greater progress and growth. Gubrium's argument supports this 

assertion of seeking their depth of knowledge by employing a method of active 

engagement when he notes: 

treating the interview as active allows the interviewer to encourage the 
respondent to shift positions in the interview so as to explore alternative 
perspectives and stocks of knowledge. Rather than searching for the best or 
most authentic answer, the aim is to systematically activate applicable ways of 
knowing the possible answers that the respondents can reveal, as diverse and 
contradictory as they might be (cited Silverman 1997: 126). 

5.5 Conclusion 

My methodological assumptions based on theory and practical realities arising from 

the analysis, interpretation and description have been offered. The adoption of a 

multi-strand methodology is meant to assist the study and triangulates methods, 

particularly comparative content analysis, observation and in-depth interviews. 

Content and textual analyses offered me a high preponderance of attaining the 

objective of the study as they serve as necessary complementary roles in obtaining 

reliability and validity. It is important to note the content analysis ability to assist with 

measurement and analyses of statistical data, while its textual component addressed 

the contexts within the text for the sake of depth and for establishing a comparative 

framework which emerged from the analysis, description and interpretation of the 

relevant statistics and textual content. Findings arising from the themes generated 

from the interviews, the categories from the quantitative content analysis, and those 

offered by textual analysis have all justified the use of the various methods to 

complement each other. The theoretical arguments on methodological application 

have been very useful in arriving at critical findings whose invaluable contribution to 

the study has been riveting. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THEMATIC ANALYSIS (Analysis of Interviews) 

6.0 Introduction 

During the process of transcribing the interviews, 1 listened to and noted some 

recurrent themes. I noticed several key themes emerging during the course of the 

interviews (See a sample of the interview transcript attached as appendix `D') and had 

coded and marked these. In all, six broad themes emerged. They are: democratic 

accountability, news media and institutions; state of democracy, cultural relativism 

and development; news media pluralism and multiparty democracy; ownership, 
ideology and election coverage; comparative overview of the Daily Graphic and the 

Ghanaian Chronicle, independence and standard of journalism; professionalism, 

constraints and ethics. Importantly, the themes which emerged have a kind of 

symbiotic relationship with the theoretical framework and more purposefully with the 

research questions. In addition, other analyses and interpretations focused more on the 

contexts of the content to show the "internal connection of meaning in the text" 

(Rosengren, 1981: 27). 

The freedom to choose leaders and government through free and fair multiparty 

elections, a pre-requisite articulated by liberal theorists in the theoretical framework 

has been affirmed in the themes. What emerged strongly has been the kind of liberal 

process to confer legitimacy. For example, the confirmation of Maier's (1993) 

argument in the theoretical framework, which views democracy as an organic system 
for regulating behaviour and an instrument for governance, resonated clearly. The 

themes also reflect the theoretical arguments of scholars such as Keane (1994), 

McNair (2003) and McChesney (2000). The use of the news media to engender 
debate and assist in the formation of opinion, within the democratic, political and 

social public sphere, reflecting the Habermasian prescription, was resonating through 

the themes. 

6.1 Theme 1: Democratic accountability, news media and institutions 
Under this theme 1 have set out to interpret and analyse the interviewees' responses, 

considered to be pertinent to the inherent meanings of democratic accountability in 
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Ghana, and what democratic accountability, news media and some institutions of state 

entail. In employing semantics and textual analysis methods, the researcher proceeded 

to operationalize some of the concepts and words underlying the interviewee 

responses. As Van Dijk explains, the interpretation and production of a text involves 

the mental processes of interpretation and formulation, the retrieval and use of 
knowledge, and other strategies of the cognitive dimension (Dijk, 1988: 30). He 

further avers that "systematic analysis of the textual structures ... begins with an 

explication of notions like theme or topic" (Ibid). With this varied explanation, the 

interviewees' frequent use of their conceptions of democracy, accountability, 

elections, democratic institutions and news media have been contextualised. 

Democracy and accountability mean different things to different people as gleaned 

from the interviews. This became evident from the way and manner the interviewees 

address the question of democratic accountability on the part of politicians to the 

citizenry, based on their experiences, knowledge, and as their narratives attempted the 

construction of reality. In decoding the various interpretations put on these 

conceptions, both implicit and explicit understandings of democratic accountability 

were revealed. Democratic accountability, according to Yaw Boadu Ayeboafoh, 

means political leaders being faithful to the constitutions which brought them to office 

and regulate their conduct. Any attempt to manipulate it and cling to political power is 

viewed as lack of accountability. In this case, some leaders have been cited for their 

exemplary adherence to their constitutions which he considers a mark of democratic 

accountability. Nelson Mandela, the former South African President and Joachim 

Chisano, former leader of Mozambique were showered with praises for adhering to 

their country's constitutions. They are said to be accountable and responsive to the 

needs and sensibilities of their people. 

On the other hand, Kwesi Pratt cited political corruption as a classic case of lack of 

accountability. He measured accountability in terms of manifesto promises and 
democratic institutions expected to enforce it. His contention is that politicians make 

promises in their manifestos knowing fully well these are unattainable. According to 

him the ineffectiveness of some of Ghana's democratic institutions, such as the Public 

Accounts Committee of Parliament, the Commission on Human Rights and 
Administrative Justice (CHRAJ) and the Serious Fraud Office (SFO) in not ensuring 
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democratic accountability, is attributable to partisan political patronage. He accused 
Ghanaian leaders of weakening these institutions. These democratic institutions, he 

claims, have been denied the required oxygen of financial and other logistical support 

to investigate corruption in political circles. In the case of Ghana's Public Accounts 

Committee of Parliament, political patronage has been used to block serious 
inquisitions into the use of public money. 

However, to accuse the Public Accounts Committee of inefficiency due to political 

patronage is questionable. The researcher being part of the research apparatus is fully 

aware that the very composition of this committee of Parliament is dominated by the 

minority. It is also chaired by a minority member of Parliament. Nevertheless, the 

blanket accusation is that members of both sides of the house condone and connive to 

deny Ghanaians the policing of the public purse by the Executive. In respect of the 

Ghanaian SFO, which is established by law to investigate serious fraud, Pratt 

lamented its impotency due to manipulation by both past and current governments. He 

criticised the structure of the SFO, which makes it subservient to the Office of the 

Attorney-General, who by virtue of Ghana's Fourth Republican Constitution is also a 
Minister of Justice with cabinet status in the ruling government. Since the Attorney 

General by the SFO Act is mandated to initiate court proceedings against those 

indicted by the SFO, political considerations, selective and open bias in the 

prosecution of cases undermines its work. 

Imperatively, the deliberate withholding of vital funds coupled with lack of logistics 

such as vehicles and modem equipment needed by the SFO and CHRAJ, to detect 

complex fraudulent activities, are but some of the indirect methods that can deny 

accountability of the Executive and other institutions of state to the citizenry. In short, 

the independence of these institutions to ensure democratic and political 

accountability is virtually absent by virtue of the Executive arm of government 

ensuring that members of such institutions owe their allegiance to the political 

authority instead of the constitution and the people of Ghana. Bemoaning lack of 

accountability or the inability of democratic institutions to enforce the law and deal 

decisively with such infractions Pratt adds: 

We have institutions like the Serious fraud Office (SFO) and because of its 
structure, the fact that the head of the SFO was appointed by government, the 
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fact that it works under the Attorney General Department, the fact that it is 
government that resources it and so on it is also unable to work. We have the 
Commission of Human Rights and Administrative (CHRAJ) and it is the same 
story. 

Clearly, an institutional framework to fight corruption, investigate wrongdoing and 

punish those indicted must be insulated from the very actors they are supposed to be 

controlling (Diamond 1998). Here too, we must build institutions for preventing, 

detecting and punishing corruption instead of relying on individual morality. And 

because of its complex and multi-faceted nature, combating systemic corruption 

requires partnership and collaboration among public agencies, private sector and civil 

society, including the media (Langseth, Kpundeh and Pope 1999). 

Another pattern which emerged was the view that in Ghana, there have been bold 

attempts in the last ten to twelve years at ensuring democratic accountability. This is 

linked to the activities of civil society groups and the holding of periodic elections to 

retain or replace the political leadership of the country. In the opinion of Yaw Boadu 

Ayeboafoh: 

I believe that within the last 10-12 years taking Ghana as an example, there 
have been some developments in that regard in respect to attempts to get 
government answerable and accountable to the people. Institutions such as the 
minority political parties has a role to play in Parliament as well civil society 
try to hold government accountable to certain policy decisions. I believe the 
media have been very crucial in ensuring accountability. The media has 
focused on the actions of individuals in government as well as political office 
holders and try to hold them to their commissions and omissions. 

For Kwesi Jonah, the whole process of democratic accountability has been narrowed 

to organising and holding elections, declaring victors and proclaiming the countries to 

be democratic. Although he agreed that the freedom to elect political leaders is a mark 

of democratic maturity and accountability in some countries, he calls for the 

strengthening of institutions which empowers the citizens and anti-corruption 

agencies to effectively check lack of accountability and the menace of corruption. 

This he sees as being a more demanding feature if democracy is to be meaningful to 

the citizenry. 

Jonah defines accountability at two levels in order to situate his argument in context, 

that is, horizontal and vertical processes. It is his contention that political leaders must 
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be answerable to those who put them in office. On the other hand, he views horizontal 

accountability as the process whereby the Executive, the Legislature and the Judiciary 

are accountable to each other. "The Executive has to be held to account by the 

Legislature". But experiences and knowledge of the inner workings of the three arms 

of state power in most African countries, the Legislatures are weak and literally under 

the control of the Executive" Jonah contended. Most African Parliaments are virtually 

under the armpit of the ruling party which inevitably controls the Executive. "If you 

talk to any parliamentarian in. Ghana, and you asked him, if the Legislature is strong, 

he would tell you that the Legislature is under the control of the Executive", Jonah 

further revealed. Alluding to further reasons for the weak democratic accountability in 

Ghana, he adds: 
democracy on the African continent is dependent on money. You should be in 
an African village to observe what goes on during election campaigns. When 
campaigns are going on, politicians purchase all kinds of items to bribe voters. 

The influence of money and other material considerations are gradually eroding the 

democratic accountability of politicians to the citizenry because they buy their votes 

and therefore the latter arguably forfeits the right to demand democratic 

accountability. 

For Bright Blewu, democratic accountability is simply a habit of mind. The existence 

of such structures as the Executive, the Legislature, Judiciary and the news media are 

not enough to instil democratic accountability into governance and the body politic in 

general. A more radical change in attitude, a mental revolution of those working in the 

democratic institutions is needed to make them more effective. The governments of 

Nigeria, Ghana, Botswana, Zambia, Benin, Malawi and South Africa, Blewu contends 

are becoming more accountable. They are becoming more responsive to the 

democratic structures by respecting their independence and holding peaceful 

elections, with strict adherence to their tenure as stipulated in their various 

constitutions. Pessimism exists about the performance of some countries such as Cote 

d'Ivoire and Burkina Faso. Blewu also pointed out the structural and manpower 
deficiencies of the three arms of state power and the news media as being the cause of 

democratic meltdown in Africa in general and in Ghana in particular. This he claims 

as partly responsible for disputed elections. He states: 
if you look at the constitutional institutions that are in place; the Executive, 
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Judiciary, the Legislative and the media, elections are held so to a very large 
extent these institutions exist so people must expect that there is accountability 
of politicians. But I think that beyond that it takes more than just institutions 
because they are manned by human beings so their character and for that 
matter their habit of mind with regards to democracy is important. Democracy 
is a habit of mind. 

Invariably, the human resource base, that is, the quality of personnel and their training 

is essential to help develop the democratic institutions to function more efficiently. 

Basically all these institutions he has mentioned need to be strengthened to ensure 

effective democracy through elections, but that is not the case in most instances. What 

is happening in his view is that most countries in Africa are having disputed elections 

because of lack of effective monitoring and strong institutional capacity building, be it 

in the Judiciary or the Legislature and other democratic bodies which need to ensure 

accountability of resources and that of the electoral process. 

George Sarpong looked at democratic accountability from the perspective of periodic 

elections, democratic structures and other institutions to signal its existence. In this 

instance it is seen as adherence to accountability of power of resources and the 

citizens' engagement in decision-making. Sarpong acknowledges that gains have been 

made but strongly feels that accountability in other critical areas is yet to begin in 

Ghana. According to him, democratic accountability has to do with public 

participation in the overall process of decision-making at all the levels of governance. 

He cited balance in political appointments and distribution of key resources to attain 

equity as being essential in building public confidence for good governance. Sarpong 

went further to state: 
democracy is the key to accountability by which elected leaders account for 
their stewardship and then seek the mandate of the people again or the people 
have a choice to change them. So from that broad perspective there is a certain 
degree of accountability. But beyond that broad line how people exercise 
power when they have been given the power; even in those elected societies is 
still a major question that needs to be addressed. There is the accountability of 
power, there is the accountability of resources, and there is the question of 
citizens' engagement in decision making. And I think that we could improve 
on all these areas. My take is that we are making important steps. But there are 
also those areas of Africa where I strongly think the question of accountability 
is yet to begin. 

In the crucial context of the news media being an effective organ for ensuring 
democratic accountability, opinions and views were varied. Where clear constitutional 
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provisions empower the news media, they have been at the vanguard of democratic 

accountability. There is the thesis that if key news media outlets such as newspapers, 

radio and television are state-owned, it is highly improbable that they can play an 

effective role as the `Fourth Estate' and function as watchdogs for the society. This 

could be informed by the long history of state control of the news media in Ghana for 

a long time. 

The difficulty in distinguishing between state-owned news media and government 

ownership was also subjected to scrutiny in the whole debate on democratic 

accountability. Aggregation of some of the responses showed that because most 

media practitioners and politicians always feel the news media is state-owned, in the 

sense that it is to be at the call of government. This undermines the notion of its 

independence, and affects democratic accountability, since the news media which is 

supposed to be a veritable watchdog over the rulers become a wing of the Executive. 

For others, whether state-owned or privately-owned, the news media has been in the 

forefront of ensuring effective democratic governance and accountability. An 

assertive and fearless news media playing its part accorded it under any democratic 

constitution is a sine qua non for the march into full democracy16. Although 

Ayeboafoh admits that the news media is not potent enough in holding governments 

to account, he states: 
if the media had not been forthright, it might have been something else. It is 
not a lost hope yet; it is not a lost case; l mean it is not like the way some of 
the Western people want to portray Africa. There is hope, but we still have a 
long way to go and we would wish to have more dynamic, more assertive 
media. 

Clearly the position of the interviewee is that the Ghanaian situation is not all that 

bad. Ayeboafoh argued that the news media in Ghana cannot be said to be lame in its 

watchdog role and maintained that it has been very active in trying to shape the course 

of Ghana's democracy. Ayeboafoh states "there is pluralism, so at the end of the day 

16 According to Ayeboafoh, the effectiveness of the news media in democratic accountability helped halt the third- 
term project secretly nursed and being rolled out by Nigerian President, Olusegun Obasanjo. The 'third-term' 
project which Ayeboafoh mentioned was a covert tactic by the Nigerian President to use the legislature and 
powerful lobby groups in that country to force through a constitutional amendment. The Nigerian constitution has 

set a two-term limit for an elected president. However, nearing the end of his tenure, Obasanjo began to use covert 
and overt moves to cling to power by using political proxies to argue for a constitutional amendment. The move 
was exposed by the media and the legislature kicked against the amendment. 
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it is not possible for only one voice to be heard in Ghana now". In this context, there 

is hope that Ghana is being assisted by the media to build a more stable democracy. 

The news media, as some of the respondents have argued is relevant in deepening 

public consciousness. They see it as articulating the issue of accountability by 

exposing corruption in government and drawing public attention to these infractions. 

Their concerns are that if governments knew they could lose elections through lack of 

democratic accountability, then this essential feature of politics could be taken 

seriously. For them, the news media has been playing its role in providing information 

and exposing the ills, ingredients they consider vital for political stewardship. The 

news media, they added, serves as gate-keepers of government actions and inactions 

and most often go behind the official government press releases to ferret out 

information unpalatable to government but which enriches the information the 

citizens need and necessary for ensuring democratic accountability. 

It also emerged from the interviews that the power of criticism, exposure of 

corruption and other unconstitutional practices of governments and public officials are 

being undermined by the high degree of politicisation in the news media. As Blewu 

observed because some of the news media houses have aligned themselves to 

politicians they tend to overlook wrongdoing of these officials. He states: 
I think the press, for that matter, journalists must keep some distance; it is part 
of occupational hazards. You need to keep a distance but not to say politicians 
are not going to be your friends. Keep a certain distance to be able to see them 
better and be able to speak your mind. I have a funny feeling that some of our 
journalists got too close and it has affected our credibility. 

Blewu's frank admission of journalists playing the role of pseudo-politicians could be 

derided but in a multiparty setting such as those allowed for in a liberal democracy, 

partisanship allows ideology to influence the leaning of the news media. However, 

from the perspective of the Ghanaian cultural context and understanding of the news 

media, people see them as neutral objects whose views and opinions must not be 

tainted by too much partisanship. This view was deepened by Blewu when he 

revealed his understanding of the public perception of journalists and news media as a 

whole. "Some people perceive some of our colleagues to be doing a Public Relations 

job for some of the groups caught up in the cocaine scandal and it can affect the 

credibility of the media". However, he admitted that there are some independent- 
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minded journalists, mostly the new generation who have taken their profession 

seriously and believe that journalism must be a detached profession from politics in 

order to hold the mirror of accountability and the power of criticism more firmly. 

Blewu's reference to the cocaine scandal which rocked the country, as a result of the 

failure of the security services to apprehend a vessel on the high seas of Ghana 

suspected to be carrying drugs for barons in Ghana, is a classic one with which to 

gauge the partisanship in the news media in Ghana. He said, however, that "I thank 

God that there are some young people who have come to realise that they need to 

keep their distance if they are to do their work well". 

In spite of this, Blewu argued that the news media remains the main cog in the wheel 

in breathing oxygen into the process of democratic accountability. This he buttressed 

with examples, such as when all the vital organs and institutions of state namely the 

legislature and the judiciary fail to hold governments to account, the news media 

remains the sole voice in the wilderness in holding the ground against dictators and 

undemocratic regimes in its bid to preserve the dignity and freedom of the people. It 

must be made clear also that during military interventions, which disband parliament 

and most often suspend constitutions, the news media truly remains the only voice in 

the wilderness capable of holding its own against dictators, even at the peril of their 

lives. Ben Ephson provided more background to this assertion when he recalled how 

the Ghana opposition parties boycotted the 1992 parliamentary elections. It was the 

news media which assumed the role of the opposition parties outside Parliament 

"giving the alternative to the average voter". While this observation is pertinent, it is 

however essential to state that this role does not amount to conferring an elected status 

on the news media to speak for and on behalf of the people, as pointed out by Agnew 

and use as footnote on page forty-eight. 

This assertion notwithstanding, the vital role of the news media in democratic 

accountability was further contextualised by some of the interviewees who viewed it 

as representing the individual journalist working in the news media having a 

obligation to society; the news media as an industry and as part of civil society. Razak 

El-Alawa averred that the news media is effective in democratic accountability as it 

offers a good framework for people to engage in discussions on governance. In 

contextualising this viewpoint, he argued that the news media is central to democratic 
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governance as it offers a platform to all interested groups in civil society to be 

involved in public discourse, designed to demand social and economic accountability 

and at the same time for political stewardship. What is essential here is the provision 

of channels of communication to the various groups concerned with democratic 

governance, be it the political party, the trade unions or religious bodies, all of whom 

are concerned with governance of the state as it affects the socio-economic life of the 

people. The most effective organ which assists in the construction of such a platform, 
for the ventilation of opinions on socio-economic and political accountability, has 

been recognised as the news media. In deepening this argument, Sarpong claimed that 

the news media provides the framework for people to express themselves about the 

democratic process and more importantly discuss the various facets of accountability 

on issues which affect their lives. As he pointed out: 
I see the media as the main platform of public engagement. In traditional 
societies it was very easy for you to mobilize at the village square or such 
place to discuss issues of public concern. Maybe let's call it the early start of 
democracy. In the modern state the only avenue or perhaps the best avenue for 
public engagement, in my view is the media. So that is why governance 
discourse can be carried out where all sectors of the society can have the 
opportunity to know what government is doing and also to express their 
opinion about government and vice versa. 

The news media role in democratic accountability has also been mentioned as being 

very crucial in the way it engages with civil society in order to be alert to its 

responsibilities. This civic accountability engagement of the news media is necessary 

to help in the diffusion of good governance not only in the context of political 

authority but also in all facets of the democratic life of the people. Discussions and 
debates within these groups are geared towards the formation of public opinion which 

provides a basis for the interested groups to articulate the concerns of the citizenry 

and also demand greater transparency within various institutions and from the 

political authority. Invariably, the news media is an instrument of civil society which 

mobilises its readers and engages them in discussions and debates on democratic 

practices, and ultimately underlines their effectiveness or otherwise in the process. 

6.2 Theme 2: Democracy, cultural relativism and development 

In eliciting responses from the interviewees on questions ranging from the state of 
democracy in Ghana and generally Africa, influence of cultural and historical factors 
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of democracy and reflections on development, interesting responses indicating 

specific patterns emerged. One major obstacle encountered by this researcher was the 

attempt to associate the conditions of democracy with the whole of the African 

continent and not with individual countries. The response from some of the 

interviewees was one of indignation. By aggregating sections of the interviewee 

responses, it was revealed that the development of democracy was mixed. Democracy 

to different interviewees meant Western-style liberal democracy in which the citizens 

are free to elect representatives and express themselves on issues affecting them. 

Interviewees such as Ekow Essuman, Ahmed Ramadan, El-Alawa, Sarpong, Blewu, 

Pratt and Jonah all viewed democracy as a broad concept which reflects people's 

beliefs and practices. They saw democracy as a measure of progress. Cultural and 

historical imperatives in defining and explaining the state of democracy were adapted 

and borrowed to enrich different versions of democracy. For example, the 

interviewees claimed that some African countries were highly advanced in the 

practice of liberal/Western democracy. They cited Botswana, Ghana, South Africa, 

Malawi and Zambia. At the same level, they agreed there are many countries which 

were not only stalling but also regressing. For Ayeboafoh, in as much as there are 

flawed examples in Africa, there are equally flawed democracies in Europe, citing the 

former Yugoslavia states. The consensus was that there cannot be one standard of 

democracy applicable to all countries. As Pratt argued, because no two democracies 

are the same that is why in the Islamist world, the practice of their brand of 

democracy results in the election of the Mullahs and Imams. This suggests the 

rejection of the notion of the Western/liberal concept as defining global democracy. 

Western democracy, as gleaned from the interviews, represents an alien implantation 

in Africa. The arguments which resonated indicated that a system of integration of the 

Western concept's finest ingredients, by way of some of its values to cross-fertilize 

the traditional African democratic models, will involve a consensual approach to 

decision-making. Without this they see the practice of democracy as being weak and 

not properly supported by its institutions. Clearly, resistance to Western/liberal 

democracy as global model of democracy, they reckoned, is rooted in Africa's unique 
democratic and cultural value systems, a system they argued could provide the right 
democratic cultural mix in the world. A. B. A. Fuseini, for example, compared this 

resistance to what happened to England, when Oliver Cromwell and others opposed 
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the Monarchy but had to suffer indignities when the monarchy was restored in 1688 

after the dust had settled. He is of the firm belief in Africa adopting its own 

democratic systems and blending them with the Western liberal idea. He advocated an 

intercourse between the consensual ideal with the Western liberal concept. According 

to him, what pertains now is limited to the few privileged educated class without any 

sense of resemblance of the ordinary people's involvement. Fuseini addressed this 

cultural and theoretical divide and pointed out that: 

the institutions are not strong enough, they are not well anchored at the 
grassroots, not well anchored in the traditional roots of the people for them to 
properly appreciate the values, interests and aspirations of the people and take 
them on board. 

As explained by Fuseini, political alienation and blatant disregard for the opinions of 

the people are seen as some of the drawbacks of the development of democracy in 

Africa. There were, however, other arguments that electoral democracy was 

reasonably stabilised in Africa, with an increase in the holding of multiparty periodic 

elections. But this alone, he-insisted, is not all what democracy is about. Democracy 

must involve instituting a certain way of life, ensuring accountability and 

transparency in governance. African countries, some of the interviewees noted, have a 

very long way to go to institutionalize democratic values; for example, the 

Western/liberal perspectives of the rule of law, accountability, and a strong 

democratic culture to carry them. 

But the whole issue of democracy as conflated remains a paradox. For those wishing 

to be part of the global conception of democracy, Africa's situation in building -a 

unique democracy must be made to fit into the Western ideal. They made references 

to the past when they were governed by dictators. However, they had since come a 
long way in Western liberal democratic terms. Today, many African states have forms 

of democracy which facilitate the contest of ideas, debate and rich discourse. In 

further references to Western/liberal democracy and Africa's own concept of the idea, 

the opinion was that before the advent and infiltration of the Western system, the 

continent and its various societies were not lawless. As Ephson emphasised, 
they were more of chiefdoms and so on, and democracy has made it more 
broad-based in the sense that you can take part in deciding whom to vote for 
without necessarily being a royal ... 

in chiefdoms, if you are not from a royal 
line, you cannot take part in decision-making" 
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The system of effective intercourse between the traditional African concept of 

democracy and the Western majoritarian principle is believed to have brought about 

progress and qualitative improvement. The phenomenal progress, in the state of 

democracy is a cause for optimism about the future of African democracy. 

Democracy, Ekow Essuman contended is not static, and is in an era of transformation 

from colonial rule to self-government. The days of insurgents subverting democratic 

institutions are gone, even though he admits that there are still vestiges of intolerance 

and dictatorship as in Sudan and Ethiopia. Most people in Africa, the interviewee 

claimed, want to be governed under constitutions. Citizens in most African countries 

are becoming more concerned with human rights issues, rule of law and the desire to 

use the ballot box to replace their leaders. Jonah corroborates this position when he 

argued that: 

the value for democracy is good for every society but at the same time we 
should recognize cultural, relativism. It is good for everybody to have freedom 
of speech and good for everybody to have freedom of association. It does not 
matter where you come from; what this means is that depending upon the kind 
of culture into which you are implanting democracy, it would take a long time 
for the values of democracy to become institutionalized. So, democracy is 
good for everybody but we should expect that because of cultural differences 
people would institutionalize democracy at their pace and time based on their 
understanding using localised forms and traditions with the acceptable notions 
to modernise and develop. 

Significantly, cultural and historical relativism as regards the African brand of 

democracy juxtaposed against the Western/liberal concept is expressed in varied 

opinions, views and ideas. It represents the consensual democracy espoused by 

Wiredu and captured under the chapter on African perspective of media and 

democracy. According to Essuman, the institution of chieftaincy in some countries 

helped build democratic structures, 

whose representatives, constituted the chief's round-table of advisers. 
Fortunately, in line with cultural dynamics of renewal and modernisation, the 
rigid secrecy, which surrounded affairs in the chiefs' palaces has given way to 
open discussions - an indication that Africa is moving along with history. And 
it won't halt its march to modernity. 

It is clear from the arguments raised that attempts by some modernisation theorists to 

argue that free elections, free media are purely Western brands of democratic practice 

and values are not wholly true. There appears to be a very thin line between the 
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Western/liberal democratic culture and that of Africa. The African traditional set-up 

embodies free expression and fair election of representatives. African countries have 

to adapt some of their peculiar characteristics to reflect the changing trend in the 

global community. As stressed by Blewu, "the value of democracy is acknowledged 

to be good for every society" as its essentials for dynamism and progress is a 

reflection of development in all spheres of human endeavour. Ramadan affirmed this 

view but cautioned that the wholesale acceptance of the Western ideal could erode the 

African liberal ideal. He stated that Africans, and in particular Ghana's original 

democratic practice is a reflection of in-built cultural practices and a reflection of the 

democratic ideal in that: 

we have our chiefdom, or chieftaincy arrangement. We have a certain level of 
social order where we know how to keep our chiefs, and we have them as 
chiefs and when they go wrong, we have ways of removing them. This does 
not really tally with the way the Western world apply their arrangement. We 
are being made to understand that our methods do not suit the position of the 
Western world democracy and we have to adapt; sometimes at variance with 
the ways we do our things and we are slowly abandoning the way we do our 
things and adopting this new way and whether the new way is the solution to 
our problem is another matter. 

6.3 Theme 3: Media, pluralism, multiparty democracy 

Media, pluralism and multiparty democracy are contentious issues and attracted 

varied interpretations. The understanding and use of these concepts and what they 

mean is underlined by the views of some of the interviewees. This relates to their 

worldview, social reality and professional experience of how the news media can 

contribute effectively to democratic development. The news media is largely seen as 

institutions which offer freedom of information and expression. Information is 

synonymously associated with news media freedom, and is regarded as the voice of 

the people in a democracy. Pluralism is considered a component of news media 

freedom and democracy. However, pluralism was also identified as not necessarily 

promoting diversity in the news media in a democracy. Pluralism, from the analysis, 

is seen as representation of different voices not necessarily singing the same tune. 

Diversity is considered a potent weapon in multiparty democracy. Multipartyism is 

severally perceived to be an element of electoral and constitutional democracy, which 
is adorned with different political persuasions and orientations in search of power. In 

this way, multipartyism promotes pluralism of the political party system. How 
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effective political parties ensure pluralism is embedded in their multiplicity and 
divergence viewpoints even though the may share similar democratic ideology. 

The Ghanaian press has been -lauded for playing positive roles in disseminating 

information about the political system. By providing coverage of political parties, the 

newspaper media are seen to be offering different perspectives and policy choices to 

the citizens. They are hailed for their critical stance in exposing corruption and other 
dubious practices of politicians and thereby attempt to help eliminate such vices and 

maximise good governance. On the other hand, they have been criticised for their 

narrow focus of personal attacks on politicians to the detriment of policies. It is the 

contention that development issues such as lack of good roads, good drinking water 

and clinics are overlooked, while the press focuses on how many concubines and 

girlfriends politicians have. The press has been commended for promoting multiparty 
democracy, engendering its practice through coverage, and in defining the issues. 

However, there is pessimism of the failure of the newspaper press to be more critical 

in bringing out policy differences between the various political parties in terms of 
development choices. 

Despite the criticism of the newspaper press there is the view that it has played 

significant roles in keeping the citizens and the electorate informed. Newspapers are 

seen as the true mirrors of society, providing a variety of opinions. The provision of 
information and the variety in its dissemination has not only encouraged pluralism but 

acted as a catalyst in propelling multiparty democracy beyond the elite to the ordinary 

citizens. It emerged from the interviews that in as much as variety in the newspaper 

press is important in raising the level of debate through plural voices, the effect on 

multiparty democracy in general could be insignificant. As stated earlier, variety and 
diversity may not necessarily deepen pluralism and multiparty democracy since all 

could gravitate towards the same goal. Ramadan in the course of the interview 

accused the Ghanaian private news media of stifling and blunting alternative voices 

and viewpoints by constituting themselves into defenders of a particular cause. As he 

noted: 
We demanded that we must have a free society where people can associate 
freely; where people can form parties and express what policies they have for 
people to make their own choices. While this was achieved, people formed 
their own parties based on their various programmes but one thing that the 
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media did that worked against their initial efforts was that they started taking 
sides. The media started polarising the society; they ganged up against one 
interest group in the political process. Any party that was formed out of the 
earlier arrangement, that is, the military, when they metamorphosed into a 
political party, the media turn against that party. They see it as evil; don't even 
want it to express its own position. 

What Ramadan observed was a test case for the news media in Africa and Ghana in 

particular. However, the fact that the Ghana constitution allows for the establishment 

of news media both private and state, as in Article 162 (3) of the Ghana Constitution, 

that is "There shall be no impediment to the establishment of private press or media 

... " (1992: 112) and more particularly enjoined the state-owned media in Article 163 

thus "All state-owned media shall afford fair opportunities and facilities for the 

presentation of divergent view and dissenting opinions" (Ibid). Nevertheless, the 

decision of a section of the news media to try to blunt coverage of a political group is 

not necessarily going to affect the democratic process of pluralism, for the political 

group in question has the right to seek other channels to communicate its policies and 

programmes to the electorate. The freedom to establish and publish means there is 

contest for space in the public sphere and in the market. However, as the Fourth 

Estate, the news media is viewed as the mirror of society and any attempt to abdicate 

that role and become political objects could affect the integrity of the profession. 

Ramadan's position is that there is a negative movement from the one side of the 

newspaper media in that there is a dominant group with the sole intention to blunt out 

other viewpoints. If this is the case, then the freedom of choice and of information is 

being undermined by the very institution expected to play this key role. 

Authoritarianism flows from this accusation. This development can arguably be seen 

as a deliberate attempt to muzzle free speech and that of association and above all self 

censorship by this group of journalists. However, freedom of expression as enshrined 

in the Ghana Constitution allows them that right. For Ramadan "because the people 

are free to make their choice, they should really know what the programmes are. The 

media either private or state should really give equal exposure to all the various 
interests". The interviewee further stated that the NDC or its Founder, Jerry John 

Rawlings, has no right to talk or speak in the society. 
Whatever he says people would always look round it and create a mess out of 
it. Unfortunately the media has created certain grouping within themselves, 
what they termed the `Coffee Shop Mafia' and they have made it their point, 
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in fact, they have made it clear, that they would do everything possible within 
their power to prevent the NDC from ever coming back to power; I think it is 
undemocratic as they deliberately misrepresent it to the people. 

From Ramadan's standpoint, the partisan colouration though a healthy development 

for multiparty politics could at the same time undermine it. This is a matter of concern 

when the news media and the practitioners are not prepared to tolerate other 

viewpoints. Toleration as noted by Keane (1991,1994) and McNair (2003) are vital 

ingredients in democratic discourse. In this regard, a section of the political spectrum 

or the electorate could be disadvantaged by the variety and diversity of information 

provision. 

The blatant resort to intolerance and vulgarity, in a multiparty setting such as Ghana, 

is considered to be affecting the growth of the process. He, like others, is concerned 

about the state of democracy which Sarpong, for example, described as "stalling in 

some African countries" because of the biased reportage of the newspaper press. 

However, they surmised that the newspaper press' major contribution to multiparty 

democracy was to be found in its core function of providing information and assisting 

the population with tools of electoral and general political analyses. They saw the 

press as a reflection of the different views confronting society. 

The newspaper press was been instrumental in helping return Ghana to constitutional 

rule in 1992. An important feature was the desire of politicians to court the press to 

sell their messages, policies and ideas. Kofi Coomson reflects the mood of those who 

shared this view of the role of the press since 1992, when he said "the media is an 

essential platform even though their numbers were small; there was no private radio 

station, only newspapers at the time and sometimes newspaper stories had to be 

photocopied and distributed to spread the information". This is a graphic presentation 

of how far the newspaper press has helped institutionalized multiparty democracy. 

The respondent clearly established that there is now an active and challenging news 

media practice in Ghana. He also expressed the opinions that partisanship and 

entrenched positions by the news media in Ghana have been mixed. However, this 

seems to reflect political multiparty diversity and more so the bifurcated nature of the 

private-state media dichotomy. 
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6.4 Theme 4: Ownership, ideology and election coverage 
Ownership in this context refers to state-owned and privately-owned newspaper 
media. The use of state-owned newspapers under this theme implies government- 

controlled outlets. In the contention of the interviewees, they see it as being 

manipulative, dependent, and riddled with interference in editorial content. 
Ideological control of the news media signifies partisanship as well as a resulting 

clash ' of ideas. Partisanship in the context of this theme refers variously to bias, 

propaganda and one-sided coverage. It also reflects the lack of objectivity, unbalanced 

coverage of political parties and election issues and lack of fairness. 

Ownership of newspapers has been expressed as having a major influence on the 

direction of the Ghanaian newspaper media. The ownership structure of these 

newspapers has been cited as one of the main causes of sub-standard performance. 
State-ownership of newspapers, they asserted, had been crudely manipulated to exert 

editorial pressures on journalists working in the sector before 1992, when the country 

was under military rule. The situation, they noted, has been minimised but not totally 

eliminated even with the coming into force of the Fourth Republican Constitution in 

1992 due to what they termed subtle and covert pressures. The indirect approach in 

interfering in editorial direction of the state-owned media instead of the direct control 

exerted in the past, they recalled, was necessitated by the guarantees and safeguards 

contained in the 1992 Constitution. The setting up of the National Media Commission 

and provisions in Article 162 of the Constitution insulate the state-owned media from 

governmental control. Private ownership to a large measure is said to be promoting 

too much partisanship, to the detriment of offering any meaningful qualitative 
discourse on democracy, governance and policy issues. A section of the interviewees 

did not see anything wrong with ownership pressures in directing the coverage and 

political news content of these newspapers. Political ideology and other 

considerations such as finance are essential for the establishment of any means of 

mass communication. As Pratt explains: 

everybody establishes a newspaper with a clear purpose and there is no 
pretension about that. When the U. S. government established the Voice of 
America, it was for clear purposes; to suppress the Cuban Revolution and 
make sure American propaganda is carried. 
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The contention was that ownership pressures are not unique to Ghana. Interference in 

state-owned newspapers had been defended with the saying that `he, who pays the 

piper, calls the tune'. An emerging consensus has it that political parties, and their 

leaders, while in opposition, protested against manipulation of the state-owned media, 

but as soon as the tables turned, these parties, now in power, normally find nothing 

wrong with influencing direction and content. Newspapers which are pro-government 

and pro-opposition function because they believed in the ideology of the ruling party 

or the opposition parties. In the same breath, Ephson, Sarpong, Kwesi Jonah and El- 

Alawa alluded to newspapers which nobody can point out as being pro or anti- 

government or opposition. Concerns over clear biases in the privately-owned 

newspapers, were also strong. Criticisms of lack of objectivity, balance and fairness 

and the fact they are owned by private concerns does not excuse them from adhering 

to the cannons of journalism practice. Invariably, too much partisanship is crowding- 

out quality debate, and inevitably denying the electorate the right to the presentation 

of the alternatives for them to make informed choices. Coomson admits that wide 

spread interference in the editorial direction of the privately-owned press exists, and 

in particular his newspaper, when he states: 

1 am the owner and the guiding light so 1 interfere because 1 direct and never 
stop ... 

1 interfere, my responsibility is to direct the news; l was the Editor-in- 
Chief and the publisher so what else would you expect?. 

Essuman affirmed this interference allegation to include clear cases of victimisation at 

the state-owned Daily Graphic. This development, he argued is a lingering sign of 

continued government control and interference despite the guarantees and the powers 

conferred on the National Media Commission (NMC) by the 1992 Constitution. He 

recalled the deliberate ploy by government to silence those believed to go against the 

grain. Under the guise of reshuffling the editorial department some of those suspected 

to be critical of government, or wanted the independence of the newspaper protected 

as stipulated under the constitution are victimized when it comes to promotions. As 

Essuman noted, "for instance, a very senior member of the editorial department, A. B. 

A. Fuseini at the Daily Graphic has been sent to the news desk, as the Deputy News 

Editor". 

Citing other subtle measures governments use to interfere in the work of the 

newspaper press, Essuman mentioned advertising as a major weapon. Advertising 
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revenue he claimed constitutes about seventy-five per cent (75%) of newspapers' 
income. Such a reliant is used to twist the arms of the news media houses to favour 

the partisan interests of the advertisers. Commenting further, Essuman acknowledged 

that government is the biggest advertiser in the industry and therefore could use this 

power as an effective means to determine, control and influence editorial opinions if 

need be. The same is said of the large national corporate businesses which use the 

same measures to `remotely control' and direct the ideology in the news content of 

newspapers in general. This is a source of worry in a developing country such as 

Ghana where most of the big companies are directly tied to government endorsement 

to operate. Most companies, particularly those in the construction and publishing 

enterprises, depend on the central government for contracts. In this situation, any 

move by these companies to advertise in newspapers, radio and television considered 

to be anti-government is normally frowned upon by the political authority. 

Other related matters for which answers were sought cover such issues as election 

coverage and its influence on election results; or whether the newspapers from 

political stables enhance the communication of information for free and fair elections? 

Additionally, the question arises whether or not certain one-sided reports in the 

newspapers merely function as propaganda conduits? To these questions a section of 

the interviewees expressed strong convictions that the newspaper press try to direct or 

influence the outcome of democratic elections in Ghana. They contended that 

conscious efforts are made at directing the outcome of elections. They traced this to 

the existence of deep partisanship in the press. Others, while acknowledging the 

newspapers' influence, maintained that newspapers are not potent enough to wholly 

direct the outcome of elections or how the electorate should vote. Newspapers, El- 

Alawa argued, have the freedom and democratic right to persuade public opinion 

towards their political party allegiances as is the case in even established democracies 

such as Britain and the United States. For Ephson, Coomson, Essuman, Sarpong 

among other respondents, the outcome of the 2000 elections in Ghana was hugely 

determined and directed by the media. The National Democratic Congress party 

(which won the first multiparty elections after the return to constitutional rule in 1992) 

accused the media of being responsible for its defeat in the 2000 elections. The open 

accusation against the private press in particular for being responsible for eroding 
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Ghanaian voter support is presumed to be an admission of the potency of the news 

media in influencing the outcome of elections. 

Clearly, while the newspaper media try to influence elections there is also the 
contention that they directly determine their outcome. Arguably, papers do no more 

than facilitate the formation of public opinion. In other words, they facilitate public 

access to useful information which ultimately leads it to make the preferred particular 

choices. It can be argued that while the information could be biased towards partisan 
interests, it helps strengthen the information delivery mechanism. In this context, the 

electorate are said to be maturing and becoming more discerning in its choices, 

mindful of the fact that there is partisan loyalty in the press. Although the information 

disseminated by the newspaper press could be biased, its importance in enhancing the 

communication of information for free and fair elections has been applauded by some 

of the interviewees. One example cited by almost all the interviewees has been the 

early warning signals sent out by the press in its uncovering of plots to rig the 

elections. Tendencies likely to injure or undermine the credibility of the electoral 

process have been exposed, greatly enhancing generally free and fair elections. One- 

sided news reports, seen as propaganda devices, have been identified as being 

widespread in the pro-party newspapers. 

Other interviewees affirmed that there is bias, but dismissed the notion of propaganda. 

They contend that newspapers all over the world have their own biases and it is the 

main reason why multiparty democracy advocates pluralism and diversity. Despite 

these assertions, Ramadan presented both positive and negative pictures of a section 

of the media for promoting free and fair elections and for also condoning and trying to 

encourage unfair election practices. He cited examples of certain developments which 

occurred in the 2000 and 2004 general elections in Ghana, when he stated: 

something remarkable took place in the 2000 elections when people were 
looking for a change. We have all the radio stations, newspapers covering 
every corner of the country and this made it either difficult to have the election 
rigged or very difficult to conceal any information that can create any 
difficulty. So to a large measure the media did a lot to enhance the process. 
But coming to it again, we have large sections of the private media who will 
also make sure that what goes against the government would never be 
highlighted. 
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6.5 Theme 5: The Graphic and Chronicle, independence and standard 

of journalism 
The underlying themes discussed here include: political coverage of elections by the 

two newspapers; coverage of party policies; newspapers independence. They reveal 

the nuances of critical stances in coverage and content devoid of partisan bias; 

professionalism and the degree of resistance and traces of interference. Interviewees' 

opinion regarding the standard of journalism on each of the two newspapers was also 

analysed. 

Sarpong stated that the Daily Graphic offers an equal platform to all the political 

parties to promote and disseminate party policies. He rated the Daily Graphic above 

the Ghanaian Chronicle when it comes to fair and balanced coverage of all the parties 

and their candidates. He expressed his satisfaction with the news coverage of the 

Daily Graphic. Although it is state-owned, the newspaper is viewed as operating 

fairly due to the constitutional spine given it. He identified clear disparities in favour 

of the coverage of government parties compared to the opposition parties. This 

disproportionate coverage created the difficulty in distinguishing between political 

party programmes and government activity. This position has been articulated in the 

literature when Edeani argued for the government to have the right to present its 

policies and programmes irrespective of being the ruling party. In this case, since 

government is the trustee of the people and is in the eye of the news on a daily basis, 

it cannot be concluded that a high preponderance of the ruling party and government 

news means unfair treatment of other political parties. However, to the contrary, while 

the Daily Graphic strives for balance in its coverage, there are clear cases of 

deliberate efforts to limit the coverage of opposition parties. 

The Ghanaian Chronicle on the other hand has been cited as being unfair and 

unbalanced in its coverage of all the political parties. Respondents insisted that 

because it is privately-owned it has no constitutional obligation. It is stridently one- 

sided in its coverage of the political parties and more particularly sympathetic and 

favourable towards the New Patriotic Party (NPP), which used to be the largest 

opposition party and is now the ruling party, although it claims to be non-partisan. 
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There is evidence from Jonah, Sarpong, Blewu, Essuman for example, that it exhibits, 

a tinge of criticality and independence in exposing corruption and other abuses in 

political life. "There were traces of its leaning towards the NPP but on the whole, 1 

thought it stood on its own", Essuman observed. Another interviewee, Sarpong, 

attempted to contextualise why the newspaper is seen as being at one end of the 

spectrum and the Daily Graphic at the other when he said that "initially, because the 

state-owned newspaper gave little opportunity to the opposition politicians, so when 

the Ghanaian Chronicle started, it was almost like they had made themselves 

alternative sources for public expression. " 

The aggregation of views expressed by some of the interviewees also point to two 

major scenarios: The Daily Graphic has been fairly balanced but not wholly 
independent, Kwesi Jonah claimed. In another breath he argued that the Ghanaian 

Chronicle is truly committed to independent journalism, is fearless and critical in its 

reportage but also at times reckless. Jonah summed it up this way: 
I would say the Chronicle as an independent newspaper is committed to more 
independent journalism than the Graphic. The Graphic, under the Constitution 
is under the control of the NMC and at the same time, they realised they are 
state-owned and would not like to offend. 

The view is that because the Ghanaian Chronicle is, more independent in its coverage, 

journalists are freer to pursue certain stories, compared with those on the Daily 

Graphic who still harbour fears of reprisals from the sinister forces lurking in the dark 

claiming to be representing government. In between the two, there are centrist 

opinions expressed by others who think both newspapers exhibited high levels of 

independence and criticality. The Editor of the Daily Graphic defended his 

newspaper's independence despite the overwhelming opinion to the contrary. He 

explained that: 

there is no journalist who would wish that somebody tells him or her, what he 
or she should do. We cherish our independence and we would be the last ... 
we tell people all the time whether board members, political parties, anybody 
who trespasses, we tell them we are not here to do what you like or not. We 
are here to do what we are here to do, because our integrity is on the line. 

Pratt, on the other hand, dismissed the whole argument of independence. He pointed 

out how difficult it is to be independent by supporting this assertion with the principle 
behind news selection. According to him, it is totally improbable to report every 
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single person in the population of a country even though they all make news on daily 

basis one way or the other. He buttressed this argument when he claimed: 
if one takes any newspaper on any given day, those covered by the publication 
may be less than twenty people out of the 21.6 million Ghanaians. That 
process of selection cannot be said to be neutral. That process of selection 
portrays a bias. When you are selecting the twenty people to report on, the 
choice of words to describe or narrate events portrays a bias ... that is why my 
main object is to ensure that every truth gets expression. 

This argument has inherent theoretical contradictions. News values teach us that they 

must border on the unusual, be of prominence and generally what has been 

universally acclaimed to be those society embrace and are concerned about 17. 

Ownership of newspapers, in the estimation of El-Alawa, affects the coverage of 

elections and the candidates involved. Due to the acknowledgement of partisanship in 

the newspaper press he contends that coverage of elections and related issues could 

not be said to be fair and balanced in the partisan press. In the case of the Daily 

Graphic and the Ghanaian Chronicle, although their inclinations and biases have 

been cited either towards the ruling party and government and the opposition, the 

occasional flickering of balance in both are seen as not enough for them to lay any 

claims to objectivity and fairness. However, the Daily Graphic is seen as exhibiting a 

great deal of fairness and balance as compared to the Ghanaian Chronicle and 

therefore makes up for its major bias towards government with its tokenist posture in 

respect of the other interested groups. Of concern to El-Alawa was lack of depth and 

analytical appreciation when it comes to election coverage and reportage on 

candidates in the election and democratic process. For Coomson, it is an aberration to 

even think of fairness and balance in the coverage of candidates. In his view coverage 

of candidates and their speeches in an election should be at the discretion of the 

newspapers. Concerns regarding skewed reporting of political candidates and election 

coverage were very strong. For example, Essuman claimed that: 

there were candidates who were hardly reported or given the banner headlines 
in the front pages of the Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian Chronicle let alone 
their speeches given good treatment. 

However, he maintained that coverage of electioneering campaigns has to be 

evaluated on the basis of the news value judgement principle. In this context 

Coomson, for example, insisted that newspapers have every right to give prominence 

17 By this claim I have in mind Galtung and Ruge's seminal criteria of news values in Cohen and Young (Eds) 
(1981) The Manufacturing of News. Newbury Park, CA: Sage. 
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to front-runners in the elections because they carry more clout and weight in the 

contest. On political coverage between elections, the consensus was that since the 

newspapers are in business to make profit and also serve the interests of the public, 

their coverage in election years are not totally different from other years. However, 

for noted differences as seen in partisanship, news coverage is motivated by 

ideological and partisan loyalty, which inevitably makes the papers political tools in 

the hands of their owners and the government. 

Expressing their opinions and views on agenda-setting in the Daily Graphic and the 

Ghanaian Chronicle, editors of the two newspapers, Ayeboafoh and Coomson, admit 

setting the agenda by the use of certain stories to influence public opinion. The editor 

of the Daily Graphic, Ayeboafoh, insists that it does not pursue a narrow agenda and 

is less sensational in its reportage and general content and that the newspaper's 

mission is to serve the national interest and promote development through their 

coverage and general reportage. The publisher of the Ghanaian Chronicle and 
formerly the Editor-in-Chief dismissed the argument of parochialism in agenda- 

setting through news gathering and circulation strategies. Kofi Comson contends that 

all newspapers have an underlying compunction for the public and national interest. 

"There are no sacred cows in the corners. Every newspaper in Ghana has an agenda, " 

he stated. Explaining further, he noted that the high preponderance of political news 

coverage by the newspapers sets the agenda and this in his opinion is a reflection of 

what the public wants to read, adding "1 think generally where two or three Ghanaians 

are gathered they are talking politics ... most newspapers prefer reporting political 

stories more than ... social or development news". According to El-Alawa the 

newspapers set the news agenda by not only using political news stories to influence 

public opinion but through news analysis of what they think merit public discussion 

and consumption. Therefore, while the whole democratic process and the role of the 

news media are politically driven, there is also an element of journalists' indirect use 

of newspapers to influence the political public sphere. 

6.6 Theme 6: Professionalism, ethics, constraints and improvement 

Ethical issues emerged from the responses on professionalism and competence. 
Professionalism has been viewed as either availability of quality of personnel or the 
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absence of it. Ethics in the interactions were interpreted by the interviewees as the 

practice of adhering to formal regulations; for example, not to use newspapers to fan 

ethnic and tribal hatred; accurate and unbiased reporting; respect for individual 

privacy and human dignity; and the need to guard against defamation. 

Professionalism, in Essuman's view, has to do with the quality of educational training 

and adherence to ethics. He believes there is too much mediocrity in Ghanaian 

journalism practice. This is noticeable in both content and output due to the high 

preponderance of quacks parading as journalists. There is optimism however that 

professionalism is increasing as evidenced in some of the newspapers in the high 

quality of content and a decrease in libel suits by members of the public. On the other 

hand concerns remain as to the absence of adequate background information to stories 

in the newspapers in order for readers to place them in context. Jonah also raised 

issue with the unprofessional methods of providing conclusions to news stories, 

instead of allowing the reader to form his or her own opinion and judgement. Lack of 

adequate training, he observed, has a direct bearing on professionalism in the 

Ghanaian news media, and advocated a more enhanced training and retraining regime 

to, bring the journalists up to the required standard. In his view: 

coming out of the School of Journalism is not enough. You must constantly 
retrain yourself and do a lot of reading and so forth. Our media men tend to 
think that once you come out of School of Journalism that is it! That is not it! 
You must constantly upgrade yourself by reading more, by training yourself, 
etc. Then the unfortunate thing is that some of our people do not even have the 
discipline that it takes to be a good journalist. 

While he was candid in pointing out the lapses, Ramadan expressed strong resentment 
for the language employed in political and electiön coverage and in general news 

reportage. He called for improvement and decency in language usage to help engender 
debate and for the promotion of greater democracy and its values in the country. 

Disregard for the code of ethics (discussed in chapter four) has been singled out as a 

strong reason for regulating professional practice. For Blewu, violation of the ethical 

code is a major constraint to building and developing a high quality news media, able 

to play a more serious vanguard role in the democratic process. Some of the editors 

and other interviewees, however, maintained their adherence to professional standards 

and respect for the code of ethics governing the practice of journalism. They 

explained how they have even developed their own rules to guide the conduct of 
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employees, in such areas as conflict of interest, balance in coverage or reportage, and 

objectivity and fairness to all protagonists in a news story. Essuman was unequivocal 

that the National Media Commission (NMC) and the Ghana Journalists Association 

(GJA) should take the blame for ethical violations. He accused them of being pseudo- 

political institutions with biases. In this regard, editors, the NMC and the GJA only 

try to enforce the code of ethics when the violations that emanate from newspapers 

are considered not to be critical of their perceived interests in the political arena. 
Selective enforcement is a major drawback in instilling sanity into the practice of the 

profession. As Essuman claims: 

you see we have the code of ethics. This code is supposed to guide all 
practising journalists and their media houses. But the truth of the matter is the 
Ghana Journalists Association and the National Media Commission are very 
selective when it comes to its application. The media is so polarised to the 
extent that the code of ethics is violated with careless abandon and because the 
institutions to check the violation are themselves suspected of having political 
leanings, the infractions go unpunished or the codes are not adhered to. 

The newspaper press as an industry is also beset with problems which militate against 

its smooth operation. Advertising or lack of it was mentioned by not less than ninety- 
five percent of the interviewees as a factor in ensuring growth in the industry which 

could enable them to play more active and exciting roles in the democratic process. 

Lack of advertising in the press means a weak financial base. And this, they argued, 

affects quality and the remuneration of employees. With a weak financial base,, the 

autonomy of the newspapers and the independence of the journalists are compromised 

as content is devalued. Ephson and Essuman for example pointed in the direction of 

governments for deliberately starving those newspapers of adverts, if they were 

considered adversarial to their regimes, a situation corroborated by Essuman: 

there are constraints but they are not pronounced. The first is the financial 
constraints. Since the newspaper industry thrives mainly on advertisement, the 
non-praise singing press are starved of advertisements by the government, 
which remains the biggest advertiser. Other major private enterprises, for fear 
of incurring the wrath of government, also refuse to do business with the 
opposition press. For example, there is a near stampede, for space, by the 
cellular phone companies in the state organs and the pro-government 
newspapers. But despite pleas by the other newspapers for even little drops, 
the companies have avoided the anti-government papers. 
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Aggressive and more scientific methods for sourcing advertising instead of relying on 

political patronage is arguably the best way to mobilise more financial resources to 

motivate employees of the papers to deliver a more acceptable quality product. 

Interference in the work of journalists, especially in the state-owned media, has been 

cited as militating against the qualitative output and true independence of journalists. 

Commenting on subtle means being used by governments to gag some critical voices 

in the state-owned media, Fuseini says: 

there is a policy guideline that prohibits journalists in the Graphic from going 
onto other electronic media to contribute ideas to discussions. I face a problem 
with that and we are in court over the resolution of this issue which 1 

considered to be a clear embargo gagging others. Though it is not an order 
directly from government, but it can pass through some institutions for 

example, board of directors ... management. 

The subtle methods identified by the interviewees are rife, including the appointment 

of state-owned newspaper editors being manipulated by the political authorities. 

Board of Directors'. appointment are done by the National Media Commission 

(NMC), as they are made in consultation with the government and/or president. The 

government indirectly influences those who constitute the boards. They in turn use 

covert methods to promote the interest of government, and by so doing ensure that the 

editor is a sympathiser of the government in power if not a secret card-carrying 
' s. 

member of the ruling party 

Those in the private press also complained about lack of logistics to favourably 

compete with the state-owned media. Coomson and Ephson explained that apart from 

the state-owned Daily Graphic, which has comparatively modem means of production 

equipment and vehicles to distribute nationwide, most of the newspaper press rely on 

commercial vehicles to transport their product to the countryside. Even those 

newspapers that have their own printing presses complained of their low quality and 

capacity. However, they revealed various strategies needed to ensure qualitative 

improvement in the areas they identified. 

18 In Ghana, my own experience and knowledge of the newspaper industry supports the claims made by some of 
the interviewees that advertising in certain media could affect government favours especially those in construction 
and publishing. They rely on government contracts to remain in business. They are therefore constrained in dishing 

out adverts to the media considered to be critical of government, 
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For ' interviewees such as Jonah, Ramadan, Essuman, and El-Alawa among others, 
there is the need for retraining of journalists to raise their professional proficiency. 
Journalists and their newspapers with deep-seated partisanship should reduce their 

allegiance and improve on quality of content so as to attract investment from 

corporate business, most of which are reluctant because of the fear of reprisals from 

the government if such newspapers are too critical of the ruling administration. 

While the interviewees commended the media for active roles in the democratic 

process since 1992, theycautioned against too much sensationalism at . the expense of 

more productive policy issues of education, health and water provision among others. 
Some interviewees, in particular Ayeboafoh, Sarpong and Pratt advocated that greater 

attention be given to the coverage of other institutions of State, such as the National 

Media Commission (NMC), Parliament, the Judiciary, Commission on Human Rights 

and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ), and the National Commission for Civic 

Education in the bid to strengthen democracy. It is important to state that these 
institutions themselves seem to be doing very little to attract coverage. It can also be 

argued that the newspaper press will only carry stories they believe will attract 

readership. 

6.7 Conclusion 

The various findings projecting from the themes have relevance to the study as they 

relate to and arguably support most of the theoretical assumptions and arguments. 
Findings emerging from the themes on the media and democracy debate such as 
democratic accountability, which has been variously interpreted and linked with 

periodic elections, anti-corruption reportage of the media, rigging of elections through 
bribing of voters. It has been acknowledged by most of the interviewees that the 

media is a bulwark against political corruption, but lacked the power to enforce 

adherence to political and other facets of accountability. This condition of the 

newspaper media is further undermined by their partisan nature19. 

19 In the case of Africa, the role of the media in halting the third-term bid of the Nigerian President, Olusegun 
Obasanjo has been commended as part of its watchdog function for ensuring accountability. 
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Polarity in the newspaper press in Ghana was a major issue which emerged, but the 

ability of the two newspapers at the heart of the study to sometimes strike a balance 

between news coverage and editorial opinions was lauded. Clear cases of the private- 

state ownership reflect in the themes, as the Daily Graphic was seen to be echoing the 

voice of the government and the Ghanaian Chronicle more tilted to certain sectarian 
interests due to the ownership, control arrangements and the political biases of the 

owners. Partisanship in the media and multiparty democracy have been identified as 

the basis for diversity and pluralism in the political and newspaper media industry, 

even though these reveal a drift towards a co-ordinated position 'in the political and 

media game. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS 

7.0 SECTION ONE: Content Analysis 

This chapter has been divided into two main sections. The first section, the main issue 

for discussion, deals with quantitative content analysis. Its main objective is to apply 

quantitative data to the study with the view of accounting for variables which could 

not be dealt with by the qualitative analysis. The analysis and interpretation of 

statistical data is of value in answering the critical research questions posed, and is 

outside the domain of the qualitative approach. The quantitative content analysis is 

intended to offer an analysis to complement the other methods, so that through the 

process of triangulation the results are more enriching. The process of categories, 

coding and analysis of the data covers the period of the study 1992-2000. To reiterate, 

a sample of seventy-two (72) newspapers, made up of thirty-six each of the Daily 

Graphic and the Ghanaian Chronicle were selected using the random sampling 

method of selecting one each from a quarterly pool. 

Importantly, the study collapsed some categories in the whole process of coding. This 

provided statistical precision as it helped in the construction of analytical 

approximations (Altman, 1991). As explained by Wimmer and Dominick, the 

frequency of variables in the data is of significance because numbers are used for 

communicating the quantum of variables identified for statistical precision (2006: 50). 

The data generated has been transformed into graphs, pie charts and tables to assist 

with interpretation and description within the time frame period of the study. In other 

words, the Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian Chronicle are both represented on the 

same statistical tables and graphs for ease of comparison. However, separate graphs 

and tables for both the Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian Chronicle relating to news 

story on politics, accountability and election categories have also been included. In 

order to express some of the statistical data captured in the tables and on the graphs in 

percentages, pie charts were also used in some cases to clarify and make the 

quantitative analysis more flexible and easy to understand. The analysis begins with 

political news story on politics, accountability and election. 
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7.1 Political news story: Politics, accountability and election 

Table 2: Political News Story 

Daily Graphic Ghanaian Chronicle 

Politics 148 103 

Accountability 16 18 

Election 66 32 

Biased 33 88 

Fair/ Balanced 75 10 

Partisan 82 47 

Non-Partisan 40 8 

Front Page 117 87 

Inside Page 107 57 

Back Page 6 9 

In its coverage of political news stories, the Daily Graphic devoted most of its 

attention to reporting politics. In terms of frequency, it has 148 items on politics as 

compared to 103 for the Ghanaian Chronicle for the period 1992-2000. Political news 

coverage by both newspapers under Accountability within the same period was 16 for 

the Daily Graphic and 18 for the Ghanaian Chronicle respectively. On Election, 

using the same criteria, the Daily Graphic from the table and the graph published 

political news with a frequency of 66 as against 32 recorded for the Ghanaian 

Chronicle. 

The high coverage of politics by the two newspapers,, more particularly the Daily 

Graphic, variously revealed the focus on this sector for building the democratic and 

political sphere of a stable multiparty democracy. For example, emphasis on politics 

is gleaned from this headline "Arkaah's double face" published in the November 4, 

1996 issue. Coincidentally, the high frequency of politics is recorded in election years. 

This data is better understood from the interpretation and description of statistical 

information on analysis of the news stories sub-category year by year. 
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Graph 1: Political News Story 

Daily Graphic and Ghanaian Chronicle-Political News Coverage (1992-2000) 
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Specifically, the Daily Graphic data in this sub-category also shows that it has on the 

average given prominence to all the major three categories. An aggregation of the 

total `front page' slot for the three categories put the newspaper at 117 and the 

Ghanaian Chronicle frequency for the same categories and for the nine-year period at 

87. For the 'inside pages', the trend is the same as the table 2 and the graph I 

illustrate. Comparatively for the `back page', considered by most newspapers to be 

the next in importance to the front page, the Ghanaian Chronicle placed more 

emphasis on the three categories than the Daily Graphic with a Frequency of nine 

compared to six for the Daily Graphic. In analyzing the tone of' the political news 

stories carried by the two newspapers, the data presented in the table and plotted on 

the graph, the Daily Graphic is less biased with a frequency of 33 and also recorded 

75 for being fair and balanced. This contrasts sharply with the Ghanaian Chronicle 

with a frequency of 88 bias and 10 occurrences of fairness and balance. This could he 

attributed to the different intuitive news value judgements by the two newspapers. In 

addition, the topical issues which defined the coverage of the newspapers and their 

ownership orientation and ideology also play a key role in news selection and their 

placement. 
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Under partisan and non-partisanship analysis of the political news coverage, the Daily 

Graphic displayed more partisanship posture for the nine-year period, posting 82 as 

against its total of 40 on non-partisan coverage. In the case of the Ghanaian 

Chronicle, a frequency of 47 indicated its partisan coverage and eight accounted for 

non-partisanship. Expressed in percentage terms as shown in the pie charts 1 and 2 

respectively below for the two newspapers, the Daily Graphic political news coverage 

displayed a partisanship of 36 per cent, 33 per cent of fairness/balance, 17 per cent 

non-partisanship and 14 per cent bias. For the Ghanaian Chronicle, it recorded 57 per 

cent bias, 31 per cent partisanship, seven per cent fairness/balance and five per cent 

non-partisanship respectively in the coverage of political news. For example, 

partisanship referred to above in the Daily Graphic could -be gleaned from the 

headline "Arkaah's double-face" in an apparent reference to the former Vice-President 

of Ghana. Arkaah had crossed carpet from the then ruling Progressive alliance of the 

NDC, NCP and Egle Parties to the Great Alliance of NPP and PCP. The paper used 

this headline to reveal how he condemned the then NPP. In paragraph two of the story 

the newspaper quoted him when campaigning for the then Progressive Alliance, and 

described the NPP as "erratic, dangerous and destructive" (Daily Graphic, November 

4,1996: 1). 

The implications of the various dynamics uncovered here is that the two newspapers 

showed a high preponderance of coverage of politics. The Daily Graphic devoted 

more space to elections than the Ghanaian Chronicle. This showed the greater interest 

of the newspaper in this area of news. On the other hand, the Ghanaian Chronicle's 

focus on accountability is also worthy of note in a multi-party democracy. If 

illustrated on percentage basis the pie charts below reflect the various strengths and 

weaknesses of the two newspapers in the three categories under the sub-category of 

political news coverage. 
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Pic Chart 1 

F Daily Graphic: Politcal News Story-1992-2000: Biased, 
Fair/Balanced, Partisan and Non-Partisan 

Pie Chart 2 

Ghanaian Chronicle: Politcal News Story-1992-2000: 
Biased, Fair/Balanced, Partisan and Non-Partisan 
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Pic Chart 3 

Daily Graphic: Politcal News Story-1992-2000: 
Accountability, Election and Politics 
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What the statistical interpretation, description and analysis from the table and the 

graph have shown is that the Dciily Graphic has been very dominant in the coverage 

of political news stories in respect of two major categories: politics and election. The 

Ghanaian Chronicle's strength was evident in its crusade in ensuring accountability 

of power. With regard to the placement or location of the stories in the three major 

categories, the Daily Graphic, as explained earlier, has more of its stories on the front 

and inside pages while the Ghanaian Chronicle took the lead in respect of the back 

page. However, in terms of the percentage of coverage based on the frequency of' 

coverage coded for both newspapers, the Ghanaian Chronicle 's coverage based on its 

total provides a greater percentage in the coverage of politics with 67 per cent as 

compared to 64 per cent in the Daily Graphic as shown in pie charts 3 And 4 

respectively. 

As indicated on the pie chart 3 for the Daily Graphic, 64 per cent of' the news 

coverage was on politics, 29 per cent on elections and only seven per cent on 

accountability. In the case of the Ghanaian Chronicle the results arc as shown below 

in pie chart 4. 
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Pic Chart 4 

I Ghanaian Chronicle: Political News Story-1992-2000: 
Accountability, Election and Politics 
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Significantly, both the Duily Graphic and the Ghanaian Chronicle recorded modest 

Frequencies in respect of their political coverage of politics and elections. The 

placement of the stories also revealed the commitment of the two newspapers to 

promote political discourse, influence political opinion and promote democratic 

governance. What cannot be revealed from the interpretation and description of' the 

data is whether their ownership structure, political ideology or the market forces were 

responsible for this trend of coverage. It is also incumbent to indicate that though the 

two newspapers did not record high preferences in the area of accountability, the 

modest figures illustrated on the table, the graph and pie charts point to some level of 

commitment to this cause. 

7.2 General news story: Politics, accountability and election 
An interpretation of the statistical table and graph under this category reveals that in 

the `General News' sub-category on 'Politics', 'Accountability' and 'Election', the 

Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian Chronicle recorded impressive frequencies tier 

politics. 
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Table 3: General News Story 

Daily Graphic Ghanaian Chronicle 

Politics 114 65 

Accountability 10 17 

Election 72 18 

Biased 21 55 

Fair/ Balanced 59 5 

Partisan 80 34 

Non-Partisan 36 6 

Front Page 89 86 

Inside Page 83 8 

Back Page 22 6 

The Daily Graphic leads with 114 news stories on politics for the nine-year period 

while the Ghanaian Chronicle posted 65 occurrences on the same category. 

Graph 2: General News Story 
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General news stories on elections followed in terms of numerical strength in both 

newspapers with accountability producing the lowest frequency for the period 1992- 

2000. Among the three sub-categories, an interpretation and analysis of the data from 

the table 3 and the graph 2 above has shown that there are some elements of bias, 

fairness and less partisanship in their coverage. In the election sub-category of general 
`news story', they indicate the newspapers' inclination to multiparty democracy and 

active coverage of news items with the element of elections in it. It is also striking to 

observe the high premium the Ghanaian Chronicle has placed on `accountability'. 

The comparatively higher frequency of the `news stories' sub-category on 

accountability, as a journalistic tool deployed by the newspaper, shows that there is 

some level of specialization in the coverage of the three categories by the two 

newspapers. The strengths of the two newspapers have been clearly provided by the 

interpretation and descriptive analysis of the statistical data shown by both table 3 and 

graph 2. 

A careful assessment of the coverage and tone of the stories of the two newspapers is 

indicative of different levels of bias, fairness/balance and partisanship. The Daily 

Graphic- has been less biased in its coverage with 21 as compared with the 55 times 

bias counted in the Ghanaian Chronicle for the nine-year period of samples covered 
in this analysis. Interestingly, the statistical analysis showed that the Daily Graphic 

has been fairer and more balanced in the assessment of the `tone' of general `news 

stories' with an occurrence of 59 as against five by the Ghanaian Chronicle. Out of a 

. total of 196 general ̀ news story' reported for the three categories, the frequency is not 
impressive but some how modest for the Daily Graphic. 

However, this modest statistical measurement is negated by 'the relatively high 

partisan assessment on the part of the newspaper. The frequency of 80 for the state- 

owned newspaper is on the higher side. This contrasts sharply with the frequency of 
34 for the Ghanaian Chronicle out of the total 100 general ̀ news story' coded for the 

three categories. Whatever might be the motivation for such high partisanship is 

arguably reflective of the ownership structure and the principles which underpin their 

production strategies. 
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The acceptance of multiparty democracy as the fulcrum for political organization and 
development in Ghana might have been the elixir which provided both newspapers 

with the latitude to publish and be damned. It is evident in the high propensity of 

coverage of `politics' and `election' under the sub-category. The statistical data for 

`accountability' on the average is encouraging but if measured as an index of 
democratic accountability, it reveals that much has not occurred in this department. It 

is nevertheless essential to point out that identifying political accountability and 

separating it from politics as a category has been quite problematic. 

Placement of the stories also indicate the prominence attached to the subjects by the 

two newspapers, with the Daily Graphic publishing a frequency of 89 and the 

Ghanaian Chronicle closely on the heels of the Daily Graphic with 86 general ̀ news 

stories' on the three categories on their front pages for the period. The Daily Graphic 

also recorded 83 of the general news stories for the three categories in its inside pages 

compared with eight for the Ghanaian Chronicle. As for the back page, the Daily 

Graphic maintains its dominance in the placement of stories on the most important 

pages posting 22 as against six by the Ghanaian Chronicle. 

While news selection criteria is always based on the editorial discretion of the 

newspapers, as shown by the premium placed on the stories which merit front, back 

and inside page treatment, there is overwhelming evidence from table 3 and graph 2 to 

suggest that there is a high preponderance of `politics' in the general `news stories' 

published in the two newspapers. This reveals the orientation of the two newspapers 
in terms of ideology and marketing strategy to appeal or woo readers, or more likely, 

the pressures brought to be bear by their ownership structures of being state-owned 

and privately-owned. In percentage terms the two newspapers' premium on the 

placement of stories is captured respectively in the pie charts 5 and 6 on the Graphic 

and the Chronicle below: 
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Pic Chart 5 

Daily Graphic: General News Story-1992-2000: 
Front Page, Inside Page and Back Page 
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In the Daily Graphic a total of 46 per cent of stories in the general news category 

found their way onto the front pages, 43 per cent in the inside pages and the remaining 

II per cent on the back page. In the Ghanaian Chronicle as shown in the chart 6, a 

high percentage of 86 adorned the front page, eight per cent in the inside pages and 

six per cent recorded on the back pages. 

Nic Chart 6 

Ghanaian Chronicle: General News Story-1992-2000: 
Front Page, Inside Page and Back Page 
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7.3 Feature Article: Politics, accountability and election 
Feature articles in the two newspapers sampled showed the Ghanaian Chronicle 

publishing more feature articles on politics and elections than the Daily Graphic. In 

the `politics' and `election' categories as depicted by the table 4 and graph 3, the 

Ghanaian Chronicle posted 17 and 9 respectively. The Daily Graphic on the other 
hand, has a higher frequency in the `accountability' category of feature articles as 

compared to a frequency of 1 for the Ghanaian Chronicle. 

Table 4: Feature Article 

Daily Graphic Ghanaian Chronicle 

Politics 13 17 

Accountability 3 1 

Election 4 9 

Biased 5 19 

Fair/ Balanced 10 1 

Partisan 2 5 

Non-Partisan 3 2 

Front Page 0 0 

Inside Page 20 24 

Back Page 0 3 
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Graph 3: Feature Article 

Daily Graphic and Ghanaian Chronicle- Feature(1992-2000) 
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Significantly, in the interpretation, description and analysis of the two previous sub- 

categories, this is the first time that the Ghanaian Chronicle has overtaken the Daily 

Graphic in the coverage of 'politics and election'. The Dui/v Graphic also 

experienced a major shift by covering the 'accountability' category more than the 

Ghanaian Chronicle. 

In assessing the `tone' of the 'feature articles' on the three categories, the Daily 

Graphic seems to be less biased with a frequency of five as against 19 liar the 

Ghanaian Chronicle within the period under review: 1992-2000. Comparatively, the 

Daily Graphic has been fair and more balanced as well as less partisan in tone than 

the Ghanaian Chronicle as indicated by table 4 and graph 3 respectively. This 

position is corroborated by interviewee Kwesi Jonah under the thematic analysis in 

Chapter Six of the study, when he states "The Daily Graphic has been fairly 

balanced". 

Feature articles in most newspapers have almost always been located in the inside 

pages. The two newspapers followed this principle. However, while the Dui/l, 

Graphic placed all its 20 feature articles published between 1992 to 2000 under the 
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three categories of interest (Politics, Accountability and Election) in the inside pages, 

the Ghanaian Chronicle placed 24 in the inside and three on the back page. 

It is clear from the interpretation, description and analysis of the feature articles on 

politics, accountability and election that the tone of the Daily Graphic is indicative of 

its social responsibility as a state-owned newspaper. It ought to be seen to be more 

objective or less biased in its coverage as argued in the literature on media theory. The 

regulatory framework places more responsibility on the Daily Graphic to be fair, 

balanced and non-partisan since it is funded by the tax-payers money. T he then 

Deputy News Editor of the Daily Graphic, A. B. A. Fuseini, in an interview under the 

thematic analysis, when in an answer to the question of whether or not the state- 

owned newspaper gives equal and fair coverage to all political parties, responded that: 

Speaking from the Daily Graphic and my position as a Journalist I think that if 
there is any newspaper that has given fair and balance coverage to all political 
groups and people it is the Daily Graphic. Not only are we doing that in 
conformity with obligations imposed on us by the constitution; I think article 
162 enjoins that state-owned media to endeavour to be fair and balanced to all 
political parties and various political groupings. So in exercise of that; and 
even it is the tradition of the Graphic to be fair and balanced. So we endeavour 
to ensure that all political parties get fair deal. 

As for the Ghanaian Chronicle, although it also showed some degree of responsibility 

of being guided by the journalistic elements of fairness, balance and objectivity, the 

data revealed that it was not under any strict obligation due to its status as a privately- 

owned newspaper. As a privately-owned entity, the exigencies of the market and the 

profit at all cost dictum, arguably overrides any other consideration in terms of the 

choice of tone in its coverage. This confirms the libertarian guarantees of the free 

market of choices between a good product and what is less appealing. As stated by 

the publisher and the then Editor-in-Chief, Kofi Coomson and discussed in Chapter 

Six, the whole issue of fairness/balance in political coverage is a misnomer. He 

revealed "it is an aberration to even think of fairness and balance in the coverage of 

political candidates in elections". 

The feature article on politics, accountability and election data is interesting in that it 

reveals the diversity of opinion, views and the level of freedom of the press. It is 

fascinating to unravel what the two newspapers deemed to be in the interest of the 
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readers and the public in general. The level of democratic engagement as seen in the 

plurality and diversity in the two newspapers has also been evident. 

7.4 Letters to the Editor: Politics, accountability and election 
In the letters to the editor category of politics, accountability and election, the Daily 

Graphic has no item to report for politics and accountability from the selected sample. 

There are, however, two frequencies noted for elections within the time frame. For the 

Ghanaian Chronicle, 16 letters to the editor relating to issues on politics have been 

recorded, three for election and zero for the accountability category. For example, a 

letter to the editor of the Ghanaian Chronicle on politics which also displayed 

partisanship and is titled "What is wrong with the NPP" while the other in the election 

category in the same issue is headlined "Bazookas for Navrongo alert in 2000 

elections" (Ghanaian Chronicle, January 6-7,1999: 2). 

Table 5: Letter to the Editor 

Daily Graphic Ghanaian Chronicle 

Politics 0 16 

Accountability 0 0 

Election 2 3 

Biased '2 9 

Fair/ Balanced 0 1 

Partisan 0 9 

Non-Partisan 0 0 

Front Page 0 0 

Inside Page 2 19 

Back Page 0 0 

0 
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Graph 4: Letters to the Editor 

Graphic & Chronicle: Letter to Editor (1992-2000) 
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The high frequency of politics in the letters to the editor in the Ghanaian Chronicle 

also carries an appreciable level of bias and partisanship using the tone assessment 

criterion. From the table 5 and the graph 4, it is evident that most of' the views and 

opinions of those whose letters were published in the selected sample are not only 

commenting on politics but also displayed bias and partisanship. 

Out of a total of 19 letters to the editor for the period, in all the three categories in the 

Ghanaian Chronicle, only one can be categorized as fäir and balanced. As for the 

Daily Graphic, the two letters to the editor for the period under review Falls linder the 

election category, and both letters may be categorized as biased. Placement of all the 

letters from the three categories have been in the inside pages. 

Based on the data presented in table 5 and plotted on graph 4, it can he concluded that 

compared to the Daily Graphic, the Ghanaian Chronicle seemed to he more 

positively inclined towards the opinions, views and teedhack of its readers. I lowever, 

as the data show, since the Ghanaian Chronicle focuses its coverage on politics, this 

may explain why the views and opinions in these letters are heavily tilted towards 

politics in this sub-category. What is more imperative about the findings is the 

inclination of the reading public and the newspapers' pretcrence tier political 
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discourse. Whether partisan or biased, the essential feature of this development is the 

promotion of divergence views and the freedom of choice of a medium of- 

communication. This is a vital ingredient in a multiparty democracy and electoral 

politics as articulated in the literature. 

7.5 Editorial: Politics, accountability and election 

Table 6: Editorial 

Daily Graphic Ghanaian Chronicle 

Politics 9 5 

Accountability 1 0 

Election 2 2 

Biased 5 5 

Fair/ Balanced 6 1 

Partisan 0 1 

Non-Partisan 1 0 

Front Page 1 1 

Inside Page 11 6 

Back Page 0 0 
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Graph 5: Editorial 
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In the Editorial sub-category of politics, accountability and election, the two 

newspapers have a total frequency of 14 appearances on politics with the Daily 

Graphic accounting for nine and the Ghanaian Chronicle live. Both table 6 and graph 

5 respectively showed that the Daily Graphic devoted more of its editorial to politics 

than accountability and election. As for the Ghanaian Chronicle, it had a total of 

seven editorials for the period 1992-2000, of which live had concentrated on politics 

and the remainder devoted to election. 

The Daily Graphic on the other hand, had 12 editorials over the same time Crame. As 

with the Ghanaian Chronicle, two of 12 editorials concentrated on election, one on 

accountability and the remaining nine, as indicated earlier, was devoted to politics. 

Out of the total frequency of 12 for the Daily Graphic, live of its editorials can be 

classified as biased, one as non-partisan and six as being fair and balanced. 

The total frequency recorded for the Ghanaian Chronicle for all the three categories 

on editorial coverage is seven. Out of this number, five can be categorized as biased; 

one as being fair and the remaining one as partisan. In comparative terms, taking the 
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data reported in table 6 and graph 5 for both newspapers into account, the conclusion 

can be drawn that the level of bias is less in the Daily Graphic than the Ghanaian 

Chronicle. Relatively, the Daily Graphic has shown a strong inclination towards 

being fair and balanced than the Ghanaian Chronicle in this category. On the 

placement of the editorials, as indicated in table 6 and graph 5 respectively, the two 

newspapers each published an editorial on the front pages of their newspapers. The 

Daily Graphic gave prominence to 11 of the editorials in its inside pages compared to 

six by the Ghanaian Chronicle. None of the two newspapers deemed it essential to 

publish an editorial on the back page. 

Crucially, `politics' remains the dominant category in this sub-category and the main 
focus of the two newspapers. The `election' category has also shown some statistical 

consistency. The Daily Graphic used its editorials to comment on accountability in its 

front page even if its impact is negligible within the period under review. There is also 

compelling evidence from the data to show that the two newspapers have been overly 
focused on politics and electoral matters in the society, or in their allotted columns 

and pages in this sub-category. This development could be said to be healthy for 

multiparty politics as biases and partisanship which resonates through the editorials on 

politics and election, and reflects the ideological position of the newspapers. 
Editorials are regarded as the opinions of newspapers, or what in journalistic parlance 
is called the ̀ face' of the newspapers. 

7.6 Analysis of News Stories by Year 

7.6.1 Daily Graphic News Story: Politics, accountability and election 
Remarkably, across the nine-year period covered in this study, a comparative analysis 

of the separate tables and graphs of the two newspapers in the `news story' category 

on politics, accountability and election is instructive. This provides individual insights 

into the two newspapers at separate levels of analysis. Thus, the year by year 

presentation, interpretation and analysis of data is meant to deepen this discourse. 
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Table 7: Daily Graphic News Story 

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 

Politics 8 8 4 12 20 9 12 11 30 

Accountability I I 1 1 3 3 1 1 12 

Election 10 3 3 0 10 2 5 0 25 

Biased 0 2 0 4 5 1 3 2 4 

Fair/ Balanced 12 3 3 4 7 5 5 5 15 

Partisan 7 5 3 5 15 2 8 2 33 

Non-Partisan 0 2 2 0 6 6 2 3 I5 

Front Page 13 6 5 7 15 12 7 6 18 

Inside Page 6 4 3 7 17 2 7 4 33 

Back Page 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 16 

Graph 6: Daily Graphic News Story 

Daily Graphic: News Story (1992-2000) 
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In the news story sub-category of the Daily Graphic, the newspaper carried more 

stories on politics in 1996 and 2000 than any other year with frequencies of 2O and 30. 

The lowest coverage recorded was in 1994 with a frequency oC four. In the election 

sub-category, the highest frequencies of coverage are 1992 and 1996 with IO 

frequencies each, and 2000 with 25. The Daily Graphic produced the highest 
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occurrences for the accountability sub-category in 1996 and 2000 with 12 and 3 

respectively. 

While the data presented in table 7 and graph 6 above explain the preference for 

politics as the pre-eminent category for the Daily Graphic, the emphasis and focus on 

election coverage and that of accountability also resonates. In terms of prominence 

attached to the news stories from the three categories, the Daily Graphic again 

devoted its front page to 18 of such stories in year 2000,16 on the back page and 33 

in the inside pages in the same year. 

What this reveals is that there were increases in the coverage of politics and election 

categories in years of multiparty democratic elections in Ghana. With reference to the 

rationale for the study and the scope of this project, multiparty democratic elections 

have been held in 1992,1996 and 2000. 

In furtherance of prominence the Daily Graphic accorded front page treatment of the 

three categories under the `news story' category, and table 7 and graph 6 provides a 

clue. In 1992, a multiparty democratic election year, the newspaper's coverage 

recorded 13 of such stories on its front page and in 1996, another election year it has a 

frequency of 15. These figures, apart from year 2000, are the highest for any other 

year under the period under study. 

There is the compelling evidence to argue that the increased coverage noted for the 

three categories is indicative of the newspaper's role or agenda to assist the multiparty 

democratic process. Within the ambit of high frequencies for politics and elections, 

the interest in multiparty democratic activity could also be gleaned from the levels of 

bias and partisanship coverage by the newspaper. As a state-owned newspaper, the 

Daily Graphic has been less biased in its coverage but relatively more partisan. This 

partisanship has been somehow moderated by its high degree of fairness and balance 

in its coverage. 
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7.6.2 Chronicle News Story: Politics, accountability and election 

Table 8: Ghanainn Chronicle News Story 

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 

Politics 4 2 9 4 8 6 8 11 13 

Accountability 0 1 2 4 3 3 1 1 2 

Election 3 0 0 0 3 1 4 0 7 

Biased 3 0 4 5 7 6 8 6 16 

Fair/ Balanced 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 

Partisan 4 1 4 1 6 4 3 5 6 

Non-Partisan 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 

Front Page 6 3 10 6 13 9 13 8 18 

Inside Page 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 3 

Back Page 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 1 

Graph 7: Ghanaian Chronicle News Story 

Ghanaian Chronicle: News Story (1992-2000) 
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The trend in the Ghanaian Chronicle with regard to the coverage of news story on 

politics as a category (table 8 and graph 7) produced the following frequencies: 1 3,1 I 

and 8 for 2000,1999 and 1996 respectively. In the 'election' category on news story 

coverage on year by year basis, 2000 still maintains the lead in terms of posting a 
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higher frequency of seven. This is followed by 1998 with four, 1996 with three and 
1992 also with three respectively. For accountability, the years with the highest 

occurrence are 1995,1996,1997 and by some distance 1992. 

It is clear from the data presented in table 2 and graph 1 that the Ghanaian Chronicle 

also devoted its coverage to the politics and election category and to some extent 

accountability. The focus has been multiparty democratic election periods. However, 

the strong reportage in the two categories prior to major multiparty elections, as 

shown by table 8 and captured on graph 7 for 1999 and 1998, is worthy of note. This 

phenomenon underlines the Ghanaian Chronicle's editorial policy or ideological 

position as circumscribed in focusing on politics and election. On accountability, the 

high frequency in 1995 prior to a major multiparty election in 1996 could be argued to 

be the motivation for directing the beam in that direction. This is premised on the 

issue of accountability being a strong point for the newspaper in holding political 

office holders accountable, as argued and discussed in chapter four. 

Conclusion 

The above quantitative content analysis has provided intriguing results. What emerged 

strongly were the contributions made by the two newspapers to the democratic 

process through extensive coverage of politics, elections and accountability issues. 

The interpretation, analysis and description of the various statistical data captured in 

tables, on graphs and in pie charts, by way of frequencies and percentages, provided 

useful findings. These results either answered or disproved some of the research 

questions at the heart of this study. The strengths and weaknesses in coverage of the 

newspapers have been found in areas of politics, accountability and elections. Both 

newspapers have been socially responsible in providing coverage of these three areas 

of news reporting. However, the Daily Graphic's wider coverage of politics and 

elections as shown under political news story and general news story for example has 

been indexed against its partisan, biased and fair/balanced reportage of these news 
items. Their leanings in these reports could be gleaned from the measurement of the 

tone of reportage. Placement of stories also provided the preference for story selection 
in the two newspapers. Of significant interest also has been the very encouraging 

coverage of elections, politics and accountability outside non-election years, a 
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development which showed that the newspapers were committed to the overall 

multiparty democratic development. 

SECTION TWO 

7.7 Textual Analysis 

This section deals with textual analysis of the two newspapers, the Daily Graphic and 

the Ghanaian Chronicle. It is based on the deployment of analytical semantics and 

aspects of the socio-linguistics form of discourse analysis. The main focus is intended 

to help the two previous methods in the process of triangulating the results of the 

previous findings that have emerged from the analysis. Following the empirical 

content analysis of the two newspapers, this section is analysed under the two main 

news categories. These are namely: Elections, Multiparty Democracy, Ownership and 

Pluralism; and Political Accountability and Democratic Politics. These are analysed 

using sub-groups and deploying variables such as partisanship, Bias, Fair/Balance 

coverage among others. Importantly, the news frames to be analysed involves items 

carried on the front pages, inside pages and the back pages of the two newspapers. 

The stories analysed include news stories, editorials, letters, and feature articles. The 

analysis begins with the Daily Graphic and the same criteria pattern repeated for the 

Ghanaian Chronicle. A few sampled stories have been attached as an appendix ̀ E'. 

7.7.1 Multiparty democracy, elections ownership and pluralism 

7.7.2 Daily Graphic coverage leading to national elections and 

multiparty democracy 

The analysis begins with the selection of three stories in the Daily Graphic which 

addressed electoral issues prior to a general election in the country and the problems 

of justice delivery in a multiparty democracy. The three sampled stories from the 

Daily Graphic are all front page stories and are headlined as follows: 

" PARTISAN POLITICS TO RESUME MAY 18 (March 6 1992) 

9 PHOTO IDs FOR CAPITALS ONLY ... If Funds are not provided, Says 
Electoral Commission (October 5,1994) 

" THE CASE FOR JUDICIAL REFORM (November 11,1999) 
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The first two headlines are on elections and are self-explanatory. The first one informs 

the reader and the citizenry of the time table for the return to multiparty constitutional 

order. This is meant to differentiate between the almost eleven years of military or 

unconstitutional rule and the return to a multiparty or partisan politics. Its use of the 

words partisan politics instead of multiparty constitutional democracy in the headline 

could arguably be interpreted as a deliberate verbal ploy by the Daily Graphic. 

What the news story tends to do is provide a comprehensive insight into the processes 

and procedures leading to multiparty elections in the country. The Daily Graphic used 

attributions, for example the head of State as the source of its story in order to achieve 

credibility. The assurances of fairness and the purported empowerment of the Election 

Commission as an independent institution to supervise the process is used to allay the 

fears of the various groups who do not trust the military government to ensure a level 

playing field for the constitutional order announced. 

However, in the story text for example, the paper quoted the head of state's use of 

words such as "violent" and "provocative" and also makes references to "certain 

quarters". These words are not neutral or value free but reflect the bias and the 

partisanship tone of the speaker. On the other hand, it outlines the processes and 

procedures for constitutional multiparty democracy, with the emphasis on the conduct 

of the various groups and the need for tolerance. The story confirms the newspaper's 

commitment to help ensure free and fair elections and to build democratic structures. 

As McNair has argued, democracy's main vitality is an "agreed set of procedures and 

rules governing the conduct of elections, the behaviour of those who win them and the 

legitimate activities of dissenters" (2003: 18). What is essential is the element of 

democratic tolerance and electoral democracy adhering to the accepted norms and 

procedures. In providing comprehensive information on the preparations for return to 

partisan multiparty democracy, the Daily Graphic fulfils its informative role and also 

raises debate within the public sphere for the citizens to deliberate on the vital issues 

concerning their lives and the democratic process in general. It is therefore assisting in 

generating and moulding acceptable opinion for constitutional multiparty elections 

and democracy in general. 
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The other election related story headlined "Photo IDs for capitals only ... " as reported 

by the newspaper is also meant to inform the electorate and prepare their minds for 

the next elections which were two years away. By reporting the difficulties faced by 

the Electoral Commission (EC) in ensuring free, fair and transparent elections mainly 

due to financial constraints, it has performed its duty by alerting the voter and all 

interested parties in the process. By reporting the inability of the EC to issue all 

eligible voters in the country with photo IDs two years before the next elections, the 

newspaper has demonstrated its commitment to the democratic process. On the other. 

hand, the analysis of the texts implies that the EC is being discriminatory for opting to 

satisfy voters in only the ten regional capitals of the country. 

This selective provision of IDs is not only discriminatory but biased and could 

undermine the enthusiasm of those outside these geographical areas in the electoral 

and democratic process. But the newspaper seems to have doused the flame with its 

early warning system by making it an issue for public discussion. It also reveals that 

the survival and sustenance of multiparty democracy is a priority of the newspaper. In 

the coverage of the true position of the electoral process, the newspaper confirms the 

view of Barnett and Gaber that the reporting of events accurately, intelligibly and 

offering an in-depth knowledge about political issues to the electorate, makes it easy 

for citizens to "formulate their own informed responses and if they choose - to 

participate accordingly (2001: 11). The vital ingredient of this reportage is to generate 

debate, promote discussion and strive to build consensus for a more acceptable 

electoral process. This obviously is a major contribution to the democratic process, 

more especially two years ahead of the general elections. 

It is also worthy of note from the text that the newspaper is concerned about the 

participation of all eligible citizens in the electoral process hence the prominence 

given to the story as a front page' lead. This participatory ideal is essential for 

democracy as full participation and representation confers legitimacy on the process. 

The generation of debate and healthy discourse over the shortcomings of the EC to 

satisfy all segments of the voter population will inevitably put the decision in the 

hands of the people through opinion formation. Therefore, the use of "participatory 

democracy" in the text reminds us of the Athenian ideal. It is an affirmation of Dunn's 

philosophical argument that "in a democracy (the demos), the people, its human 
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members decide what is to be done, and in so deciding they take their destiny into 

their own hands (1993). Participation entails citizens' involvement in activities 

through which they can communicate their preferences, interests, needs, collective 

problems and aspirations to seek redress from those in charge of public policy or 

change them (Bratton, 1999; Putnam, 2000). 

It is clear that newspaper contribution to the democratic process is not meant to 

undermine the EC but to help it assert its critical independence by allowing the 

citizens the opportunity to use their dialogic functions to promote a more reasoned 

position and acceptability, hence the information dissemination mechanism using the 

public sphere as the forum for popular participation and rational-critical discussion. 

Political parties and other interests can then enter the arena of debate over the 

provision of the photo IDs and so enhance the quality of the discourse (Schudson, 

1995: 192). 

The other headline sampled for analysis from the Daily Graphic titled "The Case for 

Judicial Reform" is a feature article published a year before the general elections of 
2000. Its main thrust was to show how the judicial system could enhance multiparty 

democratic governance. The article deals with a very important component in 

constitutional and multiparty democracy. As an arm of government which deals with 
justice and fundamental freedoms of the people, the judiciary is very essential in the 

sustenance and consolidation of a constitutional democratic order, through the 

administration of justice in an independent manner. A complete reading of the text 

reveals the writer's concern about the defects in segments of the judicial structure, 

which if care is not taken could collapse and bring about total disharmony with 
incalculable consequences for the essential separation of powers in a government or 

constitutional democracy. 

Essentially, the writer/newspaper recognizes the crucial role of justice in the 

sustenance of democracy. The justice system, from the writer's perspective must place 

a premium on quality with the citizens' libert y and freedoms being the topmost 

priority of the whole edifice of judicial responsibility in a democracy. The Daily 

Graphic's choice of this article could be given various interpretations. However, its 

commitment to the multiparty process of informing the people and educating them as 
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to their rights and responsibilities, and the avenues opened to them for redress, might 
have influence this publication. 

It is the citizen who is the beneficiary of all laws and the justice system. The ultimate 

satisfaction that the people derive from the law or the judicial system is the protection 

of their liberties and rights as well as their safety. Clearly, it would seem that the 

notion of the writer was to set the stage for the discussion of lapses observed in the 

judicial system. A careful explication of the texts reveals that the writer/newspaper 

explores the premises category of argumentation as argued by Dijk (1991) in building 

on facts, generalizations and opinions in order to arrive at a convincing conclusion, 

which deals with objections and counter-arguments from those who may disagree 

with a line of reasoning and thought. This premise category is further identified in 

paragraph three which claims that "the public's disaffection with the administration of 
justice in Ghana stems from what appears to be incurable defects of both the judicial 

structure and the judicial process". 

What is interesting from this feature article is the newspaper's sense of duty to let the 

public debate the essential features. As the Fourth Estate, there is every reason to 

believe that the citizens are grumbling about the quality of justice delivery and 

administration in the country. A more acceptable way to deal with this disaffection is 

to promote debate in the public sphere. A democracy is normally built around an 
independent judiciary and robust legislature to allow for greater freedoms and liberties 

of the individual citizens. For the writer to state that the people "derive their affliction 
from years of neglect of this vital organ of good governance", the underlying 

understanding is that the procedural processes of democracy which affirms separation 

of powers, rule of law and due process is usually underpinned by good governance. 
The absence of a healthy judicial system therefore renders one of the pillars of 
democracy defective and denies the necessary oxygen to the other levers in the 

machinery of state to ensure good governance. 

The writer's argument for a remedy to cure this "cancer afflicting the judicial system" 
is analytically premised on the conviction that the judges represent the final sentinels 

at the door of justice. Invariably, if they are corrupt, then the edifice is really in danger 

of incurability. This problem is a signal that all is not well with democracy and the 
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values it purports to promote. Keane warns us in the literature of these dangers of 

seeing democracy as the alpha and omega of all forms of governance when he attacks 

modern democratic practices and the loud claims in the Western world to democratic 

idealism, as a semblance of "a homeless drunk staggering uncertainly in search of a 

lamp-post for support if not illumination" (1994: 170-171). 

Table 9: Daily Graphic sampled stories of the above categories 

Story Headline Date Story Type Placement 

Partisan Politics to 6 March 1992 News Story Front Page 

Resume May 18 

Photo IDs for 5 October 1994 News Story Front Page 

Capitals Only 

Day of the Elephant 20 April 1996 News Story Front Page 

Rawlings Cruises to 9 December 1996 News Story Front Page 

Victory 

NPP's Search For a 24 October 1998 Editorial Front Page 

Leader 

NPP and 2000 24 October 1998 Letter-to-Editor Inside Page 

Election 

The Case for Judicial 11 November 1999 Feature Inside Page 

Reform 

194 Results Out 30 December 2000 News Story Front Page 

7.7.3 Daily Graphic coverage of internal party politics and elections 

9 DAY OF THE ELEPHANT ... 6 Struggle for NPP's presidential flag bearer 

at congress (Daily Graphic, October 21,1996, page 1) 

9 NPP's SEARCH FOR A LEADER (Daily Graphic, October 24,1998, page 7) 

In this sub-group, the analysis focuses on the coverage of internal party politics and 

electoral issues by the Daily Graphic. The purpose of this analysis is to show trends 

of the state-owned newspaper's coverage of political activity and election issues in the 
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quest to promote and deepen constitutional multiparty politics. Its partisanship, biases 

and fair/balance coverage will be pointed out, while its commitment or otherwise to 

democratic tenets will also resonate through the analysis. The headline "Day of the 

Elephant" is a front page news story while "NPP's Search for a Leader" is an 

editorial. 

All the headlines are targeted on the then opposition New Patriotic Party (NPP). The 

central theme behind the story headlined the "Day of the Elephant" has to do with the 

internal choice of presidential candidate of the party to contest the general elections of 

1996. The second headline which is the editorial is also on the nomination process 

within the party for the presidential candidate to lead them into general elections 

which was then two years away. More importantly, the devotion of the Daily 

Graphic's pages to the NPP has shown that it wants to play it fairly by providing 

coverage for all the political parties. As a state-owned newspaper, it is in fulfilment of 

the constitutional injunction in Article 163 of the Fourth Republican Constitution of 
Ghana (1992: 112). 

A textual analysis of the storyline, as carried by the Daily Graphic on the headline 

"Day of the Elephant", reveals that it'assisted in projecting all the contestants in the 

contest. The newspaper published the photographs of the six contestants, a move 

which offers equal exposure of the aspirants to the public. Equally useful is the 

political communication strategy adopted by the newspaper in featuring all the six 

contestants on its front page. In doing this, it cannot be accused of bias 

However, a clear case of bias and partisanship of the newspaper has been identified in 

some paragraphs. While this is supposed to be an internal contest, the paper diverts 

attention to the main political opponent, the National Democratic Congress (NDC). It 

describes the then governing NDC party as a "colossus". The attempted comparison 

of the two political parties in what is clearly a preview of the NPP congress is to 

belittle and water down the chances of the main opposition party. "Colossus", as used 
in the story, connotes the invincibility or giant status of the NDC. This piece of 

writing betrays the ideological inclination of either the writer or the newspaper 

thereby confirming Dijk (1991); Hall (1973); Altschull (1984); and Cohen and 
Young's (1981) argument of news having an ideological implication. According to 
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Cohen and Young, although news may not influence how people think, it does 
determine what they should think about. Invariably, news shapes public opinion. The 

newspaper is therefore doing covert politics for the NDC. Further proof of the covert 

politics of the newspaper or the writer is implicitly hidden in paragraph 15, 

Above all, the party would have to formulate a concrete and comprehensive 
manifesto that can serve as a convincing alternative capable of positively 
transforming the lives of the people and also consolidate the nation's peace 
and stability. 

What the Daily Graphic tries to do is usurp the rights of the readers to form their own 
judgement. The recourse to overt partisan politics addresses the position discussed in 

the literature which articulates Dahlgren and Sparks argument that the media/press has 

shifted their focus from reporting politics and have become active agents in the 

political process (1995). Partisanship as argued by Street is deliberately promoted in 

support of a political party (2001: 20). Impliedly, the Daily Graphic is indirectly 

endorsing the NDC over the NPP. In this example, the state-ownership is being 

abused in favour of the ruling party. Clearly, the evidence is compelling for one to 

argue that ownership of newspapers could either be a political tool for serving certain 

partisan ends or to influence the outcome of the electoral process. The covert manner 

in which the newspaper strayed from the NPP's internal politics in order to attempt a 

comparison with the NDC is totally unacceptable. 

It is, however, refreshing to note that by offering the platform and space in the 

newspaper for all of the six NPP presidential aspirants to be known, and what they 

stand for, the Daily Graphic deepens the liberal democratic options available to the 

people by affirming its commitment to multiparty politics and plurality of choices. 
This is in fulfilment of McNair's position that democracy ought to provide the 

necessary political choices for the electorate among the competing political parties, 

and the election of the candidates only through rational and informed decisions of the 

electorate (2003: 18). 

Moreover, the prominence and space devoted to the coverage is affirmation of the 

newspaper's commitment to political journalism on election coverage. Furthermore, it 

identifies with the social responsibility theory argument of Baran and Davis, (2003). 

The analysis of the properties of text indicate that the Daily Graphic seems to have 
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devised new -strategies in the democratic process of the country by being at the 

vanguard of the struggle to preserve the opportunity by giving space to contending 
individuals whether in the same group or different groups, to be heard or read about. 

In the case of "NPP's Search for a Leader", the newspaper in its editorial is urging the 

then opposition NPP, as a political alternative, to enrich its sustainability and to 

recognize its existence in a multiparty setting as an alternative choice to the ruling 

party. This view is deepened by Maier who maintains that the institutionalisation of 

political parties in a democracy has helped "transformed opposition from conspiracy 

into acceptable dissent" and therefore provided a vital channel for an otherwise 

virulent and potentially lethal rivalry into a workaday and tolerable antagonism of 

"ins and outs" (in Dunn, 1993: 135). 

This is affirmed in paragraph three by the paper when it states "This is why anything 

that happens within the party must be of concern since it would impact on our search 

for sustainable democracy and leadership". The paper reckons that the NPP is a 

national party and has attracted much attention in its quest to elect a new leader to 

take them into the year 2000 elections. 

In some paragraphs the newspaper expresses concern about the tirades by supporters 

of some of the contestants against other contestants. The Daily Graphic, however, 

urged the party's delegates to make informed decisions regarding the choice of a 

leader in spite of what it describes in paragraph five as "subversive and verbal abuse 

of opponents" by the supporters of some of the contestants. The interest in the internal 

democratic politics of the opposition party is indicative of the fairness the newspaper 

attaches to its coverage of election and democratic politics as a whole. 

The call for "civility and tolerance of dissenting views from subversive and verbal 

abuse of opponents" in the subsequent paragraph is a deliberate verbal ploy to dismiss 

the party's claim to democratic idealism and constitutional legality. What the 

newspaper has done is to take the middle ground in condemning the intolerance of 
fringe groups while at the same time displaying its distaste for the kind of democracy 

being adopted by the supporters of the contestants. Internal democracy is as vital and 
important as national politics. Therefore, the paper's concern is grounded even though 
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the ideological position of the newspaper could be at variance with that of the NPP, 

hence the deliberate attempt to magnify the internal disagreements. In paragraph nine, 

the Daily Graphic writes: 
The party has often condemned the country's electoral processes, anytime it 
has felt that things have not been moving as required in an open democracy. It 
has a duty therefore to operate in a manner that it would not be accused of 
reneging on the principles it professes to cherish and stand for. 

This comment appears to be laced with partisanship and bias. By claiming "it would 

not be accused of' is to hide its own position and seek refuge in the imaginary public. 

The newspaper is out to question the democratic traditions of the NPP and to offer the 

reader the opportunity to see through the false claims of the party. Using the analytical 

tool of semantics, it is evident that the paper is deliberately deploying literary devices 

meant to paint a gloomy picture of the party to the electorate. By its reference to the 

party's concern over the conduct of some of the national electoral and democratic 

processes, one is at a loss as to understand the connection between the internal 

wrangling among party members and their right to demand fairness at the national 

level. Clearly, the newspaper was engaging in covert politics. 

7.7.4 Daily Graphic coverage of national multiparty elections 
The analysis in this sub-group is limited to two sampled stories from the Daily 

Graphic on the coverage of the outcome of general elections held in 1996 and 2000. 

The stories are front page lead reports and contain very useful material necessary to 

assist in addressing some of the research questions at the heart of this study. The 

stories are headlined: 

" As the race gets to the Osu curve ..... RAWLINGS CRUISES TO VICTORY 

(December 9,1996, page 1) 

9 The Presidential run-off ... 194 RESULTS NOW OUT... Kufuor in the lead 

(December 30,2000, page 1) 

The two Daily Graphic headlines summarize the stories as one of an electoral contest 
in which the victors have been mentioned. They are election-base stories and 

generally reflect multiparty politics. In the first story titled "As the race gets to the 

Osu curve ... Rawlings Cruises to Victory" the state-owned newspaper deployed 

adjectival clauses, believed to have been deliberately engaged with, to taunt either the 
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losing political parties and their candidates - or it is merely out of excitement and the 

euphoria which makes the newspaper/writer display so much partisanship in this 

reportage. 

The paper, in magnifying the extent of the victory with words/phrases such as "as the 

race gets to the Osu curve... Rawlings cruises" relies on rhetorical tricks of 

dramatization, exaggeration and hyperbole. Its main thrust is to emphasise meaning as 

to the nature of the victory. In this case, the metaphorical usage of "race" has been 

applied to dramatize the electoral success of the victor. 

In paragraph four the newspaper's partisan colouration is evident in the choice of 

words to describe the other political parties, and how they fared in the contest. For 

example, it describes the People's National Convention (PNC) and the National 

Convention Party (NCP) in very negative terms in relation to their performance when 

it states "... while the People's National Convention (PNC) and the National 

Convention Party (NCP), are still struggling to register their footprints". Here, the 

Daily Graphic/writer exploits alliterative devices such as "still struggling" to paint a 

dismal picture of the performance of the two parties. The paper/writer is indirectly 

drawing on evaluative meaning from their performance as to influence the reader in 

negative or positive terms in the formation of an opinion. 

Critical independence which is expected from a state-owned newspaper has been 

thrown overboard here as the Daily Graphic descends into the arena of partisan 

politics. As Hachten and McQuail (1992; 2005) have argued, the state media/press 

ought to be at the vanguard of the struggle to preserve democracy. However, what the 

newspaper seeks to do is slide into the development concept in supporting everything 
done by those in political authority (Hachten, 1992). Rawlings, whom it says "cruises 

to victory", is the incumbent in the contest and his authority in the electoral contest is 

unquestionable, just as his victory. The affirmation of the development theory in the 

literature is underlined by the position of the media/press to support authority and not 

challenge it. 

In paragraph five, the newspaper used words such as "remarkable" to describe the 

NDC. Furthermore, it adds that its strength lies in rural Ghana. This is a major 
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observation by the writer/newspaper to distinguish the NDC from the rest as evident 

of the votes obtained. The paper's bias and partisan inclination is again detected in 

paragraph six when it writes "There is every indication that the President is still 

popular with the rural folk majority who have been provided with basic necessities of 

life". This is pure overt politics by a state-owned newspaper. One wonders what has 

been the measuring instrument of the newspaper's assessment of the provision of 

basic needs of the rural people. This is a subjective piece of journalism which displays 

open support for a particular candidate. Beside the opportunism beneath the 

judgemental writing, the ownership question is also evident from the reportage. Ansah 

holds the view that government control of the media/press could crowd out dissent 

(1991). In addition to Ansah's argument, McQuail problematises how it is difficult to 

extricate the media/press from its ideological leanings. The analysis here addresses 

the second research question in that newspaper ownership has both direct and indirect 

relationship with multiparty politics. 

However, for providing a detailed account of the trends being recorded in the election 

results, it fulfils a democratic function of informing and educating the citizenry as 

well as offering them the issues to assist with debate as to enrich the political and 

electoral public sphere. Whatever position the newspaper has taken in the electoral 

contest as per its reportage, once pluralism results from democratic participation 

multiparty politics enhances the libertarian guarantees of the media/press. Libertarian 

theory as posited by Siebert et al, by its very discussion in the literature makes room 

for the citizens to sift the truth from falsehood, instead of authoritarian prescriptions 

which do not even allow for the ventilation of viewpoints (1963: 3). 

In the second election results-base story headlined "The Presidential run-off 

194 Results now out ... Kufuor in the lead" the Daily Graphic uses the photograph of 

the chairman of the Electoral Commission (EC), Kwadwo Afari-Gyan to adorn the 

front page and runs it alongside the story. Whatever the motive, it is to tell the reader 

about the man in-charge of the whole electoral arrangement. It is also likely that the 

photograph is used to confirm, or as a ploy to authenticate, whatever is published 

about the election results in order to attain credibility. The paper provides statistical 

data on the election results so far by stating the results obtained by each of the 

contestants in the presidential elections. In doing this it enables the readers, the 
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electorate and the general public, to make their own analyses and projections as to 

who is likely to finally clinch victory. In addition, the newspaper ensured that the yet 

to be declared results from the various constituencies was provided for in the story. 

The newspaper, based on its own analytical judgement, provided a break down of the 

strengths of the two main political parties in the run-off - the NPP and the NDC. For 

example in paragraph seven, the paper/writer makes use of the power of interpretation 

and formulation, relying on the retrieval of knowledge and other strategies of the 

cognitive dimension as Dijk (1991) prefers to call it. This is manifest in the Daily 

Graphic's analysis of the pattern of voting in which it claimed "Mr Kufuor did not 

only consolidate his hold over the hitherto strongholds of the incumbent NDC, but 

also increased the number of votes which he won in the NPP's main backyards". The 

paper's analytical grasp of the behavioural change in the voting pattern is worth 

noting. Invariably it uses Halliday's functional linguistics approach by offering 

readers a textual construction of language from an underlying personal perspective. It 

grapples with the results in a particular way by noting the shift in support from one 

candidate to the other (cited Fairclough, 1995). 

The Daily Graphic/writer exploits an essential element in semantic analysis that is, 

the adoption of implication to explain the pattern of change in the election results in 

some constituencies. By applying implicit meaning/interpretation to the increases in 

the votes cast for candidate Kufuor, the paper/writer is out to express the variation in 

the original results and this is based on its own implicit analysis and the cognition 

offered by the calls from the leadership of other opposition parties for their supporters 

to give the vote to the NPP flag bearer. This position is further corroborated by 

paragraph nine thus: 

For instance in the Effutu, Komenda-Edina-Eguafo-Abirem and Awutu-Senya 
constituencies, all in the Central Region, where the NDC won in the recent 
parliamentary election, the picture was totally different in the run-off which 
saw NPP sweeping the mass of votes to give Mr. Kufuor a comfortable lead in 
the contest. 

As noted in paragraph eight, the newspaper's bias and ideological leaning resonates 

strongly. While the paper supports its arguments with examples in paragraph nine to 
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correlate with what is stated in paragraph eight, it is also imperative to note that no 

empirical data has been provided to determine the change in voting behaviour. 

An equally important observation and discovery has been the Daily Graphic's effort 

to project its ownership philosophy as a state-owned newspaper. It maintains for the 

greater part of the storyline a more balanced and fair coverage of the election results. 

Its own analysis of the results, however, skewed its leaning towards the then ruling 

party, the NDC. Not much credit is given to candidate Kufuor but rather a subjective 

analysis which presents his voter gain to other extraneous factors such as the support 

of other opposition parties and the alleged voter apathy by NDC supporters. 

Table 10: Ghanaian Chronicle sampled stories on same category 

Story Headline Date Story Type Placement 

The Great 9-15 November News Story Front Page 

Depression 1992 

Who Dares Wins 10-16 August 1992 News Story Front Page 

Well Done, 25-31 January Letter-to-Editor Inside Page 

Opposition 1993 

BNI Detains NPP 16-19 June 1994 News Story Front Page 
Man 

It's Kufuor in 2 December 1996 News Story Front Page 

Round One 

Rawlings Surprise 16-17 March 1998 News Story Front Page 

Successor 

Bazookas for 6-7 January 1999 Letter-to-Editor Inside Page 

Navrongo Alert in 

2000 Elections 

The Final 22-28 December News Story Front Page 

Onslaught 2000 

7.7.5 Ghanaian Chronicle coverage of national multiparty elections 
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" IT's KUFUOR IN ROUND ONE (Ghanaian Chronicle, December 2,1996, 

page 1) 

" THE FINAL ONSLAUGHT ..... Who Should Win? The odds favour 

Kufuor, but can juju and cash work (Ghanaian Chronicle, December 22-28, 

2000, page 1) 

" J. J. Romps home in Round-One and sets off... THE GREAT DEPRESSION 

... How did Erskine Score Zero in Station he voted? (Ghanaian Chronicle, 

November 9-15,1992, page 1) 

In this sub-group of the Ghanaian Chronicle coverage, are three sampled stories on 

the electoral process and multiparty politics in general. The three stories identified 

were all front page leads in the newspaper at different dates and years. The first one 

titled "It's Kufuor in round one". What the headline seeks to do is to either influence 

or direct the outcome of the elections. The newspaper presents the readers with some 

sort of empirical undertaking which points to this authoritative headline. In other 

words, if the ownership ideology of partisan support for a particular political party 

and candidate is under consideration then that candidate is being `played up' by the 

Ghanaian Chronicle. 

If the headline reveals the newspaper's manipulative agenda, intended to swing the 

voting mood of voters in a particular direction, the introductory/lead paragraph 

confirms this position with the claim to straw polls and surveys. The paper claimed its 

staff had conducted surveys and straw polls to determine who is likely to emerge the 

winner of the presidential contest. What it fails to tell us, is the methodology adopted, 

the sample size of those surveyed, and the number of field staff who carried out the 

opinion polls. 

However, as a basis of ensuring free and fair polls, the newspaper performs a critical 

democratic duty when in paragraph five it calls for vigilance at all the polling stations. 

As a watchdog, it has a constitutional obligation to ensure the education of voters and 

those in the electoral contest to make sure the election is free, fair and transparent so 

as to validate the acceptance of the results of all the contestants. What is unacceptable 

and biases the newspaper's story as one of partisan propaganda for the opposition is 
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the call on the opposition `Great Alliance', made up of the NPP and the PCP, to 

understand that "A number of Great Alliance polling agents will be bribed to leave 

their positions for some time. Rigging can also be reduced through vigilance". What is 

clear from the last sentence is the shift from survey and straw polls into a lopsided 

analysis featuring intimidation, harassment and the fears of bribery of polling agents 

of the opposition parties. It is confusing as to how these factored into the survey and 

straw polls which gives the indication of a first round victory for candidate Kufuor. 

Clearly, Halliday's (cited Fairclough, 1995) lexical approach can be associated with 

the Ghanaian Chronicle's position in exploiting journalistic opinion to deepen the 

social situation with a given meaning. Again the choice of words reveals who is in 

control and the possible relations which exist between journalists and readers or 

between them and those they write about. In the subsequent paragraphs, the paper 

returned to its core theme. 

A critical scrutiny of the text, fails to indicate the regions and constituencies sampled 
let alone to tell readers the sample size. This makes it impossible to gain an insight 

into how it arrives at its conclusion on the expected outcome. Obviously absent were 

the questions posed to the respondents and their demographic characteristics. In order 

to buttress the deceptiveness of the headline and the introductory/lead paragraph's 

claim, misleading reportage can be detected as being the opinion of the newspaper, 

loaded with partisan consideration, when it records in paragraph thirty-five that 

"Professor Mills is a colossal liability, a simple academic mind with no idea of what 

he is doing or going politically and could not even win his Hall elections during his 

university days". 

The paragraph above has no bearing on the analysis and interpretation of data the 

paper claims will give Kufuor victory in round one. It fails to connect with the whole 

story to indicate that it is part of the information which emerged from the survey. The 

disdain for the personality resonates clearly as it attempts to influence the electorate 

and direct their voting behaviour in a certain way. In short it is the deliberate 

deployment of literary skills in news reports, and as Cohen and Young (1981) argued, 
is meant to direct the people or readers decision-making. The Ghanaian Chronicle's 

manipulative capacity of being a player in the market, instead of a referee, is an 
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admission of the argument advanced by Curran about the canting of the press/media 
towards the powerful, resulting in the reduction in the quality of information and 
knowledge provision for the people (1995). 

There is evidence from this reportage to show that the newspaper's private ownership 
influenced its coverage of political and election-base issues in a particular direction. It 

is also indicative of being a political and electoral tool in the hands of some elite 

politicians or groups with a particular ideology. to prosecute. On the whole, whether 

partisan, biased or fair in its coverage, the newspaper devotes almost three pages of 

the story to multiparty politics and elections. It is a measure of its commitment to the 

democratic process and how to deepen political discourse in the public sphere even if 

its manipulative agenda sought to influence and direct the society in a certain 
direction was not healthy. 

The story headlined the "The Final Onslaught ... Who should win ... The odds favour 

Kufuor but can juju and cash work" is explicitly biased and partisan. The subjective 

nature of the headline is gleaned from the position taken by the paper by 

surreptitiously delving into the realm of the underworld to denigrate one side in the 

political contest. This reveals the Ghanaian Chronicle's leaning and its mission to 

work either covertly or overtly to ensure the victory of its preferred political party or 

candidate. The rider which accompanies the main headline sums up the non- 

neutrality of the story. Its partisan underpinnings are clear, apart from being biased as 
depicted by the choice of words such as "odds favour Kufuor". It is a positive 

portrayal of candidate Kufuor as against its main opponent whom the newspaper 

presented in derogatory terms with the rider "can juju and cash work? " 

Any casual reader of the last part of this headline is likely to form a judgement either 

positive or negative about the main opponent of Kufuor in the run-off contest for the 

presidency. In this connection, the purpose of the story could be interpreted as a 
deliberate partisan agenda to roll out a propaganda piece to assist the newspaper's 
favourite to win the elections. While the newspaper's ideological and political 
inclination resonates through the headline and the riders, it is aimed at influencing and 
directing the outcome of the elections. It therefore corroborates Dijk's assertion that 
headlines have an ideological function (1991). As he has explained, the information 
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put out by the newspaper in the headline, could greatly impact on the readers 

construction and understanding of the overall meaning of the text (Ibid). 

In order to justify its position and sway political opinion in favour of its position, it 

introduces factors into the story which have no empirical verification. It delves into 

the realm of metaphysics or the supernatural when it asks "How can juju work to 

overturn the wishes of voters of all creed, religion or sex on a nation? Granted that it 

probably worked in the Volta Region. " This is clearly a polemical piece of writing. It 

exposes the mindset of the writer/newspaper. The headline which sets the tone as to 

"who should win" has been reduced to a very simplistic analysis with no pattern of 

consistency to show a correlation between the headline and the story text. In this one- 

sided story, the paper ascribes all the negative conduct to the religious men and 

women, that is, pastors and bishops known to be friends of the other political 

candidate while elevating and extolling the virtues of those who openly speak against 

the other candidate. 

Paragraph seven provides us with the pattern of inconsistency of the writer/newspaper 

as its partisanship inclination towards the NPP and candidate Kufuor becomes clearer. 

It states "Curiously, Christian Faith is completely dominated by Bishops who have 

been loudly preaching against the very issues that "Atta Mills/Rawlings represent". 
Unfortunately, what these things were was not revealed in the story for the reader. 
However, while passing judgement on the conduct of those seen to be friends, or close 

to Atta Mills/Rawlings, for their overt and covert partisan leaning, the same 

newspaper/writer was out to praise some of the pseudo-politicians parading as pastors 
in cassock. 

The Ghanaian Chronicle writes "The outspoken Rev. Paul Apraku was set upon and 
beaten to near death by men believed to be soldiers for consistently speaking out 

against the NDC". If indeed it is true that a pastor had been assaulted for speaking his 

mind in a democracy, which was underpinned by a constitution allowing for freedom 

of expression then the experimented democracy could have been in serious danger. 

For the newspaper to bring this to the attention of the public was to alert it to the 

political intolerance engulfing the nation. It is unclear as to why the soldiers, who 

were supposed to be the custodians of the constitution, could descend into the partisan 
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arena of party politics. It remains at the level of allegation. The newspaper advisedly 

used the word "believed", which in this context, is an intransitive verb, strategically 

deployed by the Ghanaian Chronicle to create the impression that there was an assault 

by soldiers but at the same time being careful not to present it as absolutely factual. 

However, by placing premium on the alleged assault of this pastor, the newspaper, 

whose skewed reportage in favour of the NPP and candidate Kufuor was to swing 

opinion in his favour while portraying the NDC and its candidate as being intolerant 

and violent in a multiparty democracy. That the paper was a partisan instrument in the 

arsenal of the opposition to influence and direct the outcome of the elections was very 

glaring for any serious reader to discern. 

Contextually, the biases and partisanship of the newspaper in this story defeats the 

normative claims by theorists such as McQuail, who emphasized how the "media 

ought or are expected to be organized and behave in the wider public interest" (2005: 

162). There are also instances which run contrary to the newspaper's position on 

pluralism and diversity. Ansah for example, has stated that pluralism by its very 

conceptual understanding does not necessarily guarantee diversity because various 

sources, intended to reflect pluralism could be advocating the same viewpoint (1991). 

What this tells us is that the multiplicity of newspapers in the free market, dominated 

by private ownership, may not necessarily lead to pluralism and diversity. The 

Ghanaian Chronicle's claim to independence has been shown in this news story 

analysis not to be grounded in practice. 

The last story in this sub-group is "J. J. romps home in round-one and sets off... The 

Great Depression ... How did Erskine score zero in station he voted? The story is in 

connection with the outcome of the 1992 general elections. Its main thrust is that it is 

a political news story with the theme around multiparty elections and politics. The 

headline signals the winner of the contest. However, it also raises some doubts about 

the victory, creating the impression of despair, uncertainty and despondency. The 

headline also paints a very grim picture of a presidential candidate allegedly scoring 

zero at a polling station he voted at. What the Ghanaian Chronicle sought to do was 

to cast doubt on the conduct and credibility of the elections. 
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The headline used is replete with literary devices which provide on the one hand, a 

summary of who has won the elections and on the other, how the victory sets the tone 

for despondency and disappointment in the country. In the introductory/lead 

paragraph, there is a partisan and subjective piece as follows: 

A feeling of depression hung like a pall of smoke over the country as news of 
the staggering victory of the NDC's presidential candidate reached homes and 
offices in key towns and cities. 

Analytically, the Ghanaian Chronicle has taken a position by offering their subjective 

perspective on the outcome of the elections to the reader. 

In effect, the lead paragraph and the headline reveal the partisan position of the 

newspaper. Clearly, it is not inclined towards the winner of the elections, nor has it 

carried out a survey which empirically provides the "feeling of depression". This was 

not explained in the story. However, to lend some credibility to its position, it writes 

in paragraph two "The victory of Flt. Lt. Jerry Rawlings confounded analysts and 

made nonsense of popular perceptions and opinion surveys ... ". The reference to 

"popular perceptions" is a conjectural -statement. On the other hand "opinion surveys" 

are indicative of some form of empirical analysis based on scientific opinion polling. 

What is also not clear is the methodology used for the surveys alluded to and if they 

could be relied upon. 

The reliability of the surveys and opinion polls is devalued by the "popular 

perceptions", and this doubt is enhanced in paragraph three which states: "Instead of 

the expected spontaneous outbursts of national jubilation, beer bars remained empty 

and streets deserted". Paragraph three further reveals the biased stance of the paper 

thus: "Cities and towns like Sekondi, Takoradi, Cape Coast, Accra and Tema and Oda 

were deflated of their usual life". The ownership of the paper could be gleaned from 

the total displeasure of the Ghanaian Chronicle towards Rawlings and NDC victory. 

The ownership influence of the partisan position taken by the Ghanaian Chronicle 

connects well in paragraph six when it states: "With the sinking feeling came 

countless allegations of rigging and malpractices". Here is the rub. It had shifted 
from the general comments category which it used to prepare the minds of readers so 

as to sway opinion in the direction of its ideological inclination to specific allegations. 
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With specific examples, it engaged with issues at certain stages in the text which 

showed flashes of fairness and balance but on a very minimal scale. From paragraph 

seven, through eight, nine, ten and eleven, the paper listed allegations of rigging or 

massaging of results. In all these instances, it quoted the representatives of the losing 

parties. This cannot be said to be fair and balanced. What this means is that whatever 

the losers said was taken to be the true account of the general conduct of the elections. 

Confirming its deep-rooted partisan approach to election coverage/reportage, the 

paper chronicles the account of the allegations of mainly the opposition candidates or 

their representatives. It states: "What would probably rate as the limit was the 

nightmarish experience of the PHP candidate General Erskine who scored zero in the 

particular polling station he personally voted". The paper follows up with: "In a 

telephone interview to confirm this, a clearly shaken General gave a brief account and 
just said "I won't say anything". In the first place, if indeed the story was true, then 

the newspaper's account of rigging could have elements of truth, though they need to 

be corroborated. 

For a presidential candidate to score zero at a polling station he voted at means he did 

not vote for himself. This is "bizarre" as the newspaper puts it in the story. On the 

other hand, for the candidate to state that he does not want to elaborate on what 
happened is to leave the reader in doubt, or the allegation left hanging without enough 

evidence to support it. It was confusing for the candidate who the paper described as 
"clearly shaken", to refuse to speak to the issue by only stating "I won't say 

anything". These two phrases, if examined from the semantic point of view using 
implication, leave us with factual gaps and contradictions. 

As the Ghanaian Chronicle tried to justify its position on the elections being factual, 

it presents us with a confused reportage and also an admission of the potency of the 

winner of the elections. In paragraph eighteen, it states: "What the elections proved 

also was the real popularity of President Jerry Rawlings -a reality which was grossly 

underestimated by everybody". This paragraph leaves the reader confused if 

juxtaposed with what the paper initially affirmed in paragraph two which lays claim to 
"popular perceptions and opinion surveys". If the greater part of the text justified the 

claim that the election was rigged, it is confusing for the paper to shift from the 
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empirical stuff of polls and massive rigging, to acknowledge the "real popularity" of 

the victor. By choosing to hide this important information very deep in the story, in 

the wrap-up, reveals the pressure on the writers/editor to please the owners or the 

loyal readers of the paper who could mostly have been the opposition supporters. 

Whereas there are obvious gaps and discrepancies in its reportage, J. S. Mill (1962) 

provides us with the position the paper had taken on its election and political 

coverage. Whether the coverage was based on the truth or was affected by its 

ownership or ideological considerations or its watchdog role, as an independent 

newspaper, has been subjected to the test. Mill also addressed the issues of 

exaggeration when he. cautioned that the ability of one to freely express his/her 

opinion "should not be held up as enough safeguard for the promotion of free 

expression but one that seeks the truth" (cited Siebert, 1963: 46). 

The complaints of the losers in the election, which has been given wide coverage by 

the newspaper, must be seen as a healthy development in a multiparty liberal 

democracy. This corroborates Keane's reference to Montesquieu's De V esprit de loss 

(1784) who argued that "the liberty to grumble and to complain through a free press 

helped to liberate England from the heavy, silent fear of despotism" (1994: 27). The 

report was meant to sway public opinion in a certain direction. In this context what 

the Ghanaian Chronicle's coverage sought to do was to actively enter the political 

arena and become an active participant and not a passive agent. This confirms the 

claim of Dahlgren and Sparks that: 

instead of reporting politics, the media are active participants in the political 
process ... events are manipulated to provide the maximum impact. Debates 
are structured so that extreme points of view can clash to maximum effect, 
increasing ratings but doing little to contribute to the formation of discursive 
public will or opinion (1995: 66). 
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7.7.6 Ghanaian Chronicle coverage of internal party politics . and 

elections 

" The Great `Kukrudu' Congress ... WHO DARES WINS (Ghanaian 

Chronicle, August 10-16,1992, page 1) 

" RAWLINGS SURPRISE SUCCESSOR ... Inheritance Plan Shelved .... 
Guzzie Tanoh Emerges As Presidential Favourite (Ghanaian Chronicle, 

March 16-17,1998, page 1) 

The sub-group as indicated above deals with internal party political coverage by the 

Ghanaian Chronicle. The analysis begins with "The Great Kukrudu Congress ... Who 

Dares Wins". The headline accords the NPP Congress so much prominence. It is 

indeed the contest to elect a flag bearer to lead the party into the 1992 presidential 

multiparty elections. The use of the word "Great Kukrudu" is intended to add more 

spice to the political event. The use of "great" could be seen to bias the newspaper's 

leaning because adjectives have the potency of conveying meanings as they qualify or 

magnify events. "Kukrudu" as used in the headline is a term used by the Ga speaking 

people around the national capital of Accra to refer to "earthquake". It portrays the 

significance attached to the occasion and the publicity being generated through the 

newspaper to assist the multiparty democratic process. 

The newspaper's prominence given to electoral politics shows its commitment to 

democracy not only in the country but in the respective political parties. McNair 

argued that multiparty politics must provide the necessary choices among contending 

parties and the election of the candidates through rational and informed decisions 

(2003). 1 

The introductory/lead paragraph informed the reader of the enormity of the task 

before the party. The inclination in favour of the NPP is also clearly evident when it 

states: "eight people putting their name, reputation and record on the line this Friday 

before 2000 delegates of what is demonstrably the most organised, coherent and 

strongest political party in Ghana this day ... " The paper could be commended for 

adding some elegance to the contest by the choice of words, laced with adverbs and 

adjectives. The over- dramatization of the potency of the NPP is also situated in the 
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superlative usage of "strongest". The adjectival phrase "strongest political party ", as 

used by the newspaper, has no empirical proof to legitimate this categorical piece of 

writing. How the Ghanaian Chronicle measured the strength of the NPP before its 

definite judgement is not very clear. 

The definite use of "strongest political party" was contradicted in paragraph five as 

the paper discussed who the NPP could pick as the most suitable NPP contestant, to 

engage the other- presidential candidates in a serious and exciting contest for the 

country's top job. It wrote: "One of the considerations of the delegates will be and 

should be which of the candidates can match the scorching; breathtaking pace of Flt. 

Lt. Jerry Rawlings and his wife who is a blur of activity ... " It is clear from this 

paragraph that what the paper' sought to do was to give a purely opinionated piece of 

writing. The reference to the NPP as the strongest could have been a ploy to influence 

the electorate to vote in a certain way in the national elections. 

This power of manipulation to sway public opinion had been actively deployed by the 

newspaper when reporting on the background of the various NPP candidates. The 

paper trivialized the contest by delving into the private life of the wife of one of the 

contestants. It bordered on the vulgar and obscene. What is baffling is that the wife of 

the candidate is not involved in the contest. How she could become the subject for 

discussion in the paper is questionable. Using analytical semantic notions of 

implication as argued by Dijk and Rosengren (1991; 1981), there was a subtle attempt 

on the part of the newspaper to disadvantage this particular contestant. 

The paper's biases are also explicit based on certain comparisons in its story. For 

example, in profiling candidate Albert Adu Boahen, it wrote in paragraph sixteen of 

his wife that: "She had a drink problem, is still fond of her whisky, is too stroppy to 

be first lady. Above all is too bossy". Contextualising this against what the Ghanaian 

Chronicle said about the wife of one of Adu Boahen's main competitors, Safo Adu, 

when profiling him: "He has an aggressive, strong tom cat of a wife behind him". It is 

glaring that it had taken a stand. In this case, the claim to rely on any survey data flies 

in the face of the evidence of bias. 
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Generally, what is interesting about the reportage is the depth of background provided 

on the strengths and weaknesses of the various contestants, even though it exhibits 

flashes of malice against some of the candidates and their spouses. By offering an 

insight into the lives of the candidates and their spouses, whether ethical or unethical, 

it nonetheless provided the delegates to the NPP congress with information they were 

not privy to in order to make informed choices. In this case, the Ghanaian Chronicle 

could be said to have exercised its critical independence as a private newspaper in 

what Curran sees as being vital for entrenching the democratic process and promoting 

free opinion in a liberal democratic setting (1995). 

It provides readers, both partisan party supporters and the general public with detailed 

information on the candidates in the electoral process as well as the political dynamics 

of the NPP, fairly or unfairly. The inherent contradictions and lack of evidence to 

support the survey it claimed it had carried out undermines an otherwise informative 

piece of political journalism, which Barnett and Gaber insist has to be through 

"accurate, intelligible and comprehensive knowledge about contemporary political 

issues to the electorate ... " (2001: 11). However, the effort is rewarding in many 

respects as it assists in enlarging the forum for debate on the electoral process, the 

essence of multiparty democracy and the controversial ethical issue of what is of 

public interest, and how to respect the boundaries of privacy as revealed in the 

reportage on the wives of some of the contestants. 

The other internal party political reportage is a front page lead story headlined 

"inheritance Plan Shelved .... Guzzie Tanoh Emerges as Presidential Favourite" This 

story was about the potential successor to the then President, Jerry John Rawlings, in 

his party, the National Democratic Congress (NDC). The headline is capped with a 

pictorial presentation on the front page of the Ghanaian Chronicle, with the 

photographs of Jerry Rawlings and the man being speculated as the would-be 

successor, Guzzie Tanoh. 

By adorning the page with the pictures, the newspaper was out to tell a story. How the 

readers viewed the story and their opinion formation was likely to be influenced by 

the appearance of the man in the picture. Arguably, it had been done to test the pulse 

of the public. If the story and the pictorial presentation influenced the perception of 
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the electorate, that is both the core NDC supporters and the uncritical voting 

population, then the newspaper attained the ' status of a Kingmaker. There is the 

likelihood that the story impacted on the electorate and could have given the man 

allegedly tipped to succeed Rawlings, Tanoh a head-start in the contest. 

The introductory/lead paragraph was structured in a way so as to bias the story. The 

newspaper assumed the role of speaking on behalf Ghanaians and the membership of 

the NDC by stating that it was a kind of relief that the wife of the President, Jerry 

Rawlings, will not succeed him. In the first place, to be so categorical as if the people 

of Ghana had no choice to select from competing political parties is to compromise 

the reportage. The impression created by the paper when it stated: "Ghanaians can 

heave a sigh of relief as the inheritance clouds that threatened to engulf the 

constitutional Head of State when the second term of President Rawlings ends in the 

year 2000 have cleared". 

"Inheritance clouds" as used is a noun phrase to denote a kind of hereditary 

succession. Nevertheless, "clouds" as used in this context could be anything which 

creates a blurring vision or a smoke. Therefore, "inheritance clouds" as deployed by 

the newspaper to describe the succession plan in the NDC and country could be said 

to be unhealthy. For the newspaper to claim there is a sigh of relief is to claim to have 

gauged the mood of the country in respect of the speculation regarding the succession 

plan. Its claim could be likened to a kind of despondency, gloom over the country an 

indication that the people will be sad to see an attempt at "hereditary democracy" or 

dynastic form of rule. 

In paragraph two, the newspaper's intention of settling on the headline and repeated in 

parts in the introductory/lead paragraph was the fear factor. There had been a rising 

apprehension that Jerry Rawlings might refuse to relinquish political power after the 

expiration of his constitutional two-term limit as a democratically elected President. 

Why the paper thought it plausible is not very clear. It could have been based on 

antecedents not clearly spelt out in the story, which was based on speculation and 

quotes unidentifiable sources that leaves the reader stranded in paragraphs three, four 

and five as no single speaker was mentioned. This creates doubt about the authenticity 
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of the story, more especially when it breached no law, such as reporting on security 

and intelligence matters. 

Arguably, the doubtful nature of the story confirms Halliday's linguistic argument 

that newspaper's use of language to build modality in texts so as to create doubts 

instead of certainty about controversial issues. For example, in building its story on 

rumour through the unnamed sources it wrote: "the surprise choice ... was forced on 

the President by cadres of his ruling party who have enjoyed a very good patronage 

from Mr. Tanoh". However, in a dramatic twist revealing the contradiction in its own 

report in paragraph six, the Ghanaian Chronicle, claims "President Rawlings is said 

to be keeping the new option to his chest. But insiders say Madam has already picked 

the signal and is gradually distancing herself from mainstream NDC activities". 

In one breath, the choice of the President's successor is a guarded secret and in the 

next the wife has picked signals which points to a change of options. The incoherence 

of the text and its lack of clear trajectory render its factuality in very serious doubt. In 

spite of the contradictions, inconsistencies and its reliance on rumour or speculation, 

the paper could be credited with putting the issue in the public domain for discussion. 

This is important as it allowed the readers and the public at large to discuss and 

deliberate on the internal political mechanisms of the various parties in order to arrive 

at an informed judgement based on exhaustive discussion and debate in the political 

and democratic public sphere. 

While the information might not be factual and accurate or even intelligible, as stated 
by Barnett and Gaber (2001), it could assist in endangering debate. Milton's view is 

also relevant in as much as through the oxygen of debate, the truth could be arrived at 
äs arguments help in the distilling process to sift the wheat from the chaff (cited 

Kunczik, 1988). 
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Table 11: Daily Graphic sampled stories on the above category 

Story Headline Date Story Type Placement 

Democracy can be 21 October 1992 News Story Inside Page 

Nurtured to Grow- 

NPP 

I Need to be 19 December 1995 News Story Front Page 

Commended 

Bartels Caught 25 October 1997 News Story Front Page 

Pants Down 

NPP to Probe 23 May 1998 News Story Front Page 

Kufuor 

Mills, Why Not 24 October 1998 Letter-to-Editor Inside Page 

Mills? 

7.8 Political Accountability and Democratic Politics 

Daily Graphic coverage of allegations of political malfeasance 

"I NEED TO BE COMMENDED ... And not to be condemned ... Says Adjei 

Maafo (Daily Graphic, December 19,1995, page 1) 

9 BARTELS CAUGHT PANTS DOWN ... He's been ordered to pay C698m 

(Daily Graphic, October 25,1997, page 1) 

The analysis now shifts to the political accountability and democratic political 

category. The sub-group for this textual explication involving the Daily Graphic 

selected sample has been identified above. However, two stories have been selected 

for textual analysis. The two stories being dealt with here are front page lead stories 

revealing the premium placed on them. "I need to be commended ... And not to be 

condemned ... Says Adjei Maafo" is a news report into allegations of financial 

impropriety by Adjei Maafo, who was then the Presidential Staffer in-charge of the 

Cocoa Schedule20 at the presidency. The Daily Graphic carried a verbatim quote of 

the speaker/presidential staffer when he appeared before the constitutional body 

20 Cocoa being the lead foreign exchange earner of Ghana makes it a priority area. In order to give it that special 
attention, Dr. Adjei Maafo was then given a special responsibility in the seat of government to coordinate its 

activities. 
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investigating the allegations, the Commission on Human Rights and Administrative 

Justice (CHRAJ). 

This case against a public office holder underlines one major principle in multiparty 
democratic practice - accountability. While the headline used by the newspaper sets 

out to present the speaker's side of the story, it could have been of greater value to 

readers had it shifted to the middle ground by stating that he denied the allegations. 

The prominence attached to what the speaker had said starts from the headline 

through to paragraph twenty-one. The journalist who made the allegations had been 

accorded only five paragraphs. Even these five paragraphs had been tactically tucked 

at the end of the story which ran into the inside page. Any casual reader would not 

even have seen what the accuser had said. 

The storyline exposes the newspaper as being biased in favour of the public official. It 

is clear that it was out to shield him, hence the deliberate use of its pages to indirectly 

influence the work and outcome of the investigations. As indicated by Altschull, for 

anyone to think that journalists are a breed apart as to somehow be objective in ways 

that others cannot be is to accept logical absurdity (1979). As noted by Van Dijk also, 

headlines in the media/press have cognitive and textual functions (1991). In this 

sense, any reader on coming into contact with the headline was inclined to use it as an 

organizing principle for the representation of the news event in memory. 

Strategically, the newspaper's foray in putting a positive spin on the reforms the 

Speaker claimed to have initiated in the cocoa industry did not answer directly the 

allegations of impropriety, even though subsequent paragraphs addressed the issue. 

As a state-owned newspaper, the Daily Graphic could be commended for covering the 

probe and reporting the proceedings for the public to form their own judgements. But 

how this opinion was formed either positively or negatively was being moderated by 

the kind of headline selected and the spin put on the story. For example, in paragraph 
twenty and twenty-one respectively, the Graphic reports: "He denied any knowledge 

of having put one Victoria Addo in the family way". And paragraph twenty one 

quoted him as saying "as far as 1 am concerned, nobody by that name has come 
forward to say I have impregnated her. If anybody comes to say that and 1 am 

convinced, as a responsible father, l will take the child and look after him". 
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Relying on semantic analysis, as proposed by Rosengren (1981), by using the implicit 

analytical function of sentences through the creative role of the interpreter, there is the 

need to critically analyse and compare paragraph twenty with that of twenty. It is 

clear that the speaker has admitted to engaging in an adulterous relationship. The 

categorical denial as contained in paragraph twenty has given way to paragraph 

twenty-one, where he alliteratively stated "as far as" which connotes an indulgence in 

extra-marital and amorous affairs. Again the admission is inherent in the exploitation 

of the conditional device "if' which does not rule out his extra-marital life. 

Invariably, the Daily Graphic fulfilled an obligation to its readers by covering the 

probe. It is a fulfilment of the democratic accountability function of the media/press to 

highlight how the tax-payers money is being managed by those in political authority. 

In performing this function the newspaper was helping build a democratic public 

sphere of free expression, resulting from the story. It is an essential point arising from 

Habermas' account of deliberative and dialogical communication (1989). 

In the second story headlined "Bartels caught pants down ... He's been ordered to pay 

c 698m", the headline stands on its own by offering the reader the gist of the story. 
Bartels was a politician and a Member of Parliament (MP) on the ticket of the 

opposition New Patriotic Party (NPP) at the time of the reportage. The story is mainly 

about accountability and the inappropriate conduct of the politician. The 

introductory/lead paragraph does not relate to the headline. While the headline 

literally imputes wrongdoing to the MP, the lead paints a completely different picture 

of what is at the heart of the story. By giving it such prominence as the main story on 

the front page, the Daily Graphic displayed partisanship in being a tool in the hands 

of the ruling government to nail its opponents. As a state-owned newspaper, which 

needs to be guided by news values, it is difficult to explain how a default in repaying 

a private loan from a bank could become the main subject for its front page 

publication. 

In the catchy headline of being "caught pants down" one expects that the body of the 

story would explain the shady deal in which the politician was involved. On the 
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contrary, he is said to be a shareholder of a company which deals in fish imports. The 

company and not the MP had been unable to repay the loan. To proclaim him to the 

public as being `caught pans down' was to engage in a piece of reckless/irresponsible 

journalism because it was the bank which took the non-payment of the loan to court. 

The rider to the main headline succinctly captures it thus: "He's been ordered to pay 

C698m". The introductory/lead paragraph reads "A Member of Parliament is 

embroiled in a legal battle over a multi-million cedis loan granted by the Ghana Co- 

operative Bank for the importation of fish. The fish is said to have been diverted to 

and sold in a neighbouring country". 

On the other hand, it can be argued that the newspaper cannot be faulted wholly, 

because there is a semblance of wrongdoing on the part of the politician or his 

company as the last sentence of the introductory/lead paragraph explained that he 

diverted the fish. For diverting the fish and selling it outside the territory of Ghana, 

the paper had every constitutional right to inform Ghanaians. This was more essential 

when the loan had been granted for the importation of fish to be sold to the people of 

Ghana. In spite of this, the reason for the court action as gleaned from the story was 

the inability to repay the loan. Moreover, the matter before the court was a civil suit 

and not a criminal one. 

However, the newspaper could hide behind the theory of social responsibility to 

explain the motive for using such a headline. As professionals in journalism, they are 

enjoined to be accountable to the society, especially when the fish was diverted and 

sold in a neighbouring country (Baran and Davis, 2003; McQuail, 1983,2005; 

Hachten, 1992). Besides, it had the power to carry the story since the issue of 

private/public life of the politician had become bluffed. 

As further proof of ensuring the accountability of politicians, whether in their private 

or public lives, the paper had been meticulous when it exposed the dodgy character of 

the MP for using a different name in the loan deal. Paragraph four reads: "According 

to details made available to the Graphic, the company F& K Eximport Ltd. Was 

incorporated with Mr Bartels using his Fante name of Kwamina Essilfie, and another 

person as director". 
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Words such as "diverted" invoked negative image in the minds of readers. In 

diverting the fish, the MP and his company engaged in questionable transactions 

which drew rings of fictitiousness around it. The Daily Graphic must be commended 
for contacting the MP for his version with regard to the diversion. McQuail has 

argued that the press/media needs to set high professional standards of being 

informative, objective and balanced (2005). Therefore, by speaking to the MP, the 

newspaper strove to achieve balance in their reportage, though the headline and the 

story line in most parts clearly show the partisan colouration and bias of the state- 

owned newspaper. 

Table 12: Ghanaian Chronicle sampled stories for the same category as above 

Story Headline Date Story Type Placement 

P. V. Obeng's 15-18 June 1995 News Story Front Page 

Gilded $0.5m 

Airport House 

Henry Dei, a Bank 31July-2Aug. 1995 News Story Front Page 

& another 25Bn 

Disaster 

One Minister's Two 14-16August 1995 News Story Front Page 

Year Loot 

The Billion 15-17 January News Story Front Page 

Maafoman 1996 

Why Emma Quit 29-31 January News Story Front Page 

1996 

Shock Report: The 18-19 November News Story Front Page 

$40m Ho Hospital 1996 

Scandal 
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7.8.1 Ghanaian Chronicle coverage of political and institutional 

malfeasance 

" 'P. V OBENG's GILDED $. 05m AIRPORT HOUSE ... Norwegian 

businessman's bribe for getting him a state enterprise on the cheap' 
(Ghanaian Chronicle, June 15-18,1995, page 1) 

" `A Near Bankrupt U. K. Company's Bonanza - SHOCK REPORT: 

THE $40m HO HOSPITAL SCANDAL. Castle called Steve Obimpeh 

a day after signing the contract and tore it up. From $33m the contract 

sum jumped to $40m. ' (Ghanaian Chronicle, November 18-19,1996, 

page 1) 

The stories in this sub-group reveal the trend of coverage of the Ghanaian Chronicle 

as it related to democratic accountability of power. The above headlines were all front 

page leads in the issues selected. However, because of the sheer volume of the 

sampled stories in this sub-group, only analyses of two of the stories will be 

attempted, while the rest deserve to be cited in order to show the trend of coverage as 

indicated earlier. These are "P. V Obeng's gilded $. 05m Airport House ... Norwegian 

businessman's bribe for getting him a state enterprise on the cheap'; "One Minister's 

Two Year Loot ... Sprawling Housing Complex ... Gold Jacuzzette ... Special Metal 

Street Lights ... 30million Cedis Poultry farm and still counting"; and "A Near 

Bankrupt U. K. Company's Bonanza - Shock Report: "The $40m HO Hospital Scandal 

... 
Castle called Steve Obimpeh a day after signing the contract and tore it up. From 

$33m the contract sum jumped to $40m". 

The first story selected for analysis under this sub-group is "P. V Obeng's gilded 

$. 05m Airport House ... Norwegian businessman's bribe for getting him a state 

enterprise on the cheap". The story begins with the comment that: 

Mr. Paul Victor Obeng, 48, the Government's silkiest motor-mouth is in the 
epicentre of a major house-for-state resources corruption scandal as agitated 
debate rages within press and intelligence circles about wholesale grabbing of 
financial and material assets by self-proclaimed men of integrity. 
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The headline is indicative of another political and democratic accountability story 

which alludes to the wrongdoing of Mr. Obeng. It is one part of an authoritative 
headline that implies that the newspaper has had access to all the facts before 

publishing the story, since Mr. Obeng's reputation and that of the Norwegian 

businessman are at stake. This is reflected in `Norwegian businessman's bribe. ' The 

use of the phrase `Government's silkiest motor-mouth' in the lead is locked up in a 

pattern of interpersonal meanings. It is a descriptive piece of writing, which accords 
Mr. Obeng a positive distinction as an orator. The same phrase could deductively 

mean the most glib tongue and liar. Words such as `self-proclaimed' and `men of 
integrity', as used in the introductory/lead paragraph, are laced with partisan 

connotations both in content and context. It exposes the patterns of interpersonal 

meaning in the text as being subjective. By alluding to `men of integrity', the 

newspaper decidedly branched into overt politics. Furthermore, the use of words such 

as ̀ gilded', an adjective to depict wealthy edifice and transitive and intransitive verbs 

such as ̀ bribe', `appears' cannot be allowed to pass without comment. These material 

and mental verbs exposes the newspaper's mixing of opinions and ideologies with 
facts. 

For example, by citing Mr. Obeng's acquisitions with authority as "the most 

conspicuous one overlooking the Achimota to Tetteh Quarshie rotary (roundabout) -a 
500 million cedi property of sheer architectural and aesthetic delight" is a scrupulous 
display of certainty. The Ghanaian Chronicle capped the description of the house 

with a photograph published alongside the story. This left the reader in little doubt as 

to the use of the adjectival phrase ̀ sheer architectural and aesthetic delight' in order to 

explain the unmitigated quality of the house. The publication of the photographs of 
the house and the written information in the story are indicative of a thorough 

investigative undertaking. 

However, in paragraph nine, the newspaper writes of the acquisition of the land for 

the project thus: 
The land, Chronicle sources say, was given to him by Alhaji Abba Kilber 
(now booted out of the lands commission) official supplier of government land 
to corrupt PNDC men and influence peddlers. 
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By use of the adjectival phrase ̀ corrupt PNDC men', a collective is used without any 

credible evidence to support the reference to a whole group, while the main story is 

about an individual. It is a subjective and partisan descriptive narrative. The 

writer/newspaper injects his/her bias into the story. In this way, its ownership praxis is 

brought into scrutiny. 

A careful analysis of the story from the headline, lead, satellites to the wrap-up, did 

not accord P. V. Obeng, the man at the centre of the newspapers accountability article, 

even a line to ensure balance, objectivity and fairness. It was a one-sided account, as 

attributions were limited to unidentified sources. The Ghanaian Chronicle exposed 

the shady connection between P. V. Obeng and the Norwegian businessman in 

paragraph thirteen of the story thus: 

The most disturbing aspect of the caper is that P. V. actually had a greater part 
of the house built for him by a Norwegian businessman whom he helped 
acquire one of the state-owned enterprises that were divested, Bibiani 
Complex, for a bargain price. 

What was missing in this allegation was the actual name of the Norwegian 

businessman. This takes credibility away from an otherwise good story committed to 

ensuring democratic accountability of politicians to the citizenry. It also addresses the 

first research question at iisue in respect of newspapers' contribution to democratic 

accountability. 

The last story for analysis in the Ghanaian Chronicle in this sub-group is "A Near 

Bankrupt U. K. Company's Bonanza - Shock Report: "The $40m HO Hospital Scandal 

... 
Castle called Steve Obimpeh a day after signing the contract and tore it up. From 

$33m the contract sum jumped to $40m 
... After signing the contract and tore it up". 

The headline used by the newspaper defines or infers fishy or underhand dealing. 

Words such as ̀ Near Bankrupt', `Bonanza', `Shock', `Scandal' and the choice of the 

prepositional phrase `From $33m the contract sum jumped to $40m' are worth 

analysing. 

What is striking in this headline is the use of the words we have identified in the 

above analysis. These words and phrases are subjective and above all inflammatory. 

Any reader who came into first contact with the newspaper would arguably, have 
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been ensnared. The story would also arguably draw the ire of most readers, because it 

connotes corruption in government and the misuse of their resources. 

In analysing the headline, it is worth commenting on the page design work of super- 

imposing the headline on the photograph of the then President of the Republic of 

Ghana, Jerry John Rawlings. By choosing to place his photograph in the background 

of the headline, the newspaper is indirectly imputing the scandal to him. 

Apart from the headline, the lead follows the conventional journalistic structure. It 

tells us what to expect in subsequent paragraphs. The lead is one of precision 

reporting. All the vital ingredients needed to prove the authenticity of the story were 

there. This is a confirmation of Walter Lippmann's metaphor of the news media being 

the "beam of a searchlight that moves restlessly about, bringing one episode and then 

another out of darkness into vision" as articulated in the theoretical framework (cited 

Barnett and Gaber, 2001: 2). 

The watchdog function of the newspaper was in full flow when the story mentioned 

the company John Laing, which it claimed had won the original contract bid. The 

newspaper writes that: "Laing is an English company of repute known for their 

delightful range of well-appointed residential properties in Great Britain". This piece 

of discourse confirms Halliday's linguistic appreciation of the pattern of interpersonal 

meaning as well as subjectivity of the text of news stories. 

However, the meticulous reporting of the newspaper is revealed by the details 

published for public consumption and appraisal. Nevertheless, the Ghanaian 

Chronicle was not fair to Trafalgar House, the rival company. By choosing to take 

sides in this case, the newspaper has assumed the role of a public relations tool for 

John Laing at the expense of Trafalgar House. According to the newspaper article: 
After over a year of vetting, interviews, the gruelling tender process and 
several correspondences between the Health Ministry and Laing, somebody at 
the Castle had decided that, the contract should be voided. 

Who that `somebody' was had not been mentioned by the newspaper? Instead it left 

readers to speculate, when in the accompanying paragraph it reported that "All fingers 

pointed in the direction of the President and the name of the 3 1St December Women's 
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Movement (DWM) came up. " This put the credence of the story into doubt. By 

relying heavily on the use of transitive verbs, the Ghanaian Chronicle succeeded 

somehow to leave readers guessing as to who has the power to order the abrogation of 

a legal agreement at the Castle. By inference, it is only the President. He is the 

epitome of the seat of power who resides in the Castle. By speculating with the name 

of the President, one can aver from the headline and the photograph that the 

newspaper was just playing with words. They meant the President. Put in context the 

analysis arguably points to this fact. 

Another explanation arising from the analysis could be that the 31sß December 

Women's Movement (DWM), which the newspaper mentioned, could be the brain 

behind the move by the President. This view is further enhanced by the newspaper 

when it stated: 
Enter Trafalgar House, part of a huge British conglomerate with extensive 
Ghanaian presence and connections in the corridors of power. They are also 
believed to be generous ̀ donors' with cosy relations with the 31St December 
Women's movement. 

In spite of this the phrase ̀ also believed' in the above quote is one of conjecture and 

an opinionated piece of writing. It blemished an otherwise brilliant investigative story 

despite the apparent contradictions. Moreover, the use of the word `cosy' cannot be 

said to be neutral or value free. It denotes a kind of immoral relationship between 

Trafalgar House and the DWM. 

Exercising due diligence in its investigations, the newspaper performed one major 

singular act of watchdog journalism and political accountability when it informed 

readers of the financial paralysis of Trafalgar House. It reported in paragraph ten that: 

Fooled by the high profile of Trafalgar House and without proper due 
diligence investigations, the contract was given to Trafalgar. Unknown to 
Rawlings, the British conglomerate was in the throes of bankruptcy. Last year 
alone, they posted a colossal loss of 320million pounds. 

7.9 Conclusion 

The results arising from the above textual analysis indicate that the contribution of the 

newspapers to the democratic process has been wide and varied. Crucially, the 

findings which emerged from the analysis addressed some of the research questions 
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framework of this thesis. The analysis also accounted for some conceptual issues 

surrounding multiparty democracy, democratic accountability, ownership and general 

and specific election and political concerns. Of value has been the explication of 

coverage in texts containing biases, partisanship and fair/balance presentation of 
issues bordering on elections, democratic accountability and multiparty politics and 
democracy in general. This has been done by deploying analytical semantics and 

aspects of socio-linguistics discourse analysis. Attempts to influence and direct 

outcomes of elections by the two newspapers have been found. In the same way, the 

analysis shows how ownership of newspapers affects coverage in the newspapers. 

Furthermore, it has been revealed that democratic accountability has been abused in 

the uncovering of corruption and general malfeasance in public life, as the two 

newspapers concentrate on political opponents. It is clear that the results from the 

analysis has been enriching and will complement the other findings which emerged 
from the thematic and quantitative content analysis. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

8.0 Democratic accountability, politics, elections and ownership 
There is ample evidence to show that ownership of newspapers and their political 

ideology affects political coverage of elections and the candidates involved. 

Notwithstanding that the Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian Chronicle display clear 

biases and partisanship towards the ruling party and government and the opposition, 

they deserve commendation for their occasional flickering of balance and fair 

coverage of elections, politics and accountability. 

The quantitative content analysis showed that under the comparative analytic 

approach, both the Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian Chronicle devoted a lot space 

and time to political coverage of politics and elections. The Ghanaian Chronicle, 

however, has been more committed to democratic accountability by exposing 

corruption in public life. In this context, it fulfils the watchdog function and 

libertarian guarantees of being a true `Fourth Estate' element in the society. The 

concentration of the Ghanaian Chronicle on accountability is part of its mission 

statement, as discussed in the ethos of the media in chapter four. It must be stated that 

the quantum of stories on politics, elections and accountability in the two newspapers 

reveal their commitment and contribution to promote political discourse, influence 

political opinion and promote democratic governance. 

While the Daily Graphic has been more involved with politics and elections and has 

been more favourable in its reportage towards the government, it nevertheless tried to 

achieve some level of balance in coverage of the opposition parties. The placement of 

stories-and the tone of the stories as they relate to the issues of politics, elections and 

accountability clearly indicate the focus of the two newspapers in order to influence 

and manipulate the public sphere. In this sense, the public arena has become a 

battleground for control as they strive to enrich democratic and political discourse. 

This level of competition to gain a foothold in the public sphere is also largely due to 

the constitutional freedom granted to the press to operate with few inhibitions. The 

quality of information thrown into the arena for debate and consumption, whether 
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truthful or untruthful, is left for the public to sift from. However, the conveyor status 

of the press/media in the political and democratic realm, as recognized by Barnett and 

Gaber (2001), remains one of its main bulwarks as clearly spelt out in the sociological 

arguments which underpinned the libertarian and social responsibility doctrines of the 

`Fourth Estate' espoused by Siebert and Peterson (1963). 

The biases and partisanship influences of the state-owned newspaper towards the 

government has been clearly articulated in the theoretical framework, amounting to an 

authoritarian hold on the press. This is what historically compelled liberal proponents 

to advocate for privately-led ownership of the press. In this way, the government, 

which is expected to be a contestant in the multiparty democratic process, could be 

prevented from abusing state resources to its advantage. Ansah (1991) also 

deliberated on this difficult position of the state participation in the press/media. A 

government, which is bent on retaining political power, has the tendency to 

manipulate the state-owned media to the fullest advantage to the detriment of other 

political parties and contestants. On the other hand, by virtue of constitutional 

obligations, and safeguards, the state-owned newspaper media, as the findings have 

showed, has been somehow fair and balanced in its coverage of politics and elections. 

This, however, is skewed in such a way as to include only topical issues which are of 

no serious challenge or consequence to the ruling government's grip on political 

power. The appropriation of the press/media which is funded by the tax-payer and 

becoming a ventriloquist of the ruling party is not healthy for the promotion of 

balanced policy issues for the people to select from. This in consequence is a malaise 

afflicting the Ghanaian media. The thesis against the state-ownership of the 

press/media as fought for in the libertarian and liberal environments is in itself a move 

to stop the dictatorial tendencies in the state to stifle dissenting voices. 

On the other hand, the high level of balance/fairness seen in the state-owned 

press/media, in part supports the crucial role the Daily Graphic plays in the 

democratic process by striving for the middle ground in its reportage, even if its 

partisanship and biases are disturbing. In this context therefore, McChesney (2000) is 

justified in arguing against the private-ownership of the press by the elite or 

behemoths. There is evidence from the study to show that a privately-led press/media 

results in the virtual crowding out of certain political groupings from the information 
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dissemination process. The complaints of negative portrayal and spin are essentially 

responsible for the call for the intervention of the state in the press/media market. This 

is to allow the state to sell its policies to the citizens instead of the commercial 

press/media interested in profit and influenced by its political ideology to toe a certain 
line. The findings are justified by state intervention in the press/media. 

McChesney's (2000) argument has arguably been proved right by the heavy 

involvement of the Daily Graphic in the coverage of politics and elections. This 

development of being a proponent for deepening democratic and electoral discourse, 

through the provision of information and education, affirms McChesney's position of 

state involvement helping to halt the indirect marginalisation of a majority of the 

population. (2000: 6). It is an answer to the Development theory critiqued in the 

literature as this thirst for the state to articulate its policies is mostly argued for by 

development theorists. Hachten (1981,1992) clearly stated this position, alluding to 

the developmental concept as a necessary tool for developing countries because of its 

"amorphous and curious mixture of ideas, rhetoric, influences, and grievances" (1992: 

34). While this might be true, the underlying current of this concept or model is the 

over-concentration of the private press/media in a liberal setting being a tool in the 

hands of the powerful and elite (McChesney, 2000). 

It is clear that the state-owned press/media, such as the Daily Graphic, are not 
different from the private press as the partisanship and biases detected in the 

quantitative content analysis showed its inclination towards the ruling party and 

government. What this means for the finding is that the liberal theory of the market 
determining content cannot be wholly supported in other parts of the world. As 

Rosemary Righter (1978) argued, and is captured in the literature, the main thrust of 

the development model is to simply kick against the Western model's normative 

theory of privately-driven press/media. In this way, the press/media: 
instead of backing diversity and free flow .... must adopt a didactic, even 
ideological, role of explaining to the people their part in forging a new social 
order (1978: 14-15). 

Whatever might be the motivation for such high partisanship is reflective of the 

ownership structure and the principles which underpin its political ideology. In this 

case, however, partisanship and biases are legitimate weapons if they help in 
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providing political alternatives to the citizens and the electorate in particular. 

Importantly, it is clear that the state-owned press/media has been skewed in its 

reportage of activities which favour political activities of the government but at the 

same time remains alive to its constitutional responsibilities. 

Importantly, the statistical analysis showed the level of fairness and balance displayed 

by the Daily Graphic, a state-owned newspaper in reporting issues bordering on 

politics, elections and accountability. This compared with the more partisan and 
biased approach adopted by the Ghanaian Chronicle, a privately-owned newspaper. 
The Daily Graphic's commitment to reflect such fair and balance in its reportage is 

informed by the social responsibility paradigm. It is mindful of the rules and 

regulations necessary to maintain some form of equilibrium in the public arena. 
Invariably, aware of the political dynamics mostly thrown up by multiparty 
democracy, it tends to reflect the argument put forward by Blumler and Gurevitch 

(1995) "all political systems generate principles derived from the tenets of their 

political cultures, for regulating the political role of the mass media" (1995: 19). In 

indulging in partisan and biased reportage, the state-owned paper also helps to 

generate debate, and invoke passion necessary for political and democratic debate in 

the public sphere. The trajectory of the stories and the statistics it spawns is proof of 
its commitment to seeing the multiparty democracy work. In this way the central role 

of the media as a central resource in providing information allowed citizens to have 

informed opinions in order to vote. This is enhanced by Daily Graphic's active 

engagement with the ventilation of knowledge of policy issues which in turn service 
democratic participation (Carpini & Keeter, 1997). 

In the case of the Ghanaian Chronicle, it fills the vacuum left by the not too critical 

reportage of the state-owned Daily Graphic. It relies heavily on news from the other 
spectrum of the society while being adversarial in its presentation as they relate to the 

ruling party and government. This is healthy for the growth of the press/media, 

especially once it is not reduced into a howling match with the language becoming 

asinine and unacceptable. In any case, the essence of multiplicity of press advocated 
by the libertarian purists is for the press/media to be diverse and satisfy all segments 

of society. This is well accounted for by the ownership structure and the varying 
degrees of ideology which resonates through the analysis. The Ghanaian Chronicle, 
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judging from the findings in respect of the quantitative content analysis, could be said 

to fill the void created by the inability of the Daily Graphic to offer critical voices to 

other vital segments in the political and democratic process. The high level of 

partisanship and bias are key to its role in the public sphere. It is to assist the various 

groups and segments to have a variety to select from and also make informed 

decisions and choices based on the quality of debate within the democratic and 

political public sphere. As an active agent in the public sphere it has been proved that 

its presence is essential to compel the political authority to, as Kunczik (1988) puts it; 

... to act justly and in accordance with the constitutional principles then it will 
have to be necessary for it to hear all voices and all opinions. But that is 
possible only if it grants freedom of the press (cited Kunczik, 1988: 16) 

Importantly, the multiplicity of press/media argument advanced in the literature is of 

value from the findings which have emerged. It facilitated debate from various 

sources as news or information dissemination comes from different sources. In this 

way the truth is subject to the test. How this happens is enhanced by the flood of 
information which could be of value through Milton's self-righting theory. This is 

evident from the quantitative content analysis. It is a classic answer to Milton's 

position in that it: 

... would make it possible to find the truth by public argumentation because, 
free public debate at the end of the day served the common good. Truth could 
be found only if one considered the possibility that others could also be right. 
In argument and counter argument, one could arrive at the truth (cited 
Kunczik, 1988: 16). 

Furthermore, the privately-owned Ghanaian Chronicle represents the face of a true 

independent press free from any control or direction of the state. In this way, any 

encroaching authoritarian tendencies of the state could be checked in a liberal 

democratic society through the use of civil society to rally round the independent 

organs of information and education. The high premium placed on democratic 

accountability alongside political and electoral issues which dominated its pages is a 

clear testimony of the arguments put forward in the literature, as reflected by Keane 

(1994) when he posits that a privately-led press in a democracy are "justified by their 

ability to maximise freedom in the sense of individual or group autonomy", because it 

remains the main barrier to the abuse of power by those who wield and exercise it 

(1994: 175). 
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Therefore, because the state-owned press has not been able to expose sleaze and other 

abuses in government, the alternative private press has taken it upon itself to inform 

and educate the people accordingly. Clearly, in the textual analysis of the Daily 

Graphic, for example, the stories on corruption or democratic accountability are those 

which do not affect government officials but civil and public servants in state 
institutions and those involving opposition politicians. In this way, although it is 

shown on the statistical table and graphs from the quantitative content analysis of 
being a strong crusader of democratic accountability as it relates to its watchdog 

function of exposing corruption, human rights abuses and others, it is biased towards 

only one side in the multiparty democratic process. From this position, the public 

sphere is served with a somehow one-sided reportage on critical national issues. 

According to democratic theory, the very survival of democracy we maintained is 

owed to the level of information and communication dissemination and its availability 

to the citizens to distil and sift from (Barber, 1999: 582). The informed "consent of 

the governed" is a cherished principle of representative democracy. In this way, it is 

only useful for the people to know how their resources are being used and applied. 

They can only get this information if the press/media maintains an adversarial 

relationship with the rulers. 

The partisanship, biases and political ideology as reflected in ownership plays a key 

role in coverage of stories bordering on accountability, elections and politics among 

others. The Ghanaian Chronicle's relative fairness and objectivity in large parts of its 

coverage and the resort to partisanship and biases are nothing new. In a multiparty 
democracy, partisanship is a useful ingredient to help generate debate and raise 

argumentation to a higher plane. It is a mark of democratic maturity for the 

press/media to engage each other based on political ideology and policy issues. As 

argued in the literature and affirmed by Ansah (1991), he concedes how "one cannot 

rule out the taking of categorical positions on specific issues reflecting particular 
ideological options" (1991: 20). Hall (1973) also shares in this view of obvious 

partisanship and unbridled biases based on his position that "journalists operate within 

a framework of power because they are a part of a political and social system" (1973: 

15). Hallin (1994) adds further impetus from the literature on partisanship, or what 

could be regarded as passion, when he explains that: 
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It is neither realistic nor necessary nor even desirable, for public debate to be 
strictly `rational'... Political dialogue has always involved passion and 
spectacle; just like `reason, ' they have been used sometimes to manipulate and 
pacify, and sometimes to push consciousness to a higher level" (1994: 9). 

It is evident that the high preponderance of coverage of politics and elections by the 

two newspapers, underlines their interest and enthusiasm in ensuring the success of 

multiparty democracy in Ghana. The level of bias and partisanship identified in the 

two newspapers in respect of politics, elections and democratic accountability also 

points to their being used consciously and unconsciously as political tools before 

during and after elections. Their watchdog functions notwithstanding, the polarization 

of issues bordering on the above issues raised, betray their subservience to sectional 

and partisan interests. This is not a bad practice because without partisanship, 
democracy loses its value as the contestation of different viewpoints. 

As Maier (1993) argued, and has been articulated in the literature, the partisan nature 

of politics has helped transformed democracy into a more legal instrument of 

governance. What is essential to democratic politics is its partisanship nature. 
Pluralism and divergent discourse therefore are necessary if the multiparty system is 

to engender debate and assist in the building of public opinion. This from the 

standpoint of this discussion is ideal, to ensure the determination of the various 

opinions in the public sphere towards the various tendencies in the political system. 
Invariably, Maier is right when under democratic theory he recognizes the 

institutionalisation of political parties in a democracy as a useful corollary, which 
"transformed opposition from conspiracy into acceptable dissent" and therefore 

provided a vital channel for an otherwise virulent and potentially lethal rivalry into a 

workaday and tolerable antagonism of "ins and outs" (in Dunn, 1993: 135). 

The comparative framework has implications for Ghana's electoral and democratic 

process. Clearly, the interpretation, description and analysis of politics, accountability 

and election coverage in the Daily Graphic is indicative of its social responsibility as 

a state-owned newspaper. It has been and ought to be seen to be more objective, or 
less biased, in its coverage as argued in the literature on media theory. In showing 
flashes of balance and fairness even if retaining some form of partisanship and bias, 

the state-owned press confirms the theoretical arguments of McQuail (2005). He 
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reiterated the position that the press/media needs to set high professional standards of 

being informative, objective and balanced. 

What this means and discovered in the analysis, is that the regulatory framework 

places more responsibility on the Daily Graphic to be fair, balanced and non-partisan 

since it is funded by the tax-payers money. Crucially, social responsibility theory 

challenges media practitioners to devise new strategies of serving their communities, 

while seeing themselves at the vanguard of the struggle to preserve democracy in a 

world that is arguably drifting inexorably toward dictatorship. The Daily Graphic by 

virtue of this obligation to serve the people as a state-owned entity has to be located 

within the tenets of fair/balanced and more objective presentation of information as 

elucidated by McQuail, Hachten and Baran and Davis articulated in the literature 

(1983,2005; 1992; 2003). In the textual analysis, the Daily Graphic, in its reportage 

on politics and elections consistently called for political tolerance and peaceful 

prosecution of electoral campaigns, both within political parties and without, in terms 

of general elections. The Graphic, has often called for the respect for constitutional 

provisions to ensure a free, fair and transparent elections, which are important 

developments and affirms its commitment to the democratic process and the building 

of the liberal representative democracy. 

The contribution of the Daily Graphic to democratic evolution in Ghana has been 

both explicit and latent. In large parts, it took the responsibility through its coverage 

and reportage to articulate the essence of participatory democracy. In this way, it 

consciously and unconsciously tried to motivate citizens to in the democratic electoral 

process to get involved to ensure full participation and representation. This policy is' 

meant to aggregate the view and opinions of all for a more credible end-product. On 

the other hand, the use of "participatory democracy" reminds us of the Athenian ideal 

argued in the literature. It is an affirmation of Dunn's philosophical argument that "in 

a democracy, the people (the demos), its human members decide what is to be done, 

and in so deciding they take their destiny into their own hands (1993). The 

participatory principle which has been one of the main goals of the state-owned 

newspaper, in reality is necessary not only for the process of elections but for politics 
in general and in particular for the citizens to hold the governors accountable for their 

actions. Therefore, participation entails citizens' involvement in activities through 
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which they can communicate their preferences, interests, needs, collective problems 

and aspirations to seek redress from those in charge of public policy or change them 

(Bratton, 1999; Putnam, 2000). 

On the other hand, although the Ghanaian Chronicle showed some degree of 

responsibility of being guided by the journalistic elements of fairness, balance and 

objectivity in its reportage on elections, politics and accountability of power, the data 

revealed that it is not under any strict obligation due to its ownership being privately- 

owned newspaper. As a privately-owned entity the exigencies of the market and the 

profit at all cost dictum overrides any other consideration in terms of the choice of 

tone in its coverage. This confirms the libertarian guarantees of the free market of 

choices between a good product and what is less appealing. 

The Ghanaian Chronicle from the textual analysis affirmed the position of one of the 

research questions by trying to influence, and more particularly, to direct the outcome 

of the electoral process during election periods in favour of a particular party and 

candidate. While this is not a bad practice it exposes not only its partisan leaning but 

also the crucial question of ownership. Invariably, the findings indicate that the 

paper, while it displays partisanship and bias, has been very outstanding in the 

democratic process by striving to ensure accountability of power and resources. At 

other times, the coverage in its pages could only be implied using the linguistic 

devices of implication. It emerged from the analysis of texts that politics and free, fair 

and transparent elections have been actively promoted. 

As for the state-owned Daily Graphic, it more often than not reports official 

statements and insider information from the Electoral Commission (EC) and the 

government, and conveys them to the public. Comparatively, the Ghanaian Chronicle 

has been skeptical of the whole electoral arrangement and adopts a more adversarial 

role in the process. For example, in reporting the logistic difficulties of the EC the 

Graphic, as a state-owned newspaper, tends to shy away from the discriminatory 

practices of the EC in excluding sections of the electorate from having photo identity 

cards and chose to calm the voting public by adopting an early warning system by 

making it an issue for public discussion. A major feature in the Graphic's reportage 

on electoral issues has been to inform and educate and not influence the voting pattern 
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or behaviour of the people. It has been found to provide a more accurate coverage of 

the electoral process, thereby confirming the stand of Barnett and Gaber that the 

reporting of events accurately, intelligibly and offering an in-depth knowledge about 

political issues to the electorate, makes it easy for citizens to "formulate their own 

informed responses and if they choose - to participate accordingly (2001: 11). 

In the area of democratic accountability as a major research question, there is ample 

evidence to show from the analysis that the Daily Graphic has been dismally 

ineffective in holding political office holders to account. The few occasions it reported 

about the misconduct of politicians in the democratic process, as included in our 

chosen sample, has been on political opponents of the ruling party and government. In 

doing this, the opposition politicians were given front page lead treatment. The reports 

were not only biased but in one particular instance totally unmeritorious as the issue 

was a private matter for the Member of Parliament and had nothing to do with 

partisan politics or his public service. The Ghanaian Chronicle on the other hand, has 

been very probing and concerned about the public purse. It has devoted more time to 

exposing corruption and ventilation of opinions of the citizens through its letters to the 

editor page. In carrying out this function, it has also been partisan revealing its 

ownership and ideology as being rabidly anti-government and opposed to the ruling 

party. 

In furtherance of the analysis of democratic accountability and elections, the thematic 

analysis of the interviews revealed the position of professional journalists on this very 

important topic. Political leaders, it emerged, have to be faithful to their constitutions 

and see it as a sacred text to regulate their conduct in office in order to promote 

healthy democratic development. In this way, democratic accountability and elections 

go beyond corruption and the holding of free and fair elections as has been touted in 

most African countries undergoing political transitions. For Nyamnjoh (2005), relying 

on periodic elections as a means to arrive at the democratic paradise, as preached by 

liberal theorists, could be likened to `face-powder democracy' (Nyamnjoh, 2005: 24). 

The findings truly reveal his argument for a real democratic culture being seen beyond 

the electorate exercising their franchise. In this context, it has been revealed by the 

two newspapers that it involves other essential factors "... more than the occasional 

election of leaders who excel in callous indifference to the predicaments of their 
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people" (Ibid: 24). It is imperative from the findings that democratic accountability is 

not only reserved for the press but the active engagement of the citizens in the 

democratic process. Therefore, the participatory ideal discussed in this chapter is of 

value. However, the use of money and `freebies', by politicians to buy their mandate 

is a serious drawback on the democratic process and undermines accountability of 

power to the people. The voters sell their birthright to politicians and so mortgage 

their inalienable right to question how their resources are being used. There is 

therefore a vacuum because of the abdication of this role by the citizens so 

compromised and this void is then filled by the press/media. 

Democratic accountability, it emerged has been stretched to cover the conduct of 

political leaders being faithful to their constitutions which brought them to office and 

regulate their conduct. Manifesto promises and democratic institutions which deals 

with policy infractions and others have all been added. The contention is politicians 

make promises in their blue-prints knowing fully well they are unattainable. 

Ineffectiveness of democratic institutions such as Ghana's Public Accounts 

Committee of Parliament, the Commission on Human Rights and Administrative 

Justice (CHRAJ) and the Serious Fraud Office (SFO), to ensure democratic 

accountability is clearly traced to partisan political patronage and a blot on the 

extremist positions of the newspapers. While this generates debate and influences 

public opinion formation in the public sphere, it however, reduces the quality of the 

discourse in the arena of democratic engagement. This debility of too much 

partisanship and active engagement of the press in the political process has in a way 
diluted their contributions to the growth of democracy. In this context, the articulation 

of Dahlgren and Sparks on reportage and coverage is true of the eroding positive 

contribution to the sphere of opinion formation. Their position in the literature is that: 

... 
instead of reporting politics, the media are active participants in the 

political process ... events are manipulated to provide the maximum impact. 
Debates are structured so that extreme points of view can clash to maximum 
effect, increasing ratings but doing little to contribute to the formation of 
discursive public will or opinion (1995: 66). 
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8.1 Multiparty democratic elections, pluralism and diversity 

Both newspapers reveal the diversity of opinion, views and the level of freedom of the 

newspaper press. It is fascinating to unravel what the two newspapers deemed 

important and as being in the interest of the readers and the public in general. The 

level of democratic engagement as seen in the plurality and diversity in the two 

newspapers has also been riveting. What is imperative about the findings is the 

inclination of the reading public and the newspapers' preference for political 

discourse. Whether partisan or biased, the essential feature of this development is the 

promotion of divergence views and the freedom of choice of a medium of 

communication. This is a vital ingredient in a multiparty democracy and electoral 

politics as articulated in the literature. 

The argument by writers such as Fukuyama in holding aloft the banner of liberal 

democracy as the ultimate has been faulted in the findings even if it retains in large 

measure the ideal. A major contribution of multiparty democracy is its ideological 

underpinnings. In this regard, it allows for free circulation of ideas, which are subject 

to scrutiny in the public sphere. On the other hand, to believe that multiparty 

democracy alone is the solution to pluralism and diversity and quality opinion 

formation is debatable as the findings have shown. What is important here is the clash 

of ideas in what Keane (1994) recognizes as being the philosophical arguments which 

underlined the principles of Tom Paine, Mill and Locke's natural rights maxim, and 

the Marxian ideology of the triumph of authentic democracy represented by the class 

struggle (1994: 170-171). 

Multiparty democracy is a vital ingredient for diversity. Multipartyism is severally 

conceived as electoral and constitutional democracy which is adorned with different 

political persuasions and orientations in search of power. In this way, multipartyism 

promotes pluralism of the political party system. The news media are hailed for their 

criticality in exposing corruption and other dubious practices of politicians thereby 

helping to eliminate such vices and maximise good governance. By providing 
different perspectives and policy choices the citizens are freer to discern and decide 

on the political party which best serves their interest (McNair, 2003). Invariably, the 

news media's coverage helps in defining policy and issues and communicates the 
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same to the public, and thus enables them to form their own judgement through 

critical deliberation and argumentation (Habermas, 1989). This is possible through 

multiplicity of news media. 

While the press/media has played crucial roles in the building of multiparty 

democracy as the analysis revealed, it has also been faulted for certain aberrations 

likely to undermine the whole electoral and constitutional democracy. For example, 

the findings point to the newspaper press' narrow focus on personal attacks on 

politicians to the detriment of policies. For the development advocates still rooted in 

Development Theory, the Daily Graphic is seen as the fulcrum for assisting in raising 

the quality of life of the people. According to them, besides the coverage of politics, 

elections and issues of accountability, the paper also focuses on other essential sectors 

such as lack of good roads, potable water and clinics. The perception and position is 

that these developmental needs are obviously overlooked by the private press and in 

its place, their attention and focus is on how many concubines and girlfriends 

politicians have. Despite these concerns against the private press/media, their plural 

and diverse coverage has created the platform for the conduct of government officials 

to become legitimate subjects for discussion in the public sphere. Dahlgren (1991) 

sees the level of efficiency of the public sphere as an index of democratic 

performance. He states: 

... how well the public sphere functions becomes a concrete manifestation of 
society's democratic character and thus in a sense the most visible indicator of 
our admittedly imperfect democracies (Dahlgren in Dahlgren and Sparks, 
1991: 2). 

In this way, while the press/media function to reflect the ideals of liberalism and 

constitutional politics, as seen in the promotion of democratic elections, pluralism and 

diversity, these cannot be said to be the only fundamental requirements. The 

informational and educational roles played by the state-owned press/media as lauded 

in development theory from the findings has also been complemented by the private 

press/media through the exposure of the citizens to intra-governmental activity 

necessary to activate them. This is what compels Garnharn (1992) to refer to the 

press/media role in a multiparty democracy, as the process which not only deals with 

freedom but the knowledge necessary to activate choices through political judgement 

of the various alternatives opened to them 
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8.1.1 The Daily Graphic, the Ghanaian Chronicle and professionalism 

Having discussed the major thrust of the findings under the other two sub-headings, 

the last sub-group is a fusion of the earlier discussions, and basically the implications 

of the coverage and reportage of the two newspapers on the press/media and 

democratic engagement in Ghana. The essence of the press/media and democracy 

argument is hinged on how well they function in the public sphere as argued by 

Dahlgren (1991). However, the press/media role in the democratic process has been 

affected by its level of professionalism, more particularly by the two newspapers at 

the heart of this enquiry. The different methodological tools employed in order to 

triangulate data revealed almost the same findings. The language employed by the 

Ghanaian Chronicle as a privately-owned newspaper has been found to be very 

inflammatory in most parts as the stories relate to politicians in government. Ethical 

violations resulting in defamation and libel suits have been identified as a low point in 

the performance of the press/media in a multiparty democracy. What account for the 

ethical aberrations are indecent language usage, low level of education of journalists 

and mixing of comments with facts in the news media coverage. 

For the state-owned Daily Graphic, the findings affirmed that constitutional 

safeguards notwithstanding, its independence and professionalism is debatable. It was 

clear it has been a tool in the hands of the manipulative agents of the government. In 

this way, while the drift is not necessarily towards the authoritarian regime of control 

of the press, it neither allows for the paper to assert its critical independence nor its 

social responsibility function to the people (Siebert et al, 1963). The whole argument 

of press/media independence has been found to be questionable from both the 

thematic and textual analysis in respect of the Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian 

Chronicle. Clear biases and deep partisanship makes it difficult to point to any of the 

two newspapers as totally independent. News selection, as gleaned from the three 

methods deployed, proved that the news value judgement principle has been tainted 

by the leanings of the newspapers and in most cases not informed by the objectivity 

ethos or their presumed independence as the `Fourth Estate'. 
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It is also essential to point to the financial base of the press in a democracy. A full 

fledged press/media could only function well if it attracts advertising. As for the Daily 

Graphic, as a state-owned newspaper, the findings indicate that it enjoys most of the 

advertising revenue while the private press is hamstrung in this area. The analysis and 

findings reveal the effective watchdog role of the privately-owned Ghanaian 

Chronicle in exposing corruption in governmental circles. It also stands out as being 

very critical of the electoral process in general. However, a weak advertising base 

could stifle its operations to perform its functions efficiently and effectively. A major 

boost to the democratic process is only feasible and sustainable if the newspapers 

could enjoy a more autonomous financial base, highly trained journalists and other 

professionals in the industry as well as independence. Keane (1994) has been clear in 

the critical independence of the press/media in a democracy. As explained in the 

literature review, it is essential because of its "... ability to maximise freedom in the 

sense of individual or group autonomy" (1994: 175). The denial of financial oxygen 

to the `Fourth Estate' could erode its critical role in the public sphere and in 

multiparty democracy as a whole. 

8.2 Conclusion 

The findings discussed in this chapter have pointed to the immense contribution of the 

press/media to the democratic process in Ghana from 1992-2000. The thrust of their 

role has been hinged on the new wave of liberty as circumscribed in the 1992 

Constitution. It is clear from the discussion that the partisanship spawned by the 

rivalry between the state-owned newspaper and the privately-owned Ghanaian 

Chronicle has helped raised the platform of debate within the public sphere. 

Accountability, elections, ownership, diversity and pluralism in a multiparty 
democracy resonates across the analysis and findings discussed. Therefore, the 

influence of the press/media in the electoral politics of Ghana has been riveting. 

The dichotomy and binary position of the two newspapers discussed reflects the 

competitive environment the multiparty democracy has brought into the political and 

general socio-economic discourse of the people. The triangulation of methods, on the 

other hand, has been very useful in fulfilment the objective of the study as most of the 

research questions have been accounted for and answered either towards positive or 

negative portrayal of the crucial role the press/media play in a liberal constitutional 
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setting. Moreover, the discussion of the findings has assisted in revisiting the 

theoretical arguments and how they relate to the findings and the research questions. 

There is enough material from the discussion to show that the normative theories of 

the press/media and democracy have been useful corollaries in the Ghanaian public 

sphere for the promotion and deepening of the multiparty democratic arrangement 
brought into focus. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

CONCLUSION 

9.0 Summary of conclusions, 
The thesis has covered diverse fields of the newspaper media and democracy. My 

findings have shown that the newspaper press is very vital in the building of the 

democratic process in Ghana. What has emerged strongly has been the arrangement in 

which the state-owned Daily Graphic and the privately-owned Ghanaian Chronicle 

both have space to contribute meaningfully to the emerging democracy. This model of 

a state-owned media, insulated from governmental control and playing a very active 

and somehow independent role in the democratic process is a model worthy of this 

study. Again, the findings have shown that no one standard, in the case of the models 

or theories articulated mostly from Eurocentric and American points of view are 

sufficient for the practice of media and democracy in other soils such as Ghana. A 

mixture of cultural and historical realities, the study has shown clearly, the brand of 

news media practice relevant for each region or country. However, the findings also 

showed that the Western normative theories and models of media and democracy 

remained strong pillars and very supportive of this study. 

What we cannot lose sight of is the theoretical arguments providing a platform for the 

state/private ownership of the media in the context of a democratic country such as 

Ghana. From this standpoint, a comparative analysis of the media-democracy 

dichotomy was dealt with using selected methodological arguments and analytical 

tools to unearth evidence of their role in democratic development. 

Importantly, the normative theories of media and democracy, particularly the `Four 

Theories' have been instrumental in addressing the research questions. Development 

theory and related models in the case of the African concept of media and democracy 

have played into the findings, which invariably contribute to knowledge. Arguably, 

the critique of the theories and models of media and democracy, and more 

particularly, the `Four Theories' mostly engaged with, are mostly from the Anglo- 

American tradition. Their emphasis on the traditional liberal theory to support 
democracy and its related issues within the free market system has been challenged 
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and shown from the analysis that the market alone is not the sole determinant of 
media/press viability in a democratic setting. 

Beyond the debatable traditional liberal theory's promotion of pluralism and diversity, 

and encouraging the watchdog role in the society, there is growing intellectual 

criticism of their efficacy in modem pluralist societies. However, it is equally 
important to acknowledge its continuous role in democratic transitional systems such 

as those in some nation-states in Africa. There is also not a doubt that the so-called 
"sophisticated theories" as Hallin and Mancini (2004: 10) alluded to, have not, in my 

view impacted on the intellectual and academic debates as deeply as the traditional 

normative ideal, even if as Nordenstreng puts it the classic had collapsed into one 
level at least three different layers worthy of analysis that is the philosophical, 

political, and press systems (2006: 37). In the case of this thesis, the classic and the 

variant models dealing with the African concept enunciated by Nyamnjoh (2005), 

Ake (2000), Ansah (1991), Awoonor (1990) among others have been more than 

useful in assisting with the growth of democracy in Africa and particularly Ghana. It 

is clear that in as much as the Western liberal theory has been relevant in this study, a 
leaf of advice from Nyamnjoh using the metaphor of the "full-figured person, rich in 

all cultural indicators of health with which Africans are familiar, a dress made to fit 

the slim, de-fleshed Hollywood consumer model... " (2005: 25-6) deserves much 

attention. 

The central thrust of the study has been to establish, or otherwise the contribution of 

the newspaper press to the democratic evolution in Ghana from 1992-2000. Within 

this context, a comparative analysis of private-state newspaper ownership has been 

researched and examined to find out if they have affected, positively or negatively, a 
democratic contribution. Crucial to this, the study proceeds to seek answers to the 

coverage of elections, accountability, multiparty democracy or politics, newspaper 

ownership influences and the implications of coverage of elections and related issues 

on the democratic process. Private ownership of the press/media has been established 

as necessary to satisfy the free market and the self-righting paradigms. While this has 

been very positive in assisting the outcome of findings based on the watchdog role of 
the media/press, more particularly the Ghanaian Chronicle, the state-ownership of the 

press/media has also defied the theoretical arguments of most Western theories by 
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being critical and in so doing striking a level of balance and independence. This is 

better appreciated due to the regulatory role of the National Media Commission 

(NMC) and the constitutional space given to the state-owned media and the NMC to 

assist in maintaining high journalistic standards and independence of the state-owned 

press/media. Partisanship in the private-state press/media and multiparty democracy 

in the context of Ghana has assisted in deepening the democratic culture embarked on 

since 1992, through the promotion of diversity and pluralism. 

For the two newspapers from different ownership and controlled structures, the 

reflection and coverage given to different perspectives in the press on elections, 

accountability and politics are useful findings at various levels which showed that the 

arguments by development theorists in the wider context of Africa, for state- 

ownership of a means of communication, is not wholly a bad idea. What is interesting 

about the Daily Graphic is that, all the three different methods adopted in the analysis 

of the private-state-ownership of the two newspapers revealed a strong case of 

balance and fairness in the reportage of the Daily Graphic. While its partisanship and 
biases of leaning to the ruling government was not in doubt, placed on the ultimate 

point of the scale based on the findings, it justifies the strong arguments of writers 

such as McChesney (2000), Schramm (1963), Ansah (1991), Nyamnjoh (2005), Ake 

(2000) and Aggarwala (1978) among others. Crucially, it has defied the theoretical 

arguments and research findings of Western scholars that the press cannot be in 

government hands and function properly as the vanguard of the people. 

In respect of the historical reality of emerging from colonialism, Ghanaian 

governments (just as other African countries) had, and still have a responsibility to 

their people. The cultural milieu in which they found themselves had impacted on 

their assessment of the `truth'. Besides, the constitutional safeguards given the state- 

owned news media, such as the Daily Graphic, protecting them from being dictated to 

by government, or any other vested interest, other than being regulated by the 

constitutionally established body, the NMC, has indeed provided them with the 

requisite teeth to blossom without much interference. Instances of interference which 

emerged had to do with subtle pressures. This 1 find very usual of all organs of 

communication either privately-owned, publicly-owned or those of the state. 
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In respect of the Ghanaian Chronicle, being a private newspaper has assisted it to also 

contribute immensely to the democratic process. Its command performance has been 

identified from the analysis in the areas of holding politicians and public office 

holders to account for the people's resources under their care. The Ghanaian 

Chronicle's ownership ideology allows it the freedom to pursue and report on very 

sensitive national issues, particularly that of the electoral process. A critical role in 

this respect has been its immense contribution to Ghana's electoral development and 

multiparty democracy in general. What is, even more compelling from the findings is 

the divergent viewpoints and the plural role it has helped establish, especially by 

giving a stronger and louder voice to the other players on the other side of the political 

spectrum. In providing this critical platform, it fills a vacuum arguably created by the 

Daily Graphic, and more seriously the promotion of critical debate, leading to the 

formation of quality opinions to enrich democracy. 

Clear cases of partisanship, reflecting the Chronicle's ownership paradigm, have been 

found to be healthy for multiparty democracy. What makes its private ownership 

worthwhile is the ability to stick its neck out and try to influence the electorate to vote 

in a certain way. Whereas to others, it could be seen as trying to compel the electorate 

to think in a particular way, the Ghanaian Chronicle could be said to be exercising its 

liberal function beyond providing information. However, this role is what has given 

the state-owned Daily Graphic, some leverage. As a state-owned newspaper, enjoined 

by constitutional guarantees, it is less encumbered in acting overtly partisan in the 

coverage of the political parties and candidates involved in the electoral contest. 

9.1 Strengths of the Thesis 

At the level of the main theoretical arguments which underpin this thesis, the study 
has thrown up very interesting caveats in terms of the dependence on Western theories 

to analyse the press/media's role, and more particularly the African liberal idea. 

Importantly, the development concept, which was the argument advanced by most 
African leaders and given meaning and backing by some modernization theorists such 

as Schramm, have been proved to be useful in the context of state-ownership of 

newspapers as shown in the case of the Daily Graphic. The Daily Graphic's role in 

the critique of the classic or generally the traditional liberal theory did not function 
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simply in the context of the Anglo-American ideal but within the purview of the 

African cultural realities. 

The inadequacy of the Western theoretical paradigms to construct a truly African 

public sphere for debate and opinion formation in Ghana's democratic development in 

the past has now been resolved with the hybridisation process of marrying the various 

theories with its attendant historical and cultural specificities and reality. Therefore, 

the idea of the self-righting and free market cannot be taken to be the ideal in all parts 

of the world. As recognized by Siebert et al, the newspaper press has to take the form 

and colouration of the public sphere where it is practiced. In this context the African 

ideal, in relation to developmental "concept, clearly departs from the libertarian 

emphasis on the individual, as an autonomous subject, to that of shared values of 

individuals being an organic part of the community. It has to be admitted also that 

liberal democracy is not alien to Africa. When there is a fusion of the positive cultural 

and political values of the West with those of Africa, as argued in this thesis from the 

standpoint of the unique role of the private-state dichotomy, there is hope for its future 

growth and development. 

Ghana's return to constitutional rule after years of oscillating between civilian and 

military dictatorship has been an opportunity for the newspaper press to play its role 
in contributing meaningfully to the democratic order. It is my firm conviction that this 

function has held very well, as articulated in the thesis, as there are clear empirical 

examples to point to in revealing its contribution to the building of the political and 

democratic public sphere through pluralism and diversity. In this study, the newspaper 

press in Ghana has been proven to be strategically situated to contribute to the 

attainment objectives of crystallising democratic governance through the promotion of 

universalistic cultures, as well as the relevant Ghanaian historical cultural specifics, 

without undermining the new thesis of globalization, with specific reference to the 

world becoming a melting pot for cultures and goods. 

Furthermore, the diversity and pluralism engendered by the two newspapers at the 
heart of the study has been found to be vital for the checks on democratic infractions, 

the ensuring of greater accountability, sustainable electoral constitutional democracy, 

and encouraging multiparty politics. Part of the strength of the thesis has been the 
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realization that the newspaper press still remains a very critical organ of 

communication, information and education in the society and in the moulding of 

political and democratic opinions in the public sphere. A case in point has been the 

theoretical arguments and other empirical material establishing the relevance and 
importance of the newspapers in the programming menu of radio and television as 

detailed in `Appendix A'. I have in the discussion of the ethos of the media argued 
forcefully that newspaper reviews, which have become a major programming source 
in radio and television in Ghana, on daily basis for six days a week and for almost six 
hours daily, affirms how the newspaper coverage of politics, elections, and, 

accountability are virtually taking over the airwaves in what 1 have termed 

"newspapertronics". 

The theoretical arguments applied in the construction of a solid methodological 
framework for the thesis has been critically examined and has been useful in arriving 

at the results obtained from the study and how they relate to the findings. By adopting 
both quantitative and qualitative methods in explicating phenomena, the use of 

quantitative content analysis has assisted in formulating statistical information to 

address some of the difficult research questions. Likewise, the qualitative content 

analysis, or the textual analysis and in part the discourse analytic category, played 

valuable roles in arriving at the findings which resonated from the study. Equally 

crucial has been the qualitative thematic analysis of the interview transcripts. This has 

been a useful tool in addressing some of the complex issues raised by the respondents. 

The greatest theoretical relevance of the methods deployed has been the flexibility 

available through the triangulation of the results of the various tools of analysis 

applied. 

9.1.1 Weaknesses 
While the theoretical frameworks established for the thesis have been carefully 

thought through, and were arguably well suited for the study, the possibility of other 

approaches in addressing the central questions of the study such as the three media 

concepts or models of Hallin and Mancini (2004) could have added more impetus. 

However, a careful analysis of their book Comparing Media Systems: Three models of 

media and politics for example, showed that it is short of addressing the African and 
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the Ghanaian ideal. The theories suffer from the same malaise of the earlier models. 

In this context, the classic ̀ Four Theories' and the variant models of development and 

democratic participant theories have been found to be extremely outstanding and 

relevant to the thesis. Nevertheless, the study was very stingy on explicating the 

Habermasian ideal of the public sphere into detail, and 1 believe that it could probably 

have added more zest to the study. Additionally, 1 found the scholarly and academic 

arguments of others, who have covered the same field in relation to the sphere of 

opinion's impact on democratic theory and practice, more captivating. 

Methodologically, a critical look at the audience reception of the coverage of 

elections, accountability, multiparty politics and issues of ownership influences could 

have been equally useful. This is not to state that the study's inability to adopt this 

approach has negatively impacted on the findings. Again, the newspaper sample size 

used for the study, on hindsight could have been relatively larger to deal with the 

nine-year period chosen for the study. However, judging by the focus of the research 

and the multi-strand methodology adopted, the inadequacy of the sample size has 

been compensated for by the intensive and extensive deployment of qualitative 

methods. They enriched the outcome of the study and the findings affirmed this. As 

stated, the deployment of a larger sample for the quantitative content analysis would 

have added more value. 

9.2 Value of the Project 

There is evidence from the study to show that the state-ownership of the newspaper 

press remains a signpost to further democratic development in Ghana. In the areas of 

elections, accountability, multiparty politics and ownership, it is clear from the thesis 

that* neither private nor state owned press/media hold the key to the development and 

growth of democracy, but rather a mixture of the two structures. What has emerged 

from the arguments and empirical data is that democracy flourishes best when there is 

a vigorous and fearless news media. Freedom of the press, however, does not mean 

that the press should dabble in half-truths and rumours. Cases of personalisation and 

vulgarity deployed in language usage in the press cannot help in the construction of a 
healthy democratic debate. What it does is to poison the atmosphere and build 

tensions. Within the historical context of Ghana, which had long spells of military 
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intervention, the press/media needs to be more circumspect and decorous in the choice 

of words in order not inflame. passions unnecessarily. 

I believe that the comparative analytic study embarked on in researching the two 

newspapers from different ownership and control structures adds to the wider field of 

knowledge on the media and democracy in Ghana. Of significance is the attempt to 

delve into and research what 1 consider to be protean areas by way of what Hallin and 

Mancini (2004) refer to as "concept formation and clarification and its role in causal 

inference" (Ibid: 2). What this provided for the study was the opportunity to 

systematically dissect the "work that falls into these patterns of over-generalisation 

and conceptual narrowness" (2004: 3-4) The comparative analysis of the two 

newspapers, the Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian Chronicle, has added to my 
knowledge of how to investigate relevant social phenomenon as it relates to the 

newspapers' role in media and democracy from different ownership and control 

structures and has been a worthy experience. The key findings arising from the 

various analyses, as well as the theoretical arguments discussed and critiqued, have 

been valuable contributions to the knowledge and scholarship not only about the 

Ghanaian newspaper media and democracy but also useful hints about the African 

news media and more crucially, the study of the discipline in any part of the globe. I 

trust that the methodology employed, and the analytical approaches adopted, may be 

of value to other future researchers interested in wider fields of news media study in 

Ghana, Africa and beyond. 
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Appendix A 

Radio as an Industry 
Radio represents one of the early mass communication channels to get a foothold in 

Ghana after the newspaper press. Established in 1935 through the instrumentality of 

the British colonial Governor, Sir Arnold Hodgson, the station was named ZOY. It 

began broadcasting to about three hundred subscribers, mostly foreign residents and 

some members of the African elite as a relay station, re-broadcasting British 

Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) World Service programmes (Ansah, 1985). Station 

ZOY is now what is called Radio Ghana, a part of the national broadcaster, the Ghana 

Broadcasting Corporation (GBC). Modelled along the tradition of the BBC as public 

service broadcaster, it is owned and funded by the state. 

Radio's intrusiveness as a mass mobilising tool and educator has seen it take a 

vanguard role in Ghana's development. As acknowledged by Mytton, though it is a 

twentieth century phenomenon, it has made giant strides in Africa and in particular 

Ghana. In his contention: 
Radio has made such rapid progress and become so fundamental a part of 
daily life throughout much of Africa that it is easy to forget just how recently 
it arrived and how fast it has grown. Today it is at the centre of things. Much 
important political or national news is likely to be announced over the radio 
(1983: 52). 

However, the first government of the Fourth Republic of Ghana under the leadership 

of Jerry Rawlings was particularly reluctant to open the airwaves to private 

participation and plural voices. This situation of hesitation in respecting constitutional 

provisions for the establishment of such news media outlets persisted until 1995, 

when the first licence to operate a private radio station was given consideration. 
Under a partnership arrangement, the sole national broadcaster, Ghana Broadcasting 

Corporation (GBC) ceded part of its allotted frequency to Multimedia Broadcasting 

Company (MBC), a private broadcaster, otherwise known as JOY FM. The station 

started operation as a frequency modulated radio entity. However, it is important to 

state that this rearguard move by the government of the NDC, to loosen its hold on the 

airwaves, was the outcome of a radical attempt by a group known as the Independent 

Media Corporation of Ghana (IMCG) to set up a pirate radio station called `Radio 

Eye'. Its members led by Dr. Charles Wereko-Brobbey were arrested by the security 

services on December 4 1994 (Daily Graphic, Tuesday, 6 December 1994: 1). The 

group, however, put their case before the court of public opinion insisting that they 
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needed no licence to operate according to the constitutional provisions. Their 

argument is circumscribed in Article 162 (3) of the 1992 constitution which states 

explicitly that one does not require a licence to establish means of communication. 
For the sake of emphasis, clause three as mentioned states: 

There shall be no impediments to the establishment of private press or media 
and in particular there shall be no law requiring any person to obtain a licence 
as a prerequisite to the establishment or operation of a newspaper, journal or 
other media for mass communication or information (1992: 112). 

It is the contention that this constitutional provision contains some ambiguities. There 

are clear guidelines for the operation of electronic media in Ghana. Due to the 

sensitive nature of their operation and to avoid chaos on the airwaves, the 

International Telecommunication Union has allocated frequencies to all the signatory 

countries. It therefore follows that the frequency spectrum allotted for use by Ghana 

has to be properly managed and allocated. If this is the case, then the claim of the 

IMCG is questionable. 

However, this development seems to have awakened the government to the stark 

realities facing it. In response to the yearnings of the people for pluralism in the 

electronic media, the then National Frequency Registration and Control Board 

(NFRCB) initiated the process of granting licences to independent broadcasters. The 

outcome of this step in liberalising the airwaves resulted in active entry into the 

industry and the establishment of radio stations and television channels in the 

electronic media market from 1996 onwards (AMDI, 2007: 14). 

The pride of place of radio in Ghana's socio-economic and political life is now well 

established. Special programming strategies developed, which made it possible for the 

use of local languages in radio, afforded the medium the needed impetus to surpass 
the newspaper press as the most reliable means of disseminating information and 

education across the spectrum of society (Ibid). This is further boosted by the high 

illiteracy rate. Recent figures provided by the United States Central Intelligence 

Agency put Ghana's literacy figures at 74.8% (CIA, 2006, Cited AMDI, 2007: 5). The 

statistics showed that 82.7% of the literate population are males and 67.1% females 

(Ibid). This makes the radio a more appealing medium for both the literate and 
illiterate population. It is important to state that it is not all the literate population that 
is capable of digesting most of the information conveyed through the official English 

Language. Though most of the statistics point to their being literate, their 
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understanding and processing of meanings in the English language is still suspect. In 

this case, a high preponderance of literates still prefers to listen to the news in local 

languages indicating their high attraction. 

According to audience research conducted by the Media Foundation for West Africa 

(MFWA) dubbed Politics in the Airwaves: "How Radio Covered the 2000 General 

Elections in Ghana", of the 80% of the sampled interviewees who owned radios, 52% 

were males who claimed they listened to radio regularly compared to 48% who were 
females. For television, 37% of the respondents said they were regular viewers while 

30 % of the sample stated that they read newspapers regularly (cited AMDI, 2007: 

11). While this data is target specific in order to determine the contribution of radio to 

Ghana's 2000 general elections, it nevertheless provides useful information that 

affirms the unparallel position of the medium in the context of mass communication 

in Africa in general and Ghana in particular. Hachten adds the political dimension to 

the uniqueness of radio in the African and Ghanaian context when he writes: 

The importance of radio is underlined by the role it often plays in political 
crisis. In almost all coups d'etat - successful and unsuccessful - seizure of the 
radio transmitter is one of if not the primary goal (1971: 18). 

Ansah provides an underlying relevance of radio as the foremost means of 

communication in Africa and Ghana when he corroborated Hachten's position by 

stating, 
in fact the difference between a successful coup attempt and an unsuccessful 
one in Africa is usually determined by who gets control of the radio station. 
This explains why most African broadcasting stations are veritable fortresses 
with sandbags, barbed wire fences and armoured cars guarding the premises at 
night (1985: 8). 

4.3.1 Ownership and Control of Radio 

Broadcasting in Ghana was, until the second half of the 1990s, a state monopoly. 
Unlike the print media, broadcasting has to be regulated to avoid frequency and 

spectrum chaos in the industry. The firm place of radio as a public service broadcaster 

was initiated in 1968, when the National Liberation Council Decree 1968 empowered 
it to develop ethical codes to reflect its existence as a state-owned service provider 
(Ibid). This situation was in force until the inception of the Fourth Republican 

Constitution in 1992. The Ghana Parliament, in response to the changing dynamics 

and constitutional provisions passed the National Communication Authority Act 1996 

(NCA, cited AMDI, 2007: 8). The NCA replaced the National Frequency Regulation 

and Control Board. By virtue of this Act, private broadcasting companies emerged on 
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the media scene with most of them establishing Frequency Modulation radio stations 

(Ibid). 

According to Gadzekpo, there are now 130 radio stations in Ghana with licences to 

operate. However, only 96 are currently on air and operating through the frequency 

modulation electromagnetic spectrum (2005, cited AMDI, 2007: 14). This 

transformation in the ' radio industry, moving away from state monopoly to a 

liberalised one, allows for private participation and has increased the audience 

reception rate. A 2005 survey by InterMedia and recorded by AMDI reveals that at 

least 90% of the population listened to various programmes on the radio in the 

previous seven days, about 69% listened at least once a day. Commenting on FM 

radio, the report stated that 82% of the population receive radio through this medium 

(AMDI, 2007: 14). What the report fails to address is whether they listened to the 

medium on a local or national scale given the fact that Frequency Modulated radio is 

limited in terms of its reach, unlike Short-Wave frequencies. 

In the case of Radio Ghana, the national broadcaster, GBC operates two studios - 
GBC One and GBC Two. The former is a multilingual station, broadcasting in the 

major Ghanaian languages such as Twi, Ewe, Ga, Dagbani, Hausa and Nzema. GBC 

Two's, main medium of transmission is English. Not to be overtaken in the 

competitive market with the massive entry of private FM radio, the national 

broadcaster managed to establish regional, district and community radio networks, 

making it the most extensive in the rural areas of the country (Gadzekpo, 2005). 

Operating through the use of the VHF-FM, some of the notable regional stations of 

GBC's Radio Ghana are Radio GAR (Accra), Garden-City Radio (Kumasi), Twin- 

City FM (Sekondi-Takoradi), Volta Star (Ho) and Radio Savannah (Tamale). 

As for the private FM radio stations, most of them are concentrated in the national 

capital, Accra, with a handful in Kumasi, Sekondi-Takoradi, and the rest scattered in 

other urban centres such as Koforidua, Sunyani, Keta and Obuasi. Limited in reach as 

a result of their being on FM, the stations have adopted a partnership arrangement 

which enables them to be hooked to some regional and District FM stations, offering 
listeners out of their transmission reach to consume these special programmes 
including news bulletins, current affairs and newspaper reviews with their attendant 

phone-in segments. The stations have been able to provide the citizens with a 
diversified fare. This has helped to lift the gloom and boredom associated with 
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government `say-so' news and propaganda carried out by the national broadcaster 

when its political programming offer is put to the test. As noted by Gadzekpo, some 

of the private radio stations such as Joy FM and Peace FM have developed websites 

which afford listeners the opportunity to tune into the stations online (2005). Notable 

and most influential private radio stations are Joy FM, Radio Gold, Peace FM, Citi 

FM, ADOM, LUV FM, Choice FM and Radio Jubilee among others. There are some 

non-profit and Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) funded community radio 

stations. Their scope of operation is quite small in terms of geographical area (AMDI, 

2006: 15). Ghana also plays host to some foreign radio stations. These are the BBC 

World Service, Radio France International (RFI), Deutsche Welle and the Voice of 

America (VOA) through affiliation with a select number of FM stations for example 

Joy FM/BBC and direct FM broadcast. 

Almost all the private FM stations have made topical partisan political issues a major 
item in their daily programming menu. While they are independent of governmental 

control, most of them lean or display partisan loyalty and affiliation towards political 

groups (AMDI, 2007: 16). An important feature of FM radio in Ghana's democratic 

discourse has been the devotion of substantial airtime to discussing political news 

stories carried by the newspapers, under the guise of newspaper reviews. During the 

review segment, these FM radio stations open their phone lines for the public to 

participate in discussions through phone-ins (Ibid). What this entails is that public 

officials and other major players in the political game, business and other social 

spheres of life in Ghana are normally grilled on air following disclosures in the 

newspapers on issues bordering on corruption, abuse of office, subterfuge and 
immoral conduct. The selection and treatment of stories is believed to depend on the 

political leaning of the radio station or the political coloration of the producers of the 

newspaper reviews. 

In the state-owned radio, coverage of politics and other important events continues to 

be skewed in favour of the ruling parties in government. With the illiteracy rate still 
hovering around 30 per cent (CIA, 2006 Cited AMDI, 2007: 5), the government 

machinery is well oiled in its information dissemination with most news translated 

from the official English language into local languages by the Ghanaian languages 

section of the national broadcaster. Differentiating between genuine government 

policy and propaganda becomes difficult. Any mention of Article 162 (4) of the 1992 
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constitution, which unambiguously insulates the state-owned media from 

governmental control, is seen more as rhetoric than reality: 

The state broadcaster GBC, though by law insulated from governmental 
control... is still sometimes perceived to be playing a partisan role, defending 
the party in power (AMDI, 2007: 16). 

There appears to be a serious constitutional lacuna in the constitution in respect of the 

state-owned media. While Article 163 stipulates that the state-owned media should 

afford equal opportunity to all political parties for the expression of divergent views 

and opinion on national issues and Article 162 (4) states inter alia: 

Editors and publishers of newspapers and other institutions of mass media 
shall not be subject to control or interference by Government, nor shall they be 

penalised or harassed for their editorial opinions, views or the content of their 
publications (Constitution of Ghana, 1992: 112). 

While the provision is very clear, there are no clear provisions denouncing partiality 

on the part of editors in the state-owned media. Though there are clear guidelines, and 

constitutional injunctions by the NMC for example, these are regularly breached. It is 

in this context of a constant uneven playing field which gave most incumbent 

governments the latitude to manipulate democratic contests in their favour since 1992. 

A radical step perhaps is needed through parliamentary and civil society collaboration 

to give true meaning to the constitutional provisions that calls for equal time and 

space to be given to all parties. 

The partisanship which resonates through both state-owned and privately owned radio 

has clearly raised debate issues worth explaining. The method whereby producers 

select topical newspaper stories for discussion and the officials often alleged to have 

committed infractions who are cross-examined on air amounts to bringing `good 

governance' to the doorstep of the population. In this context, radio stations are 

assisting in ensuring democratic accountability, plurality of viewpoints, diversity and 

above all mobilising public opinion to enrich the political public sphere debate. The 

radio watchdog role could be said to be steadily growing in the liberal democratic 

setting. 

4.4 Television and Democratic Discourse in Ghana 

Television, as an audio-visual media of communication was not part of Ghana's news 

information and entertainment media until 31 July 1965. It became part of Ghana 

Broadcasting Corporation's assets simply referred to as Ghana Television or GTV. 

Ghana's first president, Kwame Nkrumah, reputed to have a firm grasp of the 
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importance of tools of mass communication, in opening the station cautioned that it 

should not be used for cheap entertainment but be part of a vigorous national 

construction to eradicate poverty and illiteracy (Hachten, 1971). Nkrumah, who used 

the print media to mobilise the nationalist cause for independence, seems to have fully 

appreciated the persuasiveness of television as a magic multiplier in forging a sense of 

closeness with its audience. 

In making it clear to Ghanaians and the world the purpose for which GTV has been 

added to the state owned or public service media, Nkrumah had in mind the use of 

television for national integration and cohesion. The purposeful use of the medium 

was not only for promoting developmental goals but also the protection of minority 

and disadvantaged rights which has seen GTV in the forefront of education, 

mobilisation and as agenda setter in highlighting developmental needs. 

4.4.1 Era of Diversity 

A major debilitating factor in the operations of GTV is the difficulty in adjusting to 

changing trends. Having operated as a monopoly, the national broadcaster has been 

very slow in adapting to the democratic swing after return to constitutional rule. The 

monopoly enjoyed for the long haul from its establishment in 1965 has turned the 

management at GTV into political representatives of the old order. A case in point 

was the refusal of the management of GBC in 1993 to accord the then main 

opposition party, the New Patriotic Party (NPP), the same platform on Ghana 

Television to subject the NDC government's budget presented to the nation to critical 

scrutiny by offering their view on it. The NPP sued GBC at the Supreme Court for 

being denied their constitutional right to comment on the budget (Blay-Amihere and 

Alabi, 1996: 61). 

The legal suit in question demanded an interpretation and enforcement of Article 163 

of the 1992 Constitution. The provision demands that all state-owned media offer 

equal opportunity to all for the expression of divergent views and opinions. The NPP 

opposition party won the suit. However, the situation of denying a voice to the 

opposition still persists. The NPP which is now in government found nothing wrong 

with GTV's refusal to accord the opposition NDC presidential candidate, John Evans 

Atta Mills, a voice when he sought to make use of the same facility to explain the 

opposition party's alternative views on national issues, even when he offered to buy 

airtime. The reason given was that no political activity was permitted because it was 
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the `political off-season' (http: //www. m ioy yonline. com/frontarts. asp? P=3826) 

[Accessed Archives April 2007] 

The various factors mentioned in the discussion on liberalizing the airwaves for radio 

apply to the television sector too. With the National Communication Authority Act 

1997, the electro-magnetic spectrum was opened for participation by the private 

sector in television broadcast. The AMDI report, in commenting on the significant 

transformation which has accompanied the liberalisation of the television spectrum 

for competition, states that "key changes and developments in the television 

marketplace in the past five years", has been the establishment of five new television 

networks thereby bringing the total to six (2007: 18). 

The first private commercial television station to take advantage of the liberalised 

airwaves was TV3. This is a joint venture between TV3 Malaysia (70%) and Winmat 

Limited, a Ghanaian private business entity (30%). It started broadcasting in October 

1997 with its operational scope being mostly urban-based. The station generates its 

revenue purely from vigorous advertising (Ibid). 

Metro TV, which is a public-private venture between GBC and a business syndicate 

headed by Talal Fatal came on stream in 1999. As recalled by Gadzekpo, since the 

establishment of Metro TV, it has been experiencing steady growth and expansion 

covering about 60% of the country (2005). Other television stations in Ghana include 

Crystal TV, MultiChoice (a Cable television network available on pay-per-view basis) 

which runs M-net and Dstv. 

Unlike the era of monopoly, when GTV was the only audio-visual medium providing 

the platform for socio-economic and political debate in the country, the arrival of 

other television channels, more particularly those privately-owned, is helping to 

stimulate competition and diversity in the broadcast media. However, the private 

commercial television stations are in business to make profit, unlike the national 
broadcaster which is a public service. Further, GTV is the only station with a national 
footprint as it covers almost the whole country (Gadzekpo, 2005 Cited AMDI, 2007: 

18). 

In the case of the private commercial television stations, the high number of 
Ghanaians interested in democracy related discussions and other political debates has 
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gradually persuaded the operators to shift their programming focus. Invariably, TV3 

and Metro TV for example, have shifted their programming focus to suit the taste and 

demands of the political class. A classic shift is the rise in television programmes that 

cover newspaper reviews in the mornings, with discussions heavily laced with 

partisan debate. A former Member of Parliament, Kosi Kedem, in an interview with 

Joy FM expressed his indignation at the quality of discussion and debate which 

characterise the reviews on television. He avers that it 

has become so compromised and sometimes so scandalous that it has become 
a platform sometimes to peddle blatant lies and vicious rumours and for 
practising `muck-raking' journalism [Accessed myjoyonline. com archives, 
April 2008]. 

If we juxtapose Kedem's concerns with the untrammelled monopoly and power which 

the state-owned television (GTV) has enjoyed over the years, and its denial of 

alternative voices to be aired on its network to counter government propaganda, then 

Kedem's reference to the half-baked, rumour-filled and so-called vicious lies being 

peddled by discussants on air is better appreciated. However, falsehood as a substitute 

for `truth' and decency cannot be condoned. Lawson (2002); Sekhon (2004); and 
Sandbrook (1996) support this position when they argue that the private independent 

news media has the chance of exerting enormous influence in emerging democracies, 

especially when sources of political information are limited and the alternative 

institutions necessary to fill the void are weak. In this regard, political accountability 

is only safeguarded by alternative sources of information. When GTV, as a national 
broadcaster, divests itself from being tied to the apron strings of ruling governments, 

the likelihood of alternative channels of communication peddling falsehood and half- 

truths being allowed to run riot could be arrested. 

Diversity and pluralism in television is central to a greater degree of democratic 

participation. It is a vital energy needed to help promote quality debate and opinion 
formation in the political public sphere. As noted by Amartya Sen, private media 
involvement in democracy engenders economic development, as the information 

generated and disseminated becomes part of the knowledge gained, opinions formed 

and behaviours shaped towards the greater responsibility of holding governments 

accountable and responsive to the overriding needs of the society (1994: 31-38). This 

is characteristic of the libertarian philosophy of the free market media. The 

assumption is that consumers of television products have sovereign rights to choices 

and guarantees of quality. As John Keane puts it, for consumers, 
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the only workable index of quality is their pattern of choices, that is, the 
degree of popularity of ... television programmes; effective demand, the 
willingness of the individuals to purchase a product is the criterion of its 
quality (1994: 121). 

What this reveals is the benefits of multiplicity of products for one to choose from. Be 

that as it may, the role of public service television, in this case GTV in contributing to 

democratic discourse requires greater responsibility and political accountability that is 

hampered by interference. It can only assert its proper place when there is alternative 

media in order to bring about true representation. Keane claims that the public service 

model accords the ordinary people the opportunity to 

deal with controversial issues ... and to view quality in terms of the ability ... 
to bind together disparate and fragmented audience into a classless community 
of individuals who feel others to be their equals (Ibid: 118-120). 

The attempt at comparing the state-owned broadcasting service with the private 

commercial entities is to assist in establishing the divergences and convergences of 

the comparative framework of the state-private dichotomy within the scope of the 

thesis. It also helps to enrich the media and democracy discourse from two 

perspectives. A major feature of the debate is the merits and demerits in the ownership 

and control structures emerging from the state-owned and privately-owned 

dichotomy. Diversity, pluralism and unrestricted discussion of democratic features in 

the society tend to promote greater accountability through the building of a greater 
democratic political public sphere debate. 
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Appendix B 

Sample Justification and Interviewee Profiles 

The choice of the sample has been extensively explained. However, there is the need 

to provide a brief profile sketch of the interviewees' professional backgrounds and 

positions they hold in their respective work places. The interviewees did not raise any 

objections to their names being mentioned in the thesis with regard to the opinions 

and views expressed in the attempt by the researcher to elicit responses to help in 

unpacking the dynamics surrounding the news media and democratic development 

issues. An explanation for their selection will therefore be offered. In offering a brief 

professional background of the interviewees, the researcher was guided by ethical 

considerations in disclosing their identities based on mutual consent. Those 

interviewed are: 

Yaw Boadu Ayeboafoh, then Editor of the Daily Graphic, a state owned 

newspaper, which is one of the two newspapers at the heart of this study. 
He rose through the editorial ranks to become an Associate Editor of the 

newspaper. He temporarily accepted a appointment with the National 

Media Commission (NMC) as the Executive Secretary before applying for 

the editorship of the newspaper. He assumes the role and still holds that 

title. His newspaper being one of the two newspapers involved in the 

study, there is every justification to seek his views as to pertinent issues 

concerning their operations. (Date of interview: Tuesday 12 September, 

2006) 

2. Kofi Coomsson, Owner and Publisher of the Ghanaian Chronicle, until 
2001 was also the Editor-in-Chief. Kofi Coomson started his journalism 

career in Nigeria, specialising in investigative journalism. He later moved 
to England before returning to Ghana to establish the Ghanaian Chronicle, 

a strictly privately-owned entity. This is the other newspaper being used to 

address the problematic of this thesis. It was the view of the researcher that 

the need to interview Kofi Coomson had very compelling reasons. As the 
Editor-in-Chief and the owner/publisher, during the period under 
investigation, he was better placed to offer a deeper insight into the 

complex issues of the news media and democracy. It also placed him in a 

position to be able to present an appreciation of his newspaper's 

contribution to democratic development, or otherwise, to be determined by 
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the research findings. In addition, the researcher thought it relevant to 

critically examine, from his standpoint, what his views were on the 

phenomenon being investigated. This is to be juxtaposed against the 

content of the newspaper using the content analyses methods of stories 

published from 1992-2000. (Date of interview: Friday 15 September, 

2006) 

3. Kwesi Pratt Jnr. is the Managing Editor of the Insight newspaper, a private 

company. He also served at the time of the interview as the Chairman of 

the Publicity Committee of the Convention People's Party (CPP), a 

political party with historical antecedents to the first president of Ghana, 

Dr. Kwame Nkrumah. Kwesi Pratt is also a human rights activist and does 

not shy away from stating his socialist inclination. As a journalist with 

many years experience, he remains one of the most consistent voices in the 

news media and democracy discourse in Ghana. (Date of interview: 

Tuesday 19 September, 2006) 

4. Ben Ephson is the Editor of the Daily Dispatch newspaper, also a 

privately-owned concern. Ben, for a very long time has been a 

correspondent of the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) African 

Service in Ghana. In addition he is a pollster, having achieved remarkable 

success with Ghana Alert, an opinion poll think-tank, in predicting 

outcomes of elections in Ghana. With this background, 1 found him an 
irresistible choice as one of the interviewees. (Date of interview: 

Wednesday 27 September, 2006) 

5. Ahmed Ramadan is a politician and business magnate. Ahmed is the 

National Chairman of the People's National Convention (PNC), one, of the 

major political parties in Ghana today. The PNC is an Nkrumahist party 

similar to the CPP. Its main driving force has been to complete what it 

termed the unfinished agenda of the Founder of Ghana, Dr. Kwame 

Nkrumah. The party was formed through the instrumentality of the late Dr. 

Hilla Limann, President of Ghana in the Third Republic. The PNC, since 
its formation in 1992, has been committed to democracy through the ballot 

box. It has also been one of the most . consistent political parties with a 
loyal support base. Of about a dozen parties which have been involved in 
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the multiparty democratic process from 1992, the PNC has maintained its 

strong showing as one of the four major parties in the country. The 

inclusion of political party representatives in the sample is meant to seek 

their opinions and first-hand knowledge of the democratic process and 

news media coverage. (Date of interview: Friday 6 October, 2006) 

6. A. B. A. Fuseini: He is currently the Deputy News Editor of the Daily 

Graphic. Fuseini, has for a very long time being the Political Editor of the 

paper and at other times the Foreign News Editor. With a depth of 
knowledge of how the Daily Graphic applied its principles to political and 

election coverage in the period under review, 1 found it appropriate to 

include him in my sample. This was done with the hindsight of tapping his 

vast experience and knowledge in critically addressing the thesis research 

problem. (Date of interview: Monday 9 October, 2006) 

7. Ekow Essuman is the Editor of the Ghana Palaver, a private newspaper. 
Ekow is a veteran in Ghanaian journalism, being a pioneer student of the 

Ghana Institute of Journalism, Africa's first journalism institute, south of 

the Sahara. He has worked in both the state-owned and privately-owned 

media in Ghana for a period spanning over forty-five years. He was one 

time Deputy Editor of the Ghanaian Times. His inclusion is informed by 

his unmatchable reservoir of experience, knowledge of the Ghanaian and 
African media, and his first hand grasp of the constitutional and-military 

governance which straddled Ghana and Africa's political landscape since 
independence in the 1950s and 1960s, and to the present day. (Date of 
interview: Wednesday 11 October, 2006) 

8. George Sarpong is the Executive Secretary of the National Media 

Commission (NMC). Before his appointment he spent time with the 

School of Communication Studies, University of Ghana as a lecturer. His 

choice is very strategic to the project. It is aimed at gaining first hand 

knowledge of how the Commission is helping regulate the operations of 
the news media, as mandated under Chapter 12 of the Fourth Republican 

Constitution. The NMC's core functions, as provided for in Article 167, 

includes ensuring higher journalistic standards in the media and to insulate 

the state-owned media from governmental control. The NMC is therefore a 
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powerful body, whose activities have a direct bearing on the media and to 

an extent, democratic governance. (Date of interview: Tuesday 17 

October, 2006) 

9. Bright Blewu is the General Secretary of the Ghana Journalists 

Association (GJA), the main umbrella representational body of journalists 

in Ghana. Bright worked for many years as a professional journalist with 

the country's wire service, the Ghana News Agency. As the General 

Secretary, he co-ordinates the activities of journalists in the country. The 

GJA is a pressure group actively involved in news media and democracy 

engagement. This placed the General Secretary in a strong positioned to be 

selected to respond to interview questions relating to media and 

democracy. (Date of interview: Friday 8 September, 2006) 

10. Kwesi Jonah at the time of the interview wass the Head of the Governance 

Programme of the Institute of Economic Affairs (IEA). Kwesi is also a 

senior lecturer in Political Science at the University of Ghana, Legon. With 

a depth of knowledge of Ghana's democratic and political institutions, his 

selection is also influenced by his position at the IEA. The IEA is an 

important democratic think-tank which is donor funded by the Government 

of Netherlands. The institute has been in the forefront of providing 

financial and manpower support through capacity building to deepen the 

democratic culture in Ghana. All the major political parties receive some 

form of financial support-for political research and related activities. (Date 

of interview: Friday 29 September, 2006) 

11. Razak El-Alawa is a veteran journalist and former deputy press secretary 

of Dr. Hilla Limann, former president of Ghana in the Third Republic. He 

has been in journalism practice from the early 1970s. As the immediate 

past editor of the Ghanaian Democrat and the New Ghanaian newspapers 

Razak has, until his appointment as assistant secretary to former President 

Limann, worked with the Daily Graphic as a journalist. He also practised 

journalism in Nigeria for over a decade. He is currently a media and 

communications consultant to some major enterprises and institutions in 

Ghana. (Date of interview: Thursday 19 October, 2006) 
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Appendix C 

SEMI-STRUCTURED QUESTIONS FOR QUALITATIVE INTERVIEW 
GENERAL QUESTIONS 

PART I 
(A) Democratic Accountability in Africa 

1. Is there accountability of politicians to the citizens? 
2. What are the mechanisms? And is the news media an effective organ for 

ensuring this democratic accountability? 
3. What is the state of democracy in Africa? From your responses, are you 

optimistic or pessimistic? What are your reasons? 
4. Are there any cultural/historical basis? Outline. 

(B) Democratic Accountability in Ghana 

AS above 

(C) Role of the Press in Ghana's Democracy 
1. What role has the press played since 1992? 
2. Has it helped multiparty politics? 
3. How has it assisted the electorate? 
4. Has the press contributed to pluralism? 

(D) Constraints on the Press 

1. Were there any direct or indirect external constraints on the press i. e. 
political/government interference/control/influence? On which newspapers? 
What is the degree of success? And what form does it take? Provide examples. 

2. Were there any proprietorial/ownership pressures? To what extent? And with 
what effect? Give examples. 

3. Were there any editorial pressures? To which extent? Examples 

PART II 
Election Coverage 

1. How did the press contribute to the democratic elections of 1992- 2000? 
(a) Were they one-sided and propagandist? 
(b) Informative? 
(c) Did they encourage pluralism 
(d) Did they try to change or direct the outcome? 
(e) Did they enhance the communication of information for free and fair 

elections? In what ways? Cite examples 

2. Daily Graphic versus Ghanaian Chronicle 
For each newspaper: 
(a) Were all policies / political parties given equal access and coverage? 
(b) Examples of one-sidedness/propagandist practices? 
(c) Were there clear editorial biases? 



(d) Were all candidates in an election or their speeches covered and given same 
prominence? 

3. Standard of Journalism on each 

(a) How committed were they to independent journalism? 
(b) How far were journalists called to pursue stories without being directed? 
(c) What directives/editorial guidelines were laid down for journalists? Give clear 

examples 

4. Lessons from each 
(a) How did each newspaper contribute to the elections? 
(b) What improvements ideally could they make? 
(c) How have they helped liberal democracy or its revival in Ghana from 1992- 
2000? 
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Appendix D 
Interview with Kwesi Jonah, Head of the Governance Programme, 
Institute of Economic Affairs (IEA) and Senior Lecturer, Political 
Science Department, University of Ghana, Legon 

WD: I would like you to share your thoughts on democratic accountability as 
far as politicians are concerned. 

KJ: This is a very big topic if you are talking about the whole continent but 
basically we have two types of accountability. We have both the vertical and 
horizontal accountability. In the vertical accountability, higher authorities are 
answerable to those who put them there and horizontal accountability is more 
or less the same level like the Judiciary, Legislature and Executive being 

accountable to one another. For example the Executive being accountable to 
the Legislature etc. There are serious problems with both types of 
accountability on our continent. Legislatures are organs to which the 
Executive should under every democracy be answerable. As a matter of fact, 
in our African continent, Legislatures are so very weak that they are literally 
under the control of the Executive. This means the whole question of 
horizontal accountability are very, very weak. Legislatures are virtually under 
the control of the ruling party, which also controls the Executive; if you talk to 
any parliamentarian in Ghana and you asked him; if the Legislature is strong, 
he would tell you that the Legislature is under the control of the Executive. So 
as far as horizontal accountability is concerned, I would say that we haven't 
yet developed to the stage where the Executive would be answerable to the 
Legislature as they are in developed democracies. Now let's come to vertical 
accountability for example, elected governments being answerable to the 
voters, parliamentarians being answerable to the people who elected them to 
these structures. Here again, we have observed some weaknesses; democracy 
on the African continent is dependent on money. You should be in an African 
village to observe what goes on during election campaigns. When campaigns 
are going on, politicians purchase all kinds of items to bribe voters with rice, 
sugar, etc. The influence of money and other material benefits are gradually 
eroding the benefit of vertical accountability also. 

WD: So you are saying that there are certain inhibiting factors militating 
against the realization of democratic accountability in Africa and Ghana? 

KJ: Exactly so. 

WD: Do you believe that the newspaper press could be an effective organ for 
ensuring this democratic accountability? 

KJ: In many ways, yes! Newspapers raised issues about corruptions, raised issues 
and debate the conduct of politicians, to that extent, the media are a very, very 
powerful instrument for exerting accountability on the part of politicians. But 
here again, a dangerous trend is developing. The media have become so 
politicized, they have become identified with a particular section of the 
political spectrum to such an extent that they could not exercise the power of 
criticism that you expect from the media in every democracy. So the media 



have aligned themselves with politicians and therefore turn to overlook some 
of the wrong-doings of some politicians. And that is in my opinion until we 
have developed into a stage where the media would take a neutral position and 
pass critical comments on politicians, regardless of the media and its leanings, 
it has not yet reached the stage to be an effective weapon or instrument of 
democratic accountability. 

WD: So looking at democracy in Africa, what would you say is the state of 
democracy now? 

KJ: I would say it is an Electoral Democracy; an Electoral Democracy is 
reasonably well stabilized. By Electoral Democracy, I mean the ability of 
African countries to conduct periodic elections, elect their leaders, etc. But 
elections are not all that democracy is about. Democracy involves 
institutionalizing certain ways of life, accountability, transparency and those 
aspects that we are able to conduct elections every four or five years. To that 
extent, I would say we are doing so very well. Because in the past even this 
was absent. In terms of institutionalizing the values of democracy, 
accountability, transparency, rule of law, etc, there is still a long way to go. 

WD: So from your responses are you optimistic or pessimistic? 

KJ: We have democratic pessimist and democratic optimist. I am very, very 
optimistic that we can turn our democracy around and move forward. 

WD: Would you say that the inability of certain sectors for example political 
accountability of politicians as mentioned to respond to the democratic 
ideals could be linked to Africa's democratic systems which are contrived 
on cultural and historical factors? 

KJ: I would say that the value for democracy is good for every society but at the 
same time we should recognise cultural relativism. It is good for everybody to 
have freedom of speech, it is good for everybody to have freedom of 
association; it does not matter where you come from but at the same time we 
should also bear in mind that there is something we call cultural relativity; 
what this means is that depending upon the kind of culture into which you are 
implanting democracy, it would take long time for the values of democracy to 
become institutionalized. So, democracy is good for everybody but we should 
expect that because of cultural differences people would institutionalize 
democracy at their pace and time. 

WD: What would you say had been the major role that the press has played 
since 1992? 

KJ: The press has played, on one hand a very positive role. First, they have been 
disseminating information about the political system; they have been covering 
the activities of political parties and therefore making different perspectives 
and policies available to the people. The press has also been very critical of 
corruption, politicians in general; to that extent they are contributing 
effectively to democracy. However, a few questions have been raised about 
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the performance of our media. The first problem of the media is that they tend 
to concentrate on personal attacks on politicians and when you concentrate on 
personal attacks, attention is diverted from policies. There are real policy 
issues to address but because you want to know how many girlfriends a 
politician has, how many children he has had secretly and so on and so forth. 
People don't have roads, water, clinics and you are not focusing attention on 
these problems; you are more interested in how many concubines and 
girlfriends a politician has. To that extent I think the press has not done very 
well. They should focus on the needs of the people. The issues that are of 
importance to the people are what they should concentrate on. 

WD: So from inference you're saying that in as much as the investigative 
aspect of the press is laudable they should also highlight developmental 

. 
issues. So you believe that the Press has helped the growth of multi party 
democracy? 

KJ: Oh yes it has! In many, many ways it has 

WD: Do you believe that they have really assisted the electorate in terms of 
making informed choices or should be seen to be doing that? 

KJ: That is precisely the point. I expect the press to be a bit more analytical in 
showing me the policy difference between the NDC and the NPP, between the 
PNC and the CPP. In what way is the NDC different from the NPP as far as 
provision of education is concern? In what ways is CPP different from PNC as 
far as providing portable water to the rural people is concerned? They are not 
good at that. 

WD: But you believe that the. Press has strongly contributed a lot to democratic 
development and pluralism in general? 

KJ: They have contributed a lot to that effect. 

WD: You have highlighted some constraints of the press. Talking about 
personalization of reports and other issues instead of concentrating on 
policy issues, would you say that this is as a result of direct and indirect 
influences from owners of newspapers or proprietress? 

KJ: Owners of newspapers can influence and do, in fact, influence the direction in 
which the media go in this country, that to a very large extent are the several 
causes which account for the lackluster performance of the press. The very 
first one is lack of professionalism. Our media people have not imbibed the 
ethics of their profession and therefore do not behave professionally as well as 
other media do behave in other countries. The second aspect of the media is 
lack of training. Coming out of the School of Journalism is not enough. 
Journalists must constantly retrain themselves; do a lot of reading and so forth. 
Our journalists or the press turn to think that once you come out of School of 
Journalism that is it! That is not it! You must constantly upgrade yourself by 
reading more, by training yourself, etc. Then the unfortunate thing is that some 



of our people do not even have the discipline that it takes to be a good 
journalist. 

WD: Do you think that there are editorial pressures? 

KJ: No! In the past editorial pressures were very serious in the state owned media 
but you know that a major constitutional change that has come about as a 
result of the 1992 Constitution, the state owned media are not directly under 
the control of the government. They are under the control of the National 
Media Commission and this has protected them a little. So the president; the 
government cannot directly dismiss an Editor. 

WD: Would you say the media have been one sided and propagandist in terms 
of covering election since 1992? 

KJ: The media's role in covering elections is not static. It has been changing. From 
the beginning, they used to be very one sided but as a result of a number of 
court cases arising from unbalanced coverage, the media are gradually 
balancing their coverage to the extent that when the media coverage of the 
main parties were covered in the last elections the opposition NDC party had a 
larger coverage than the ruling NPP. 

WD: Can you put that in terms of negative or positive coverage in the state- 
owned media for example as regards the opposition party coverage? 

KJ: It is negative in the sense because in the past the ruling party had the greatest 
coverage then in the last election, you observe a slight change in the 2000 and 
that of 1996. It is important that the media should be balanced. 

WD: Do you think from 1992 to date the media coverage of the elections has in 
a way either directed the outcome or change the direction of voters' 
perceptions towards a particular party? 

KJ: Sure! That is true! 

WD: It means they have directed the outcome of elections 

KJ: Precisely so! In fact, the NDC used to argue that it was largely because of the 
media that was why they lost the 2000 elections; that the media was so biased 
ägainst them. 

WD: So what can be said of the coverage elections before, during and after 
elections? Has coverage enhanced communication of information for free 
and fair elections? 

KJ: Oh yes! It has indeed enhanced the communication of information. I'll tell you 
that one of the biggest improvements in communication of information took 
place in the 2000 elections. Joy FM went ahead to announce some of the 
results before the Electoral Commission did. So people know what they should 
expect. They performed this role creditably because they were collecting the 
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results from the polling stations while the EC would have to wait for the true 
certified results from the constituency through the region to the national. So 
they have considerably enhanced communication of information and ensured a 
greater level of fairness. 

WD: Now let us turn to a comparative analysis of the Daily Graphic and the 
Ghanaian Chronicle which forms the basis of my thesis. Do you think that 
all political parties were given equal access and coverage in these 
newspapers? 

KJ: For my own point of view, the Daily Graphic, yes! I would not say the same 
for the Chronicle. The Chronicle, as you know, is a private newspaper, owned 
by a person who is not too well disposed to some of the parties and so I will 
say that the Daily Graphic, as a state owned newspaper tried to do a balance 
publication. 

WD: So you believe that the Ghanaian Chronicle has been one sided and 
propagandist. 

KJ: No! I wouldn't say propagandist but it has tendency to sometimes be unfair 
especially to some presidential aspirants and their political parties in its 
elections coverage 

WD: And would you say that there were clear biases in both the Daily Graphic 
and the Ghanaian Chronicle coverage of political parties? 

KJ: I would not put all in the same basket. The Daily Graphic as a state owned 
newspaper under the control of the National Media Commission (NMC), tried 
to be a bit more balanced, less sensational, less bias than Chronicle. 

WD: From your own assessment of the coverage of elections do you think that 
all the candidates in an election from 1992 and their speeches were given 
equal coverage and the same prominence in both the Graphic and the 
Chronicle? 

KJ: No. In the Graphic yes but the Chronicle as a private newspaper, they don't 
feel obliged to give same coverage to all candidates 

WD: Dr. Jonah, let's turn to the standard of journalism on each of these 
newspapers. How committed were they to independent journalism? 

KJ: Not really. I would say that the Chronicle as an independent newspaper is 
committed to more independent journalism than the Graphic. The Graphic, 
under the constitution is under the control of the NMC and at the same time, 
they realised that they are state-owned and would not like to offend. 

WD: So they are bit docile? And you think that the Chronicle, as an 
independent newspaper has given its staff more latitude to pursue certain 
stories compared to the Daily Graphic. In effect 
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KJ: Journalists are freer to pursue certain stories, In the state owned newspaper, 
the Daily Graphic it is a bit of problem. 

WD: Can you tell me some of the editorial guidelines that were laid down for 
journalists? 

KJ: We have what is called the Code of Ethics, we have ethics for Journalists 
which were formulated by the Ghana Journalist Association (GJA) which 
requires that when you write something about somebody and the person 
complained of unfair or distorted report and demanded correction you should 
give prominence to the rejoinder as you gave to the original report. Even the 
NMC also has the same guidelines. 

WD: Let's look at the lessons for each of the newspapers. What improvements 
should they make to enhance their own professional competence and for 
the realization of fuller democratic dividends? 

KJ: I would recommend that the media focus on those policies that lead to the 
needs of the majority of the people. This is a very poor country. We have 
approximately over 30 per cent of the people living in poverty. It is therefore, 
the responsibility of our journalists to take this factor in consideration and 
cover the needs of the people as much as possible instead of resorting to 
sensationalism, focusing on the lives of politicians, etc. The second 
improvement they can make is to give the opportunity to weigh the policies of 
different parties, articulate the different policies of the various parties; tell the 
people so that they can make a clear choice, an informed choice. And the other 
thing too is if the press wants to contribute to improved democracy, they 
should improve upon their own professionalism. 
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phone that a group of N111' supporters who mie- took the . F, lectund Conuniaviun'a vehicle for all NDC one, shot and wounded it returning officer 
and an officer of the UMma National Fire Service. 

By Kweku Tsen 
F11P: EN-clonal CommiNNion 

(F: (') last night rcliwned 

.1 the 21111 eunstilurneiruu in the 
rnsiurnlilll run-uff on Tillers- 

I. y. 
Arrurding tv the dntn providers 

the K(I, Mr John Atiyvkum 
uInor, Presidential rundidu(o of 
" New Patriotic Party (NJ']') 

I, idn with 3,528,53!, votes repre- 
nhng 57.28 per rent of the votes 
Lilvl Prof John' Evans Attn Mills, 

i, A, date of 1.111" National Ilemlw"rn- 
I'ungri'vs (N111') pulled 

1,32.06H vu(.,; or 12.72 per rrnl of 
11 total of 6,160,603 valid video 

., I In the r lrrtiun. 
I' unntitilvnclvi+ VO to br 
Llrrd nru. lnntKlvn and Ilia In Ihr 
ufern Krgion, Nkwllntrn in Ihr 

dta Hrlpo n, Avukwa Knst tit 
hams; Senn in Brunt; Atu, i u und 
pvi/Kuyawgu in the Nunt, hern 

Whilvl the N, I'1' dulniuat 'd Ilu' 

-ulna, ( 'rut ral" I? nýlrru. r\: ýü. ýnli 
-alrr Agra anJ hi""j.. Ahaln 

0 n K' 

Hrl; lýinn, III. - Nlli' Irýi l' Ow 

1111155 of IIN VIIti'H 111 (III. I IIi I1Pr N+141, 
Northern, lll)lp-r Wrist. und VtIti 
Itegi IIH. 

T) Lronkduwn of voles 
uhtvnrd Iv Ile NIT pnMidmilial 
rlmdulilr ill 1.6r lit ruilvl. IturncuýH 
nro I Illllrr WI"Ht, I; 1.1I; 3 

, 
WI'HII't'il, 

332,: 1.11, C"110.111. : t"i 
, 
Gdil; (44.111"r 

Accra, 63 1,1.111i; Volt n, li t, 041. I? +ua 
Iýrn, 447.151, AHh: InLi, 926,243. 
Ilruni; Ahnfu, ; I: l/3312, Nurl tern, 
221i, 7(; 4 and IJ1.1 I I': HHI, IIB, NNt( 

For Prof Attn Mills, I),, Ineenk 
down of his prrlormunm all Ihr 111 

rrgiuuh : Irr 1111p1'r Wrst, 104.5TI; 
Wrtitrrti, IMIi, i39,, ('r tflsi 
199,11116; Umnll'r An"fn, 421,954 
Vuii ., 66: 1, '/87; h; Halern 269.? 70. 
Ashanti, 236,740. Itrunl! Ah. lto, 
, 128,: t1I; Northern, 21)7.11. '1 and 
upper hast, Ifi4,71)3 

An 111111IVHIH of fill, 15(1 (t rn ul 
voting and votes ubl: linrd Irv Ow 

rl"Hprcllvl" ca .. ditlltl"v n"vr: drlý Hint 
Mr Kufuur dill not iinlv rlmniihd. 11-' 
his hold ovrr Ihr Ililh. "rtit vti 
hold. if III,. Inculnbrtll Ni II'. bot 

QI ;i Inrrraard till, nulnllrr (if vutvs 
Idol h he wnn in ill, - NI'I''H wtun 

hnrkvards 
"Iho; drvl'lupmrnt 

S' 

u: Ig pi 

1nl: ý: 
lhl1hulhIM 

:u llun piul lrn 
w lnrh : inlr. tI rd 16r 
I Irri"Inhur 7 prrHidrn- 
t:; ll aut1 purllamrn 

A, -r, n 1,11, I. a.. I�:. i, u- ýýluý, ý" 
na: nt� : y, 't 1.: Lr (ýnru nrr i, ":, ": wut; iu, ", Lrul 
attrntinu at the Agntiu I Iuvpdul. 

In a rrll: drd ll -bilimnnt, Salumr Urankur 
reports (roan Kuturidmt t. hu t the Nknwknw fuhr. 
(titer rnouulyd a -wick fur it group of pý"uSilr, w6n 
utilr "i"dly t"r I Its. - Kwnrlw, i Nknwui : (pu tt 
AutýiuntY Primary pulIung statlan nr: ur Nk: twkaw 
in the Enstrm Itigiun on hu: ud is Pick- Up und is 
I, - turd Lilted with it bnllut I, - lillyd wdh 1: 11 
I Immbprinlid bullet pnprrk und u I. huwhprutl pod 
un TI utrnd: p' nwrni utg 

The rrtpvt rnttun nimbi-is of the vrhmlrn wirr 
given tax (71t 2704 IL mid GW 661A It 

'11w -al numbrrn if tit, - IM: NHY tit, - 21193fdi I und 
209350 The ballot luukletx were numbrrvd 
92111611-9210700 9216701 9216860. 

According to II rrpuil Boxed to Ihr K: y; wnjiI 

" Continued on P3 

A-a (- -T, ) bI 

tutu rlrrt unx u6lgprd 
tu tht" i' iii i u( l6vtr 
rrnprrt ivr I, "; idr"rr, hip 
to vote (or Mr Kuluur 
iu thr ruu u11 

For tuel : ýnrr. in 
tIw I{fuhi, Kom..... 
Edna KittijtlL Al. rrm 

mid Awutu tiruvn 

runyt it urnnvn, all in 
thr (, �ii tu! Itrpiun, 

wltrro II,, N111' wun 
ill Ihr irranl p: vlc, 
nu"ntivv ý Irctiiuu. Iho 

picture was tutally 
dtll'rrrnt m it , run 
oll third a: ýw Iln" 

" Continued on P. 3 



flan lynched 
" Continued from P. 1 

'rid ()lfieer Mr C. O. Addne, by the I ri". sidint, 

, "r ,f the Polling station, the incident nrrurn il 
he refosnd to allow paer; engers in the said 

In to vute einen they (Ind uni produce any ihn 

fron nor were their narnes in the voters regis 

ie report seid the driver of the Pick-IJp wit h 

, ration number (At 2704 It, whose name w:! + 

Riven na Nyarýo, had earlier gone to th, 

tation, which is 30 kilometres fruui 
ýow_ 

rind asked why the party agents wren 

said Nyarko later went back to th.. 

a bus carrying 40 passengers and 
cer cto allow them to vote: because lir 

- nfonnalion that a group of New Patri 
'1') activists had gone to vote en-blue 
station. 
nail the presiding officer refuted the 
if explained to them that nothing of 
hn erred 
Ie in verbal exchanges between ti. 
ale oad flit- gronji and it was in the 
i unlLsinn that t Ivry bolted Willi Ow 

Voting pattern 
" Continued from P. I 

,, tw" producing it change in government of the 

'rt'try the NIT did well in constituencies 

r 
11, 
e It on ohe perfOr`u"`I u6yRmally in the Dncember 7 

mal eloction saying this was the result of the 

of other opposition parties, including the 

}Iý ll 
tI o 

for 
es 

oplayedtbyntrad do al 
au than- cxo¶niUoa 

n 
flint Lhc next government. should nut 

Investigate cases 
Continued from P. I 

Nýmxfiu. s1l thr ott. ention of the. ministry has been 

awn lo an "aculation iu violent. acts of molestation, 
t and intunidation of political party sup- 

i several cases some landlords are ev, "n - 

eejecting tenants on account of their sup- 
liticnl party or the othee 

, 
lent unel unfi, rlunutn acts are parLiculur 

ce 

arrest 
d 

in purLv of the Aahtmti Regius enpec Reg Co nmen 4l Ise L, ý)ýnlla a9 WeII nP patta of the Accra 

, astern, Western and Northern Regions", 

aid. By Akua Adobea an Nk, rwknw bn-d t". "1 In ha"', hail in Ih+:: ) ponies t , ve urged 1endern of u t Addo e�rpenter of tl, 5 rail- pn no: n, " I: kr u: uun: uu h er o r from any f fu rther ýrovoce r yu lion ed, currency noun; : 
lu i.. ud n :,: tl: ý, ýi, ktr+ prniv, alter 

m y further , ce any escalation won I not he in n . THE Police have The two ofler Kweni lle edl d to i the li, k: " nuten, w: u+ tu +'edra Item rar whn h 
: rarest. ' 

, g y, a ,g ve r 
arrested t%, (, con Otons n (lhnnninn and Ow rnr, entnr un mix I. heu, with Yý"nuu, c was hers used by Lhe 

Ihul Ihr mini:; t ry hnti Inskrd Lhn I ulirr , 
shu olleg, dly I: ru: Il:, l:: u A -Ik utu umuunl ulk VI11 nulliun not+'n Lhruugh 

a;: 
, 11 Its two men was also , 

, 
a ml .. 

nýtatuný, wln, o, i, I:: kr rr, l, antra i,. (en rl, enl, "r) w, inld t, e oats+nnawl 

II. 

rL. - 6-1 

I 

LII Itutgument of Gulden 'hdip Hulrl 

ye,, rclfly {vt"men(rd a quantity of various 
itemx worth Y7.6million and a cheque for 

million to the New Life Home and 
t)rphanau 

acc 
in 
tion is 

Kumasi. 
with the manage- 

annual xupport to needy homes institut- cn 
ed for Mmvtime now. 

1 he. itema presented by the General Munag- t. 
ef tlio hold Mr T. H. C. Sherrif, comprises 

r :. 

Jru 
. 

loud ilrinv drl"rf: rnl, v, Jirýnilirlýýulr;, 
rl. .... i Joys. 

- islrr Murin fii4c of N1iý; Hiou+u-ir4 of 1'. hýcrity 
at 'Penuc received the donation en brhalf of New 
Life home management at a ceremony in Accra. 

" Above: Mr Sheriff (second loft) presenting 
the Items to slater Maria (middle). With them 
are Mrs Elizabeth Sheriff (left) wife of the Gen- 
eral Manager and Ms Agnes Bruce (right). 

o lulogl" fur Krnuinll 
x'16 milhun lu rnaLlr 

II' rnl'prldl+r Lu Irunv 
ý(1 Iiu. vnlr. vr with thl" 

I, ikr cm rrney murr, 
a. r-ýrr, 

lII g LII t11r lrt, il 

diflicu lLh, I 
he juke aides. 

14rfurr the divll mold 
1: ýý t. hrnul; ll, huwr vrr, 

liry wi t, ' h rrrld rd by 
Ihr polirr at Nknwknw 

Iiril"linh the Ileaphir 
.. it. 1 hief S u"nu 

I''nJenl. Kw:, ku 
IIznk- 

ir:, tu, in-chnrg, ' of ('III 
I1 ri'rhitinl1P, Nil lrl lire 

nvn nlrn uslmlly ha, I, -i 
lu' falte currency mýlý", 

lur I: ett uSnc nolrr; ; end 
.... rnullly make high 

oMrrt ill retire thl"n- 
IIu. vu. vpecting 11119118. 

lie vain! 01.. " and 
%vikulu had gurre to 
Nk; lwknw lot pmrlul>; e 
,, vw furniture frmn the 

immer flood after 
i thainl; Ute ruyueu t, fair 

Ili, ' furniture, the- two 
mit 1+dd the rnrpl"nlrr 

hunt Ltny had in heir 
r HrliNlon stillt., hak, ' 

. 'rI c urrellry hilt l''4 

wl, irh would br ditlil"nlt 
L. detl"ct becnnsr Lhey 
hold fill the water- 
nuirks, xignnture and 
Hrrial nurnbere of gen- 
tine notes. 

Conseyuen113"! 
11 

the 
two euspect113"! 11 till:: 
cnrpentnr it) Vivo, I. hemn 
¢3 5 million genuin, ' 
nutce in exchange fur 
the fake v 10 million. 

According Lo Chief 

Illlll" 1.11 II'liilU111 1 1111: Illl$) lll" '01111 It 1., MIIH 
111'NH with Ihr I'll kr" 

prrtl"d Ihul Ohr nwn1V 
moony uunullrrd w mainly hl lnl: lr" void who'll Lhr rar- bn rLrrl"d w the rural 1'liii r "x pl r: uu d inlrr 

. -a. whlar fill- tr ,lk ra 
nte, 

In ollem 
d 

tea 
to 

l, 
br ntIIlk 

t 
kill. 

o 
Igrrrt it r,, nodolit 

Ii., 

; oliwnlrr to Accra fur '111 isPrrliog Prupll" 
tho' mlml'y 'aho'i' thy lid Ii' Ihrrrfol.. rnIlvd 
not I-- A. It Nk., wknw Ill, It,, - pllbhr In I.. 

lldilr lunoll'ly, : wain rmmriul und rho-rk any 
b1ll' p, ut wrlld of Ihn amount of munrv LhlV 
Irnunnrt and quickly rolllvr vi, Ihrrl" fake 
ulfur mrvl h, 

'o loo. 
: nv 111 I1 1. IS ýl ,lI , lu thrrn ICI I I. ii 11,1111 ýý I 
at Nk: rw luny 

194 results 
" Corltlnucrl Irani P. I 

NIT swl"Chllll; l. Iii, li1115s of' 01111'0 toI yivl" Mr Klll llllr 

it ramfnrl. nhlr rin III t. hr ronlrML. 
Ill addition, Ihr n"durlI. n of vifen fur Plot Nulls 

III srvrr�I run. 0111 ul"urir. v se'-Ins LII mduvdr Ihul a 

. vr{pi11. It of Ihr I'll, Iy. NI IIIIIIII I. -IN I; ulyd In cxl'rrlru" 
their J': alwhlhe in Lhl" run-up 

'I'hr Vullll ltol; ion, occurdlnly 111 lhl, rrnulty, 
rrnvliru< till- N111"1: must rl'hably p: ni1111 lind ally 
. anrl" the rlrrlurnlr in Lhr rvl; lnn rulhrd -icily 
brhin, l till- purt: y iu h. 

t 
off. 

1rnry to mrdul rrportr, flint Lhl" run oll wit 
nrnsrd n low vulrr lure ml, 55 pl r rim t of -1: o; 
Irrevl outer) valet Ihmr Silt rd hnnrti url the rr"nu1U4 
dechirwi so far. 

According to Dr Kwudwo Afnri (; yin., I'hnnnuw 
of Kl', the" 1Il'chlratiull of the results ul till- ramllm 
I nl, (i Inn9tli ucnPii'H will not twvt, minrlly joalo tiny 
lüffcrrnvo III 1. h1- outrumr of ihm' flail rrvult 

11-1 said lho roulmianurrl IH I xpl"rtl d tu -1111te 
and reconl"ile all tilt- moults of fit,, ofT Im-fore 

yrsti"rliuy vvruing hull in es. hly 1111111 I, III' I Illl li"r 

roch till), wee-krud fit declun" till, willow of Ihr 

pul hl 
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roday's national delegates congress at Sunyani... 

NUGS 
lauds 
GES 

=y Graphic Reporter 

'H I! Not i"""' "n'"" of 

uluamm l+lrrm ndedNllthe 
y4 cea 
Siena . A.... utiun Service 

(j6f4) for ito decision to 

yse out with n new drug 

lnliry for u. hoolx to cur) 

pýd. 
udnntdrug 

abuse 

iA den. ýe +xsoed in Arm 
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x+Knnd 
by the wnuns 

? ýý and 
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hcretn Mr Bright Naveh 

'fp ýi recent revelatooý 

pd pUhlrp`Fnolx rc reel 
I+IIý 

wrnd-cyclo 
invfitut. +on= 
at source of 

ure been a re 

miry tu the atudentx' hudy 

AccordinK 
to tht" 

uc" t. ix very he; vl. 

ýrtrminR tO know thnl ihv 

: P9 has taken xerioua noel 

I(the problem 
and taken con 

'7ele etePM o solve that pr06- 

NU(S wishes to 
It said that in taking 

"ephaaiae lvrt this problem, Imp to ao 
h attention 

must he 

can to economic sties 

Which have direct correlation 

with youth 
delinquency. in 

ihi country 
The relen lievethat 

tit 

MUGS' etro nK be 

'Rain Petty Payments in 

itfvwlx are abnuahed to l c« 

true . eanrn9 
to the Free 

"nenpullwrY 
Universal Maxie 

C4ucatmn (I (I tHE) Pro- 

pimme. Parentn will he 

ý ad ý nnnble them to 

M more attention to the 
ieloprnent of their chd- 

Im, 
remuneratin of for 

lt sei and 
lecturers and 

r. 
nt 

1 welfare of wurk- 
ge r, ernc 

mori taunt also 
rn m tt. r Y 

. ß+cru . ýr nuus (1-hon if 
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Story: A. B. A. Fuseini 

T 
III< New Patriotic Party (NIT) will Ire fit, 
cynur: ut"e" of oll eyrntoday nt. dele"knlrs con- 
verýr at Ihr, Itrong Ahufo ltegion at rupitat 

of Sunyani to rh-cl. it prrnieir"ntial candidate to 
lend Ihe" party to the genmal elections in Lhr" 
year 201N1. 

The rnugrewn, which evunld Ir: d urn 2.11110 delrtnllw 
Ito ri the 211(1 cn11Nl. rf. 111'nt`II'v Ilcrn. 4N (f... 'idle. lrv, wnltlel 
he, rsrluslvely devoted to rr It i... ti . II ul` Lire "nx 
,:. cinmtn vying for t. ho to 1 slot. of the party 'I"he ronl. rnt. nntn ineiulle Mr Jahn Agyeb arm Kin rot 
I; IVG Ilnlhrnrer of the fml. r, No un Addr Unnk. ý 
-\kufn- A( do, Member of I'iuuunent. for Alrnnkwo, In 
Kali Kanndis Aprnku. Willi r of I'nrhnmrnl I 
I lffinnu Nnrtlt and Mr MrJik Alirrsxrgtt Ynkn l': 
Manlier of I'ruünme`nt fur Yrudi 'I'hr odm-rm I,,. - Nil 
I nnoph Ile... y Men, nh, Minorily Lender nut Mv, ok 

01 l'nrliumrnt fur tin.. vnni Bust and Mr John Kwnn, ý 
Kudnnh, acting Ashanti Kegiunnl 1 'hnirrunu of IL, 
NIT 

. All six randidnti'x Willi varying nrnvngrn h:, - 
nlrn`ndv criescrossed the country In internrt with de`h' 
gtitex and supporters of Oil- part; y, unveiled to them 
Ihcir vision and plaits for the patty null wd mit ne -At 
is eulirifrd I. heir ruppnrt. ul their lad to Irnd Oma pevlV 

to Lho arnrud Krnrrnl rlrrGn I- of t he 1'e"ev 2111111. 
Mr KuGtor'n mennnglm is tine n(rnnl. inuity, keeping 

faith with hin Iwrit inn jr, it popular Iu1J wtrledvknown 
candidate acre- Ure cnunhy who wuiilrl lt. easier In 
ninrl, M. than tho othr"ns and who Htundn fur peilen, 
national rernnr"ilmt ion and units of , Il (lhnnnrunu 

Nunn Akufn-AJdo n leurling prrPonenl fur change 
ist huch the party and uni lnnnl levels, ndvnrnlnv a mew 
vision of a broad lensed NIT with functional grnnernotrl 
structures and wnrknhle strategies at Lhe" polling Nam 
lion level to anchor the party in ILn bid for power lie 
prmnineg that the relevant vontuctn exist to ensure the, 
enubili., gntinn of financial and other reeunrcen to Inept 
theme challenges. 

Dr Apntku, has asserted that the NIT netr4 hin 
vision anti exlrerionce of ecnnonnir and social trnnnlbr 
rnaLmn as well as his stature era n unilvrng form in Ihr' 
µarLV rind nation. He . Isis nn-Im Ihot hr in one nut 
th, d it) the apron strings of any (amino, and in t hrrrfnrr 
randy to deliver the lordly needed power it) tile' NIT 
and pru. perity to Charlatans 

Mr Yakuhu, Hooking to trinkt hiaur_v by brut(; the 
first pe. r. 4nnnlity Prom the nnrthrm p: ut of Ihr nnl nli. v 

" Continued on P. 3 

sunyani ready for the big event 
-um A' B. A. Fuseini & Kweme Asare party to the gene"rrd elections of the year inj! 1, o hr., h, H e, t 1- 4 Ihr K, nj; Ilall, fl, 

josCu. Sunyani 2000: void air tI e ogre s, Mernhers of the National Executive of the Canopus hove brrn rrerted to nrcummu 

4[. 1, iP eet 
for the 5perial delegates con- pur t}, the six presidential aspirants and Rene date extra t. hrrr hundred rt"IeFpdns and nl her 

trove of the 
New Patriotic Party (NPP) to of the delegates to the inngross ore already at invited gurnty who wuidd not lind 

. "I'll 
in Iho 

-1- n presidential 
candidate to lead the Sunyani. 'file. officials are also putting finish- rnain hull. 

"IP 
" Will it be Kufuor or Akufo-Addo? 

u, p, ýii, "ir, .d ýLr ý. ii usu. ýýiwlulrilý"ý_wriý <ýýi 
in<ý Ilpul; u vqumrnl:, m wti w ndd . "v n hudlV cnrrv Ihý" lily If [I'v pn"vti In nn u tl IV Iw, NIT Ii. ii 

tint wr, Irr nrriJ tiý"ý rý"Ini v. f thr piu l. ý. cpiý.., ý ý1 nuI ý. I I. u T 
" Continued Of P. 3 
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Who leads the NPP? 
UGS 
uds 
ES 

: OnbnuH'J ! ruin I'. 1 

s YrnLli nl wlII bý 
ktavely chucked. 
Rye rrlrne+r said. 

?: s W 14h1`H t.. 
ýe the t; I* t it 
nll do nII in ilx 

116ty to .4 1lort 
li complen'nt their 
L1e". 

Itewid tile ongoing 
kauon programme 
dl carnhi11 will 
mteneifird to cre- 

1 more awnrl-nl`wh 
the titnngero of 
ause. 
OR CAN II on the 

11 and the guvenr 
"t to take prncticnl 
40 on solving 
tWeme 0fHtre(L 
4dren ninc0 thIN 

'Wem is n(4Xllrniflj 

alarming rate 
rnk"n. sir rit. nL(d. 

N wnya a, tinued from P. 1 

rtl' rat inns 

W 
ýur 

nrld e+ud 
" natinnnl rr<ecutrvr 

0 the 
r, 

y Wer, 1"', 
king far- 

n IN0nV 11 and 
amrsf. 1 (ISS. 

cording to the 
yral rreCaryrr t1t 

to Rý hed cir ; Ictoral V the 
sion to 51(11111 

readinef e for the 
\IMlity of a second 
Vd of balloting in 

krraw'n c Icial e 47- 

out that N 

llnti- 
('11111(1 

'it or norm 
of the MIX 

Wants vYifK for the 
Rye pr, -111-nl. rul 
'rttniný(Or' ia"-Vile 

" �I 
Ow 2,111111 

" Continued from P. I 

t. 
ý 
runtrnl and at the top slut of the NIT'', hnx pro 

p tr I himsell' as the "strategic choice" the party tins 
i,. lake to got power as he combines the requisite 
pdilicat experience an a leader of the youth of the 
p, ly with the goodwill of the various segments of the 
party 

Mr Mensah at 70, and the oldest in the race, 
asserts he is the bastion of maturity and experience 
and that at this crucial tarsal in the life of the NPY, 
it needs not experiment with others, but must rely on 
his wealth of experience to get the party to its eher- 
ialiod objective of wrestling power from. the ruling 
NDC. 

Mr Koduah, whome important message of nnrhnr- 
ing everything the NIP and the nation does in divine 
intervention and blessings of the Almighty (, ad, 
yptn"n rx to hnve" fallen on it,, de"nf cans of must party 
members and delegates. lie insists that without a 
return to theme time-honoured and tested divines val- 
ues and electing him as lender on this }phetlhrm, van- 
ity would he the end result of all such hummn per. 
NWtx, including the party's pursuit of power in the 
year 2000 elections. 

So who will win the day and lend the NIP and 
perhaps the nation into the next millennium? 

Firstly, a candidate to he elected Ilaghearer at the 
nngrexn, needs to secure an ihnuhdx rather than 

simple majority of the 2,000 votes at stake -that is 
1,001 or more of Um votes. 

Should none of the six e'undidatcs -it thin 
requirement, it runoff would he orgenixod for the two 
candidates with the; hi ýehest vote's .., cured in the first 
round whrm an absolute majority from one of the 
candidates would he secured thin Lime. 

Intnrnctsum with it crnxw section of the party del- 
'gates and supporters, point to it narrowing down of 
the congrrvs to it straight fight between Mr Kufaor 
and Nuns Akufe Addo with eilhe"r Dr Apraku or Mr 

ni ready for 

Nh hi 
tMb; 

« « why, h: ý, i «01 hý"r hew proI«in' 
. nn. pw ito I: u'tiely nn nrr, mnt'of lack of limdrt and Mr 
Keahab, whose cumpnign rents largely no divine 
intetvvul. wn, np renrH not to linve made any niuniti 
cant impact on tie delct, nteo and nr. ' tipped not lo 1,, 
will at I. hix congranx whore money for orgmmmntinn 
it crucial factor 

Winks Mr Kuft. or in widely tipped by potty nwuI 
are fur it first round landslide victory, many nth«"in 
cn itenci that Nunc Akufo Adds would l;. - Mutur 
in the oerond round hectutnu arme of the rnnlentnnG+ 
would In, nhlo to secure Ihr uhnalute majority in the 
first round. limit het uu Kufuor far victory in round 
one. 

"f hr kern antun of the . -ncr hon generated n lot of 
tension le'twecn the suphunrtrrn of the two lop rnntev- 
tanty in Lire rn<"e" which im area Lhrrnt+ of ini. nudm 
tunic and vinlrncr ienued if our or the nit her of Ihunr 
candidid. en carries the day at Ihi. n rung-mw. 

tartly in rr'spooio, tu than and nlao by the km"' 
deeirn of lice nnl. inmd eterut. iv. ' of flit. pnrly tu sinn 
duct a tronhlr"-tiro und nurrrnnlid caul; renn, nlpý""" 
ment wax notched nn W. "dm"n«hry it n mitt ml, 
bet-ii them and the fahre AAnunintrafton Ito nu 
estimated 200 Imlicemen tu mumt. uin scanty at the 
congrmw. 

Thin i+ it entreat period for the NIT und whether 
or not it can emerge unsrnlhen from this rnngrrn. v 
and ufI'er n rrr"dilde challenge to the NI II' in its hid Im 
power in the year 2111111 rl, -vhonn, d, "p"nix on lu, "c 
P, Vents go GHlny and how a. poanf. ' it,, to 
here and xupWrrtr"n+ aIrk, ', rundurl tlu"mnelvex dio-o 
and after the rnnl; rcr, e. 

It in huhvi that m+ thu bent orgdniwnd . dlernntiv«' 
to the nJi. K NIC now, Iho NIT would rmorg. « ntmii/" 
and . vurcrvxful front thus rongremm and play in nghl 
furl rule in 16o bid t.. ..... Ird. "n, orrrnvv nand Ihr, "I"' .4 Lew «0« do. 'v! di m of I; mi.. i rd Ili in n.. ndrv 

the big event tes to hl" Eist 11 1111' i11111Y N'l lllltl hl" Il: ll lillý'ý 

,. i- hl final 1ý}' the Elrrtlul 
round of voting. l. ununitlee", he scud 

"We in the tuitional Mr Botwe saic 
executive, do not want those who are billed tc 
to be caught unawarrx s1H'ak at the can tgrew 
by any such eventuali- "' the nat. ( I rllair 
to -4 and, therefore, we scan, a reprrsentnl. lvt 
must stand prepared of the Brung Ahnfi 

-for any development ret; inal vecrntnrild 
and the six asp . that slight oriee. We 

t 
to 

him According to h, 
are not taking any a ero th ere n strict dead. 

at all in view nt for c pniKraing line 
of the fact that this and that aspirants and 
congress means a lot to their earn pail n teams 
the party" he atressed. crn Id still M-4 dele- 

Accorrling to Mr, gate at the hotels pro 
Botwe, the national cured for them by the 
executive of the arty party to carry on with 
would have no 

direct 
their legitimate coal 

hand in matters can- puigne except that it 
corning tomorrow's would not be at the 
elections. "All matters congress hall. 
pertaining to the else- At the time if thin II' 

I/! l'n�rvi ,/ n1 l'brtunýi 
t, S! r 

l7rtor Katarnnnr, hus urprýl nl! lrlr. 

utr Ghanainns ti, strive tu know the 
huslrs in computer. 

[it, said this at an orientation 
--so, for computer students held 
lnýa Thursday. 

The schon!. which started a year 
au'r,, has trained over 200 sdrdrnls in 

nrurus courses, including srrretari- 

n/, technical and programming. 

I;; Iý� n. Ih, " fill h- 1 iii still, h. ;;;; I, I 
tln. d. -h I;,, t, "r I, o 1 Ih; Eint . do, u: u;, 1. "ý1 I, 1 
vnriun. v rr 6"ione rxc, Pt Ilu"nt -; It 1,, -r. 
the Volta ftt' V m., had Ih- added Ihnt ;: been submitted to Ute Iullt u UVI"r ill' legat n, t 
national rcr, utive anti stillte cnnnl, i nrnci, "� u 
am bi"lirvrd la Im- in III, - Volta Itl"IUun wi the poaar, +v iun of lit LI"furr the rlort, nnr, haael. in ('. om mill, "., Of . unmlittt", for it, bar., 
I. ht" party hrndrd by Mr I. iun and solution mi I 
Ilarnnn n I? tiw"kit it gave the n�Vnranr; - leadmg tnrmm r of the that this would Is, nuu par-ty c"nbly resolved Is-im, Throwing more litt' unk,, oil' of Ch. -, an light on the 'raun of gross this morning lt'Iel; ntv5 to the con- Mr Kwnlu"i, 
rr-, Mr N. Atilt Essen) nlau Indienart wIt bonn - N: aaem that it total ul' IIIU I)ireet. or °- policemen wnold b, " I lummunirntionx of the p 
f itrty, maid a l'pt, rill, ' tlrpluyed tu lake 
iat of the he full 

ar 
charge of Nrraril. mlph"- K' V and 

aunt of the dolt''ales that t. hr party wnnld 
rxrvpt the 

Naha 
apar, ' na t. rlilrt tu 

H, "I; inn, has hrrn tootle naun" that 1"vrrvth, nl: 
was dear to mnkr Ihr 
rangel'ns vmuut. lt and 
ri ln'1'1"aall11 

Information av, ul 
Ad, - In the Graphie 
hunt rongrPaa court'-, 
nd". 11tv that curh of 

I h, " six aspirants would 
, 

d 
y,. bl" allocated t. wonly 

minulrý In addrnaa the 
. i}y 

ý, 
' del , urn. 

tau 
dd-s., t, Nach na1 

ii 

IruuId him- h, Is, nanu 
ýF"'; f -týý ýn , u, Lrd by n party am 

It r Yý 1? i brr nn Lhv Ilunr ul Ih, - 

" 
oiý }I+ runprrvv 

lnvrtIga1, tun 
n"vrnled 01111 only Jrl 
,, Dales Irma the Volta 
, rid Wrnlrrn regi., w+ 

' Iwv, " bl"rn nffic"Inlh' 

the Volta 1<ryenn, had 
been auhnuttrd to the 
notional rcirulivr and 
are believed to br in 
the poaare+tiiun of Lb., 
l'laet. ian ('. ommit, le"n of 
I. Itr party hrndrd by Mr 
Ilarunn n I? tinrku it 
Irndmg ene, nt or of the 
parts 

Throwing more 
light on the iraun of 
drlegatus to the con- 
V-., Mr N. Aclu 

wnhona - Kaaem 
t)ireet. ur off' 
l lommunirntionx of the 
fue rty, said a s- 
-parat. -istf the full rumple- 

menl of the dine gales 
except the "Ita 
l(-rmn, has horn tnnrle 

rnmrrr! /hut trrrhr/ rvnlp 
al an, workr"ra andSSS 
are about to an f"' irrlinrV 

' ý'; 11 ý: 11, ý, ' Iii ,:,, ýi :1". l il 

11: 1111 .. , I, 'lll: lll, l, "ýI 
Y, 

1 
111.111 1': IrIil'r. 

III' nudnIi"tl Illnl ,i 
pult"H uvl"r it Iegull n, ,. t 

1401111 (Olim 11 trncil"ý, u 
volla 

i iuirr I. hc I It it uln a; 
ummiL6t"r for t, riot rn 

Lion nud xnii, i tt miJ 
govt. thr lNVnrllnr, " 
tu tu UIis would Lr tuu 
utility rrnulvod bl'fml 
ti,. wk,, uff Id t 1w on 
gross this morning 

Mr Kwnbt'uQ 
Nsttrm "Iso InJlrn Lrd 
lhul tl total of Itill 

Ih- added 16n1 u 
p111(0 uvrr ii iSgol, n, t 
nurnr cnnnldnrnciý"ý, u 
Ill. - Vnlla Itý"luý, n ýý i, 
i,, "furr the Avch., u, 
ummitt-r for u root rn 

Lion and xnlnt11111 mi I 
gave the 110Vnrnnn" 
thin this would in nuu 
t"nbly resolved Is-im, 
th, " wk,, uff id the on 
gross this morning 

Mr Kwnbl"uQ 
In, rm stau indirnlyd 
that ft total of 11111 
pnlicxm. "n would bi" 
deployed tu lnkr 
rluirg, - of Nrruril. y und 
thnl t. hr party wnnId 
spnrc nu rlorl tu 
rnmvý" Ihul. "vr"ryt lIIIg 

`in nYnni by t 111- purls 
with all nl hrr n'giun: J 
di legato ii. exprrt of N. 
dim nionitiv and, I... 
I hat mat I it, ýýuuld 
need no uliu i: J urrwn 
mndutinn 

Mr Itwnbonn 
I'MHHni -limn-1 ILnt 
I mi"nuHý' of (hr long dii 
omen of Ihr I wn nrrvls 

Irrem Sun): m nml (mm. 
prrnlinr cumnntniru 
I iun prubi-n. of the 
twu rrgionH, L wy had 
6rrn singled mR and 
given mwom nimmt urn 

Ile said tln 
1)i plntnnt}r ( 
surrte nun-govornmrlt 
t. td orl; nniunt. iuns, tht" 
me( ha and nthrr `muht, 
cnl marliem wuultl : Ihn 
IH, rq, re$entsd nt t. lp. 
congrenn. 
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B. R. C 
CONCRETE 

MESH 
MANUFACT URED, N. GHANA: BY. 

tI 
Xv ZUc 96d aauia 

? f/b. tr ýuaAry (4 U' / to forte rnm, ' ýaa. n 

"GHANA NATIONAL CHEMICAL SELLERS' ASSOCIATION'S 
"N WII NA71(1NAL DEUGA'I'I: S' 

C(3 FKRF. NCE COMES OFF 

FROM: 2tth - 30th Oktober, 1998 
OPEN DAY: 30th October 1990 
VENUE: Ghana National AAsociation of 

loechnrn (GHAT) Hall Rroadcastinq 
Road, Ta nalo 

THEME: Hattonal Prig usw in the noxt 
millennium 

GUEST SPEAKER: Dr Sam Uug ri, National 
o-orrlirndor, Guinan wurm 
radreatiun Pruyrammn, Mirunli of 

Health 
Spýcld Quest of Honour: Hun Alhali Sulnmmý 
Idle, Northern Hnylunnl MiNuim 
All are cordially invalid, onpocially oll Chemical 
Sellers In Upper Faxt ,n id went Ri'nl, mn 
fly , rood "ry "1 r. UA At .SI IN111+e Wit %I( NI %I 1 

1tt 

'ff 

( )i j. iiii: ra:, ul l., h, ulclu l In'. tltut,, it 
Marketing (CIM) Lectures has (it 
menced registering fresh and Interested 
:, tudents on it's CIM Part Uln, ' 
I'rogran i n, starting from January, 1999. 

THE PROGRAMMES OFFERED ARE. 

A Certdu: ato In Murketrng 
13 Advanced (ertlhc, Ito in M. rItt linil 
C Graduato Diploma in Maik iriq 

Entry Requirements: 

(: 7) Programme 'A' 
Applicants must 
I we (5) '0' Level CIS tim', inriudin(t 
Maths & English and I, A,, (: I /1 
l rrvel Pa , ses/. ̀ ; ;'. with I: Puri 

; 7des. 
(Ii) Programme H' 

If'p! reanl. % rnu. vl pu. eee"t 

' it (4) Passes in the Ceifihte 7tr 
'vol of the Chartered Institute , it 

' 

Marketing (CIM, UK) or ;1 Degwt 
Irnm a recognised llnlvrl', lty ei it-, 
, 'rp nvalent. 

(I Programme 'C' 

pp6r'11nlu must pmursý: 
I ow (4) l): i'; Sws In lhl' A11v, 1nr., 'i1 
Certificate Level of CIM, UK 
Interested students nay cunt, lct Ilse 
Principal, ATTC opposite Challenge 
Bookshop, Kokomlemle for the nec 
Irssary Application Forms, at 
00,000.00 a copy 

Lecture Hours: 
1ý 70 I) n1 _-7 

30 p. m. Monday throu, ltl lu 
I nii, ly 

Closing Date: I 'aornber 18th, 1'lI1tt 



ýý 
,ý 

ýý 

a 

By Kwekti Tsen Ih; " N- ;,;, i n; t t;; r"n ; ". 
; NIT, I ;, I. w;, u; nn wr ... Ln.. ItF: Nrd iunul Ir; nl; uy f1, Nlu' nr"u 11rmurrn1Ic T wun thr prrrndnulinl and l'her" in -.. 'y "uh 

(.. r. r .".. Irnrl . rrrrr"ntnu r. lrrtrrrl, x enl. i,,. Ilrnt Ill" l'rr"xlrlr"nl IN111'I Irne rn : IL rannt rtunm'u"x ie xtill mpulnr with tlu" 
Inkr"u n romfurloLl.. '1'6r" 1". odr'n ' --I foýk nuýo; dv who 
und rurnmxndlnK b oil 1 nnvr"nllun t'nrly (I ('I, ) have 6rrn pruvýdrd wdl. in the prrxidrnlinl 1111, win .n unly om" rn) 

I 

uns,, m"rr"xxd u"n nl Idr 
rI pn rlinmrnlnry Lil w"nr"Y w(idr tin' WinlU Ihn I lk".. l Ili, ' 

rlr"rliuns hrlJ I'rntgr'n Nnl. iannl rt v.... I luJ rund thruul; haul Ihr" roan- 1'nnvrntrun l'N11) und I'nrlranrnlnrv vutrn of try Inxl tinlwrLp'. thr" Nutmnn1 Cunvrnlian tin' Nlu' rn;.. r" Ir;;. n I'r; ývin,,,,,. I n"ý; nllx 1'ýrrty iN('l') nn" still( nlm�o �rr"rr ;, rn. lmrr"u 
ý. ý; I: u "n"iv; "d lien, uiv ' "Lrt; Y. Klrny lo rrgrxlrr I ry Ihr ýgrpu"ntlon stop 

". I ýnd; "nlr ndh it. ' iI,, r (uulpr inln elan) u(winnurp nnr rn 
rrrnnrknblr" xtdnr"nrv ur Ii,. " I: Iýpr r 

. n., ; ý. ý, Ih nr; n d; "; I in II,, ('nnlrl on P.. l 

...,, 1 it. nvnnys, heading b, j,, i, in , .i,, " All 'All 111'. : . u, 1ýý, u(rr ý. l: - h ouf hei , r. c ulLti. 

JS`ý 

2" Ný 1 ýý 
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Rawlings cruises to 
" Contd. from P. 1 

West itegion 
The NIIII wnn drer' In the prý: ndowurl 

p eight conxtLLur"n nrliamont: uy lest ions to all the 
Pisa in the Upper West Region. 

fly such n massive win the NI)C has neutrahsr d 

the iwincibilify iI u I'NC which failed to will in any 
j1r constituency even in the famous 

, 
Sissala 

Con91. itueney. 
9-he party is also pn ivi d to win the electiu sin all 

the l9 ennst. duencies-in C1SF. Volta ltegn. n. 
The NIT lint rent been able 17 win in all the con- 

stituencies of the Ashanti Region which is regarded 

as its stronghold. 
The NtlC has made serious inroads into its back- 

yard by winning at the moment in three constituen. 

eien in the region. 
i 't'hin bulk of the results which are yet to come from 

the Western. Enetern, Volta, Ashanti and Brong 
Ahnfo regions would dr'tertTnur" who wins ihr' grs. 
&w 'a] slot. and which party get, innre or its riper 
, ntnti1m in 1': uhmun"nt 

" Conld hnm I'. 
I, ii "il .. n Ili III iui"ril 

Irr rrrrnl ; ur nn tilri +url. 
MI. 'I'hr i lrlnlim. v II Ilrn. of 

tho (; N{'(' sind he vxpeci : 
Cape Coast lo have il.; (aim 

hnm of develnpment and 
rally l on the pr u rli I.. prrl 
; r'sidr+ wh; rtrver rýilfi r jumi"s 
IIrr. Y have and join I incv UP 
help develop t hr 

Mr Tamah 1'n; rpa, n (rxi 
dIIvrr, rlryr"rihrvl the pm; l 
elrrt inn at Ill rtiphPrr" in II 
tnurtir"iIml'ty n:; vrr; y r nli. rl 
and enrirrnmrt'irrl;. 

I Iv Said mvmlrrr'r, of 1It o 
N111: Iim ild I,, - pnvlrrrorl i,, 
fnrrr( ahuut 111v patil. mill 
wrn'k <"Invr-1v with Mis 
('Imv stirs' I'liIII rlrrr (nr Llu. 

I? ninuniui'I l l"; oi of II he (dinnii 
I' u; LnI 5w'vi rr; ('uiul silly 
caIIed Iii' t lit cleat loll of nnirn 
lobs and 111v to st-allill 
nnl urruldiun fruiu Uir sori- 
nt. y. 

'I'hoy dIrrw Ihr ait. hrnliun ul 
t. hr i; iwrrnInvot, Lu wilt e in 
Lhý pliblic :; ysarin. 

Readers to note 

We'II keep you abreast 
with results of the qen- 
oral elections in tomor- 
row's issue. 

victory II Ihi" N UI" is -hie to , to in ohout tlu Iirr , pul of 
Lhe rrmnining rnnxtdeu"nclrn, thrn it is likely Ihn1 it 
wouId win the Presidency and get nlnn a pimple 
majority in Parliament. 

The NIT, PCI', PN(1 and the NCP have n her 
culean taxlk Gi upntnge the NI t( sirre it in duuht lul 
that any one of them enperinlly the NI'P rno Clear 
the remaining votes to either wrestle political power from the NOC or create a run u0 ritunt. ion 

Since ttu"re are more renultn to hr declared in thin 
Volta and other regions, it. would also ho impussihh" 
that the NI)C would not increnhe its lend by winning 
murr to clinch the much-coveted prreident, al tills 
and hay [ias men honourable mrlinmenlnrianv to 
fornuT a, M it ixt wuu 

ý 
-----to. 

nei rnhmnre loo, a(Tu es in the ou-Try and inip VI1myi1i iTlyi17 .. t th, "pý"ýgL 
Book your copy now. 



c. tl 

al to politics in 
ideas and their 
society. 
the multi-oarly 

to point out that no 

terest. 
i do this without necessarily compromis- 
ig their point of view; they only adapt to 
ult the prevailing national interest and flee 
rng-term aspirations of the people. 
nation is one of the fortunate few in the 
inal Africa sub-region where such 

ducted Is being practised. One Institut, 
which tins served as a vibrant forum i 
the exchange of Ideas has been o 
august Institution of Parliament. 

As the forum of the representatives of t 
people and the vanguard of our democr, 
is order, Parliament logically should ser 
as the platform for critical and we 
informed debate on important issues a, 
events affecting the nation. 

Following from this, important proscrlptio 
that would have far-reaching cons 
quences for the nation and the lives of o 
people, are made by the Legislatl 
Assembly for the executive to impffernen 

R is largely In recognition of the lmportan 
of these decisions on the lives of the pa 
pie that the GRAPHIC believes that 

out 
zen 

oat, it nc 

have 

and 

regards the call by the minority in P 
ment yesterday for the resignation c 
Finance Minister, Mr. Kwame Pepra 
one more unfortunate exhibltloo 
entrenched partisan judgement on ci 
national issues. 

Whilst no one can doubt the extent of 
nomic crisis facing us as a nation, it ti 
be beyond the bounds of truth and i 
racy to lay the blame wholly or even l 
ly at the doors of the government 
therefore the Finance Minister Per so. 

and are therefore matters for joint act 
by the disadvantaged developing natlc 
which are at the receiving end of the c 
rent unjust and unfair international e 
nomtc order. The blame must therefore 
anproprlntely placed. 
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The case for Judicial Reform (1) 
'4 

-1 F, ýBy Ahumah Ocanse flo, l I-d0oll th.. Choýl nd"o, of llohý I, I, -, vA. l.! - 
Mr, A7o Cinhho Spenking on that All old be noo'lartly dealf -seme of tit 

: 
ýcl 

, "Because sentence T broadvast, to Allots life cv,, tv ith old tl, k, - b-ý I- of it,, I I., ;, I flo 
I, 

ý, 
v celeb, aII of tio, solOc'.. tO I- ol.., 1, Voth-, On oOo- adootof Of A against an civil work Is Court of Miami, in 1976, Mr Azu tiny, life is not ityadabi o. "- not executed speedily, I ., RU or file . ..... I-I 4-es I. Atop therefore the heart of "The 1)ijrnnrv (fifty of the ,, A proce: v, IA not been soorvell, e, -l"o"I'll't 

the sons of men is fully Courk IN I., Ad ionoder justico of I he polp". ). A unWell, or it pane ill Yllung W11.0"O". 
set in them to do eVil. " Will t fell, And favour At), ] it, no-inloo-r is bereaved Or sirk, or del"I'd Ilo. op. ýcdv 
(Eccl. 8: 11) tho perfornitulce ofthoo titsk, the fill- police All, still olve, ilignting, hon ll a A, A f7w 

ýry Rt. of io-, eNsity, t,. Iv of fill- hill"'oll. Ilivins"Ne. I.! oit 
-ul 

fit 
_juýj-- L --uan-ild And co opvrat ll"ll III E-n MA-11 eVcrv lot, rl y 

E can conceive of the oýolb" it, (" bro"cl 8 of 'ý`v I to ... g '. in Ill.. AI.... 11 
,, It , Aronely 1.110 E ItiVe. bvr 01 vames compols fit. - Appo, 

_, 
L 

I 
lovc, do", 

_t&p 
ýý fit.. whO1, -Olmv e0ifice. 01. qgl In 

fifty L "I neol oI hoo, too I Acing , ........... 

Mans 

as a quadrilater- 1,11114111 IF the peoph.. " CA? N-, to Ali(,. ot'llets to be Ii 
fit lot, the ]., I ...... I., at structure, with one side The fail it of tho Chief Jus- J_so No , d) onno-nt IN hflceiý' 

, fill(] 

1 

pAjL_LL1IUv IN lo. "ah-oll it, 11 being the Bench, the other the fice's rely rk is that 1:, l, I !; od it v 
tire Bar, another the Afforroolly-Gen- 

I, be obj'rt, Vc ofjos A Uý moblest II-11, of it All IN eral (Police), life last the Judi- Thv W uy It, And fill- w 
, 1-por, ivoý I syn., po, fir -ho A ...... .I of'ols I wood, .ý f- It., mono-d'M" an.! clal Staff. Holding I hese sides ;, od a together at the cantre Is the cit- 

to OIL d .......... O, Al vio"A' h, 
Izen, the ultimate c. naumer of ........ .. it to I,, A of jr if r, ý, jo, ,' 
, lawl made: laws to protect 111111", --, 1 A' J loololt- hils 

rights, limit Ills liberties 
The public's disaffection with file administration 1 11 To voi 

ý:,:;: 1 
:4- -Wo 1, state his duties; and gUnriollee of justice In Ghana stems from what appentoof to b. IT ... Ill llo,; w- 

111 8 safety in the commonwealth incurable defects of both the Judicloill structure and doctory 1 1111, AlItIlm ,, I' 
of file nation. ý::,, ýok fit, fill- lot 0., 

Such 1. the vonljflebýfo- A 
the Judicial process, and these in turn derive their dicial mtrActurv Allot dent "l 

the structure thrit. it out, side silf affliction from years of neglect of fills vital orgall of 'Icti'll with fill-,, IR-fluo'lln., 
f. 'r, A damage 11" wh"le still', good governance. The I he" 1 ....... 
ture is Affected, so that the ., onique looldefus No ll;., e 11. 
presr, "rition of the structurc, p'ýople III othel Woods. wlll of 1. ý, ill L11j: ýLujloo 

If-, III,, fill, 
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Lessons from the past 
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7famocrat/c Congress with 

pe, of prýlltlcßL_gltýnativos and 

staii, ab lit of m ti-pademocai 
1a why must 

be of 
happens 

conci a party public 

ice it would impact an our search 

Bty/r, able democracy and leadershi 

again, the party has attracted ati 
n nationwide because of the Into, 
d competitive campaigns that the 

ndfdates aspiring for the si en 

't of the party gone through. 

cc t 
liba 

all 
democracy 

ºIch claims y 

mNPP have 
the 

to 
internal 
be as transparent 

a NPP parent 

st lble and the open campaigns by i 

ndidates must truly reflect the ide 

don, ocracy hence we are concerr 

at It certain times supporters of so 

the candidates have launched tirac 

eingt other contestants. 
racy and healthy, open and comp 
re rt valry do not mean that opponei 

_. .... undermined or subverted i 

who make the 
trust the capacity 

olectorate to mai 

Why at certain pc 
jng, when it beg 
, over methods, 
. -rv and intimidal 

the ca 

pnchlse" 
Ty nns often condemned the cou 
,, jectoral have 

not been 
anytime 

moving a yn(things 
red in an open democracy. It has 
therefore to operate In a mann 

I Would not be accused of reneglr, 
Orin s it professes to cheris 

aGy at the party level must not t 

different from that of the nation. 
to terms of prlqCia(gs, except in th 

ýj0xitles and scope. What Is good 
a,! d what is bad is bad and must t 

, fed. 
, ates assemble at Sunyani today 

ta candidate for the party for th 
2000 elections, our only hope i 
.,. runs will be done to stronothe 

=mar 
xo inalienable 
xerc1se 

their 
9franchise., et will 

bhorred. 
prey that cod will shower His blessir 

n the date9ates and ensure that per 

rev /is throughout the deliberations 

dd another vista to our steady march 

oncrotrse 
democratic culture and p 

91tsrn in political party organisation, 

rove to all that demo is at wort 
he county" 
wish the NPP wett 

N 
OT long after 
the overthrow of 
Osegyefo Dr. 
Kwame 

Nkrumah of blessed 
memory, a lot of criti- 
cism was thrown about 
by those who claimed 
they did not know what 
he stood tort He was 
evil) He was a charla- 
tenl 

His nwn disci Iles 
who had nerv ed 

ltim 

will, sometimes ("o 
well, were thorn loudest. 
n criticism of Ili. uula 
vatic slid rl ictntnrinl 

Irndrncics. 'P hey even 
Amami that they were 
ell galling sycuphunls 

who (I'd not I nvc the 
will t ppose lime rqu"n- 

ly Their coward irr' 
early robbed hin wirke 

of ti- quality of his 
vision. 

Tndny, one rwlld 
hear them critici. ai rig 
others who, even 

though they admired 
Iris lbresrght and daring 
ue the interest of 
African emancipation, 
III'r"rtlll'I'ss, Illec, 1'111111` 
1� le'rrnn will, I11. s nhne't- 

ru iingn, because they 
recognised hin frailty 
Ind fallibility. But he 

advnncrd the. cause of 
AI'rirnn freedom nnrl 
e, vluhlixhnrl the African 

r"rnanality, 
beyond the 

nmdnriaa of African 
rnpirurtinns. 

'Phi hypncriteo and 
ý, pportm, inl5 sworn nn 
I la it mothers' grnvr. v 
Ih it they did not ngrvc 
lv If 11 hiul, evorl though 
t lily canned not hi. v 
ordern and were proud 
'wen, to have been of 

nervicn to him - often 
, plating him still Ili 
admiration, fawning in 
lire moot churishr I 
ili as ergo ruling the 

%I dlmrtinn of the Pill ich 
mill of t. hr newly mule 

ndrnl. Af'irmi ntrdr"n. wrn 
world Icndrrn, 

evhn rmuhd. r d hin exam 
11v in f-hinning liner 
awn political no 

I. rummcri, Ihd nil. 
tulle 

hi"ir shame when he 
lrnv overtlu'nwn, 

9"he traditional 
, ppanitiun in Ghana 
ýr ru in a npnriril close 

1. hin it rum,, to their 
lion to castigate him. 

he"v swore never to ful- 
I. - in hie fontatnph and 
Ihrrafore, did not feel 

'rohe tail, with nny Whew 
of solidarity with 

i ii to-day converts Willi 
rnwdcrf their front 

1,, orx, sroki rig admix 
. ion 111 hifhr. r and noire 

Jomncrntrc traditions. 
The Preventive 

I 1, "Ie"nl. ime Act was 
envied and made' the, ", 
ul I. of various hurrlrm 

i iyhta cnnlplaiuln, 
, which only grow louder 

aller his dnnth. But 

111 -t must be maid for 
Irin nnmnins is that. 
Ilii! I, Ilroteats frllrml 

nLrllmrrlodati 1111 

ii III thr" nnlhitioue poli - 
n. ý of cnezistrncq even 

it their nmbilinnn were 
ill defined and lacked 

, rnn and urI, Went timest. 
Kwnmc Nkrurnah's 

li(r cnnititutad an 
un moose contribution 
lu men kirate progress. 
II is thuref Ire no won- 
J, ", LhnL runny fn'tinnn 
.I 1611 some Nkrumnh 

n lr"ulugirnl Ingacy have, 
oar 1 lung lime, not 
Iniuld rnmImnn ground 
Gn i nits t is dnuLtful 
whrlhrr or not, individ- 
unl nmtiven No totally 
ý1c"l, nil of peel (johm 

, vv. 
f Inly Lime will tell 

'I'ho I rrucficinrir. 5 of 
Ili nt. henilirtion, which 
. ', dl. rd in disiningra- 

liuu, hnvl been Lhe 
Ni Il rmd t. hr nplwnitinn 
I rirlicn Ill iduulogical 

trrnw I. ho, vr whu Irll in 
dieguot, reprevoi I Out 
largent I ly of defection 
in the political history of 
Ghana. 

Because the NI)C hne 
Bonn more dynamic, 
enpecially having been 
entrnnte' with the con- 
t. inunJ governance of 
this country, by the pop _ 
ulnr endorsement of its 
mnnifentu, it hon nur- 
--fully integrated the 
hartirr number of 
Nkrwnnhixts inf. a its 
fold. Changes in hunuui 
lifr nrn inrvil. nhle, rsjo. 
evilly when chant'. has 
horn seen nn I.. nnlI 
for tho naul of iii. notion. 
But change ran only by 
truly henefcinl if the 
original intention undrr- 
I, ying the change wn, + 
legitimate, in terms of 
the mloracomm if 11... 
ngjo, ily of that idculogi 

rail ! principle. 
Burks, in hin nunmtu- 

ry of tho virtues of 
cltnn{le had thin to any 
'If a great clumgr in to N. 

mail. ' in human MT; iire, 
Ow minds of men will he 
tilted to it, the general 
spin ions and feelings 

will draw that. wny 
Every fear and hope will 
forward it, and Ihr, v who 
p- iA ýýppn nf; in thin 

, ü; Lty rail. will nppi,; 
u rnýhý"r t.. ii., ud 

I. hr dr. I ...... of 

r, nroni. nur up to th, " 
N I'I"v e'lit-I on of it, 
Iinghe"nrur, is well ne, 
prior to flu, forthcoming 
general 4-tiunn in Lhe- 
ycnr 20(10, it it, irrpur 
Lent to drew aUnntenn to 
the lessons which do nut 
appear tu hove bren 
le"n rot., tuurhing t6� 
rnlntiunnhip be, lwrrn 
cnnllrci and puvrrly Th., 
rnýc of conflict. rennot. 
vnvt: rin nrununur 
g raw Lii and deve"Inp 
munL. 

The and nnpe"rt of 
this dnng. rr in that, mu: d 
of thr jwoplr who ur, - 
rmdl'-d upon by Lhr" inte"I 
lit; e"nl. nin to Irrad Hill mrt 
nnJ Jnrd deadly, eým, 
de"nlinn Maws to II 
ecivrd oppanrnts, err 
Jlite. rnhs If I ay I, n, 1 
eel, lee, rI nnily I� re"nel 
Irrt were the, linen, I. hi' 

urnmgs nff, rvd Iry I IN 
I. - Knfi Annen, nuns 

I rho re di-, I" Ihren 
rum 

boding 
n hand in 

all l. hnnn. 

9"hnne, Willi lorry 
rnnke" the mintuke of 
raining Ihr, nprrt rn of 
the- "Know I'rrkn" I. 
of rnbble"-running, will 
riot find il 'arty to 
captain to Ohr- reu 
vi ILuIu". nl. rv why rxnrt ly 
I. hrv ure" I. voig rullyd 
, wn b, "n tl n, n nulrnl 

�ý: el nun of 
1ejobo, 

why 

During the current run up to the NPP's election of Its lisp. 
bearer, as well as, prior to the forthcoming general elections In the year 2000, It is important to draw attention to the 
lessons which do not appear to have been learnt, touching 
the relationship between conflict and poverty. The rage of 
conflict cannot sustain economic growth and development. 

I'rnvidlnrr d.:; rll, Ihnn 
till' 1111.1'1' Ilesik: 11N of II I II 

They will not I'v ! +li rl"tý 
, lull` and firnt as prr 
VI rxe find nLnl. innl l" " 

{tl"rmlvr" IFIr h"ndrr 
ship of lh, " I'NIII' und 
tine NI 11 did not wish lu 
proripltulr new evil., 
tinny npplir"d new reut` 
lieu I., Lhl" uu lnennt u' 

rule of thin Nkrumah 
Iir1imu We rmmol rue. 
Krt that the 1'N11C 
ncknnwh"dgn nl it. x legiti- 
mnry, whin it hemme 
nvidl"nl. 01111 1 he nwjurity 
. (w peujdr of this 
country winlnvi tu have 
nmlLiliLrr! Ilium n in the 
pnlil lrnl menu. 

Wit as I Inc xOution 
to the inhrrl"nt prohlemn 
posed Icy tine Toni Llnn 
din ifit; tin 

INhrunur1, 

ern, was tx! rcvivrd its ti,, 
hxtnbl inhmrnl of u line 
I rf. v . tiltdl", Ihl"rrhy I- 

-the hiss of 
frerdum ul individual 
thou! "IIL and ix prrxxinn 
11W I2uwhnts Irndrrxhip 
drnlnnstr teil pr'nt! mn- 
linm by ncrl"pting tine 
IInpular will of the people 
firn dl"nun'ratic dinpen- 

xntinn, fur the prukroes 
of(ihnnn. 

That amigo Jar act of 
ndmi. xion, rl"ndnrrd the 
regm,, 'H 

Nllrl'esuflll 

n1l. ainmeni ul Imivrrsnl 
apPrnl for tine propago 
tine of its nuwnrd mnrrh 
in the devl"In, t of 
(llumx in eher and 
t. rnn q uill it 

, 
y fens. who 

worn' winar, recognisoil 
t. hld. stubborn rrfuxnl to 
bow to till' popular will 
trail dear Ilivnllvnrllages. 
Ter olternnt. ive cull's", 
I it, t. nted by conlnlon- 

xrnxe, prevailed to lino 
utrrnnl glory of go, - lusty. 

Snell, - iitlrmpts 
nvldl" by dinxldont and 
fitere apposition Kranpo 
m henna In rrsHrirrt 
tine nprrtrr of 1 n111ir1. 
n1111 In'1`r 11111.111.1" strip` by 
Ow Innvlmn, vililr nl nIn' 
urfit.. beinig peddl. -d u 
prupugnndn nult. l"rinl 
mart. slop. Innring tin., 

InII 
Iliie 

, valrr. nrinil, i 
ruptrd nupply of vi 
tnrity, daily nnhnirr 
born, und HIn'III'ri Iar 
thoir tli'jtr. irr irrt irr 

1 liken nt r,, t1w, lind il. 
Ivlxy tu rrrnlr nrnnnlrnn 

m fueiun in Lilo r. uun try 
in tr I., to trotmmfv thin 
-16rrh nmbitmnN of n 
fire greet iv mr'n und 
wanlrn of r)ouht lol hnn- 

rnhh' , if tionr. I'nrt' 
m u. v 1. br tukr'n not tu 

unGrnn err t. hu. vulwni for 

pulillrnl 'I'l-oii rrisnl, 
with dire 1'ttttmMitteilCett 
for our old and coiling 
women, ne well in, rhil 
thron of vrrlncrnbin err" 
f11111e 1! 1111'e M 

For no, Prrttunn liv, 
thr . whnh 
iirrrruntýfirr try ruth so, 
t 1u, prrru"nl h"nrlrrnhiy 
of Ihr V, uvrrning poly, 
nLt'm (rnm Lhr rann 
jolting htrily of t. vidr'ncr, 
eumpnninK pnlil. irni On 
bi lily, otter und lhn 
m, ltart" 

l, 
anrll of von- 

truvrrrrinl ivcure invuly - inh l it' grrvrrumr'nt, tu 
repnva'ntinI, rt'npanr; i- 
hlr nn"nunt. ntlihl. y la lht" 
i'lcrtnrutr of thin unit 
try 

The tnunrrivr t'nnt; r of 
devl. loptnrnt, Iroth ritt 
will nrnnunlir isn't .4 teal; I his demo! , : il it 
rrlrurturrn, LAW 111-; nil 
monsurn of lib", Iv 
egjnyrd It r`vrty 
t7hntulinn, including 
e, -n Ihoxr who ruin 
instill , is Iht' hiý, lnt'st in 
Lhr land; Ihr' I'urnning 
privat' rntr rpri. vo vnvi 
ronnn'nl, lit widr litt 
t'oh. of fr-on ]u of 
t'x prraraion 11th Vii by 
t hr use. I in and Ihi' prrs. v 
carp; this gluwmfr, I rlbuIv 
mid tu Glumn'n 

, 
'rrsidr'nt nv Ihr rtutn- 
mt of tohernnl bolus viuin' 

in int. rrnntionnl cirrlr. v 
huvr" r, nhnnce, I 
rr"hnnn Jr'd tu Lh, - pndl' 
(if Gloom 

vlny krl'n nbrrrvrrn nl 

t IiiM toward ii i' 
und, iu)" iiirr n1111dM tu 
mike their nrk uuwl 
rdtii Innut, in prnrl. ind 
Lrnur, " 

6y rrtuninll; Lho 
I)1')"Ht'tit. gIlvl`i'III111'llt IAc 

power. 'Pho lhnwl to 
11 "'i, nbllity to du to, in 
freedom and j)-fert 
penra. ý nnuýd. It Lup'l 
wit,! und, t. Looi' who 
l, acý uý"vrr h, ýýl Ihl',,..... 1 

rsýýýiu rig. .. I Iý"iiiý. I 

IiL, "rul um ,, I. Li" u nd 
for uur progrnne. 'I'hnre 
Jr. numy ways nl 
ýrhirvi. ig prove nnJ 
hunnugV. 

oar 01'(Ii. r, nrdiual (( 
rr, p, inilnn vIo. I. Imv, 

, ýni"d u . nand wumrn Ii, 
L, id : md piýwid, " iuspi 
i nl non I.. i ILI O 1�rming 

Writes On 

Pida 'Unlimited 
Ihýý hrl ni .d :dl. u u,, nw, l 
Lc lýq . ". 1 m t. hýar 
trnrkn tilunn id divulr 
p an rapid', II m nnoy fur 
Lhý"In lu lulk I; IILIY and 
lu dnn nln Yhrm rani . Ito 
onýw nn u wily vi 6fi, 
win'n tin y Iwa' ý'it'dl tut,, 

.... Im"d liar nnil It i'ý" 
'I'hrY nmv h 1v,, guI 

nwuy will ni in i LhJýud 
ndnu lmnn vi ILr nd. ' of 
Low, In lh. ' gulni' ill tiro 
wilt dinnnllnlný"lwn with 
tlu' nl. ulun quo. Rut I. it o 
nrr minlýlkrn into I. 6iuk 
.. q: t. hnt., eaý"h ý'Icwlt 
Li'nlýn und tnli'rnnl. 
imd iuunor vl Iht"ir min 

rnu"nnn... rmi . mlin 
i" t.. L. " smýLUnrd in Ihýý 

ýiuýýnI nr. it6"r ýd Ihýu 

hýhrl nl .d :dl. u u,, nw, l 
Lc Il r"d In Lhlar 
trnrkn tilunn rtl dlvulr 
r an mpId', II m nuny fur 
Lhr"In lu hulk I; IILIY and 
tu in., nul vhr"tn mld . Ito 
ruler nn I, wiry III 6fr', 

wlu"n tIn y luraý r'it ch. loun 
Ilr"r"Im"d liar Ilnll li r"r" 

'I'hrY nmv huv, ý Knl 
nwuy with nluril Lhll rud 
nrlydo hlnnn ul ILr ndr' of 
Low, In lire gulnr" nl gr"u 
uinr dinnnllnlilr"lwn with 
tlu' nl. ulun quo. Rut I. hry 
nrr minlllkrn into I. 6iuk 
itq: t. hnt., stub rlciVIY 
lo'nlgn 1111,1 Inlr'rnnl. 
I"nd luunor nl Ihr"It nlin 

l"nll. nnn... rml r mlin 
I" t.. IL' srrýLUnrd In Ih. ' 
h ur lnI nr. 111't ýI Ihýu 

electlon of Its flag. 
o general elections 
w attention to the 
nn learnt, touching 
rverty. The rage of 
and development. 

Iýiý, lý l lug IIýý 

I. L. ihl" lall'r 
lrnillrnt 

lit' pl"up Ii' Id then 
Ilý-I rv lo rrdl" 'I'hr' yov 

ý"Ilurn'ul Itnn lu pavl'nl 
ý"I lr'I Irvrly m 1.6r true 
lrndd iotmo kuawn rw"n 
lu Ihr Munro/hnnquuh 
pu611rid Iloriingr". 

hntvnty of I. hr wlup 
rrf t. ln" vl lml r" r'llnllrrl. Irr" 
joopnrdm al tu Ilu" nilirr 
of nnrr, h en rl nLdlrnllnn 
of the In rnl of 16r' pro 
pll,. 'I'hr" gun. 'rnmru, I I. nn 
ILI, .x pnnnl hlhl. v to 
envurl. th++l. Ilu" IIvr"n 
awl Il nibs nl Ilk' rd. lxrn 
p, rrlnnrn misr I 'I'hr 
Inatcden IIII. Ii, ' 6-0,4. 
Intrrgnun which rllnrnr 
lr"rirlyd I. IIr cloy,. if 
.: nntl"Inl"hu" not LI' 
r'vinllyd duruy: nm 
yunnl. urlt Iralp mio Ihlý 
new nullrnnmm in jig 
niund r"n hnnar"d 
duvrlnpnll"nl. 

'y 

'I'honr whir nurtured 
thn gitvr"rnin F: rn rl. v. 
1'll il lmitt RIII'r', 'vul hilly 

fl, 'I. 'mIII ally Illr"11:: 
!, 

f 
rl"NIHI. 11111'r" III Cllr` 1"Il t. l III 

I. 11r' ll'lll lr"r'Nltltl Irl :. Ilnin' 
lhl' dint illy and rnul Ina 
tlliým ICI tlil IiniJ. nný'Iý 

li"uuwrauli rrr u uu, l"tulg 
.. r mlrrrln rrrl. 
Will111111 Mop nN firm 

rd, , "Iýrrrr+urdh 
Lr, "ILrrnr, Irdlnwr, hlfr in 
hrmvl rl nod huh ul li`I 
luwidup ii toll, li"Ilow 
ýdrrp u, Lli" nud 61rh r, l 
lidlownh, rm drndh, und 
11.. " dr", výr, Lhul. V. du 
upon I. hrý r it Ch, it I. for 
Ir"Ilrrirntlllr'. v Nnkr! hunt 
Vr" r 111 t111rlil" 

"1'huw, Who tire nhurt: 
Nq. hlod uirgtr to 
. "Ithi d Ihr tu 'un it 
run fu. viun"" -thin III,, 

guv "ruinF party. 1, 
r. ̀ vult uflbr tall i (if 
,r toil mill ur I; rmrp wil. lr 

r rm u muLd. mr 11111. 
rlrm, l; fur, l. i i. tu 16rrr 

', vu tuturt" rmlruu,. a '. 
ýhrn 1ä11y nuylrt lilrr 

mrmNr ill 11drd rLrJ 
Ir"rq! r'n Yuri, ng. Udnm 
iuht not nl n"eu�rrilý. 

I. r, r, 
t! 

ýor"d linen u pr uui 
lilr"d rramlvn Lu nr, "Ii hnr 

nnunrr , xr. vIr mrr" with 
rir Ilrr 1 rrl y 

br"Iru"vr" Ih, d. unfold 
rr.,; rvr"rrl. r will lrrýrw" nN" 
r y! hl rn r ru trunlnl; n 
yr rY I: vr"lirl nnnlyrnn 
mud Ihr" npldlr, d rmr nl n 
rrnnonr"d nppnrnr 11 lu 
I tlu ISum IY pn rLlrrun. 
Wr, rmmot uttunl tu nGn 
.. I 1. r narr 'u ni, Ir, 01ty 
Lhuly� Itluu Kh, I not fins 
brr"n boom` end. of 1111 
ILrru", rn ho' fart th, d 
Lhr Irvldrrn6ip hnn born 

nhnwn to tiny, nw rnl"d 
rd ru Irnldr nK thr r, "q; nN 
of ynvr"rnwr"nl., rinnt wd. I, 

Irrt r�ri w: r nt rrrr i: rl r, rirvr 
Irrtlt. Y tlrll r t, rn, r, r1`M 
ululý dr"Irrnunul roll, to 

n"k n raulrnrm t! rr . 1.1 
fur till r, emrnt. u, nod 
tern stator l , rn" aril Ilrnl. 
rnllNn't. nnt. nor lu rrylrn-r 
tu n' inl rrvr rd rl, n nr 
rnrnurnµr"r . rt al 
un Ny mpa l lr rt lv 
I, VN I. I I III Ii`rN 

"1"tlr"V nllfItul not tlnv. ' 

u rlun nn In wlnl rani 
dir"N N dr...... r:., Arrv 
nd6r. ' 

rprrno'rrphun 
will 

11111 Nlv Ihr LL; hL of day, 
r provide n biofoul; 
ýnhdion "I'ii. IrnJondup 
know" Lol. tor t. hun 1.1r" 
uutrudr"rN 

fir n� III 41.1". (1 
iu"Irne'IM 

ley 01111,11 41411 u ve"rv. 

'hgtit lu"r Hilt nl ridr rr+ m uur I Il1141 und tuwn"; 
Lei prrriar, du 1111 t uerr hrlmrt, whirls 1. v a LLrrvil I, i 

thrir live"lL rind tIir rud. iun nv n w) I., 'llm 1, I:, 
ye-nrs eil;.,. I (III vfir uII motor cyrll' emd hnrdly : urv 
1 ruliernmu, ewru if 1111(. on duly alluwI'd y 1'. go 
i'roIy 011(0101 (he 11014 of hi) irvi. v. 1livrrntly 

. uur 
police nmn luuk un unrunrrrnivd 

rnn rh' nn m!, Imnre' whirr Indlir ii It.. 
nut fir url11111111(; and four ur 101111 IH i. rT t purýnivl ü 
11'41111 of I hr pnlirrI unduly, 'Oh In wnrnm lu 
Ihren for not wi'nrtng 111111 he'iurt: e A11111 

ýiký 

Maim In wrd Nrwlnwn, a- ph"', win", the' 
ne"Rlw t of 11, womvet; of 6rhw"1. IM rnnipýwl. 1 nni rq rpon l rng lu Ihr nut Lurd1r. v ur whurvrr in 
rnncrrnod lu ýdnr In vrry nrnuun Cho d, on 11ir uý,.. of 
hrluu'l II ndrrr; . 

Amt-, "u KO; u NI oallyd, 
(CoorornrJ (ii zrn) 

Arun. 
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Appeal for release 
of hostages 

From Yaw Boadti-Aynhoaloh, Monrovia 

'1'iii: EC11WA3 tip-vial lh"L"tinlinn tr.,,,, 
l a)nnn IIn. rnpi.. aI. "tl Or., unvnmlili,, n: )I 
rclrnvt' of n11 hnnl nurx 11, "1, nl lhn it,., ct v 
'l'rnining Cent ro (li'ft'), nud at pinta r. s utý" 
for Gen Iloowevr"It Johm... I. 
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the, 35 h Independence Annirerv'nrl - 
March 5,1992) 
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itify it, (. chairoom of tho I( i Ill 
The Sprakei Init the Tonflel' to riot WJo-TI III 

.,,, 
I onre M. I-onsonmus the Full I-ono"ItIve will 

I ther Mn ty LeIolvý 
. nioured the "no-ty g-op wl 1, ;, ve vollo rool! 

heoRerot So: ... I., D, ýui I-tion 
III If -Y .g coloos I. v 'fiv., uhny 

I, he nonor, tv III- pernittv, 01V 
(, lie pot nod it, h; ...... I ho. -n 101 

Jor Anil ye., fitd; iv. the Spenl, v, wi hol to know 
w1o, ther Ilivrit looi bern Nhortngv (it princiuM linpoiti 
III tit ýI loo. - ý llý It, - Mol'ody I'votler told the Hot- Ilint Ot. 
roninutl, o- invinho, it who it, - I Oil 10,, 11) 
j! et, their copi- hy jjuý (. 1_e oIt he (ýjjyiw It It I 
11, eI nberIi will rM, tlwo-. 4 by 'Nerohiv 

The Spe"ke, oko ind-fled Oud II it WI 
ing in the n II, if Natin Akulo Addo on the dent i 
ittration iý poodoig. 

'Salvage failing 
standard of English' 

From Paul Atiourivil-Mansah, Tema 

THE ienon-ffiiteý poit Pirettid-t oflent. Iloinry 
Clob, Dr Victor Yon, Ny-nalor loot called fo, - it 

Ii I eir-nde 1'. ital-ge if,, finifing ittiot 
, 
11:: 

rd of spokeo and written Engli0i in Oid, 
country's itchoolm, 

He siaol eff ts it ... !A I)v ,11, to , beck fit,. III., to 
ing douline tit reading by itudents and tlu- Rpenkuiiý 
of"In, I gin" Entoo'It I,, I, hook 

1), Nyanitilot sail Uu-thinti I has retelool o I-, I 
iiis point and ro, eds a quick and aploolortale solithoo 

III Nyamalor nindfý therall when lie prvnitited (; (; 
vol-neq of uwyclol ha nod a nninher if ;, dloff 
book. Valued tit V2 nollion to fit, - Wi., td it of Msd I 
Preparatory ind Jun r!.... ..... Intry Sdotd, 
Dartion-I :A T-on on beholf of I It,, , lot, 

If,, nA A jl; lrejfrý to , oppli ...... tit. 
, ilfoirti, ... ... I., oo. ng jo. hLy edu-fion f It r chd 
, ron by providing thein with their lotior hooning 

re(purempTil, t 
11. ood child'on to, It,,, g"I'M I .......... , I. ro, (ho 

Dol, 

ý 
II, (or., deVelolnevnI I It be h0i I to 

III It ind kill, I We 11 1" Id", 
O, ir -pedc. d rolem I,. nation I Ming In tit.. folo- 

The proprietor of the o-bool, Mr I. nwoe IN-1, 
Finti, who received the bookt, expresRed iipprocintion 
1, t he d rm and iippioiled [., I tither 1) v(, I. -,, t 
or'"ni-tion. I,, donnte other te-hing ., if. to III, 
mchool to enioure ellft-tive tenching and learning ... 
th, i, I III 
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SIRONG IOlt NGES 

FOR EFECTIVE RELIEF FROM 
SORE THROAT DRY AND CHESTY 

COUGH, BÄD BREATH AND 
SMOKERS COUGH 

, 
(1AVAII AN I IN 3 !; P1 CIAI I1 AVnUI Ui 

. -1+L: 
'. llt?, 

._" 
WHITE - MENTHOL 

  GOLD - LIQUORICE 

  GREEN- MINT 

STATE HOUSING 
COMPANY LIMITED 

Ih e ; tat(! I IO(V Im I Cuinpally 
I imito(J wi!, I)c : tu rornind all 
I ()sseos (owners) lenniits and 
l_iconso0s who £rý inclebtucl to 
Il10 Company in respect of the IoI- 
luwincl. - 

(A) (AMUND RENT 

(B) RE AT 

(C) Ii(: EN(: 1; F1; i; - 

(D) I N(ýROA(; 11I\1I, N'Iý iýýiý; iý; ý+ 
to I°; ty tuff the uut"Nr tliny sulom!; 
within two. (2) weeks of ttii 
ornnounconwiit. Also thoso who h, rvr' 
made un: rutturrizoll uxf m:; iun . rrnt 
convulsion of rlwellimlc into Slurps 
ntrcrulrf report tu tho uffn: o. 
Ihro Gornp; lny'3 liv;; k I orco will 
IInmd to rrncrue conrpli, rncu 

All Rent/Fees nro to ho reviowml 1m 
1st January, 1998. 

MANAGING DIRECTOR 

innre 
frýNCnlýýe 

ýýýýýý11ýL.. 

r" +yrr 

PIERRE LANII J, Guitarist 
A (-&lssirul Alusi Fccltcll of 

the Allirutc' 1 rancwiw ort 1i"sdr+)' 
j8(/ O( lohet, 1')x)7 at 7.00 Pm', 

lb, elir, l,. r, 

Irhr, h, ýrri hr n'(l, , rr, l /rinn 



Pentecostal Council petitions President 
fM 

*ý'j i Or 
,'x 

ý"h 
ý, 

}+t 
ýý' By (: ropht. Rrporh r the midnight .1I lrrrmbrr : 4, I! Ib 

, 
The iwtil+on it nN n nurmnl lo nr '17IF Ghana 1 enteco, tal Council has yq LS rý't V II'ý+' licn, the rlrcr wnN not onl mfunmhI 

ar ýl' r AY 
rw5 Y' ,rf: f called on president Jerry John by thr'I mmýlc brooch of the cnunctl of 

ýýý (ýt thin .ý +ý ýx SjÄ tý 
+, 41 

Hf!; `alýI{ý+ Rawlings toactdecisivelyanti . wiftly il It inMnlion to (told tnN crunudr, but 1 lJlýjd to ensure that the pence that ham 
ttlan obtained it permit for a nu tiny 

prevailed atTamalofornomanyyears - 
41 

progrntmnr. 
r N_ 

q ,t+: I. not threatened or destroyed by 'phn pelitiun maid howev, 'r that 
relilfion. fundamr"nlaüRm. Imnm Itnehid, n Muslim leader, 

G uJ ýýy{ 
/ýjIti}) 

Apetitionfronithecounciltothel'rea1 
orKallimeil it Kemp of people on the 

t. ht dent. Hignedbyl(evl)II 
copied to lh 

yI1mP''ii, sPn11+I night u(UcrrmLrr'l., furlhrpurponrof 
+Y ýY f ''t )ý ý. r Mif 

t)^iý 
t yYr 

. 

ýi 
+qk. ý" +v +: i+ý Wý4 MýJfi, r perms, ex prrNNrd runrrrn y, lit( them to nttnck lhv cniHndr, to 

2 yý. r6 .r.. rniS "ý ý'. "' `p about possible rrM' rC11RR100R of tilt, dim 
which mono, international evangeliNtx R r. tt )+ 1iv ruption of it t'hrinlmn crusade by one find been invited. 

!. $Ab7121t 1ý`Wýtf! "ý 

*ý 
imam ILnNhid nod a Maitun mob at Ta- It pointed ut t that the Tmnnlr 1'm 
owls on I)rrrmbrr 2. lire Will) hnvN the duty to prutrrt Ihr 

It further deplored the polier inarliv righta of all miI. zehn have not dun. ' vvv 111 vI ity in the inridrnt which led hr the nRrnrt. anything yet to make Iman lüudnd 

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 19,1995. No. 14009, PRICE: 0250.00 of Fvnnuclint Cowley and hin teem out of nwnre that lit, hood violated the InwN of 
'1'mmýlN "Gkn nnwruilyd prrnnnN", brf err (: 6nnn 

I NEED TO BE 
COMMENDED 

T `Transfers will 
not solve problems' 

...... I it too i�. /�. In...... af, -, I...... nl�n, '.. 
A Il'1 "IV Uirrrlnr of lire'fnwn and t'uunlrf Planning has 

c1a1rlkA Thal Ihr inlenArA action n! the ...... fine hark 

Im mas. + Iranstar of Olrrel'S rlf litt rlrhttrl,, u, il, wIn t have 

ýIayrA at their presirll Gution, rot inure That. Ill Y. airs, will 

nol solve the problem of non-rnrnpliance of planning regula- 

lionc to the country. 
Ihr )cpuly Ihrer lur, A11 MM Avifn. to I karge of till 

Ash. mu Region, Inamlxiurd tlwl the problem will Irersiel If the 
law and reguIattuns otgarlmg the implymrnlatiunul u-taln iseri 
Acvrlupmrnl on Kuvcru will Emds and areas tnnrA for special 

puq>�srs are nor simply enlnrred by Ibe(11} l ngrneers officials 
"IL, same r IlarucIll, will he rinsed auw.. Ill)' rwrntry and 

stilt prtvsihty retired, hill that would no( be the solution to the 

pruldrnl n the prnunA at the r...... he sbrss.. 
Mr Ansign who satA this in Kumasi yesterday in an nor, l 

with file (irnplw in teacuun to yrslettlay's 1rnm page story of do 

paper slrres.. I tlau7hc kuvnnmrnl should set up a lugh powrrrd 
c1rr tlrllllee to Iln estigrie 111n1111Inrr6flI Slim11116 being level 

optrl in van)- pmts of Ihr country 
Ill, romnnller, he said, r'lo 1,1 runrpnse rrprrsrntahves 

>, am it,, Nalmnal I levelupmrnl Planning ("ommisslnn, Ihr I ; ln I 
('urnm... not, l'udcssinnal Planners in pnvale iracrtcr av lo 

Invesltpaie r nnlplainlc agalnsl 'inters of Ihr 1'uwn and I'unnnv 
Planmaß and Sulvey ilepartntenl as well ax4'rly Fngmcrn 

Mr Aslrn cunlendeel that there are certain unsrnlpnl"nu, 
persunahlles, who condone with traditional rulers to use pin, rs 
/UIIeut IOf Ilie, oll in. rI111SLi, as re, u1-1. al altar an, I for ill lln 

hlrlpn, I, 
Ili said Illy macs transfer will only be-1 I IN-v 1, plr 

(sole the Arp: almcar who 
h: w<lith or nn knowledg<uf 
Jt swill' bw pindtnr illegal 

plane Ibr imaulhoru<J Jev<I 

Con Id. on pp 8/9 

New 
appointments 
NII AJj. "i-Iloyr 
Srkan, has Ibeen 
nppninl, ", i to the 
staff of 0- 
President's office. 

A slalemPn 1. 
rigned by Mr Kj 
Vankah, Ilepuly 
Minister of Infnrrna- 
tion, said No Sekan, 
win is also Member 
of Pa, h-n. nt for 
I. edzakukuConstiln- 
enry in Ili. (: realm 
Accra Re gion re- 
plarea kr Sxm 
Garbnh who is L. he 
re-nsnignrd 

" And not, 1oß be ro/l(le/»hle(l, 
stays i1 r/Jc'i M(Ic1J() 

By Au shams tl/b., u ....... 

rtl Ixnur KIM A. Ijl"i DLInGI, I'n"vidrn- 
linl Statier un 1'. Irun tirll. "duln xniJ 
ýý . Irrdry Ihnt hn n. "r"J. lu 1- . um- 
n. "ndnd nnJ uul rond. annrd fur whet 

6r hux tun. " for t6.. .. r.. un inJuxl rY 
und ill I. ru un try. 

111" loin Ihr Comm I.. nlli .... luin, lll 
Ill `ýhlx and Adlnlnlxl nlllvl .I nxit 
(I'ilitA. il prnu"I I lnbnlg Iwn tare Iii. Xnl 

llnrvilüin nl -. "Ith Ih"I dire tu i n, ituC 
i 1Tri iiJr 11rvt4111 rv Inrlulbnl: tin' I r"d. 'play. 

"uII. xv It l'u" mldrltnkl"u lay harn and hin 
Iwln of n"Im ulrl v, thr mduxl. Iy hnx Lrnn 
rr. wmpt'tl 

'fh. ' InduxUV hr x ud, will rlun x xur- 
111'IdV2oLnHanlmdxlmitriveroff121 'lithos 

IVIr It Vl': 11 
Ilr. Adll"I M+Ixln rued Ixul. yl"nr. Ih. " 

w Lc, t ry raut nrd r xtrn V If 6I, Jlwn un Ilx 
n, n uvrr of VI I'1 trilhurn trail xltluLulyd 

IIII"1111'I'1"xxl'x tin till' rl"IIII IIIH 
IL" rxln rvnl"lI Irlall hail m"dl"mi of 

bu'ry' Vrulrvrd Ln I, -...; III., wdlndty, hr 
in bringt per xrrlllyd Ly I innate x113"li'. 1 by 
Ihr nvl'pluynu"ul 1"xrlrnnt xhr"wulg. 
linl'd in rumnll"ndl"d xnni nut nnnnllrnlnl"d 
Inn whut I Luvt dnnl' lul Ihr ruuntly" 

le"d ul IývuL"urr by mussel. Mr . Ilx" 
I...... ý1. "v. Ur Adtrl MaInt, n 1lathi in', 
11 , 11 

t., 
" . 1.1.1 Iluwii Illx wd.., I hlii ..... �n. 

lind ti1rfG"r un 1'. ýrun tirlr. "duln xuiJ 
%ý. Irrd ay hint hn n. "r"Jx lu bý 
n. "ndnd nnJ uul rond. ann"I fur what 

6r hux d...... for t6.. .. r.. un inJuxl rY 
und Ih. " uurnlry. 

11. " toll Ihr 1'omuuexnni .... Iluin, ýn 
{il hln and Adminlxl rnlivi' .I nxlir. " 
(I'111tA. 11 prnu"I I Imig luvern tut Itic nl 

lmxitü_in nl wrnllh h in t du lu Ih, 
c 

i R. TJr m00901 rv mrluýbn{: Ihý 1 r"d. play. 
"ot rtrrri ii" mndritnkn"uLy leim and hin 

Iwm it n"Im uiri,, the mduxly Irnx Lrrn 
rr. wmp. 'tl 

'fh. ' induxUv hr xiud, will citric n xur- 

1luilnur Adp"r Mord:: 
11r" "uu II hr" i . t. u. i Lr t..,. 4 1.. I. "� 

but with hin wd'r". wmr m Au, ii rl II 
tutu vwr, r"nrrom{wturd nuly 1, y Urr ýi 

I 
nou" ': fi A Ilor tin rl,:. lnr Tl 

h Adr"r 1.1 i nnis Irr . c: "dd: ", I hi": 
w, G" hrm m I: htui i : -d, Iur11"I'v" l . n. 
nnr wi iw nut to ki sv Ir 15w1 not I.. n.: 
ihr Hr"rp"drm t7rnr"r nl'"rltllnr 

Hr nbui drnird Ilud Alt 1" II NI n: " Mnnu{; uq; Uh: ahn nl 16. " I'. ndrn r Ii,, 
Ing 1'nns sill II'HI'1nlru IL"w Ir. I.: ud:: rý 
Willi hiv InInJV lu ullrod Ihr wr I'l 

Itr A: I): "r PIruduruu, l Ihr Lrd tun. ' hin 
Ind hrt ru I. iH ,I --11'. 41 1-1" 16rvnun 
Irv. wnr; ,n III? 'l whin hr" w nr"nl In 
I. rndun ... 1r 1111 ý. r" wLdýa m ": n kngy av .. 

Irý'Ln.. um w, lh 16r" I In, vrrndv ul l 
býnr 

ýni 
r nm I'1'rr hmdut: y (I IN I. 1 

Ili rriuýl tun mot hr"r m Ina lure u vr", 
trnvrllr"d nut nrdr IL.. . mtrv and u 
Ihrr 6nvr" tue tuldI ru .. 16r"r than l6, " 
rlJrrd. nnn I 

It' Au 5'. Mniuto dr"rur"d hint hr" herd 
1 rnvrllyd 1s. lernd, ru Irr s 6rrk :: n hm'Ld', 
I. n. "µýn Lurk nrrmud uud "r: u: l thr : rn is 
lirrm{; n Link nrr uunt Lr mamLunn In m 
AunttuLn 

llr admrtlyd Owl lu" hn"r n nephew, 
Kuli Il: ý.,: niyr"m nl Ilse IDr 1- .. f Ure' 
It: ruk L. r Iluu"n n{: and I': ýnntrnrlron 

111111'1M1rd rrp"ýird: JL"r;: r 

3 Shot at Tefle Festiva 
POI 1(E nhot de"ud three persons 
at Tefle near togakope in the 
Vollee Itegioon hint Friday in on 
attempt to stop one of the faction 
in a chieftaincy diNpute from cel- 
ebrating the annual Tefle 
Afenorto Festival for the sound 
time. 

Agho Boni and Ameghoiin Kiverh, 
both farmers were killed nn the spat 
while Atitsogbui lirdinko, 66 , year-old 
harmer died at the 'PcinQ General 
Ilunpital yesterday. 

1 ourothers, CraceGadzo, 12, shot 
in the tu nmy,. Janet Aflakpi I)omch, 
21, shot in the left thigh, Godnnn 
Bonney, 29, and Junnh I arnyoh, 21, 
both shot in the right thigh are on 
admivsiun at the hospital. 

A puilr tpok'ni ,n nnld Ili.. .... Im l 
ie in it 111IY stippl)rtl"ro UtTo rglti 1(pollit lil 

Ilugbtldza, V, rile of 1.111, two pv, Imuunt. 
1'hirfs whnvr rnstunImenl was drrlnrrd 

null and void by the National litnwr of 
1 hiefm (NIICI on December )ti, 19103, 

'I'hr' lawn led by their Paramomit, 
Chief, Tory, bi N: Iknkpn 1)ugbndan, VIII. 

who the N111' ruird in Gnuur uf, crl 
ebrated die fontivnl lastI"iUJny, Ilrrrnl- 
ber t, 1t)(I! 

Pnrtihi I<purtufe I)uglladza V, ; 1111 11,1, 

elders have petitioned n/; alnul tlu" Nil(' 

nn the ground4 that the drrlnwn tu uulhly 
his enaluulnlrnl wait taken by an ad har 

coin iii filter irioteü(I l)f ito jutha&lni coiiiini t 
tee. 

The viel. ime told the (: NA that fullnw- 
ing it warning by the police 0110 they 
Amuld nt'l rrIrbrale the festival willi fire 

m my I hry all Ir11 Owl, I; unn nl hol., 
In it prl. r... um i h, I IIr blulkn of thl" 

Volta Itivl"r 1'' Iml fill III ROMP t'111-4, It 
drl nr hml"nt ut th, " I niI I(rllwri HtopI I 
t tu"m lit, nr I hr" l ellr Polur, Stat out und 
nrdrrI'll them Ini dlrtr nnlimrc IIII lour 
lily 

, 1'hr" proph., huwr"vrr, refused the 

Ili di r, II1414t1111! 111: 1t it w: IH their 1'114 
lum III pour 10"Ition nt IIII nw"r Still- 
and Llun 14m11lti ,IIIIfit*- runfrnnl lit}un 
brtwren Ihren and f 1w pollen Inllowrd 
by the firing of warneng ehul. a by the 

polirr. 
Ti rw" dnyn In torn O frntivnl, n 

hr, ernrr6rdIhr"townforurtminuull. wn 
tend uirrAr"d four im-i-nn. 

N1 liwllilr, ��Ist : Irhmrnt ofpolli 
1114-1 13111 In the town In ncunl; un pearl 
: uul ord "r I: NA 

liunn flint hr luw Lrr"n 
Irnnnnrlruy, Ir: rrrrdr"ninr, ý 
l, m Imr"rpn nrruunbr Iiýr 
6nn 

Ur AJ. Ii"r 1.7nid ý ýý: nd 
hr" uwnM nnly uni r nr mid 
rrnl n Il. "rt ul vrlnrlrn nn 
riiii gr" I bs n Irrt ion nl l6. " 
Irrr, r 

Ir rrnrrrdr"ýI, hrrwr, vrr 

rrvpn"., hr I'(Il'l till 111 for 

vr"Ln Ir"n Irr rrrn, r"y dr"nu" Irr 
hin humr lawn lint oddrd 
Ihnl hr" drrw Ihr, ; i. un 
mitIrluvrr" ul tii, 

h 
Irrt rn 

wlilwul uLrwuy; ir Iv 
Icw 

II, Arhr"i Mnnlrrdr nu"d 
that hrrrwnnrr inmr, mnol 
Muiihun... roiLrn L rdArrr rr 
and nnrd Ihr . md hau..,. 
l, rlmgpr In Lw uni lr". hL. 
Ihnk rnh lilt l rr" Cnnnl. 

Ilr" .: ud thr" hnr., n rd 
Akme AwlOn, tun hot 
lawn win run"dru, Ah"d by 
harr rindhrerrr"nurrhut uil t 
I), Kwnnkyr" Atwdo 1 

"("mId. oll pp8/9 
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---- AN I XCUT IV I:: OFF [CF. üuR. DING 
CONSISIIN(7 OF 3 131: DR(X)M UNITS GACII 

(C ROUND FL(N )It & FIRST PT(N)R) 
IS AVAI[. A]ILE ON CASTLE ROAD, ADAIIR ANA 

INTIM. II FAR I OF TI IF III ISINESS DISTRICT' 
()I ACCRA 

P_LSB CONTA(I 

. 
Fl)h. MAATEY 

ON 

SITUATION VACANT 
Apt I1 ii ; ýuý" invitrxl horn ; tutýdýly yuali- 
fied (; hýrnru; m f Of the Vicar t post of 

of . +'; r'crolimtrl School in Accra 

Duties 

a. Duties among others shall be respon- 
sibility for the efficient running of the 
school. 

b. Maintain strict discipline among stu- 
dents and teaching staff. 

C. Be able to supervise the work of both 
teaching and non-leaching staff. 

0uafification and Experience 
prploma or Certificate in Business Educa- 

tion . 
GCE Advance Level, or RSA Stage III 

or Certnccate'A' l eacher with at least three 

years experience holding similar position 
or Assistant Headmaster of a well estab- 
lished commercial school. Knowledge of 
Computer Technology is an advantage but 

not necessary. 
Remuneration: Salary and fringe benefits 

are negotiable but attractive. 
Made of Application: Applications with 
Curriculum Vitae including names and ad- 

ýlress' ,t reforov,. 'iu uld be ad- 

'IressV1l 

Closing date: January 10,1996. 

ANU 

At }30TI 
Also in stock ICING SUGAR 

gOTI WAREHOUSES AT 
TESANO Near SANAA 

LODGE 
And 

; 'MKPE S(; C I'LAIV'1l 
DL'1'T. ACCRA 
Price: Moderate 

Tel: 228836 

AY DELIVERY. NO DtLA 
DT:! BOTI!! BOTI! tl 

I need to be commended' 
" Cunha. from p. 1 that he still stands by what he 

wrote on the cocoa indu. n S Kwnasi it P21 million lie said he has raul ir r lie disclosed that they, 
g . 

snnx to believe his sour e, of h--er, undertook reno- information which he dc 
sauen and constmction of twrihed as "dependable" 
Ihr guest wing to the house Nana('txtmson said irr' h., 
at PI(, S million. every reason to heitere (h. i I), Adiei Maafo said Mr Ntim once maintamnl i his hilt It,, contributed " hank account at the Bar, le, 
mihon whilst he provided ! lank, Sloane Square m1ý, u pv S l! n amt anther don :;;: :o 
V, in from an over lie said it is ptnsihle ti, 
it, aft from the 1111(', Mobil Mr. Ntim might have had irr 
Hnu se, Accra, all of whrrh account moved to a , "O", he has declaredtothe corn branch due irr the freyurw 
mission. I mergers of branches of b. tuk He denied any knowl- in Lnndn. 
edge of having put one NanaCoomson said l: nr i Vrctori a Add. to the fans- rnvestigatirats indicate that llý 
iI way, Nlim's account has berg 

Ha said "ns far asI nm moved In Wou, tt -r ith 
oncern"d, noloniy by Ih: u i -I . numN"r 2(NIA21 

nunc has come forward lo 

Ih., veimýreRnal o l '. 1v 
If anrbrwly comes In a Transfers Ih. il : out I amcnnvinced.. rs 

rrtl, msible father, I will ('Irrt,!. fe-nm jr 1 
the the child and look al 

ret hon" upmr nl 
Nina Koh f'onmsun, The drpul' di Irrbar 

I`d, tut m-Chief of The lnyista'd Itu t Ihr d-p-t 
t lhruiantn ('heunahe, had mcul in not nn impletntrv 
-I-[oh] lhecrnnmrssron ina authority. curving Ih. d 

Ho Poly 
appeals 

for hostel 
1'nm A 1- A-uh, Ih, 

"ha ld 

the stu- 

it Third 

u hrthrr on nr outsuk cam 
pna. is ow of Ilse m: grn 
pIrk ins (acing st,, drntt 
at it;, tan Polytechnic 

Ir euptamrd that their 
are only )IX) bed spar, 
available (m a student 
enpulanun of aMnn Wx). 
nnl o(th --mg from 

unIaide Ihrr: nrhrnrm area 
Ihr lr rs h men and 

have venous 
lr itr n 

rNariond 
Diploma 

pen pramines. including 
ýinputrr sornrr and 't. 

1-11 m. huret catering and 
inanlunaml mannFemrnt; 
Lrahion resign amt runde) 
luýP 

t 11her programmer are 
ma, Frnng, kcrrtar Vahýp 
anI (. fanapement and Fn 
ý; InrrnnP courses 

l hrc -demic yearn 
r, Io,.,. nn ep, r. r. t, an 

of PO (leerem nvcr L.. 
I line( 

the total im. rkr, 
h 1, r rr nt are (e m: dra, 4? P 

rr rnl arc aalrfed Sr. 
mui Secondary School 
ýiadua)es while the rev) 
IHr. uss 1i (' 1 A' I evil irr 
its er nivalenl. 

lie cautioned againo 
ari. ut rrhgio1% higotry, 
ntulrrann e. prnvocahun 

: md other corral we, such 
.. ud ful dccaucliun u(Puv- 

mrm properly, xexual 
nulrctaKon, rice of ding, 

of daunkrlV behn vranr Aue 
In ahme o(alcohul, her 
rr. iýrc 

i mplr mentnt. inn of iI 
planning regulation und 

laws auch as preventing 
people fron, drvelnputg nn 
nnauthoriaed sites and 
drmolixhing unauthnrin-d 
xt rurt urea, is the reatam 
xibihty nt the city rnFýý 
ulcers in the cane of IFir 
met ropolilnn naxrlnblire, 
andhuilding ins{ýrct nra at 
the district level. 

fie emphn. ataed that it 
the government wants 
'these roles nod regu6a 
tione to he fnllnwrd to the 
letter, then it should give 
the drpneunrot tM" teeth 
to hit. by Kratng the omr 
on fully involved in the 
physical development of 
every xettlemrnt in Ihr 
country' 

Min. ofAgrict i' 
update irrigatic 

Hý . luý, ý 1 c1uýn,,.. ý. 
"" 

",. lllItur. ixlry.. fAt. info rmati(i rirulhýrv" is it) updnlý" 
information oo irri- 
gation potential" of La , in nvJlLrrondu Ir l L. i ,u ln" hil hI IJ " 11.. " iul thy' country. next Veal, «tutuy; in Ihid : y, i irultwrrnloý"i tutu p "tr ' itvi"qurnlly, it nn the Arrrii I'Iniun with io iill Inure, 11191 Ile ý, h 
:: iii wi le survýry un I- the min ui hrlpiny lu will br hi"11. "r, II 1,, rmn I: pl 

nt uinn"nv; andever tute. 'rrnlriuduonulfýHx1 - f. iiunrn ..... I . ý. _ 

r-------------n 
'Put premium on 

vocational training' 
From AF Anuu, h, II 

' MR Modrulua Ahiable, Voltn Rrglonnl Mini. - 
ter, hnx asked private erhoule in the region to 
put premium on vocational training to pre-' 

' pare their students for employment in the 
informal sector. 

In a speech read nn his behalf At IM" Nmth 
Speech and Prire-Giving Day of Dorn Memorial 
School Complex at Ho mat Saturday, the Minister 

explained that the Provision uf. 133 workshops with 

I nduquate facilities in necessary for the people to 
acquire requisite vornt. innal skills And to reduce 

I 

p rv"rwure on public schools 
The minister urged both parrots And trnchrrý: of 

frivol.. ' schools to ra«prnte to help provide I he I 

mvrnnnry facilities And conducive Academic Mimi 
filiere for the xi udeot. 

Dorn Mc ivorial School Complex, n «« vote firnt I 

I cycle institut. ion at Ho, which marled with II pupdw 
in 1907, usw hon it 1 : IN11 pup«is 

Mrs Vida Ihnho, thr prolirwtur of the 4(-11( 1. 
informed parents And guardians Ihat a hostel is 
)ring constructed to provide boarding fi-lit ien for 
pupils from other arena 

According to her, the school for the first lime, 
prrsrntvd 11 candidates for the 1905 HRCI? 

The rrrrmnny was narked by poetry reelle s, 
fashion chow end cultural diopla by the pupils ýd 
the nrhooI 

Pnrrý wrrr nltiU: I N'lllilY(I Iu uUtýIal lin ingI inn; 
In' 

J L 
------------- 

Akyem Kotoku celebrates Afahye 
TIIF, chiefs and people of 
Akycm Kotoku Traditional 
Area will celebrate their an- 
nual Odwirn Afahyc from 
Wednesday, December 27 to 
. January 1, next year. 

The festival which is beingspom 
sumd by Kumasi Brewery Limited, 
will reach its climax on Monday, 
. I, uiu; ny I with a grans flurbar at 
the Udn Oid Tuwn Public Park 

Okntrnbunr Al. 1, ̀m; m Alt tu, 
IV (), n -1, n, -f AI ii KI�1 

{ 1"ullull" 
n Inn 

llh vhlvv Mr Ibl; drl t Adam. 0" Ihr um' it ul Lrul Prly 
Mininll'r11fAlýnlnllun". ventiln"III pilliie,. tmn mnibrv , who mad. Ihms known lilt nub, tnkr'll by . ,I 
111 Af1'rsl r1I11 1`% Y1'4t1` Y. (III' IýI'1`HIIII'ill to 11 1,. 

1111"Illa'I 

ý I 'I 
11111111 111.1111I. tIl4.411rv1`y Fit, I'. lu. t, MI Admit m111 

\1 IIIi . l: l 
to II 

lists III. 1uui, uu' ill`r1`NN11rv 4: 1111 III I v, ll1" III vl'Ht1,14 Il, ltllll: ltl 
vll"w III IIII` fart. IIlllt :: I 111 1,1111, IvN111 111; 1'1'I`II III 

III, III11111111 
, ut flhunn Ollgh( In hi. invl"41 mi iu iitlun 

{tlvrn rnrlrp nl lrnllurl i rl prn lnrtN Lu p1 Oils 1Cr 

Iýrl"Jul"11 

tln ul prW 
IIII IIY`HMIIIg LIII' lllllt)II. 111 'r I1pH wlLl, 1"xpull po 

I)I Huui'ut'lly Ilt ilgrIr11I- 11.11111114. Illl 1111 111111 IV 
111' 4: 11 

filial Ill... ll ldt 11111 III rll'I` 
IIIMNIII4 

: 11: 11111. 111"': 11111111` 1 X111 111.41' I 111111� 11 

Mr Adam, wlln w, IH l: ln rlnmrnl h: ul : 1-. I; huw wi 
ydtu 

i 
Mplmkm; dulingnruur- awrd/: 6nnnId until l : til 
tl`4y rnli nI lulu by ihr l. lulrl" rn whalrv, 'l 1'+11 u"vol 
Ilirrrlur l: l"nr`rnl of lohn tu huprovr 61.1 Ihl"Ir In 
InuI and Altti, edl,, - "It, tLurnl pr. t l"n dl"vrbp I 

1h/; nlluudumlFAPIt, 1h IIn ln Ili'i'sI n', 11 
. I: IrgnrH De Il. H, nd t I- MI Ad:.. uu t,, lnrn tlvr will,. 
1`%`11'1'1IHI' III 1111` HAII 1111111'II III, ` 1'Iln oll l'. a" folsilln 

well Iit- hipp (l for lltr p, tl, I, 'm ob In I per', , ul uI 
1%PIr IHP rl n il, ,, I1. II;...... Ilrl lloI 

111 11111111 1! 1 111 1111' 1I; IIt Ir 111; 11 IY N'111111HII" :I 1'IIIII 11 
/1111111Y 11111111111.1! 

fell j' 111111 III III. 
rs : 111th 

l 
wltllirl`111 

wul k uy' voll ": I1, , ', I lh ll nu, l ý". II .I IIE due 

pf nblrm ul In .I pýr"+ 
ri cnl+un i1+ Iýhnnn, 

p: ulirul; nlvwill+i.... l.. 

inid tuI, rs and 
air, "ýI II it nu'I, ' it 

invites the generalp Ihlir c, pa"cinlly 
Akyem Kotoku ciIizu nv, ImtIi at 
home and abroad to grace the urrn 
Sion. 

" Meanwhile, Mr Martin Eco n- 
Ilenjnmin, Managing 1)or'chaar of 
Kumasi }trewrry I Limited on Ie half 
of the come p;, n y, the sF onsnrs, hcs 

donated assorted chinks valued at 
v4 million tu the t)manhrnr, 
(tkofrohuur Ai; irinnn Att: ifun it ai 
crvrmccnc al ( ), lnv+ part idth r. acc m 

wit Ii 

,, 1 0 
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'bi'onic7'E THE NATION 
Rawlin(sa last supper held at Castle cesterda) 'I 
been betreycd", he tells Osstle staff. Only Godwin 

Avemorghor, Ato Dadue, present at sad Castle party 
Ministers. Mrr Railings, Mills etc absent Fundre Oppony 
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Hvrh Rgrriru Ijcpnttr mm as 

U 
NDF: R NORMAI. 

rANCES, it would 

MA 

be easy to predict, but neat 
Thursday's run-off election 

has too many variables that the most 

sophisticated polling organisation cannot 

predict. 
How far can juju work to oaertum the 

wishes of voters of all creed, religion or sex 

on a national scale? Granted that il probably 

worked in the Volta region as Clend Sowu and 
Esther Nyamalor alleged Remember that 

Professor and Koft Awoonor the 

quintessential vodoo cultist indulged in that 

too and lost to another major practitioner in 

1996Modestoa Ahiable 
How deep is the influence of chiefs in 

mobilising opinion Is it not in Northern and 

Volts region alone that chiefs have almost 

unquestioning 
loyalties? 

WHAT ABOUT CASH? 
What about the candidates'spirmulity? 

Mills arsd Jerry Rawlings have had ready and 

willing 
Uishops desperate to roll out their 

pulpits to them for the luxury of television 

coveragC/pUblicit . 
yesterday. Accra Mail editor Al flag 

Hens Alls bemoaned this phenomenon in 

a phone 
in to a Radio t)nieerse(an Accra 

based FM station) None chal Mills wants it 

to be krpwn that heisa born-again Christian, 

what with all the vigils with all those Bishops, 

some with doubtful integrity crediting God 

with things they make up themselves altcr 

heavy rcaIs 
The Administrative Head of the Ghana 

Pentecostal Council (GPC) Rev Antna 

prisoners 

WAD The odds within the week was picked up soliciting 
funds and consensus amongrND(' 
'friendly' Bishops to prepare something 
for an Atta-Mills TV appearance 

Curiously, Christian Faith is 
completely dominated by Bishops uhv- 
have been loudly preaching against thr 
very issues that Atta Mills/Ravimgs 
represent The outspoken Rev Paul 
Apraku was set upon and beaten to near 
death by men believed to be soldiers for 
consistently speaking out against the 
NDC. 

Another critic, Pastor 'Jesus 
Abrantic' was taken to Chronicle 
publisher's house in the night over th cals 
to his life. He was traumatised. 

With Mills neck deep in juju, 

encouraging, instead ofdissuading fetish 

priests interventions, it is now a toss up 
electoral battle with a spiritual 
dimension. 

In Accra, NDC aspirant David 
Lamptey doled out cash in liberal 
quantities and bought ballot papers from 

supporters in quantities He lost heavily 
in Kinkawe, Osu Ashittey, Amstra 
arpund the Osu market area where the 
indigenous Gas live and where he was 
most generous with the cash He has been 

tasked t( 
FOUR ACTIVISTS or the erstwhile 

... 

for 

_,. ý__....... 1.. ý6 ý...., .ß r1.. N....... ý PNDLW. 
Medium Prisons for murder have had at the Nsassam Prisons 

report, the paper was duearJ to the 
Ihtir sentences commuted to life lie later called a meeting at Block 4, Nsawam Prisons, but an official of the 
imprisonment and have been tasked to Cell to, andmformedhisco{kaguesabout Public Relations Department told the 
tell other inmates at the prison to ask how to conduct their campaigns, Chronicle that some political activists 
their relatives who visit them to vote Chronicle learnt that they were benefited from the President's unnesb 
mgnsivcly 

for the NDC in return for a 'assured that they would be released last year and cited Major Am{x fo as one 
1erreal amnesty for all the prisoners by immcdutcly the NDC wins the elections. of them 
Presridt^t Rawlings before he hands over They then embarked on a block-td. lIe confirmed that some prisoners 
power to his vice, Prof. Asia Mills. blockcampaign, persuadingtheprisoners on death row had their Sentences 

A Ministry of the Interior source who to tell their relatives that their freedom commuted to life imprisonment and 
disclosed this to the Ghanoisn Chronicle, hinges on an NDC victory so they should others released on health wounds 

Courage, Deku, 
Liz Ohene's war cry 

We're ready 1111 NI II 1'xliiolir Path (NIT). 
N'rJnrtd4, 

. Ihit werk, if III a Inetr 
conference at Ilo in the Volta Nrpon 

Iddlrtted by hiajo. Cuunar Qulrh, R., 
who alto Irntirre, I evidente of toprt of 
some Intel(epled documenlr ltom the 
NIH camp In rig the Pire-le. 1.0 III. ff 

on December 28. 
14etun w[le mnpu Ayiieln tirul, ufa, 

Voila Region ( 1, u,,, 1a11 of lilt I IT. I rille, 
Ifmmanurl Obere, Mt k i,, ahrlh l)hrne 
(1111(1, I), Ohrnr, AK IkLo and Ihr Viii,. 
Regional I ecuuvrt if the NPP It,,, 

efcnplt of hit adduct 
I. ndiet and gemlen, ell of III, I-r-. u, r 

wlfh In hnng to yn I nnlurr Ihn nuwnunl: a 
t21v umIrcettuy and dnngcwut Irnvuru luring 

cleated it, hut unuuut, p111ir ulail, m the 
('onf'rf on bark nova 

Mk und., yuv bid and 
lid YUU hs. sn1 MME Yid 

dSK Fred Sokpor. Bright Bab& Ilsou, 
"Asp 

Ags-cman and Corporal Ymoa, all 
send the message go town that a victory 
for the NIX' is a recipe for their freedom 

Mcarothile, at Kasols in the , Central 
Re ion a directive has been issued to the Reform chief r e members of The CommilIccs for the Dc(crice 

f he Revolution (CDRs) have threatened 
Chronicle gathered that when results 

or the December 7 elections showed the 

g , EWe Community at Amenho, a village 

su orters t 
su g f t K o t 

the prl 
somfs that ifilicy fail to convince their NPP winning, inmates of the prisons 

near Buduburam, to cast their votes as 
early as 9 (10ant'and leave Im the Volta pp o uor vo e u 

relatives to vote for the NDC, those who will were warned or its consequences. Region for another volingexccise Abus 
TlIF NA-I IONAI, ( -oicd of the 

qus66 (Or Amnc`uI next year will rKii be But when it became apparent that , 
will be placed &I their dis posal to cart 

NalionalReforin flarty(NRI'llisi tailed 
to Kuft- (lot glouluk oll I 

" 
pwdoned 

by the Minister of the Interior, Nit them was going to be it 'm-off betw n IC the 01 them to V (a Rcgi"n an all their graistracits organs and 
Our Aim in supitorling MI Will* is to 

011 Ad&mafiO the two leading contenders, Mr. J A. And in Kumasi an NIX' activist has campaign Items Ia campaign special i hicaktheitswilogi gitirrinpowel Pirsuk -ni 

Chrorucle gathered [list about it month Ktifficir of the NPP strid Prof Aux Mills , been arrested for Possessing a ballot box actively for Mr. John Agglyelcum and Mu% Ra,, lingi. their Itirodii slid 
'. 

before the Scnecal elections, four soldiers, of the NDC, Bright Hanu intermlified his 
stuffed with thumbprinted Voter 11) 

kufuer'o victory in th; ensuing contio, tile limit tilachilic h mesa raltricts 

said a be from the Castle visited he Nsawsm campaigm pleading with the priscismars to cards prtsidentiml run-ciff. throtigh Patronage and int-rudal, on I be), 

Pnso. s end held a meeting with the four coovince their relatives to vote massively . Chronicle learn( that a lsdý whose 
In B press statement signed and i%sucd use %lau, lw)wcl otesponsibis anti with c%ct- 

prisoners 
After thcriceting. Bright Babat Hanu was 

for the NDC. 

the Piaaas Whom the Chronicle called 
name was given as Wuncr Zakarr was said 

by Mr Goozic Tsnoh. the gimilv's 
presidential candidate in the Deretobcf 7 

incirasing truishly it) mill- sod PI(littl 
wealth &[III prollegrs for flwnisckcs at tile 

., P,,, Icd thecarnpaignmanagcf ofthe NDC Hc&dquanas to ascrilam the truth ofthe 
10 be heading tilt I arnale in the Northern 

Contd an back page c1cclion, in Ac(ra lhw%dal, fill% tlcck. 
1 host) (. hs, ls, a- I hcii cXI, cII, r . 
, , 

I nerefore, as it is wr itten: "Let hirn who boasts boas t in tile Lord". 
( rlot d I-&- 

NSLAUGH1 should win? 
h work? "i A Kilo it cu lur , the nalwnl 

ýi hcmc nl ILmgt should be au lomMUu 
All the cumpcturg candilatcv ha\c 

plydgcJ their support and that of the 
men With the exception of Ur Ido il 
htahama whose support base is soll 
and the psyche of his people mllcvblc, 
the ether candidates have Ilmd members 
who may owl necessarily for the line of 
their cadets by voting the way Ihey have 
boar asked to At the very least however, 
they may gel half of them libeling tile 
call Kufunr smells of victory and that 
has its dramatic pull 

MILL'S APOCALYPSE NOW 
Days hclmc the elect run. 

CIIISI-19 11111{C 11111,1-11,1115 IIIIIIlev arid S/ `IIS 1.1". IIICIIICIGII 551111 IIIrl IS11N1 

faded to vole for him the outcome of the rlcctlons and gave 10 
No one has even develnpe a cough rencnns why Mills best chmlrr was going 
In New Takoradi, 

, 1), Mnchla was irr be a run-oIT II Iradhe of the cm iv was 
said to have roofed the wooden shads ruf MILLS LUUMIN(i AP(1(AI. I. CI1) 
the large fishing eoounwity and added WHY MILLS SHOULD LOSE 
Aua-Mills playing cards The fisherman Cont'd on back papa 
were nM rwayc4 and 'oleI Ohm down 

They were upset that the) were bang 
encouraged to gamble and snwle ce In 
the NDC candidate 

vote for NDC 
their freedom 

vour. Kufuor but can juju 
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WA threat to close GT stirs 
toutroversy It's a sabotage - NPP "' , 

jLjjL,, i"! a A 1, 

,,,,, t, Ii, i, rd 11, rafI, yI he A-. 

Ran Asir n- I" Y (AMA) 11) rkse 110-1i h ff, 'Is 

Telecom o-cl R drl"ol' "' the of 

168, a, )&, kcd concerns ol cr tile ralionsle 

I h. 1111(flY I'Schaged I""' sfat-'"t 

int Friday. 
leam, fluit the dcclswo to Icleftse a press 

U,,, nlCIldcd closme And gOc GT a -%, o. 

, W, n , iAj 
foo, . 1--. bol tile man ,, ho 

ý, an ilchalfol' AMA, Mi Elliot Adom, says 

v;.. S. thc, cd that tile decision waA infoitned 

,, t. 9, h,,, aSc tile Dcccitiber 2H prestdcolial 

4 hoogh, 0 disruption It, C0111111kinication 

,a oOld h, essential fir the I)eccnibcr ý8- 

is , til fofcc the Elct tolal ('011`11"Ission 01, C) 

kony helletypter, and VSA I communicallOn 

, iaCh ,, Opcit to ninrojollations, 

X. pat,,,,,. C rjoiy (NI'V) qý. kr, o- -11 

wt a"d MP for S, koodl P-Pa 0-1111 

old tile C hronicle Vcstc-41M in an inicivim 

, pp believes the AMA thicat is a ploy to 

,"f, -,,, qFmjC the eleciornl sýmcnl, since the 

on GI 's nc, ""ll, ro, is Activities- 

AMA PRO (old the (I icle ,, a ph c 

ulthedc, C1510"to's'", 11"' 11"C', "a' vu, cly 

1b, c 
, ted that the AMA woold do nothing to 

4 r),, cember 
24 polls 

xess swel"Clo I. the AMA said it %%oold close 

'perailva of h, filog- 'Idecoln oijilic 

-m, ble firoc . if .1 falls w 5cuji, i oulslmlýhng 

..., ll, ). 40(,. 25(lccditolhcAssci, ýt, l) - 

ýVA said '1111C CIO""' "' 11 be done wthin two 

rfýT fail. to settle its (0, ohligAliom 

ý`AA qO0(Cd its 1995 ble In. " Section 182 

% 4, to 51,17VOI, 11,1hrca: 10 support its 1,101, 

it; told the cloonicIr that tile Closure .. light 

b) the NDC, imott the AMA as , 

Q. Synol- 
the mhng NAI-vill 

inimirs asked to vote NDC. 
r-t, f, - f,.,. ( Il. g. 

.: ". hc wný ^Pfrnnnccd 1" come tu+ nus 

r iM Kriiolunot faomic sim I and n"; 1. c J to 

, frl was If, her wraped In' When she did, , 

*ervl that the, hog is o holt lii, She ww; 

hr Nrw 1 No I'nlire Station fot inlcrrugnliun. 

n. onirlý celled the New I afo Police Station 

" ýiýri 

"' 

oiiGrrnrJ the slaty and said the 

case has been 

li nnsfci red to the police 
Ilcniyunrlers " in 

?, ". r r'nri'1'1«' Rumnai for further 

.. ling! Soft w3' c intcsligaiQn 

n,, _11 
Ilnwecer, the 

t X17/ prý puhcesmJehrnlnbart 

., 6r'. V'. Ilsbr as brought to the 

�yý. R er aI iaUwm, shewnsholding 
seventeen (17) voter 11) 

aids bcnnng difletent 

"'. w. T1 IMITED 

w Irk 1 nl... .. 
ýi'l 

Jllý"'ý1n 
11ý 

r rrlrir. r rIan. 
nm p1! 

7+ 
";. M IZ f' 

, mw s 

According to the 

polk c, cvcn though 

they heard that Wuno 

Zak ari lins krrn arrested 
for possessing a ballot 
box, sgfien she was 
arrested, a search 

conducicd revealed the 
Vuier II) cards 

Ucrnuci at is Cnngtccs (NUC) Piopngnnda Secretary, 

tics- nbc& (lie mfutmaCnm Ihnt ihr party might Ix 

bchmd the AMA ducal nc nuvrhicwus- 

Courage, - Deku, L 
coned. from frone page 

THE FINAL ONSLAUGHT 
C-td. f- f-. ( 

hrw- -, i N't to l" 

BýCjAgc NDC quppofter or sýnipatfiisci or e%cn 
adviser gets annoypd at the faintest or remotest 
mention. A party that people are failing to identify 
.. fit is a listing vessel 

Mr Kweku Simon Miss, h&lAncc broadcaster 

and entertainer launched into a Iwo-hout assault at 
I he GhAnAlAn Chronicle On tire MCFC . 111SPICK)" that 
the paper was going to include his name among 
personalities whohad wotkedon the MilIscaunpaign 
ads 

Mr Suilint Misd, Kirringing Ducclor nfSapflhur 
Loi (1-1),, ION kn-- ý, KNKI to A-a) 1-1 1-n 

z Ohene's war cry 
, ho,, "I"ll't) "r hmc ". "'d (, l,,,, 1C(((. qhow CO"I"I') I All llicse wit are not wonted about since we have 
also developer] itialegics to deal with them 

lbit, to make monounccinenti like - the run- 
oil is a wat between Ashamm and Evves 

*I he Volta Region will be detached from Gluma 
to jyu I ogo it NPP wins 

' Piojtcls in tire rcgion, pailic tilaily the Kclo Sea 

Wcntc ptojccl ill he balled if NPP %ins 
6Lw, csao: bcuig bcalcoanddii-nout ofAccra 

and Kumasi and trian) ollicis, are oniv pirpating the 
giounds foSp tribal t( n, cl ,, vlm 1, the I ,c ts, be 
Italtered over tire couritty, will be the unfoilunale 
victims 

The NDU must he so wicked si to lay the 
foundations for the desiniction (if tire fcgron which 
has gtvcnthcm soinuch anti has taken very little from 
them 

Vollanuis, piuticolinly the Ewes tpust now see 
Y, tilCiF ICAI enemies BIC 

We in lite opposition alliance for [hit nut-olTwill 
do the best we can to prevent the ND(' fiont 

recording any false figures that may result in setting 
tip the Volta Region against other regions and the 
4"e% ngAinsi tither tribes 

We are, theteloic, calling on the region itself to 
reject the NDC Pntl voll uiasiiýcly lof Mr IA 
K. o, Io GO it-, dW oh, I plol, lo d"lloy ih, 
region 

I'ven though file region has not gorn ant scati 
to lbe NPP yet. M, Kuluor lois declined (list he dl 

oc%cr give tip the Volta Region because according it) 
him. " Ifictc are a lot offlood peopleAnd flood things 

in that region " 

Indeed, the Volta Region thould simplý vole 
this time (or the winning party, the NPP, SO 1 IIA T 
"nuale wo nano wos me " 

We further call (Minor ChICIs and opinion lCGdCF2 

who are fuliv, aware ofthedimiterons developments 
in the 

region, to FC5151 any attempt by NDC to lure 
them into a 51(tiAllOn Where they Mill SKI&CC their 
subjects. 

They should exercise their leadership abiblici 
now to save the region, because should anything 
happen to this region and paiuculArly the Ewes [bey 
will be the f4tsl to be held responsiblit 

Finally. we appeal to President Rawlings to do 
everyiihing in his powcr to leave Ghana in one peace 
not in pieces, 

'It President has thine his 1-1 1. this point and 
must, ponder over the words of Abraham Lincoln. 
saying to the American people -I do the to), best 
I can, [be very best I know how and I rocan to 

Sontinut, doing so till the end If the end brings mc 
exit right. all that is said against will come to nothing. 
But ifthetnill brings mcout wrong, I Oangclspleading 
that I was right will make no difference " 

The most courageous thring for President 
Rawlings to do &I the end oriv, tenure oforrice is to 
vagorouslly preside rncr a peaceful, froe, and fair 

clectionlik and a peaceful handovef 

_4 the end may bring him out If he can achieve Or 
light and Ghanaians A fimever fenternbeir him for 
it 

Long live our dear Notion and may God bless all' 
of us to do)ust what it tight in the December 26 run- 

. 
II 

nl n cr. ul dr rd mcclmgs e( Kuku It'll, 1)[nrry Sa. )rr'r 

prupcrlN , huh duuhlcs as ND("} cunpugn 
hcndquarlris at Ihu, Acun, tv lrcic hic . 

Silo Laubrah 

had told the assembly that Ihcu )oh is to mnke sure that 

Mills gels In The Castle- 

One of the mvuees Mr David Ampofo, anther ' 

well known journalists, broadcaster and ndvcrtnmg 
consultant reportedly fled the meeting and refused to 
attend subsequent meetings when invited 

Mr Anrirofo had been enoneously linked with the 
Alu MAN IV adverts and when Chronicle called to 
confinn, he cJ nphaslsed Shut he hod heard it from too 
may quarterste tit he was not responniblQ fur 1oem Ms 
(lbonhr Sail III Media Touch cenfumed to fhe 
(hrornclc (hot they had produced the NPP's brilliant 

promohonnl Ads and were proud of the poufucbnn 
2 Mills victory should suggest economic dossier 

(Finale uwcsUganons has revealed that his inns lion in 
1977 preventrd flit (iuvemment from benefiting hums 

shares m the Audsume sugar faclroy when F f' Schaler, 

an American sugar falorv bid her the rehabilitation of 
the farlorv I he US company had mobilised fonds h  

the prnjret and needed the snv so Alta Mdls 

( harnctcnslically, he did nothing The factory n now s 

shell 
3 Mills cannot have the suppers of the malornv 

in I'uhamenl which should nuke fits lob loo difficult 
lie Itss Ilse lost favour with the independent media 
which sees him now as a hyprxnte who lurks the 
other way when crimes sic being committed with the 
false Alibis 

4 lire econrnnt, is in shambles The debt profile 
is massive end he cannot suivne the tremors that 

should follow should the truth be known from 
January when he begins to uncross fuel prices, 
elcvtrtaly. water and still ficvc wages 

S The duner commun. ty have lost faith and I 
confidence m hon as Ieprewnlmg the NIX Infect they 
have slatted hooking lo the NN' 

1. Mills dried And alnuninnhlr asullerrnrs escapades 
hat dtvtrut term sit badly 'I he iwrr of his son rrnmins I 

Ilse loht of tunlrot tray And thou, sons naouurulr 

Volta Region out of the desperation of [lie NDC to 

will the Presidential tuo-off by any foul mean%, and 
to call oil all pcacc. lo% ing Ghanaians to condemn it 

outoight 
In the 1992 and '96 elections, the NPP it, 

pruticular, %, Inch %, as branded an Ashoull party, was 
virtually chased out of the Volta Region because of 
ilicvjciotisiýrol)agaiid, imounte bytheNDCagainst 

thc part) We conl- , 

Ign 
in the region lei It 

alone policial; the vollog process cflcctivci%, in those 
1%%o elections 

The N DC hall a field day to tig those elections 
11IN35"Cly 

The positive change of Attitude of the tegion 

t tuds the NPP -bled us to campaign in ýorne 
areas without an, resistance end made it possible for 

us to P(, j- the , oI g process a little better this year 
Even though NDC activists led by their Members 

of Parliament (MPs) and Distnct Chief Exmutives 

(DCI-'. s) did c%crythmg in their power to frustrate us, 

most of our Polling Agents stood their grounds. to - 
produce the kind of results this year which have 

ch, ýomefull, -I I the NIX' rigging maclurierv 
In 1996, the NI)C had 632,3fi() votes in the 

Presidential hallotrepresenting94 41%oflolal %olcs 
cast, and (Ins; ýcaj, Macri neaniv 100,000 tNtFS 

registered %liters %%tie Added. they had i(). S. 6141. a 
shortfall of almost 110,000 votes (96 21) 

*1 lie NPP on the other hand, inocallei thd I'll)(, 

votes of32,334, representing 4 H%by Almost 17,000 

of 49,761L iepresenting 9 4% of total, votes cast 
it is interesting to nole that Kent South which 

usually causes heart attack 'recorded 4 1,391 ýolcs 
tills year for the NDC as against thi: 57,467 of 1"6. 

North. Torign dropped from 62,593 to 47,917 

AitdiioO'ctiiralfiiiiii32,970to4O, i6. i. Thispottern 

ran through all the constituencies in the legion 
Having nuffcred humiliating defeat in 6 regions, 

-o-called World Bank- they %ýcte tclying on to 

ollset their debts did not fa%our them caheir No 
doubt they wept bitterly at their party hc&dquaners 

in Accia I he TV3 crew who unknowingly ran into 
the "Tems" were mercilessly beaten tip How dare 

), on see the fears of NIX` I 
This shameful cxj"uic ofthc NIX' in the Volia 

Region has infuitated them so much that they have 

resolved to mile c, cry. fred means to save race in the 

nin-ciff. 
We have heard oferneigmey meetings held in the 

Regional Minister's residence, 
- the meeting of chief$ in the region, 
- 600,000 already thumbprimed ballot pap"s, 
0 arrangements to move Togolese VOtCFS -S 

days 

alicadol'theclections ono6hans, IbrMuchimatrenes 

Are being brought from Accra to sonic homes along 
the border lowns, I 

0 the attempts to frame up Major Courage 
Qunshigah for allegedly ludding arms and smunition 
in one Mr Kudswu's house at Deno 

" the intention to buy the Presiding Ofllicasý 
" the training of thugs to subdue, the region, 
" the instruction to beat up and if possible kill 

KufuoF's agents normally sent from Ac; cra to assusl 
the local agenti; 

In fact, pie"s of information me flowing in by 

the minutes, strangely brought bry Ificir own insiders 
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Reform to 
vote Kufuor 

fanf'd. f-- front pay. 

a<uvnirs rnwlnpur the gn, wing Iwn rrh, drv . sun uul 
violence in our communities the NIX' as a pally is 
merely a fig Ica leaf uni they rise to Ieguuntse the Kuvwcs 

of the Rawlings machine, " the Count il noted 
1M nntrnxul punted out that a vwunY fa I'hof 

Mills Is a duocl victory GK the Rawbngs' mriune It 

said (he Mills' presidential campaign over the last few 

months has demonstrateat all the artngant vote hrnwg, 
deceit, ethnic and rehgunu manrpulatuxi, uurmrdauat 
and actual brutality that have bcc4ww the hdtmarºs of 
Rawlings' ode 

The party statement said, "Mills constantly 
suframds himself with "faces" that symhohsc all the rd 
and abuse of the lost eight years Mills represents 
"conunuuy" A Mills' presidency meant a renewed 
assault on democratic msluuuons such as pnlulul 
parties, ('IIRAJ and the media It swans greater poverty, 
division and violence in our communities" 

Arucwdmg to the party a KuBuw vibuwy will weaken 
Rawlings and friends, pointing out that it denier them 
direct aa: ress to state power as they will no linger he able 
to lot the national coffers low then private gain and 
political patronage 

"They will no lungs he able to directly misuse 
pollee or soldiers to bully their opponents Ihxkr s 
Kufuor presidency, there will he more space for 
democratic politics and civil society aclivum and this 

will allow (ihanwns to freely arklress the important 
question of national direction that lie before us, " the 
NRP stressed 

The NRP aided that that is enough reason for them 

to support Mr Kufuar, noting that as members of the 
JAC "we hope that Mr Kufuor will pursue Ox broad 

social and political platform that he and other party 
leaders presented to Parliament last year during the Ag 
[fret" much 

M^ 
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I R. r1i'fl liii 
N: II(IIJI'ANS: UI, I Iitoi uflhrI: ItAN%lAN 1'IIK11NI( I I. andtwu 
of hle repottri c, Mrssrs 'uni N .I iy an ,I I-n \wong. Incing a 
charge of cyulcmpl, will open their defence before an Accra 
Regional Tribunal chaired by Mr Justice Isaac Douce tomorrow 

morning. 

At the last sitting of the case, Counsel for the Chronicle three, 

Con! 'd on hnrA p"ige 

flit Ni" l iii till ['all) INI'I') 
has urged Teeeid rut I union, to, to 
visit l: hana nett weck, tu follow the 

rsinaple of the World Brink 
President and ei ti sl+r Ihr nerd 
for probily  nd "crnontakilily In 

govrrnmrill dluinl; hilf Iatki with 
President Hawlingn. 

"I hr power of the I lmied Stetes 

1u sanrhon (ihnen log malfeasmtce is 

Iclr. nrr dmn Ihal of file World Ilank pill I 

Ihl" NIP rtt11CClS 111,11 this will lie I11RdC 
In. lullest ut tust ussulns about 
. �I I Iii loll lit Ktlvrnlmrill "nl I orllllll 
I,. e hisslelr: ue . Iynrdlrv Ihr( ennnl 
SrclOnly, Mr Joseph Agyeniln 
1lnnt col; 

I lie pony noted with rrµtrt ilia 

pubh' prlrryltinn of the judiciary tube 

r. lrnsiuo if Ihr I, xrculivr to the 

1'. "o, whcnr Icw uuw flust the 
. oý ll'N's judicial syslrtn 

'I1 Is uupurtant flint Ihr I nitrd 
tit Alec, 'hllvr Judicial s stellt it 
null tied only by n trw in phil-fing it. 

ulJcprndencr, ntakev a nliong blue for 

rid,, ml and 
plll611N to l ihnnu,, the release said 

l to lite visit itself, lire NI'I'seid it 
uhf nldy have 0., right nlrlnung and 

'uplot It an(riI t'rrsldrntI 111114111 Would 
I-nl" gpporprlntr ntihlrnr es to beur 

1111 111% presence in Ghana and in the 

Ilhrl cnunlncx hr Is scheduled to visit, 
1 help Altican yuvrtuUnenlc on to the 

1111 of Justice and title dcol'oklacy, 
II Ile Ihr v, tul plr Iryulsucs lot 

u uion. d devclulnurnt 
I he release urged I'lesiictu 

., n In mrcl with the pln4t5 in 

nheritance Plan Shelved ... Guzzie Tanoh 
Emerges As Presidential Favourite 

00 Qunnsah ReporliII 

IIANAIANN ('AN 

)leave ligh of relief. 
It e 

tnhrrit anrr cloud, 

threatcnrJ 
to rnl; ulf the 

ailutional 
11 cad of State 

"Ihe errooJ lertn of I'rrsident 

, John Itawliligs ends ill the 

t 2000. It; -e neared. Ilsually 

ale ('IIi ONI(1-F sources at 

the heart of Government indicate 

that the (lead of State has had a 
second thought following a sei its 

of had publicity involving lbeFirit 
Lady when the plan to make Nana 
Aonadu Rawlings Constitutional 
11rad of Cisana was leaked to the 

press. 
Plan It, that involved putting a 

mechanism in place for President 
Rawlings to succeed himself at the 

end of his constitutionally approved 

Cont'd on back page 

mocracy Is Not 
Myopic - Apraku 
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.. 
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SS1'IIANIWOmnntllxatlertheFirstLads, Nana Kon. tuAKyeman 
lingi incurred the wrath of a section of Ihr public for her indiscreet 

reororks at lionwi re that they should not expect tievelopmenl projects 

� 
(` 

`"ýý,. 
ýý "hen they voted against the NU(', yet another NU(' functionary has 

>v 1St repeated virtually the some remarks prompting political observers to 
wonder whether it is the NU(' government's policy to lie development 
to voting record of constituencies. Iý 

'ýr rý la SpcakingatAkomadanandAfrancltoreccntly, lhcl)i. ctnclthielf. rennisc 
for ORinse. Mr ltrefo" chastised the people for not voliu Irr the NI)(' but 

- r". Opett tic goccnuncnt tu nnJeitikr dcrr lupmc ut I nulrrls In ncw area 
h�fir Iý, ýrrlýrr- 

wo, f) 

n o/ l lr�rný ('nnl'rl on boar page 
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STER "Rawling's' NO PLEASE, MR. MINI, uccessor 11111K MINISIHN Ill Nooll, aod "pa, l, lan ...... 

on1'dJronrJrantiYage Nil( 
iMOISý lists plop"Ned file Selling up "Ill ch-, I lflaývl, t", III,, 

I hc'Madain for PrIcsident'wits orooled its 
, election conlroilter to bell, the oarh of I'll-on'll, not. I-veo if hewerr, all, l III,, 

two tell"' of off-ice has also been abandoned a cover for those in Government front the 
file national learn, tile Black Stals. select IS Illyb] V not lk, ly, he 

"old want the'unillunce 
players for ]its scluild. Inclollet N to be 'h0sen 'N lim-11 instead, ['resident Rawlings is reported to Provisional National Defence Council (lays '1111%. suggcstioll Is lepolled ill have been We all it Pill) cis for. 111V have gives' tile green light for a successor when a number of atrocities were coninutted 

outside tile Rawlings' family. Inade by fil I. Mensall, tile M, lll, l,,. ,, Ills team, Ile lo: c it clall le el will 
against their fellow Ghanaians. Chroniclevan 

:wV 

Supporters of Vice-President John Evans desire to elp lit nitilliog tile sell ... I , aiional always he I,, I...... tronal loakes it 
reveal that a special task force under the 

train ovort- "repiescri(a(lve" tit (lit. playe, 's 
slihIcIAlve, why Ali., Mills. though will bcdisappoinled. the cliairm,, ins[iipofNatiaAtol)adzie, Presi(lentiiI 

successor will not be tile Veep, Chioniclehar: who "cleserve" it) be lit t lie stilla(l Movilasille will also picl, thell lav(lorrics? It thin lost tile Stafferwith brieftosampIcipublic opinion (lit Miro, lri wasitying loh0p, I oongfv di, apwc stoor alctlsallollý 11"1111.111N. 1,111 ('11 (o. alles of learned that the new darling of President the possibility or otherwise ofthe wile (it tile 
V, It 11, C Rawlings is Mr Guzzle Fanob, 4 1, the dashing President succeeding him. I lie task f0FCC did III' his ..... .II Ill, k 

I-anti busincssman and Politician who is the initial ground work but insider. % soy before 
Moses Maheng. l. [lie Chat ....... I of 11%, A0, Ic (, I this it 111i, oollollb, e is totaled 

favoifrile of National Democratic Congress they could really enter the field. the ptess got 
Pailianwo(mv -h t it,, ,,, ý, 11011% ". 1.1,11lool od'olp"Ill IIhr 11"Icl, radclueol 

cadres. wind of the programme and virtually derailed 
Much as we all have all Idea %kilo shoill'I thetoirth and 111,, w(holi'll 

'lliesitiliriseclioiLe, Clironicit canreveal, the train. collstillile tile Illeolhelship of [lic Blaý k Stills, 11 tile 'oolooller 1% lolloed I Call Ime've 
.1 

was forced oil tile President by cadres of his About a month anti halfago. Mr. Justice 
"olorwooldopt svlies of cla"lles hcI%, VvlI the vir'noll 

ruling parly who have enjoyed a very good Dan F. Annan courted bar] publicity hý'J 
for say Kwaine Avew %vliilc% oilivis woobi I 0111111111ccon one tile lold 11", (om 1). 11 lie is Ali 

patronage float Mr. J anch. suggesting in a television chat show that it tile 
'11tongly disn-lee, I*or example, I wa% of the Indepcodellil Illinded Pet %ollý till the "Ifiel side 

Following the new thinking, Castle sources 

I 
view that the former (ioldlields delendri, Afo over Selection policlosand C% rillit'llIN the. %quad President should leave off-ice, his successor. Ito(, ..... I Id ba" I" Ib, 'Joad to' say. there have been overt and covert efforts front party point of view, ought necessarily 14). 

s% of players 

front tile seat of power to rescue the business be an insider, someone who has been with the. 
fill' kill, , aSo. b"(whell I loade it known, Inall)( In (Ili% ( asr let' s look : 11 1 Ile o, rl llovrls 

interests of Mi. I anoli, who faced various President front his revolutionary (lays 
offirtyllrends'sIlUl Nil- aillieworld 

financial dilficullies when the First Ladý's Meanwhile, tile Chronicle has learned not deserve ;I plate I he answer is Nt )ý No sell,, iton oniounre 

obsession with power gilt to a crescendo that the inner cancos of tile NDC have been 
I Ills I ... loght it I ..... le to Io, that ..... .r ýIlt if, I'llyfalld, I tan, e. I'liaM, Aipeoilll,,, 

rec-11) areall oldividoll S we have tilt let rill )VICeirtlolls I lie Netherlind, to I(AN 

Picsident Rawlings is said to be keeping 
holding series ofinectings on how to tespond 

of views and Idea, lintigir, Is a, it". ill pooll If(- by 
to F, ho Quansah Column of last week will, h 

When Ili, - Moitster p-po, ed It, -; Idea. I A, iggo Saa, hi Ili, then Itahao oal ....... I Irlao , be new optioo to his chest. But insiders say saidthePresident had flopped as leader of this 
Matfain has already picked the signal and is nation. 

wonder who lie Ilml in Inold ill toll%litille the toach lit 199ý lie was (lie niost gillell player 

giadually dislancing heisell front mainstream lilvillbershill (If file colliallf(ve I)ld Ill- Illivild In tile Itall'in learn Vel Sail, It, 'aw it It( 'lot to 
"I 1,. I, , -I- Illr) ... o and -lult 1, %, k [%till Im Ili, I owlwon( Ilmupori, irl- lidd 

(111cleloTe, sclect the %olt (if 111.1ýcls lie (I I it, 1-111"land ill 1906 Democracy Is Not Myo 
INIAdilli Cont"d. 1roinfrontpage that ill, - DCI- o0l,, ý like hro kno" Illit it, it,, adthal peopleoftfille"llp. --w, floor a, (tile father of P. iolo, tile ri. it-oal irarti-piam). 

govel-errient" de'elop"I'm 'It-1, ; 1,, - -1, . pe, crplion as Kill, Addo m lilq! lt 
itot 11) a joint slatcnl, ýit, tile Mi's for financed by Ghanaians through taxes paid Kwahviia N boah , it , or ý de to Nana , at,, 4-111 of Ill, Itallal 1, Ill 1. `trI, IIwAaavr, A( Nfilan 

(minso North and Offinso South, Dr Kofi 
Since all Ghanaians. regardless of how tile% It"w Hailer ('I I-ta"t I hooll, %nil ; I% allillirr aod ItIvelolls %lor as well it, I ItNi"ll" 1, 

Konado Apriku. and Mr. F. K. Buor. 
voted pay their taxes, they ate entitled to Mud) as 1: 

1 
1 INIC11"Ill" sugge%lion v, rle I'LIN Ing 't f the I-t ,I,, ()it, 

C, (pressed disappointment with file 
enjoy the benefits of their none Y, which 1% Well ollentioned, I have to Say that I %liongiv v%oolda'k Mly I sitill'IN I M., kilill b. -Ilcycs 

otterances ofthe DCL saying it is that kind development projects. disagicewilh thisid- Whether we like it ill llaggrot%aloxtav ; Ili) le. un catimil allmil Nei no 
of bild leadership that had undermined the File D(T and his likes in tile Nil(' not it is tile coak hot tea ol manage[ , 

do not rill of one Iraq a%kc, l lot ". 1rolon Illillouncr. 
(levelopillent of tile district. 

must know that it is Public funds. not ND4 Illo %villanti" here, who- head I, oa (lie lllcf, l, t isillelordialm"be'll 'IN'llitfol 
'111 is Illivollant that the DCE f nds that are being used for nallorial chopping Mott, and It(- alone nraq. thriclore. j`13gllI0'% 111,111%lon hot ,, fal INIlild, li:; % 

onderýtatids that a 111,11or tenet of democracy 
develcipment, tile el COFTIletorill anti be Ili I. po, ol ... I Ill tile I'LlveFs vvho lie bodged 1hre, that 110 1c, oltid ýoo If till. I 

:::, 
k, 

u 

thill we ire committed to establishing in 
mismanagement notwithstanding feel, can till tit, oI, bv, xpv, I% I thern it I, Antralkwa It II ,I or, Ib, b, lol. lll I the 

(-, bana is licedom of choice, and the Aptaku and Buor a%so, ed (it, 1)(, I, that a la, III, at ...... r Inople. tholigh VrIV good. will "cle'tioll , ollint'llecv, 11h INI Ih, F, 141011 

prerogative ofthe electorate to vote as they ill ey were prepared to work with film ill tile not fit into a Palli'lliar 00, .1 lflavý I'l Ine and "llilmlon 1,1 
. 

Ir. l- - it, " " 
ýnd. 

plea. %c without being chastised. ab a sed or true interest of theirpeople but wained that if explainlovvit Ho illdo. tilt 111,11111all foFvvIo, I that I% tile \,. IN lit, 1-t of it Iddoll Itilther. 

intinlidat"I by il['Yl)odv I his explains the he wanted to be confrontational. divisive anti whoplays for Flartelona, isoot ;I hisichoitc it lslacl's collh. " I Full's ( 1. dill 114, ,, It vou 
pohlic outcry against similar utterances of politically parochial in 1,1, ey player in Marlo zilgalo's litaill Irion should IldvIllir lot apph, art, lo -, air lumiad 

tile, laiist Varly It is sad our DCJ- learned 

oo(hing front that cl, is-le, " tbcN ilid 
were, most ready to take hrýo (")it lnt. ict, itwis(iiii), teceiitlytli; tlltc(Ri\,; il(l, i) it You do not all'od 1, ý clmn tile Irlo Illoall 

A, coiding I,, tire Nw, it is ilop-l. al 
got recalled iothe gquari after IS roollillsoll tilt! N. rI 0 Ildr:, rlain 

Sidelill" I Ills ",; Is hc,; oI.. W /ap, lllo fell aed a 11111113111 with 11"oh1c, 1--falrda I ('I II lit 

fce: s still that Rivildo will not lit mill%icioll's falls nol't voo their (111, It hilil 

NPP On sty C or sy%tcfli of play. (flar IV , till I rest Invvi"c Ronaldoand Hornarioashisinam soilco, 

' 
C Mring homerool lakinga h-kal "h. o ' Clinton s Israel prele . S, file 5-2 r- 

ob, ious In ali Ilia, Ie lllaý 11 W1. :, 
Ili, sysicul whil thrrs would not 11 

'o) it 'it from fron I page 

Visit : 
heretote, tire committee wouldsclect k ý% li, d, 

host of playvyý, for Israel and none of thý o 
MI F-minianuel Ohenc, demanded a 

Cont'affromftont page folýd into the Style of play you car, 
ý, cr(ificd true copy of the judge's record opposition to the NIX to enable him get a 

' 
how well the learn will laic 

(if proccedings to enable, hurn respond to balanced view (if Ghanaian afTans It %aid even I here is also theargument that a( tile Illat 

llic pioscculion's case. Senior State though President (Ainfou receives information Stars level, anycoaýll "ifll his ýolt. shoold ht. 

Attorney, Mt Anthony Gya ol biby has through its Embassy in Accra, the NPP is ofthe able to gel together a learn that would 

asked for a prison sentence for all three. view that nothing could be a substitute for even a sure that . 111 tile best player, "" av-0.0d, 
'file Accra Regional Tribunal is 

few minutes offiersonal encounter with people F. F Mensih knows Ilia[ if It, (, WA, I, - 

situated at the beach, just behind the whoge views have few opportunities to he heard colploy I foreign con, 11. oh .1 loo, ( 1-, 1, 

Kwatne Nkinniah Maosolcion at the Old . 
ThcNPI'assuledViesident Clintronthathe record like Johatin Cmilt or I rao/ 

is an honoured guest ill Gluma mid the I holed IIeckcuhao, e,, that i, a, on oh, -m Ill 
j, oIn Giounds, where file first president States which he so ably represent. % Ila% not brook any inteifeicoucwhalsoc%vt N'll0l, 't 
, )f (iliana declaied this country free of demonstrated in many ways that it is a friend of from a selection cnioninfee or nor Suo , t, IN 
l1ritish colonial rule. Ghana 
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Bureau Reports from Noll Coomson 
Central & Wnalnn Reglonn, Kali 
Opera Addo and Roland Adotel 

ddo in Accra, Ekow Frolku in 
umail and Keaalm Abdapah in 

Tamele and Stephan Laub! in 
ampong 

PR ION E ESS 

How did Erskine score zero in station he voted? 

3 

-x . 

( 

ý0 

A FTELI NG of depression 
hung like a pull of smoke ever 
Ibc country as news of the stag- 
String victory of [be NDC's 

pwrildential candidate reached 
houses and offices In key low 

, 
ns 

and cities In the country. / 

The victory of lit. IA, Jerry 

Rawlings confounded analysis 

and made nonsense of popular 

perceptions and opinion surveys 

cvcP NDC SUI)IX)FICFS into inCX- 

pficable silen0c. 
instead of the expected 

Spontaneous oulburals of oa- 
lional jubilation, beer bars re- 

mained cruply and Streets 
&scrtcd. Cities and townsi like 

Sckondiý Takoradiý Cape Coast, 
Accra and Tema and Oda were 
deflatcd of the ir usual life. 

Bank workers and doctors 

closed early and immediately 

went home. Atlantic liolel, a 
Takoradi popular joisa, was 
Completely Emply. 

At (: ape Coast, a small 
Spesupofyoungmenmadcabee- 
fine for the PcJu house of [be 
&VA mother of the NPP candi- 
, we (Ms. Christine Churcher) 
and smashed at her windows and 
Jorms at dawn of November 4 
and taunted her. IN the after- 
noon ail Papfatum, near The 
Anafo market oiganiscd group 
of 25 men went round singing 
and dancing with caricatures of 
Cluislic Churches- making rude 
ailtuiows to her. 

'With the sinking feeling 
cssmcý countless allegations of 
rigging and malpractices. At 
Cape Costa, of the five allc8a- 
tirmathal were made, yours truly 

, personally investigated three 
and found them to he baseless. 
Police Inspector Ahinsan who 

investigated reports of thumb 
printed ballot papers (for NDC) 

at the Ix)lice station near Victo- 
ria Park said it was only a speci- 
men and the culprit had been 

released. 
Another party rep. who al- 

lcgcd that he was restrained 
from witnessing the countipg 
was said to have failed to pro- 
duce acceptable identification. 
Yours truly went to the INEC 

office at ('ape Coast and spoke 
to Mr Ca. I Rhulc the INEC dep- 

uty chief at Cape Coast. He 
however, confirmed that they 
had tampered with the Cape 
Coast figures, for some'correc- 

At Shama, the wife of Dr 

The most startling were ihr 
crunching figures wring out 
from Volta Region, parliculary 
North Tonga constituency 
which is a cluster of small ham- 
lclwillagcs (none qualifying for 

a status of town) - turned out 
over 40,106 for Rawlings and 
21M for the four other candi- 
date 

is 

Fi mit SWIURUN I' I"r INI:: (' I)Ir. trict Offices, together 
pa"li. tmcntary, " IItI dýlfl., ý yýjt i4(vjUYankah, 'thoNDC ' 4 
Kwamena l)artele fiIc 3 

lcoI - cindidato Gx Aguoa 6! aal, Mr 
plaint. John-Appith, the District Sec- 

h is 1NI3C officialst at all the rotary, Mr C. G. Tandob the Af- 
11 12 Polling Stations in the Nkuro lornoy-(icacral all mcl at the 

Electoral area RL'1'IISEI) to Swcdi ii Town I tall to aupcrvisio' 
issue a certificate recording the the filling of the. mulls dcdara- 

reaulla it their various Polling ?ý drnl (ornu by the INI C DiMrict 
Stations for signature by the Orccr. The figures on these 

E atablishcd populous twin 
city like SckundiTakuradi 

saw only 45,000 total v(-tu CASII 
What would Pndiably rate 

as the limit was the nightmarish 
experience of the PIIP candi- 
date General Erskine who 
scored zero in the particular 
polling station he personally 
voted . 

Tackic Otoo the man lipped to In a telephone ialcFvirw, to 

win the conslimency confirmed 
that as far as she saw, there was 

confirm this, a clearly shaken 
(knCFal gave a lifiefaccoural and 

nothing she could say to explain just Laid "I wont say anything. " 
tact husbands's dcfe4l. She was The story of M! Caiquo disapix)inlcd at the news that 
the parliamentary elections 

ulvettu (Ptir) candidale fair 

might be lioycoticd. Ahanla Weal inthc Western Rc- 

gion was echoed and rc-cchoCd 
But it was not an smooth in parts of the CCUlFaI Regions 

and fair in other m "Is as nu g are that CIIR0t4ICI. E visited. 
beis kcp( changing from pollin Vtaring was done in the CDR 
stations to the counting centres, office in Scae with a thumb 

In Ablekuma South Con- printed poster of JJ and 
stituency of the Greater Accra Akainanso in full view to 
region siguid documents avail- 'educalc'the illiterate folks. 

able to us from 84 polling Mp- Telephone calls from Euto 
tions shared 18,221 for NPP acid PC from Ghanaian residents NDC 20.324. Ile published to- suggested a general feeling of 
suit reduced it sigialficandy to despondence n well. 
12,491, for NPP and NDC - 
12827. What the elections luoycd 

There were biriAre massag- 
also was the real popularity of 
President Jerry Rawlings -a are- ing of figures as well. lit lily which was gross ly underes- Fanteakwa Constituency turned ý\ limaled by everybody. And 

Out figuics that were completely Glumaiaminacratally brace them- 
at variance with what NPP 

schcsiphunker down for right 
strong man Dr Jones Ofri AIM (mat four) more years Of conli had collated. nuity a ta Jerry Rawli up. 

Polling Agents of all the Political ' wins Iltay not necruarrly he 
Parties. The Agents were told lhoacdeclaru1a1theP. h gsta- 

that these will be filled by the lions in ((out of The various 
Presiding Officcra in Swedru Pal tirA' Polling Agents. 

and a copy sent to Ihrm later. It is however a fact that no, c 
We therefore, du not have cop. of the Agona Weal NIT Polling 
ics of the rrjulta declared at the Agents in Nium aignul any of 
Polling Stadions in Nkum. the mulls declared at the 

I got to know later, that the Coned on pg, 16 
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events: "His story is concocted" 

A Near Bankrupt UK Company's Bonanza 

- 

Special Report: By Kof ! 'nom. cnn 
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"Volta Region 
is our World 

Bank" - 
Kwamena 
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Trafalgar House: " Castle called Steve Obimpeh a' 
day after signing the contract and 
tore it up. 

" From $33m the contract sum 
jumped to $40m. pleased with the contra, t AlIct ovcl 4 

year 1ý v1 1 l 1 1 9 iý i l l 

I, aing ism English company of repute 1 -1 1 z ; 1 z 1 l 
i 
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FA ROU ND 1600 known for theirdclightful range ofwcl - 
correspondence between 1he II-Ith 
Ministry and I llin somebod at I 

. ,, nwi, h Mtan Time appointed residential fooperlici inGrem, ' g. y 
( astlc haddcci dc4 h-ýjc contr t (; Nil) on January 13, Britain. They had also built Similar , A ýý j ac i 

, 9S Commodore Steve hospitals - IS of them in Mal ysla - a 
d lonrc v( le s 

1, thrn 
ýIinivter 

for Health, which had become models for 
P, 

All fingers pointed in the direction 
of t9c PrReWrFu and the name of31st 

hroill, ,, ncd along [be dolled lines replication. 

and awarded a $30 million contract That day executives (if Laing 

for the construction of a modera uncorked champagnie bottles and ficled up 
I his us barely days tic, it,, 

k, gj .. I h-pitill in It.. the Volts themselves ill celebration of a long and 
to inistry had written to Lsing expressung c "g, im. 1 spital. 

1 
arduous campaign, 

[he contrac inner was John Itut that jay wm shortlived. The offi 
. 
ci isla. 1i with the final 8, son 

, sing (, oastruction which had beaten following day, the minister received a 
project. I he full cabinet had also 
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$1,11 . ..... pcimo. f in conifninws as ClCdr mid duccl Icurr emanating from examined the concract and after intense 

&hale nn. wo. ýý IV gi-i it Ill, idl- 
t.,, 1, ul 1, Brill'] in't ol"IdIc Fuiolw the Wal of poý, Cr I tic Ca%lic "as not nm-- 

A burst artery' and a profile ilc' 
of financial disaster 

IRAFIAI. (AH llonse Inn»n intýýlinnº nnn . I;. 1.. ha", .. r 1-ht l 

u KVAF: RNF; R after being hailed at I+lno nclel Iime., Yours Irul V 
he eleventh hour fron imminent discovered that within the last live Year N 
collapse seven months ago. alone, Trafalgar House had lust 11111 

Kvaerner,   Norwegian mdhnn)Mumb, 11ong-koagI. aadwan, 
engineering and shipbuilding group put Ihcrefurd, tksperately trying tu get out 
up 9(14 million pounds for the loss after realizing an overall net deficit of 
making company after receiving the 1011 million pounds against its original 
green light IFum the Furope en invFstmnrt in the British company 
. 'ommissiun and more importantly. Ilýwas not only the constructlur'ý \ 
long-Kong Land,   Far liastern 

trog of rralalgar Ilouse which wa%] 
xtmpony which �word the largest stake going down Ilm tithe. Ilke company", 
25.8%) in I rafalgar Ilouse. 

cruise (luxury sea trnvel)bmine. +whu III 
Readers may remember owns the famous ('aeard huemeea 11,11 

Cementation International then 11,4 million lsnmds last year alone alten, 
represented in (Thane by Iteverend 

a public Rufflotts disaster over one t. l 
Kweku Finaleng was yet another their vessels, Iht 1)11I. II. 
previous nantr of I rafalgat I Iahe 

, Ani tIxt ". I lo" ý. I HO mdl.. ': 
Poring ncrr -il, dent retards und 

nheiýd .1 
_ýdmlý. 
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,, nlý '-f il'yo 11,1: legal document was tom up would have to be 7.3 percent That represented a p, ofriosionals. and Possibly Pimcc Polley 

'I ivl, lFqr I lotu.., pool of . huge Braush potential bill of another 02 billion which life Ili (4oull S. Morocco, A, "p-tcd. walked oyet Minim are.,, % which Ardav ., plulf f chrotic, 

with exteronve Ghansuan presence Gharsaiary taxpayer hod to pay Another financial Siena Leone as (he West African counfrv bell , Illy Wivelbetheopla 
A week In prepare lot the m. wh I he foui-ml it, play with two (it three. (he coach has Available the 

mod --noon in d7 -coinclois of pow r They institution, Samuel Mconflagio. an Investment banking 
Ifilibbing may prove very crucial in the long run as likes (if Aft, Dodoo, Sam Johnson. I ostei ltaxittig, 
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ýw unit, said to be an affiliate of Midland Bank. ýIobv 

grocrous "donors" with c hvll,. orne (he Biw, li Stoos pl. ylh- Sir... I.., n.. n,. Own Kofuo. And Joe Addo il he an II his mind 1, 
........ 31 %1 Dcccinýr`rWomcn's Samuel Montagu. had agreed to provide the they -. fit have had I. m. to psyche Iho, m, cIvci Not, It And $tiny -I "Illy he 1-11) (If file -fl-altmooýacd 

-he 1-1 do. " match ., ill Gabon may prove very player,, the now lolled with -rural Inhfv is Addo. remainder of the funds, That increase did not I 
crucial but the plobleca us he always arene, to blow hot .4 ih,. -. ooo they ., a budding 2,928 tiny matter to the Ghanaian power players 

tw, o-hýAfoom houses for schocil masters allovelirtht, By week's cl, had emanqcd I an pf. y. positive ,I negative dt, poenchng old 
roz er __ In w"'I 

Zvcico 
achieve% Ili I dri nil April 6, During the Nations Cup in JwuwV/I ebsuary, he 

country -a proilet requiring absolutely om foreign foconth, I: t Ill casonsi for 
19, )ýI. Let *s be hon"t and objective that there 1% Ilic was very "hot" Into during the Atlanta Olympics in such L! aLCIY_ ATTIUIAIý=t three weeks after The likelihood (if (ihana and Motoc- winning all their July/Augusl he was vory"cold" IfAddoLoortachlev. 

Foolcd III the high profile ofTrafalgar House Mrnnicle wrote it) him seeking an exillanation lionicout(che% I he onus is. therefor t, 4 In flit 5C IWo toome level ofconsixtencv lie would critainIN figure as 
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